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Abstract 

A binary self-dual code of length 2k is a (2k, k)  binary lineu code C with the property 

that every pair of codewords in C are orthogonal. Two binary self-dual codes of equd 

length, CL and C2, are said t o  be equivalent if and only if there exists a permutation of 

the coordinates of CI t hat takes Cl into Cs. If Cl and C2 are not equivalent then Ci and 

C2 are said to  be inequivalent. The automorphism group of a binary linear code C is the 

set of all permutations of the coordinates of C tha t  takes C into itself. 

The main topic in this thesis is the enumeration of lists of inequivalent binary self- 

dual codes. We have developed algorithms that  have d o w e d  us to enurnerate lists of 

inequivalent binary seU-dud codes of lengths up t o  and induding 32. This is the first 

time a List of inequivalent binary-self dual codes of length 32 has been enumerated. Our 

algorithms also find the size of the automorphism group of each code. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this chapter, we wiil discuss the basic problem we will consider in this thesis: the 

enurneration of inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual codes. 

In Section 1.1, we will give some of the basic coding theory definitions and some of the 

basic properties of self-dual codes that we wiil use throughout this thesis. In Section 1.2, 

we will define the main problem that we will consider in this thesis: the enurneration of 

a iist of inequivalent (2k, k)  self-dual codes. In Section 1.3, we will discuss the work that 

has already been done on this problem. In Section 1.4, we WU discuss our approach to 

this problem. Findy,  in Section 1.5, we wiil give a brief description of each the remaining 

chapters in the t hesis. 

1.1 Definit ions and Propert ies 

In this section we wiU give some of the basic coding theory definitions and some of the 

basic properties of both linear codes and the subclass of linear codes we will consider in 

this thesis: the binary seif-dual codes. For a more detailed discussion on linear codes 

see [il. 



1.1.1 Linear Codes 

We will begin by giving some of the basic definitions and properties of linear codes. 

Let G F ( m )  denote the field of m elements. Let V,(m) denote the vector space of all 

n-vectors over the field GF(m). An (n, k) linear code over G F ( m )  is a k dimensional 

subspace C of V,(m). 

Example 1.1 Consider the following set of 6-vectors over GF(2) :  

Notice that the zero vector is in C. Furthermore, if vi and v; are any pair of vectors in C 

t hen v< + vi is d s o  in C. Therefore, C is a subspace of V6(2). The vectors (O, 0.0,0,1,1), 

(OTO,l,I, 0, O), and (1,1,0,0,0,0) form a b a i s  for C. Therefore, C has dimension 3. 

Thus, C is a (6,3) linear code over GF(2). 

Ln this thesis we wiil only consider the (n,  k) iinear codes over GF(2) .  Unless it is 

explicitly stated that a Linear code is over GF(m),  whenever we use the term linear code in 

this t hesis we are referring to the Linear codes over GF(2) only. Note t hat the addit ion and 

multiplication operators for this field are addition modulo 2 and multiplication modulo 

2. 

Let C be an (n, k) linear code over GF(2) .  The integer n is referred to as the length 

of C. The integer k is referred to as the dimension of C. The vectors in C are c d e d  

codewords. We WU denote the codewords of C as binary strings of length n. We wiil 

use the phrase "the coordinates of Cm to refer to the coordinates of the codewords in 

C. The weight of a codeword Zin C is the number of non-zero components in é. We 

will denote the weight of a codeword C by w ( 4 .  The weight distribution of C is a count 

of the number of weight w words in C, for w = O, 1 , .  . . , n. We will denote the weight 

distribution of C by the sequence (Ao,  A l , .  . .,A,), where A; is the number of weight i 



words in C, O 5 i n. The distance of C is the smallest non-zero weight of any codeword 

in C. An (n, k , d )  linear code is an (n, k) linear code with distance d. 

Example 1.2 Let C be the (6,3) linear code of example 1.1. C consists of exactly 8 

codewords: 

The weight of ci is O. Each of c i ,  c3, and c i  have weight 2. Each of c:, c;, and c? have 

weight 4. The weight of cz is 6. The weight distribution of C is (1,0,3,0,3,0,1). The 

distance of C is 2. 

Let C be an (n,  k) linear code over GF(2) .  A generntor matriz for C is a R x n matrix 

G whose rows form a basis for C. If G is a generator matrix for C then G is said to 

genemte C. We will generally represent linear codes with generator matrices. 

Example 1.3 Consider the (6,3)  linear code C over G F ( 2 )  of example 1.1. The vectors 

000011,001100, and 110000 form a bais  for C. Therefore, 

is a generator matrix for C. 

Let G be a generator matrix for the (n, k )  linear code C. Then any k x n matrix 

G whose rows are a permutation of the rows of G is also a generator matrix for C. 

Furthermore, since there may exist more than one basis for C, there may exist generator 

matrices Gft for C in which the rows of G" are not simply permutations of the rows of G. 

Ln other words, there may exist many k x n matrices that generate the (n, k )  linear code 

C. 



Example 1.4 Consider the ( 6 , 3 )  linear code C over G F ( 2 )  of Example 1.1. Since the 

vectors 000011, 001100, and 110000 form a basis for C, the foilowing two matrices are 

both generator matrices for C: 

Since 001111, 111100, and 111111 also form a basis for C, the matrix 

is also a generator matrix for C. 

Let G and G' be any two generator matrices for the ( n , k )  Linear code C. Then G' 

can be produced from G by applying an appropriate sequence of the three elementay 

mw-operations to G. The three elementary row operations are: swap two rows, multiply 

a row by a non-zero scalar, and replace a row by the sum of itself with the scalar multiple 

of anot her row. If we perform any sequence of the three elementary row-operations on G 

then the matrix t hat results is also a generator matrix for C. 

If G is a k x n matrix over GF(2),  the elementary row-operation "multiply a row by 

a non-zero scalar" has no effect on G. Therefore, if G is a k x n matrix over G F ( 2 ) ,  then 

there are in fact only two elementary row-operations defined on G: swap two rows, and 

replace a row by the sum of itself with another row. 

Now, given any generator matrix G' for the Linear code C, by applying an appropriate 

sequence of elementary row-operations on G', we can produce a unique generator matrix 

G for C, in which G is in mw-reduced echelon form. A k x n matrix G over G F ( 2 )  is in 

row-reduced echelon form if and oniy if for cadi row i in G, where 1 5 i 5 k, if j is the 

first non-zero column in row a' then: 



0 ail other rows of G have a value of O in column j, and 

0 the first j - 1 columns of rows i + 1, i + 2,. . . , k d have a value of O. 

Given any k x n matrix G' over G F ( 2 )  there aiways exists a sequence of elementary 

row-operations on G' that results in a matrix G that is in row-reduced echelon form. The 

matrix G is called the rom-reduced echelon f o m  of Gt. The row-reduced echelon of G' 

is unique. Furthemore, if G' and G" are any two generator matrices for a iinear code 

C, then the row-reduced echelon forms of G' and G" are equal. in other words, for a 

given (n, k)  linear code C there exists one and o d y  one k x n matrix G such that G is a 

generator matrix for C, and, G is in row-reduced echelon form. For a given iinear code 

C, we will generdy represent C with the unique generator matrix G for C that is in 

row-reduced echelon form. 

Example 1.5 The matrix G' of Example 1.4 is the row-reduced echelon of G. We wiiI 

use this matrix consistently to represent the code C of t his example. 

Let C and C' be any two (n, k)  linear codes over GF(2). Let G and G' be the unique 

generator matrices for C aad  Ct, respectively, t hat are in row-reduced echelon form. C 

and C' are said to be equivalent if and only if there exists a permutation of coordinates 

that sends one code into the other. In terms of the generator matrices G and G', it is 

easy to show that the linear codes C and C' are equivalent if and only if there exists a 

permutation ~r of the columns of G such that the row-reduced echelon form of K ( G )  is 

equal to G'. If C and Cr are not equivalent then C and C' are said to be inequivalent. 

Example 1.6 Let C, Cf ,  and C" be the (6,3) linear codes over G F ( 2 )  generated by G, 

G', and Gu, respectively, where: 



G, Gr, and G" are ail in row-reduced echelon form. Let n = (2 4)(3 5) be a permutation 

of the colurnns of G'. The row-reduced echelon form of n(Gt) is G. Therefore, C and C' 

are equivalent. However, there does not exist a permutation n of the columns of G" in 

which the row-reduced echelon f o m  of a(G") is equal to G. Therefore, C and C" are 

inequivalen t . 

Let C, C', and C" be any three (n ,  k) Linear codes. It is easy to show that equivalence 

of codes is an equivalent relation. That is: 

a C is equivalent C, 

0 If C is equivalent to Ct  then Cr is equivalent to C, and 

If C is equivalent to C' and Cr is equivalent to CM, then C is equivalent to CM. 

Thererfore, the set S of all (n, k)  linear codes over GF(2) can be uniquely partitioned 

into a set of disjoint sets Si, S2, . . . , S, (where z is some positive integer ) such that for 

any pair of iinear codes C, Cr E S, C and Ct are elements of the same set Si if and only if 

C and C t  are equivalent. Each set Si is referred to as an equiualence class of ( n ,  k) Iinear 

codes over GF(2) .  Given any C E S, the equivalence class that C belongs to is referred 

to as the equivalence class of the ( n ,  k) linear code C. 

Let C be an (n, k)  Linear code. The automorphism gmup of C is the set of a.ll per- 

mutations n of the coordinates of C that take C into itself. We can also define the 

automorphism group of C in terms of the unique generator matrix G of C that is in row- 

reduced echelon form. Ln this case, the automorphism group is the set of a.ll permutations 

x of the coIumns G such that the row-reduced echelon form of x(G) is equal to G. 

Let C be any (n,  6 )  linear code over GF(2) .  Let G be the unique generator matrix 

for C that is in row-reduced echelon form. Since G is in row-reduced echelon form, and 

since the k rows of G form a basis for the k dimensional subspace C, G must contain the 



following set of k columns: 

Therefore, there exists a permutation of the columns of G that results in a matrix G' 

(that generates a code equivalent t o  C) in which G' has the form [hl A l ,  where Ik is a 

k x k identity matrix and A' is a k x (n  - k) matrix over GF(2) .  In other words, for any 

(n, k) Linear code C over G F ( 2 ) ,  there exists a t  least one (n, k )  linear code C' over G F ( 2 )  

in which C' is equident to C, and, C' is generated by a matrbc of the form G' = [&IAq, 

where Ik is the k x k identity matrix. 

Example 1.7 Let C be the (8,4) iinear code over GF(2)  that is generated by: 

G is in row-reduced echelon forrn. Let n = (4 5) be a permutation of the columns of G. 

Let Ci be an (ni, ki) linear code over G F ( 2 ) .  Let C2 be an (na,  ka) Linear code over 

GF(2) .  The direct sum of Cl and Ca, written as Cl $ Cz, is the (ni + nz, ki + k2) iinear 

Then the matrix G = x(G), which happens to be in row-reduced echelon form, is: 

G' = 

- - 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0  

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1  

0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1  

O 0 0 1 0 1 1 1  
b 6 

The matrix G' has the form (41Aq and generates an (8,4) linear code Cf that is equivalent 



code over G F(2) that consists of the set of aU codewords tic?, where ci is a codeword of 

Cl,  c; is a codeword of C2, and cic'; is the (nl + n2)-vector that is the concatenation of 

c'; and c;. 

Let G1 be a generator matrix for an (nl, kl) Linear code Cl and let G2 be a generator 

matrix for an (n2, k2) iinear code C2. The composition of Gl and G2, written Gl @ G2. 

is the (kl + k t 2 )  x (nl + n2) matrix: 

Gl $ G2 is a generator matrix for the linear code Cl @ C2. 

Let C be an (n, k) iinear code over G F ( 2 ) .  C is decomposable if and only if C is 

equivalent to an (n, k) linear code C' that is the direct sum of two codes Cl and Cz, 

where Ci is an (nl, kl) iinear code, C2 is an (712, k2) linear code, n = n~ + nz, and 

k = k r  + k2. I f  C is not decomposable then C is said to  be indecomposable. 

1.1.2 Binary Self-Dual Codes 

In this thesis we wili only consider a subclass of the linear codes over GF(2) known as the 

self-dual codes over G F ( 2 ) ,  or, more simply put, the binary self-dual codes. Therefore, 

we will conclude this section by defining what a binary self-dual code is and giving some 

of the basic properties of binary self-dual codes. 

Let C be an (n, k)  linear code over G F ( 2 ) .  Let 1 = x1 22. . . x, and y' = y1 yz . . . y, 
be any two codewords in C. The codewords 2 and @ are orthogonal if and only if t f = 

x7=L=l x;yi = O. In other words (since C is a subspace of Vn(2)) 2 and f are orthogonal if 

and only if they intersect in an even number of positions. 

Let C be an (n, k )  Linear code over GF(2) .  The orthogonal complement of C ,  written 

CL, is the set of a l l  n-vectors 2 in Vn(2) with the property that for any codeword f i n  

C, 5 and y' are orthogonal. The orthogonal complement Ci is an (n, n - k) Linear code 



over G F(2). Furt hermore, if C is generated by a matrix of the f o m  G = [Ikl A] t hen CL 

is generated by [ A ~  1 I ~ - ~ ] ,  where AT is the transpose of the mat rix A. 

Let C be an (n, k) Linear code over G F ( 2 )  and let CL be the orthogonal complesent 

of C. C is a self-orthogonal code if and only if C C CL. C is a self-dual code if and only 

if C = CL. Since CL is an (n, n - k )  code, if C is a self-dual code then we must have 

k = n - k, which implies n = 2k. Also note, if C is a self-duai code then since every 

codeword in C must be orthogonal to itseif, every codeword in C has even weight. 

Example 1.8 Let C be the (8,4) linear code over G F(2) that is generated by the matrk: 

The orthogonal complement CL of C is generated by the matrix: 

The row-reduced echelon form of G' is G. Therefore, G and G' generate the same code. 

Thus, C = CL and C is a self-duai code. 

Theorem 1.9 Let C be a (2k, k) linear code over GF(2).  Then C is a self-dual code if 

and ody  if for ail pairs of codewords 5, C (induding 2 = 3, we have 5 i j  = 0. 

Proof Suppose C is a self-dual code. Then C = CL,  and by the definition of CL,  we 

have 2q7= 0, for aJ 5,ijf C. 



Suppose for al1 Z, ij E C, we have 2 O = O. Then, by the definition of CL, we have 

C C CL. Furthermore, since C has dimension k and CL has dimension 2k - k = k, we 

have C = CL. 0 

Example 1.10 Consider the (8,4) linear code C of example 1.8. The codewords in C 

are: 
00000000 10001110 01001101 11000011 

For any pair of codewords 5, f C (including 5 = y3, we have 5 O f = O. Therefore, C is 

a self-dud code. 

Notice that the self-dual code in Example 1.1 O contains the all-ones vector. This is 

in fact true for all self-dud codes as the following theorem demonstrates. 

Theorem 1.11 Let C be a (2k, k)  self-duai code over GF(2) .  Then the all-ones vector 

is an element of C. 

Proof Since C is a self-dual code: every codeword in C has even weight. Since C has 

length 2k, the all-ones vector i has even weight. Therefore, for any ë E C, we have 

ë o  1 = O. Thus, by the definition of CL, we have i E CL, which implies i E C [7 

Note, by Theorem 1.11, if C is a (2k, k) self-dud code then the number of weight i 

words in C is equal to the number of weight 2k - i words in C. The reason for this  is that 

for any weight i word Fin C, the weight 2k - i word C+ is also in C (and vice-versa), 

where is the d - o n e s  vector. 

An important subclass of the binary self-dud codes that we wiU occasionally mention 

in this thesis is the doubly-even self-dual codes. Let C be a (2k, k) self-dual code. Then 

C is doubly-even if and only if every codeword in C has weight that is divisible by 4. 



We wiil conclude this section by counting the total number of (2k, k )  self-dual codes 

over GF(2). 

Theorem 1.12 The number of binary self-dual codes of length n = 2k is n f ~ :  (2' + 1). 

Proof Let us first count the number of ways we can select, vector by vector, a basis 

for such a subspace of n-space. Since the d - o n e s  vector i is always in a self-dual code, 

we can fix the first vector in our basis to i. Now, there are 2"-' n-vectors that are 

orthogonal to the all-ones vector 1. Therefore, we have 2"-' - 2 choices for our second 

basis vector (the 2"-l vectors orthogonal to the d -ones  vector minus the all-ones vector 

and the d-zeroes vector). In generai, there are 2"-' vectors orthogonal to the first i 

basis vectors we select. Among these 2"-' vectors, 2' of them will be in the span of the i 

basis vectors already selected. This gives us a total of 2"-' - 2' choices for the (i + 1 ) th 

basis vector. Therefore, starting with the d - o n e s  vector, the number of ways we can 

select, vector by vector, a basis for such a subspace is nfii 22k-i - 2'. Of course, this is 

an overcount (on the total number of binary self-dual codes of length n = 2k) since each 

subspace c m  be picked many times. 

The number of ways a particular subspace is selected is easy to count. Starting with 

the all-ones vector, the number of ways we can select an n-vector (from our k dimensional 

subspace) for our second basis vector is 2* - 2 and, in generai, the number of ways we can 

select an n-vector (from our su bspace) for our (i + l ) th  b a i s  vector is 2k - 2i. Therefore, 

our vector by vector method for finding bases will find a basis for a particular subspace 

nfz: 2k - zi times. Dividing and cancelling gives us our result. 0 

For a more detailed proof see [l]. 

1.2 The Problem 

The problem we will discuss in this thesis is the enumeration of lists of inequivalent (2k, k )  

self-dud codes, for k = 1,2,. . ., 16. That is, for each k, 1 5 k 5 16, we WU look at how 



we can produce a List L of (2k, k) self-dual codes with the property that for any (2k, k )  

self-dual code Cr,  there exists one and only one code C E L such that C is equivalent to 

C'. For each code C in the List L, we will also compute the size of the automorphism 

group of C. 

There are a number of reasons for wanting to produce such a List L of (2k, k )  seif-dud 

codes. One reason is that  we can learn much about the (2k, k )  self-duai codes from such 

a list. For example, for a given k, it is generally not known what the largest distance d 

a (2k, k)  self-dual code may have. It is also not generally known what weight distribu- 

tions and automorphism group sizes a (2k, k) self-dual code may have. Since, for any two 

equivalent (2k, k )  self-dual codes. the distance, weight distribution, and size of the auto- 

rnorphisrn group is the same for both codes, by enumerating a list of inequivalent (2k, k )  

seif-dual codes, we can determine the largest distance, the different weight distributions, 

and the different automorphism group sizes t hat exist for the (2k, k) self-dual codes, for 

k =  1,2  ,..., 16. 

The reason for enumerating a list L containing only inequivalent (2k, k)  self-dual 

codes, instead of d the (Zk, k )  self-duai codes, is that the number of inequivalent (2k, k )  

self-dual codes is substantially smaiier. For example, the nurnber of inequivalent (26,13) 

self-duai codes is 103 whiie the total number of (26,13) self-dual codes (which we can 

compute using Theorem 1.12) is a 24-digit nurnber. Anot her reason for enumerating 

only inequivalent (2k, k)  self-dual codes is that if C and C' are equivalent (2k, k)  self-dud 

codes then C' can be found by performing sorne permutation of the coordinates of C. In 

other words, the structuîes of C and C' are, essenti* the same. 

The reason for computing the size of the autornorphism group of each (Zk, k)  self-dud 

code we produce is that,  as we s h d  see later in the thesis, we can use the automorphism 

group sizes together with Theorem 1.12 to help check that we have not made any mistakes 

in our enumeration. 



History 

Complete lists of inequivalent (Sk, k) self-dual codes, for k = 1,2,. . ., 10, were first enu- 

merated by Vera Pless in 1971 [2] dong with complete Lists of (2k + 1,k) self-orthogonal 

codes, for k = 1,2, . . . ,9. For each code produced, the weight distribution: the automor- 

phism group, and the size of the automorphism group were all given. The sizes of the 

automorphism groups and Theorem 1.12 (i.e. the total number of (2k, k)  self-duai codes) 

were used to check that the Lists of (2k, k) self-dud codes produced were complete. Simi- 

lady, the sizes of the automorphism groups and a count of the total number of (2k + 1, k )  

self-orthogonal codes were used to check that the Lists of (2k + 1, k)  self-orthogonal codes 

were complete. 

Complete lists of inequivalent (22, l l )  self-dual codes and (24,12) seif-dual codes were 

first enumerated by Pless and Sloane in 1973 [3]. As with the Lists of (2k, k)  self-dual 

codes previously produced, for k = 1,2, . . . ,IO, for each of the (22, I l  j and (24,12) self- 

dual codes produced, the weight distribution, the automorphism group, and the size of 

the automorphism group were all given. Similarly, the sizes of the automorphism groups 

and Theorem 1.12 were used to check that the lists of (22, I l )  self-dual codes and (24,12) 

self-dud codes produced were compiete. 

In 1978 [4], Conway and Pless produced complete Lists of inequivalent doubly-euen 

(32,16) self-dual codes. Again, for each code produced, the weight distribution, the 

automorphism group, and the size of the automorphism group were a l l  given. The sizes 

of the automorphism groups and a count of the total number of doubly-even (32,16) 

self-dual codes were used to check that the list of doubly-even (32,16) self-duai codes 

produced were complete. The complete list of inequivalent doubly-even (32,16) self-dual 

codes produced by Conway and Pless c m  be used to find complete iists of inequivalent 

(2k, k) self-dual codes, for k < 15. In [4], Conway and Pless used the List to count the 

number of inequivalent (26,13) self-dual codes and the number of inequivaient (28,14) 

self-dual codes. 



The number of inequivdent (30,15) self-dual codes were counted by Conway, Pless. 

and Sloane in 1990 [51. Also given were the weight distributions for the (2k, k, d 2 6)  

self-dud codes, for k = 13,14,15. 

These four papers provided us with most of the coding theory ideas we used from 

the literature. Among these ideas were the importance of the weight 4 codewords in 

characterizing the (2k, k, 4) self-dud codes. and, the use of the size of the automorphism 

group of a code in ensuring that our results were correct. Many other papers have been 

done on self-dual codes of which we list a few that pertain t o  t he  research we have done. 

In [6], Conway and Sloane show there are several seif-dual codes with length 34 whose 

automorphism group has size 1. They also state the foilowing conjecture: 

Conjecture 1.13 The smallest possible length for a self-dual code whose automorphism 

group has size 1 is 34. 

We will settle this conjecture in Chapter 7. 

The Iist of inequivalent doubly-even (32,16) self-dual codes produced by Conway and 

Pless [4] contains exactly five (32,16,8) seif-dual codes. In [7], Koch verifies this result 

by giving a short proof (that does not require knowledge of the size of the automorphism 

group) that there are exactly 5 doubly-even self-dual codes of lengt h 32 with distance 8. 

We also found that Oral's paper [8] could be used to check our results. In it, Oral proves 

that a binary self-orthogonal code with distance 4 can not have an autornorphism group 

with size 1. 

On the other hand, most of the combinatorial algorithm ideas in this thesis were 

not taken from the literature but were developed from general, sound computing prac- 

tices. If one wishes to read a slightly different approach to these ideas on algorithms and 

computing practices for combinatorid ob jects, one can read Lam and Thiel [9]. 



1.4 Approach 

Vera Pless's method for finding a list of inequident  (2k, k)  self-dual codes was to find 

each inequivalent code, one by one. For each code C found, the size of the automorphism 

group was cornputed, which was then used to  find the number of codes equivalent to 

C. The enurneration stopped once the sum of the total number of codes equivalent to 

the codes produced added up to the appropriate number (i.e. either the total number of 

(2k, 6) self-dual codes for k = 1,2, .  . ., 12, or,  the total number of doubly-even (32,16) 

self-dud codes). As pointed out by Koch [7], one of the drawbacks of Pless's approach 

is that the inequivalent codes were found by several processes "including divination." 

Another drawback is that  in order to  find a complete list of inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual 

codes, for k = 16,17,18,19 (using the same method that was used to  find the (2k, k) 

self-dual codes, for k = 13,14,15) a complete list of inequident  doubly-even (40-20) 

self-dual codes must first be found, which would require too much computing time since, 

as pointed out  by Pless in [4], there are a t  least 17000 inequivalent doubly-even (40,20) 

self-dud codes. 

Ln this thesis, we will present a systematic method for producing a complete List of 

inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual codes. With our met hod, we can systematicaliy produce a 

complete list of inequivalent (2k, k) self-duai codes for any k, provided we have complete 

lists of inequivalent ( 2 j ,  j) self-dual codes, for j = 1,2,. . . , k - 1, and provided we have 

enough time and memory. in practice, we were able to use Our method to produce 

complete lists of inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual codes for k up to  and induding k = 16. 

It also seems very promising that we wilI be able to soon use our method to produce a 

complete list of inequivalent (34,17) self-dual codes. 

Our rnethod for producing a complete iist of inequivalent (Sk, k )  self-dual codes works 

in two stages: 

1. In the first stage, we produce a list L of generator matrices with the property that 



for any (2k, k) self-dual code C', t here exis ts at least one G in L in which G generates 

a code C that is equivalent to Cr. 

2. For each matrix G in the list L, our second stage permutes the columns of G 

and row-reduces, producing a unique generator matrix Go for a unique code in 

the equivalence class of Cl where C is the (Zk, k )  self-dud code generated by G. 

In other words, for any pair of matrices Gi,GÎ f L, where G1 and G2 generate 

equivalent codes Ci and C2, respectively, when either one of Gi or G2 is input into 

the second stage, a unique matrix Go is produced that generates a code equivalent 

to both CL and Cz. For each G E L ,  the second stage will also count the size of the 

automorphism group of the code C generated by G. 

The distinct generator matrices produced in the second stage of our algorithm give us 

our complete iist of inequivalent (2k, k)  self-dual codes. 

Note that provided we have complete Lists of inequivalent (2j, j) self-dud codes, for 

j = 1,2, . . . , k - 1, we c m  produce a complete list of decomposabte (2k, k )  self-dual codes 

in a straightforward manner. The sizes of the automorphism groups of the decomposable 

(2k, k) self-dual codes can also be computed in a straightforward manner. Therefore. 

we only need to consider the indecomposable (2k, k) self-dual codes in our enumeration. 

Furthermore, with the exception of the trivial (2,1,2) self-dual code, generated by G = 

[l 11, every (2k, C, 2) self-dual code is decomposabie. Therefore, we only need to consider 

the (2k, k, d > 4) self-dual codes in our enumeration. 

1.5 What's Ahead 

For any (Sk, k)  self-dual code over GF(2)  there exists an equivalent code C that is gen- 

erated by a matrix of the form G = [&1A], where Ik is the k x k identity matrix and A 

is a k x k identity matrix. Therefore, to produce a compIete iist of inequivalent (2k, k)  

self-dud codes we can (and will) ümit the generator matrices we produce to just those 



that have the form [41A]. In Chapter 2 ,  we will investigate some of the properties that 

matrices of the form G = [IkIA] posses, where G = [IklA] generates a (2k, k) self-dud 

code. 

The first stage of our enumeration WU produce a list L of generator matrices G = 

[Iklft], with the property that for any (2k, k, d 2 4) self-dual code C there exists at  

least one matrix G = [IkIA] in L that generates a code equivalent to  C. Our method for 

producing the List L may resdt in a large number of generator matrices Gl = [Ik[Al], Gî = 

[IkI A2], . . . , G, = [hl A,] being produced in which Gl , G2, . . . , G, d generate equivdent 

codes, and Al # A2 # . # A,. If every one of these matrices are recorded in the list 

L t hen the second stage of our enumeration wiU perform a lot of unnecessary and time 

consuming work. Therefore, we would like the list L produced in the first stage of our 

enumeration to contain as few pairs, Gl = [IklAl] and G2 = [IkIA2], a s  possible, where 

Gi # G2, and G1 and G2 generate equivalent codes. One way we can do this is t o  restrict 

the generator matrices we produce for each equivalence class of (2k, k, d 2 4) self-dual 

codes. This is the topic of Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, we WU develop an algorithm for finding a list L1 of generator matrices 

G = [IkIA], with the property that for any (2k, k, 4) self-dud code C there exists a t  least 

one matrix G = [IkIA] in Li that generates a code equivalent to C. The algorithm is 

recursive and assumes complete iists of inequivalent (2j, j, d) self-dual codes are available, 

where j 5 k - 2 and d 3 4. The algorithm is based on the result that for any (26, k , 4 )  

self-dual code C, there exists a generator matrix G = [IkIA], where G generates a code 

equivalent to C, such that G can be constructed from a generator mat ri^ for a (2k -4 ,  k - 2 )  

self-dud code. 

In Chapter 5, we will develop an algorithm for finding a List L2 of generator matrices 

G = [&1A], with the property that for any (2k ,  k, d 2 6) self-duai code C there exists at  

least one matrix G = [hlA] in L2 that generates a code equivalent to  C. The algorithm 

is recursive and assumes complete iists of inequivalent (2k, k,4) self-dual codes Co are 



amilable, where Co does not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. The algorithm is 

based on the result that for any (2k, k, d > 6) self-dud code C, there exists a generator 

matrix G = [IklA], where G generates a code e q u i d e n t  to C, such that  G can be 

constructed frorn a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4)  self-dual code that does not contain 

any intersecting weight 4 words. 

In Chapter 6, we will develop an algorithm that,  given any generator matrix G = 

[Ik 1 A], for a (2k, k) self-dual code C, produces a unique matrix Go = [Ik [Ao] t hat generates 

a code equivalent to  C. That is, we wiU develop an algorit hm that, given any pair of 

matrices Gl = [IkIAl] and G2 = [IkIAZ], where Gi and Gz generate equivalent codes, 

produces the same matrix Go = [IkIAo] when run on either one of Gi or G2. The algorithm 

will dso count the size of the automorphism group of C. The aigorithm developed in this 

chapter can be used to  find a list L of generator matrices G = [&1A], with the property 

that  for any (2k, k, d 2 4) self-dual code C there exists one and only one G = [IkIA] in L 

such that G generates a code equivalent to C, by running the algorithm on the lists Li 

and L2 (produced by the algorithms developed in Chapters 4 and 5) and recording every 

distinct matrix produced in L. As we s h d  see in Chapter 6, once we have produced our 

list L, we can then use the sizes of the automorphism groups of the codes we produced 

to  check the results of our enumeration. 

Finally, in Chapter 7, we wiil give the results of our enumeration. Various counts 

of (2k, k )  self-dual codes are given, for k = 1,2,. . ., 16, including the total number of 

inequivalent (2k, k )  self-dual codes, the number of indecomposable inequivdent (2k, k) 

self-dual codes, and the number of inequivdent (2k, k, d) seif-dual codes. Also given are 

tables listing ail combinat ions of weight distributions and automorphism group sizes for 

the (2k, k, d 3 4) self-duai codes, for k = 1,2,. . . , f 6 .  



Chapter 2 

Generator Matrices of the form 

Any (n, k )  Linear code is equivalent to a code generated by a matrix of the form G = [IkI A], 

where lk is the k x k identity matrix. Therefore, we can restrict our enumeration of 

inequivalent self-dud codes to ones t hot are generated by matrices of the form G = [Ik 1 A].  

Furthermore, since d our generator matrices have the identity matrix on the Ieft, we need 

only store the matrix A. Since we will store only A in our computer programs, we wiLl also 

develop operations on A, each of which will produce a matrix A' such that G' = [Iklk!'] 

generates a code C' that is equivalent to the code C generated by G = [IkJA] .  In this 

way, we need only store and operate on A, rather than G = [ Ik(A] .  This wiil make the 

programs developed lat er in the t hesis more efficient. 

In this chapter, we will look at some of the properties of self-dual codes (and linear 

codes) generated by matrices of the form G = [IkIA]. Section 2.1 looks at some of the gen- 

e r d  properties that any A must have, if G = [IklA] generates a self-dual code. Section 2.2 

discusses the conventions and notation we will use in this chapter, and throughout the 

remainder of the thesis, regarding permutations of the columns of G a d  row operations 

on G. Section 2.3 defines 3 operations on the matrix A. Each of these operations are used 



to produce a matrix A' such t hat G = [Iç(A] and G = [Ik 1 A'] generate equivalent codes. 

Section 2.4 shows that, given any A, these 3 operations are sufficient to produce any A'. 

where G' = [hl A1 generates a code equivalent t o  the code generated by G = [IkI A]. 

Finally, Section 2.5 gives a usefd theorem on weight d words (where d is the distance of 

the code) in generator matrices of the form G = [Ik 1 A]. 

The theorems in this chapter are d deduced from weil known facts in coding theory 

and are generdy known. We are not clairning they are new or original. 

A (2k, k )  Linear code C, over GF(2), is a self-dual code if for any codewords c, c: E C 

(induding i = j), < 0 c !  = O. Since, c: c: = 0, the codewords of C must have even 

weight. Since, c: a c: = 0, any pair of codewords must intersect evenly. Therefore, if G 

generates a self-dual code C, the rows of G (which are codewords of C) have even weight 

and intersect evenly. In tkis section, we will use these two properties to find some of the 

properties that any G = [ Ic (A]  that generates a self-dual code must possess. 

The first two theorems look at the parity of the rows and columns of A. 

Theorem 2.1 Let G = [IkIA] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k )  self-du$ code C. Then 

the rows and columns of A must have odd weight. l 

Proof Since G = [ IkIA] generates a self-dual code, the rows of G must have even weight. 

and therefore, the rows of A must have odd weight (since Ik contributes exactly one 1 to 

the weight). Since C is a self-dual code, GL = [ A ~  141 also generates C. Therefore, the 

rows of GL must have even weight, and therefore, the rows of A* have odd weight, which 

implies that the columns of A have odd weight. 0 

'Here the word weight is referring to the number of ones in a row or a column of A. 
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Theorem 2.2 Let G = (41 A] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k)  self-dual code C. Then 

the rows of A intersect evenly and the columns of A intersect evenly. 

Proof Since C is a self-dud code, the rows of G must intersect evenly, and since the 

rows of Ik intersect evenly (i.e. in O positions), the rows of A  must intersect evenly. Since 

GL = [ A ~ I I ~ ]  dso generates C, the columns of A must intersect evenly. fl 

We will now show that for any A satisfying the conditions in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 

G = [IkIA] generates a self-dud code. 

Theorem 2.3 Let A be any k x k binary matrix such that: 

1. The rows (and columns) of A have odd weight, and, 

2. The rows (and columns) of A intersect evenly. 

Then G = [&(A] generates a (2k. k) self-dual code. 

Proof Since G contains the identity matrix Ik,  G generates a (26, k) linear code C. The 

codewords of C are any linear combination of the rows of G. Let 6 denote the rows of G. 

1 5 i < k. Then, any codeword of C has the form Z= CiEs 6, where S is a subset of the 

set of integers {1,2,. . ., k}. What we need to show is that for any codewords co, c; E C o  

c; c; = 0. 

Since the rows of A have odd weight, the rows of G have even weight, and therefore, 
-. - 
ri r; = O. Since t h e  rows of A intersect evenly, the rows of G intersect evenly, and 

therefore, r: a r: = O, i # j. Let cG,c$ E C (inciuding a = b). Then cz = &sa P;. 

and cz = Cjeq r:, where S. and Sb are subsets of the set of integers {1,2,. . ., k}. By 

repeoted use of the distributive law Ü (b+ c') = ü b+ 2. C we see that: 



Therefore, C is a self-dud code. 

Note that in our proof of Theorem 2.3, we did not use the fact that the columns of 

A have odd weight and intersect evenly. Therefore, if the rows of A have odd weight and 

intersect evenly, then since G = [IklA] generates a self-dual code, the colurnns of -4 must 

have odd weight and intersect evenly. 

In conclusion, our first three theorems show us that G = [IkIA] generates a self-dual 

code if and only if the rows (and columns) of A have odd weight and the rows (and 

columns) of A intersect evenly. 

Let us  now consider the  weights of the rows (and columns) of A with respect to the 

distance of the code. 

Theorem 2.4 Let C be a (2k, k, d) self-dual code generated by G = [IkIA]. Then the 

rows (and columns) of A have weight 2 d - 1. 

Proof Since the rows of G are (non-zero) codewords with weight 2 d, and since the 

identity Ik contributes exactly one 1 to the weight, the rows of A have weight > d - 1. 

Since GL = [ A ~ I I ~ ]  also generates C, the columns of A have weight 2 d - 1. 0 

We will now conclude this section by showing that any codeword with weight w is the 

sum of at most u - 1 rows of G = [IkIA]. A few lemmas must first be proved in order to  

show this. 

Lemma 2.5 Let M be an i x j matrix over GF(2)  such that: 



1. each column of M has even weight, and 

2. every pair of rows of M intersect in an even number of positions. 

Then, each row of M has even weight. 

Proof Let r' be any row of hi, and, let w be the weight of E Let S be the ( i  - 1) x w 

subrnatrix consisting of: 

0 all rows of M, exduding F, and 

0 all columns of M where T contains a 1. 

To show F has euen weight w ,  the total nurnber of 1's in S wiil be counted in two ways. 

Let r, be the number of 1's in row z of S. Let c, be the number of 1's in column y of S. 

Let n be the total number of 1's in S. 

By condition 2, r, E O mod 2, since r'intersects ail rows in an even number of positions. 

Thus, n = Cd rz e ( i  - 1) O G O rnod 2. 

By condition 1, cy r 1 rnod 2, since aU columns of S are missing one 1 frorn iI1 and all 

columns of M have even weight. Thus, n = Cd ,,, cy = w - 1 t w mod 2. 

Thus, w r Cd c, s Cd rz - O rnod 2. 

Therefore, any row of M ha. even weight. 

Lemma 2.6 Let M be an i x j matrix over G F ( 2 )  such that: 

1. each row of hf has odd weight, and 

2. every pair of rows of M intersect in an even number of positions. 

Then M contains at least one column with odd weight. 



Proof Suppose M does not contain a column with odd weight, i.e. suppose ad columns 

of A4 have even weight. Then M is a rnatrix that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.5 

which implies that ail rows of M have even weight, which is a contradiction. 0 

Lemma 2.7 Let G = [&1A] be a generator matrix for a self-dual code C. Then any 

non-empty subset of the rows of A contains at least one column with odd weight. 

Proof Let M be any non-empty subset of the rows of A. Since G = [ Ik(A]  generates a 

self-dual code: 

1. Each row of M has odd weight, and 

2. Every pair of rows of M intersect in a n  even number of positions. 

Thus, by Lemma 2.6, M contains at least one column with odd weight. 0 

Theorem 2.8 Let t? be any non-zero codeword of a (2k, k)  self-dual code C, generated 

by G = [Iklft]. Let w be the weight of Z Then f i s  the sum of a t  most w - 1 rows of G. 

Proof Any non-zero C is the sum of T rows of G = [IkI A], 1 5 r 5 k. The columns of 4 

will contribute r 1's to the weight of c', aad by Lemma 2.7, the columns of A contribute 

at least one 1 to the weight. Thus, w >: T + 1 which implies r 5 w - 1. 0 

2.2 Permutation Conventions and Notation 

In this section, some of the conventions and notation we wiD use in this chapter, and 

throughout the rest of the thesis, for permuting the columns of generator matrices are 

discussed. 



Let G be a generator matrix for an (n, k) Linear code C. The columns of G wiil be ref- 

erenced by the sequence of integers 1,2,3,  . . . , n. The way we wiU carry out permutations 

of the columns of G is as foiiows: Let 

be a permutation of the columns of G and let r(G) denote the matrix that resuits from 

applying ?r t o  G. Then column i of R(G) will be column bi of G, 1 5 i 5 n. Products of 

permutations will be cmied  out from right t o  left. That is allr2(G) means r l ( rZ(G)) .  

When we are working with a generator matrk of the form G = [IklA], we w a  some- 

times describe permutations of the columns of G in terms of the columns of Ik and/or 

the columns of A. When this is the case, the columns of Ik wiU be referenced by the 

sequence of integers 1,2,. . . , k and the columns of A will be referenced by the sequence 

of integers 1,2,. . . , n - k. 

Let G = [&(A] be a generator matrix for an (n, k)  linear code and let a be permutation 

of the columns of G such that the resulting r (G)  row-reduces to a matrix of the form 

G' = [Ik IA']. Many of our examples wïil apply such a n to  G and row-reduce the resulting 

r(G) to G' = [IkIA']. In many cases, we will be interested in what happens to  the columns 

of Ik in G,  the columns of A in G, and/or the rows of G. Whenever we are interested in 

keeping track of the colurnns of Ik in G, the columns of Ik will be labeled by the sequence 

a l ,  a*, . . . , a k .  Whenever we are interested in keeping track of the columns of A in G, the 

columns of -4 will be labeled by the sequence cl,  cz, . . . , c,,k. Whenever we are interested 

in keeping track of the rows of G, the rows will be labeled by the sequence r i ,  r2 . . . , r k .  



Example 2.9 Let C be the (8,4) self-dual code generated by: 

The colurnns 1,2,3,4 of i4 are labeled with al, a2, a3, a d ,  the columns 2,2,3,4 of A (i.e. 

columns 5,6 ,7 ,8  of G) are labeled with ci, c2, es, cd, and the rows 1,2,3,4 of G are labeled 

with q, ~ 2 ,  r3, r4. 

If a = (1 2 8)(3)(4 5 7 6) is a permutation of the colurnns of G then 

The row-reduced echeion form of n(G)  is: 

When we oniy work with the matrix A, we may also be interested in what happens 

to  the rows and columns of the matrix G = [&IA]. Whenever we are interested in 

keeping track of the rows of G = [IclA],  the corresponding rows of A wiLl be labeled 

with r l ,  r2, . . . , r k .  Whenever we are interested in keeping track of the columns of Ik in 



G = [IclA],  the rows of A will be labeled with (ai), (oz), . . . , (ak ) .  How labeling the rows 

of A allows us to keep track of the columns of Ik in G = [&lA] will be made clear in the 

next section. 

Example 2.10 For the (8,4) self-dual code C generated by G = [141.4] in example 2.9. 

the rows and columns of A will be labeled as follows: 

2.3 The Three Operations on A 

Let Co and Ci be any two (n,k) Linear codes over GF(2) generated by Go = [IkIAo] 

and G1 = [IkIAl], respectively. Recall that Co and Cl are equivalent if and only if there 

exists a permutation i~ of the columns of Go such that n(Go) and Gi generate the same 

code. Furthermore, any permutation K can be written as a product of transpositions. 

Therefore, for any (n, k)  iinear code code C generated by G = [IkIA], any transposition 

of the columns of G resuits in a matrix that generates a code equivalent to C. In this 

section, we will look a t  the subset of transpositions of G = [IklA] in which the resulting 

matrix row-reduces to a matrix of the form G' = [Ik(Aq. The end result will be the 

definition of 3 operations on A such that each operation results in a matrix A' such that 

G' = [IkIA1] generates a code equivalent to C. 

Let C be any (n, k) iinear code generated by G = [Ikl A]. Let T be the set of the 

transpositions of the columns of G such that for any K E T, the row-reduced echelon 

fonn of M = n(G) has the form G = [Ik 1 A']. Since we are only storing the matrix A, we 

would like to find operations on A that result in the matrix A', when any transposition 

?r E T is applied to G. To do this, we WU separate the transpositions of T into 3 classes: 



1. transpositions between two columns of I k ,  

2. transpositions between two columns of A, and 

3. transpositions between a column of ik and a column of A. 

For each, we will give the  row-operations on M necessary t o  produce C, and use this to 

define our operations on A. 

2.3.1 Swapping Two Columns of Ir, 

Let C be an (n, k )  Linear code code generated by G = [41A] .  Let io and il be any two 

columns of Ik (i.e. two distinct integers between 1 and k). If we swap these two cofumns 

in G, we produce the matrix M = [NIA] where: 

row io of N contains a 1 in colurnn il, and 0's in its other columns, 

row il of N contains a 1 in colurnn io, and 0's in its other columns, and 

any other row i2 in N contains a 1 in colurnn i2, and 0's in its other columns. 

Therefore, t o  row-reduce M to  G' = [IkIAf], alI we need to do is swap rows io and il in 

M. Thus, A' is A with rows io and il swapped. 

Example 2.11 Let C be the (8,4) self-dual code generated by: 



If we swap columns 1 and 3 of 14, we produce the matrix: 

By swapping rows 1 and 3 of M .  it is row-reduced to: 

Thus, A' is just A with rows 1 and 3 swapped: 

2.3.2 Swapping Two Colurnns of A 

Let C be an (n, k) linear code generated by G = [ IkIA]. Let jo and jl be any two columns 

of A. If we swap these two columns in G, we produce the matrix G' = [&lAt], where A' 

is A with columns jo and jl swapped. No row-reductions are necessary. 

Therefore, for any (n, k)  Linear code C generated by G = [&1A], if we swap any 

two columns, io and il, of 4,  we get an equivalent code Cr generated by the matrix 

G' = [IkIA1], where A' is A with rows io and il swapped. We wiIl use the notation 

SWAP,(âo7il) t o  represent the swapping of rows io and il of A. The resulting matrix A' 

WU be denoted by SWAP,(âo, il)(A). 

rl ( a i )  

r2 (az) A' = 
r3 (ag) 

r d  (a4) 

A =  

- 
1 O 1 1 

1 1  O 1 

1 1 1 O 

O 1  1 1 - 

' 1  1 1  O 

I l  O 1 

1 O 1 1 

O 1 i 1  - 

T J  ( a3 )  

r2 ( a z )  

rl (ai) 

4  ( 0 4 )  



Therefore, for any (n, k)  linear code C generated by G = [IklA],  if we swap any two 

columns jo aad ji of A, we get an equivalent code C' generated by the mat rix G' = [hl A l .  

where A' is A with columns jo and jl swapped. We will use the notation SWAP,-(jo, jl) 

to  represent the swapping of columns jo and jl of A. T h e  resulting matrix A' wiU be 

denoted by SWAP,(jo, j l ) (A) .  

2.3.3 Swapping a Column of Ik with a Cohmn of A 

Let C be an (n,  k )  Linear code generated by G = [IkIA]. Let i be a column of b and let 

j be a column of A (Le. i is an integer between 1 and k and j is an integer between 1 

and n - k). If we swap these two columns in G, producing the matrix M = [ M o ~ M I ] ,  

row i of Mo will contain the value of entry (i, j) of A in column i, and the value of O in 

al l  other columns. Therefore, if we want this transposition to produce an M that can be 

row-reduced to G' = [IklA17 we require that entry ( i ,  j) of A be 1 (otherwise, Mo would 

contain a row of aii 0's). To row-reduce M = [Mol Mi] to G' = [Ikl A l ,  we must add row 

i of M to ali other rows of M that contain a 1 in column j of Mo. 

Example 2.12 Let C be the ( l 2 , 6 )  self-dual code generated by: 



If we swap column 5 of X6 with column 1 of A, we produce the matrk:  

M is row-reduced to G' = [161A'] by adding row 5 of M to  all other rows of 113 t hat 

contain a 1 in column 5 of Mo. That  is, row 5 is added to rows 1,2,3,4 producing the 

rnatrix: 

Let us now consider what effect such a transposition, and the row-reductions, have 

on A. Since column i of Mo contains column j of A, row i of M will be added to a row 

il of M, i2 # i, if and only if row i2 of G contains a 1 in column j of A. Furthermore, 

since column j of Mi contains a 1 in row i and O in d other rows, column j of A' and 

column j of A are equal. Thus, we can find A' from A as follows: 

1. Let G be row i of A with a O in place of the 1 in column j. 

2. Add Ü to ail other rows of A that  contain a 1 column j ,  producing A'. 



We shall c d  this operation add row i at column j of A. 

Example 2.13 Let C be the (12,6) self-dual code of example 2.12 generated by G = 

[h 1 A] ,  w here: 

cl c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 

If we add row 5 of at column 1 of A, we produce the matrix: 

a5 c2 C3 C4 CS c6 

A' is produced by adding ü = O O 1 1 1 1 to rows 1,2,3,4 of A. 

Therefore, for any (n, k) Linear code C generated by G = [ I k l  A], if we swap column 

i of 4 with column j  of A, where entry (i, j )  of A is 1, we get an equivalent code C' 

generated by a matrix Gt = [IklAf] ,  where A' is produced by applying the operation add 

row i at column j to A. We will use the notation ADD,, ( i ,  j) to represent this operation 

on A. The resulting matrix A' wili be denoted by ADD,,=(i, j ) (A).  

Summarizing, Let C be any (n, k )  Linear code generated by G = [41A]. We have 

defined 3 operations on A: 



1. SWAPT(io, i l) ,  which swaps rows io and il of A, 

2. SWAP,(jo, jl), which swaps columns jo and jl of A, and, 

3. ADD,,(l ,  j): which adds mw i at colurnn j of A, where entry (i, j) of A is 1. 

Each of these operations simulates a transposition of the columns of G, followed by the 

row operations that produce the matrix G' = [&(A1, which generates a code equivalent to 

C. SWAP,(io, i l )  swaps any 2 columns of I k  in G, and row-reduces to G', SWAP,(jo, ji) 

swaps any 2 columns of A in G, producing G', and ADD,,(i ,  j )  swaps a coiumn of Ik 

with a column of A in G, and row-reduces to  Gt. 

These three operations are used throughout the rest of the thesis t o  find generator 

matrices of equivalent codes that can be generated by matrices of the form G = [IklA]. 

2 -4 Equivalent 

G = [Ik 1 A] 

Given two matrices, Go 

Codes Generated by Matrices of the form 

= [&(Ao] and Gl = [IklAl], where A. # Al,  Go and Gl may 

or may not generate equivalent codes. If they do generate equivalent codes then there 

exists a permutation ~r of the columns of Go such that the row-reduced echelon form of 

r(GO) is Gl. NOW, any permutation ~r can be written as a product of transpositions, and 

we have three operations on the matrix A that perform a transposition on the columns 

of G = [IklA]. They are the SWAP,(io, i l ) ,  SWAPc(jo, j l ) ,  and ADD,,( i ,  j) operations. 

A SWAP, can be used to  swap any two columns of 11, and a SWAPc can be used to 

swap any two columns of A. However, an ADDrIC can o d y  perform a subset of the 

transpositions between columns of Ik and A. Therefore, it is not clear if these three 

operations are sufficient to  permute a given Go = [IklAo] to  any Gl = [IkIAl] that 

generates an equivalent code. In this section we prove that these three operations are 

indeed suffiuent to carry out any such permutation. 



We wiU demonstrate the method of our proof with an example. 

Example 2.14 Let Co be the ( 11,4) code generated by: 

Let us first find a matrix G' = [141Al that generates a code Cl that is equ iden t  to Co. 

If we perform the permutation (1  2 6)(3)(4 9 7)(5 8)(10)(11) on the columns of G, we 

produce the matrix: 

which row-reduces to the rnatrix: 

which generates a code Cl that is equivalent to Co. 

We now have two equivalent codes Co and Ci, generated by Go = [14 1 Ao] and Gi = [14 1 Al] ,  

respectively. Let us now see how we can find Al by applying a sequence of the three 

operations ADD,,, SWAP,, and SWAP, to Ao. 



First, let us write A. and Al with the labels for the columns of Go and G1: 

We will produce Al from A. in 2 stages, as follows: 

1. Our first stage is to  ensure that I4 and A. contain the correct columns in some 

sequence. That  is, our first stage produces a matrix A', from Ao, in which the rows 

and columns of A' are permutations of the rows and columns of Al.  In terms of the 

matrix Go = [141Ao], the first stage will swap the set of coiumns {l, 4) of I4 (i.e. 

the columns labeled with al and a4)  with the set of coiumns { 2 , 5 )  of A. (Le. the 

columns labeled with cz and q). This results in a matrix M = [MolMi], such that 

the first 4 columns of M are a permutation of the set of colurnns of Go labeled with 

az, a ~ ,  cz, CS and the last 7 coiumns of M are a permutation of the set of columns 

of Go labeled with al, a4, cl, cg, c4, cg, CT.  The row-reduced echelon form of M is a 

matriw G' = [blA']. As we s h d  s e ,  A' can be found by applying a sequence of 

ADD,,, operations to Ao. 

2. The second stage ensures that the sequence of rows and columns in I4 and A' 

are correct. The second stage does this by performing the necessary SW.4Pr and 

SWAP, operations on A' untii Al is produced. 

Let us now produce Al from A. using this 2 stage method. 

Stage 1: Swap the set of columns {1,4} of 4 with the set of columns {2,5} of A. 

O Entry (1,2) of A. contains a 1 so we can perform an ADD,, ( l ,  2) on Ao, producing 



the matrix: 

0 Entry (4,s) of A& contains a 1 so we can perform an ADD,(4,5) on Ah, producing 

the matrix: 

C l  al c3 c4 a4 c6 c7 

Stage 2: Perform SWAP, and SWAP, operations on A' until Ai is produced. 

0 A SWAP,( 1,2) operation take care of the rows, and the 2 operations SWAP,( 1,1) 

and SWAPc(3, 5) takes care of the columns. This gives us the matrix: 

Thus, we have found Ai by applying a sequence of the 3 operations ADD,,=, SWAP,, and 

SWAP, to Ao. 

We are now ready t o  prove that for any two matrices Ga = [IklAo] and Gi = [IkIAi], 

where Go and Gl generate equivalent codes, that Al can be found by applying a sequence 

of the three operations ADD,., SWAP,, and SWAPc to  Ao. We will begin by proving 



there exists a sequence of ADD,, operations that accomplishes the first stage of our 

example. 

Lemma 2.15 Let Go = [IkIAo] be a generator matrix for an (n, k)  iinear code Co. Let 

Tr denote any set of m cohmns of Ik and let TA denote any set of m columns of A. 

1 5 m 5 rnin(k, n - k),  such that any matrix M that results from swapping the set 

of columns TI with the set of columns Ta, has a row-reduced echelon form of [GIA']. 

Let TR denote the set of rn rows of A that corresponds to  TI.  Then there exists a 

sequence of m ADD,, operations on A that includes every row of TR and every column 

of TA. That is, there exists a sequence ADDr,c(il, ji), ADD,d i2 ,  j2), . . . , .4DD,,c(i,, j ,) .  

where TR = {il, iz, . . . , am) and TA = { j l ,  j2, . . . , j,), such that for z = 1,2, . . . , m. 

entry (i,, j,) of the matrix t hat results from applying the sequence ADD,,c(it, jt), . . . . 
ADD,,,(i,-l, j,-l) t o  A ha. a value of 1. 

Proof by induction on m. 

Base Case: Both TI and TA consist of a single element (Le. column index). Let il be  

the column index in TI and let jl be the column index in TS4. Then entry ( i l ,  jl ) of A 

must have a value of 1, for if it did not then if we swapped column il of Ik with column jl 

of A, producing the matrix M = [Mo 1 Ml], row il of Mo would be a row of zeroes, which 

implies M does not row-reduce to a matrix wit h the form [&1 A'], which is a contradiction. 

Therefore, ADD,,(ii, ji) is defined. 

Induction Step: Assume for any matriu G' = [Ik(Af] and sets Ti ,  Ta, Th that meet the 

criteria of our theorem, where IT;I = rn - 1, 1 _< m - 1 < min(k, n - k) ,  that there exists 

a sequence of m - 1 ADD, ,  operations on A' that includes every element of Th and every 

element of TA. 

Let G = [IklA] be any matrix and let TI, TA, TR be any sets that meet the criteria of 

our theorem, where lTrl = rn. Consider the rn x m submatrix S of A determined by TR 

and TA. S cannot be the zero matrix, for if it waç then if we swapped, in G, the set of 



columns TI wit h the set of columns Ta, producing the mat rix M = [Mo 1 Mi], would 

contain m rows of zeroes, which implies hf does not row-reduce to a matrix with the 

form [IkIA'], which is a contradiction. Therefore, there exists an entry (il ,  j l )  in A with 

a value of 1, where il E TR and jl E TA. 

Apply ADD, , ( i l ,  jl) to A, producing the matrix A', and let T: = TI-il, T i  = TA- jl. and 

Th = TR - i l .  Lf we swap the set of columns Ti with the set of columns T i  in G' = [&JA'I, 

then the resulting matrix M must have a row-reduced echelon form of [IkIA1q (since 

swapping TI and TA in G results in such an hl). Therefore, the matrix G' = [&lA'] 

and the sets Ti, Ta, TA meet the criteria of our theorem. Since lTiI = rn - 1, by 

our induction hypothesis, there must exist a sequence ADD,,,(& j;!), . . . , ADD,,,(i,, j, ) 

of m - 1 ADD,, operations on A', where, Ti = {i2, . . . , i,) and Ta = { j2 ,  . . . , j,}. 
Therefore, ADDr,,(il, j l ) ,  ADD+,,(i2, j2) ,  . . . , ADD,=(i , ,  j,) is a sequence of m ADD,,, 

operations on A that includes every element of TR and every element of TA. Thus, there 

exists a sequence of rn ADD, ,  operations on A that includes every elment of TR and 

every element of TA. 

Thus, our resdt follows by the principle of mathematical induction. 0 

Therefore, given any two matrices Go = [IkIAo] and G l  = [IkIA1], where Go and Gi 

generate equivalent (n, k) linear codes, there exists a sequence of ADD, ,  operations on 

A that results in a matrix A' such that  the rows and columns of A' are a permutation of 

the rows and columns of Al.  Since we can perform any permutation of rows with SWAP, 

operations and we can perform any permutation of cohmns with SWAP, operations, we 

have the following: 

Theorem 2.16 Let Go = [IkIAo] be a generator matrix for an (n,  k)  linear code Co. 

Let G1 = [IkjAl] be any matrix that generates an (n, k)  linear code Cl, equivalent to 

Co. Then AL CU be produced by applying a sequence of the three operations ADDrVc, 

SWAP,, and SWAP, to A*. 



2.5 Weight d Words in G =  [IklA] 

In this section, we will prove the very useful result that, for any (n, k, d) linear code C 

and weight d word TZ E C, there exists an equivalent code Cr, generated by Gr = [IkIAl. 

such that Gr, the weight d word in Cr corresponding to J, is a row of G' 

Since for any Linear code there exists an equivalent code generated by a matrk  of the 

form [& 1 A], we can prove Our result by considering the weight d words of a (n,  k, d) Linear 

code C t hat is generated by a matrix of the form G = [IkI A]. We wa prove our result 

by showing that for any weight d word in such a C, there exists a sequence of ADD,,, 

operations on A, t hat results in a mat riv A', such t hat the weight d word in the equivalent 

code Cf, generated by Gr = [IklAl ,  that corresponds to 6, is a row of G'. 

We will begin by examining the effect that an ADD,,, operation on A has on the rows 

of G that sum to a specific codeword. 

Let 5 be any codeword in C and let w denote the weight of tü. Let Gw denote the set 

of rn rows of G that sum to 5 (recall, by Theorem 2.8, 1 5 rn 5 w - 1). Let AG denote 

the set of m rows of A corresponding to Gw. Note that since I k  contributes exactly nz 

ones to the weight of W, A,- must contain exactly w - rn columns wit h odd weight . 

Suppose AG contains a column j with even weight 2 2. Then there exists a non-zero 

entry (i, j )  in A, where i is a row of AG. Let A' be the matrix that results from applying 

A D D , , ( i ,  j) to A. Then Gr = [IklAl generates a code Cr, equivdent to C. The effect the 

ADD,, operation has on the matrix G = [IkIA] is to swap column i of Ik  with column 

j of A, and then row-reduce to Gr = [IklAl. Since column i of & contributes a one to 

5 and column j  of A contributes a O to 6, the identity 4 in Gr = [IklAt] will contribute 

exactly m - 1 ones to the weight of the codeword ùi' E Cr that corresponds to the weight 

w word w' in C. Therefore, d is the surn of m - 1 rows of G'. (The m - 1 rows of Gr 

corresponding to GG, excluding row i). 



Example 2.17 Let C be the (14,7,4) self-dual code generated by: 

Consider the weight 4 word IZ = r4 $ rs $ r6. The columns of G that contribute the 

4 ones to IG are columns 4,5,6 of f7 and column 5 of A. AG = rows 4,5,6 of A, and 

( i ,  j )  = (6.7) is a non-zero entry in A such that row 6 of A is a row of AG and column 7 

in A,- has even weight 2 2. Let A' be the matrix that results from applying ADD,,(G, 7) 

to A. Then, 

which generates an equivalent code C'. The weight 4 word in Cf that corresponds to G 

is the codeword zÜ' = (rd  $ r6) $ rs (Le. the sum of rows 4 and 5 of G'). The columns of 

G' that contribute the 4 ones to G' are columns 4,5 of I7 and columns 5,7 of A. 

What we have shown is, for any codeword W of a (n, k, d) linear code C generated 

by G = [IklA], such that G is the sum of the m rows GG of G, where Gw contains at 

least one column with even weight 2 2, there exists an equivalent code CI, generated by 



G' = (G(A1, such that Gr, the codeword of C' corresponding to G,  is the sum of m - 1 

rows of G'. This result leads us to the foilowing theorem: 

Theorem 2.18 Let C be a (n, k, d) linear code generated by G = [IkIA]. Let r i i  be 

any weight d word of C. Then there exists a code Cf,  equivalent to C, generated by 

G = [IklAr], such that tu', the codeword of C' corresponding to  6, is a row of G'. 

Proof To prove this, aU we need to show now is that for any weight d word w' that is 

the sum of m 2 2 rows, GG of G, there exists a column j in A such that GG has even 

weight 2 2 in column j. 

sequence of rn - 1 ADDr,= 

C', generated by G' = [Ik 

of G'. 

If this is the case, then, as we've just seen, we can perform a 

operations on A, until an A' is produced such that for the code 

A'], the weight d word W' in C' that corresponds to TE is a row 

Suppose such a co1umn j does not exist. That is, suppose 5 is a weight d word that 

is the sum of rn rows, Gw of G, m > 2, such that Gw does not contain a column with 

even weight 2 2. Let AG be the columns of A corresponding to G,-. Since GG does not 

contain any columns with even weight 2 2, A,- consists of d - m coiumns with odd weight 

and (n  - b )  - (d - m) columns of zeros. This implies that any row in G,- has weight 

5 1 + d - m 5 1 + d - 2 = d - 1 < d ,  which is a contradiction. Therefore, t here cannot 

exist a weight d word G that is the sum of 2 2 rows of G that contains no columns with 

even weight 2 2. 

Thus, for any weight d word of C, there exists an equivalent code Cf ,  generated by 

G' = [&1Aq, such that the codeword of Cf corresponding to w' is a row of G'. a 

2.6 Summary 

In this chapter we had a look at some properties of (n, k)  Linear codes that are generated 

by matrices of the form G = [IklA]. 



We found that G = [IkIA] generates a seif-dual code C if and only if the rows (and 

columns) of A have odd weight and intersect evenly. It was also shown that  if G = [Iklrlj 

generates a (2k, k, d) self-dual code then the rows (and columns) of A must have weight 

2 d - 1. Furtherrnore, any weight w word of C is the sum of no more than w - 1 rows of 

G = [IklA]. 

For a Linear code C generated by G = [IklA], we defined three operations on A: 

0 SWAP,(io,il), which swaps rows io and il of A, 

SWAPc(jo, jl), which swaps columns jo and jl of A, and, 

for any entry ( a ,  j) of A with a value of 1, ADDrVc(i, j ) ,  which adds row i (excluding 

column j) to all other rows of A that have a 1 in column j. 

Each of these operations resuits in an A' such that G' = [bl A ]  generates a code equivdent 

to C. Furthermore, these three operations are sufficient (i.e. we can apply a sequence of 

them to il) to produce aay A' such that G' = [IkI A'] generates a code Cf,  equivdent to 

C. 

We concluded, in the previous section, with a theorem that wiii prove very usefui 

throughout the thesis. That is, for any (n, k, d) linear code C and weight d word G E C. 

there exists an equivdent code Cf,  generated by G' = [IkIA), such that G', the weight d 

word in Cf corresponding to G, is a row of G'. 



Chapter 3 

Ordering The Matrix A 

Our approach to enumerating a List of inequident  (2k. k)  self-dual codes, for 2k 5 32, 

consists of two main steps: 

1. Find a iist L of k x k matrices such that for any (2k, k )  self-dual code C there exists 

a t  least one A in L such that G = [Ik(A] generates a code equivalent to  C. 

2. For each matrix A E L, permute the columns of G = [&lA] (and row-reduce) in 

such a way that a unique rnatrix Go = [41Ao] is produced. That is, for any pair 

of matrices Ai, A2 E L,  where Gi = [rklAl] and G2 = [IklAÎ] generate equivdent 

codes Ci and Cz, respectively, when either one of G1 or G2 is input into the second 

stage, a unique matrix Go is produced that generates a code equivdent to both Cl 

and C2. 

Our algorithms for finding the List L in the first step of our enumeration may result in a 

large nurnber of matrices Al,  A*, . . . , A, being produced in which the generator matrices 

[Ikl Ai], [Ik (A2] . . . , [Ik(Am] a,il generate equivalent codes, but Al # A2 # - # A,. The 

second step of our enumeration will have to be applied to  each of these matrices and can 

be quite time consuming. Therefore, we would like the List L found in the first step to 



contain as few pairs Al, A2 as possible, in which [IkIAi] and [rkl&] generate equivalent 

codes and Al # A2. One way we can do this is to  limit the number of distinct matrices 

that generate equivalent codes which can be produced in the first step of our enumeration. 

This is the topic of t his chapter. 

Let Gl = [IkIAl] and G2 = [IklA2] be any two matrices that generate equivalent 

(2k, k) self-dual codes, where Al # A2. As we saw in Chapter 2, we can find il2 by 

applying some sequence of ADD,,, SWAP,, and SWAP, operations to Al. If A2 can be 

found by applying a sequence of only SWAP, and SWAPc operations to Al then the rows 

and columns of Al and A2 are permutations of one another. We can reduce the number 

of matrices Al and A2 produced in the first step of our enumeration in which the rows 

and columns of Al and A2 are simply permutations of one another, and Al # A*, by 

odering the rows and columns of any k x k matrix A we produce. This is the topic of 

Section 3.1. If G l  = [Ikl Al] and G2 = [IkIAZ] generate equivalent codes and il2 cannot 

be found by applying a sequence of only SWAP, and SWAP, operations to  Al then the 

rows and columns of At and A2 will not be permutations of one m o t  her. In t his case, A2 

can be found by applying some sequence of A D D , ,  operations to  Al  foiiowed by some 

sequence of SWAP, and SWAP, operations. In Section 3.2, one simple idea is presented 

for reducing the number of matrices Al and A2 that are produced in the first step of our 

enumeration in which the rows and columns of Al and A2 are not permutations of one 

another. Further methods for reducing the number of different matrices produced in the 

first step of our enumeration are given in later chapters once our methods for finding the 

List L have been introduced. 

3.1 Ordering the Rows and Columns of A 

Let G = [IklA] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k )  self-dual code C. As we saw in the last 

chapter, any permutation of the rows and/or columns of A results in a matrix A' such 

that G' = [&]Al generates a code equivalent to  C. Since there are ( k ! ) 2  permutations 



of the rows and columns of A, there may exist a Large number of matrices A' # A in 

which G' = [IkIAl generates a code equident  to C and the rows and columns of A' are 

permutations of the rows and columns of A. Therefore, if we order the rows and colurnns 

of the matrices produced in the first step of our enurneration, the number of matrices Al 

and Az produced, in which the rows and columns of Al and Az are permutations of one 

another, may be reduced. 

Let A be any k x k matrix such that G = [IklA] generates a (2k ,  k)  self-dual code. In 

this section, two algorithms are given that order the rows and columns of A. producing 

a matrix A'. The first algorithm, called the QuickOrder dgorithm, orders the rows and 

columns of any A in descending order. The dgorithm runs in polynomid time with 

respect to  the nurnber of rows in A but does not guarantee that the A' produced is 

unique. That is, given any pair of matrices whose rows and columns are permutations 

of one another, the matrices t hat resuit from applying the QuickOrder algorithm to each 

are not necessarily equd. The second algorit hm, c d e d  the UniqueOder algorit hm, also 

orders the rows and columns of A in descending order, but it guarantees that the A' 

produced is unique. 

In later chapters, algorithms are developed (based on the structures in the input 

matrix) that permute a subset of i - 1 rows of the input matrix, 1 5 i < k + 1, to 

the top of the input matrix and then orders them.' These algorithms wiU result in a 

matrix in which the first i - 1 rows and the first 2 - 1 components of the columns of 

the matrix are in descending order. The remaining k - (à - 1) rows and k - (à - 1) 

components of the columns are t hen ordered by either the QuickOrder or UniqueOder 

algorit hrns. Therefore, bot h the QuickOrder and UniqueOder aigorit hms are designed 

to  allow for some preprocessing of the input rnatrix in which the the first i - 1 rows of 

the input matrix are predetermined, 1 5 i < k + 1. In this case, the QuickQnler and 

Uniqueorder algorithms will only consider permutations of the 1 s t  k - (i - 1) rows of 

' These algorithms are used to help find a unique ordering of the rows and columns of a given A wit hout 

having to perform ail the permutations that the UniqueOrder dgorithm, on its own, would perform. 



the input matrix. Both algorithms will still order the co lums  of the input matrix in 

descending order. However, since the first i - 1 rows of the input rnatrix wiiI aheady be 

in descending order, the algorithms wiü only order the last k - (i - 1) rows of the input 

matrix in descending order. The first row considered by the QuickOrder and Uniqueorder 

algorithms (i.e. row i) will be referred to as the starting mw of the algorithms. Note t hat 

if our starting row is i = k + 1 then the algorithms will do nothing. 

Let us now define precisely the properties of the matrices that are output by each of 

the QuickOrder and UniqueOder algorithms. We will begin by defining precisely what 

is meant by the rows and columns of a matrix A being in descending order. For this, we 

require the folIowing definition: 

Definition 3.1 Let G = [IkIA] be a generator matrïx for a (2k, k) self-dual code C. Let 

io and il be any 2 rows in A. Then row io is said to be Iarger than row il  if, from left to 

right, in the first column in which they differ row io has a value of 1. Let jo and jl be 

any 2 columns in A. Then column jo is said to be larger than column jl if, from top to 

bottom, in the first row in which they differ column jo has a value of 1. 

Example 3.2 Let C be the (8,4) self-dual code generated by G = [hIA],  where: 

Row 1 of A is Iarger than rows 2, 3, and 4, row 2 of A is larger than rows 3 and 4, and 

row 3 of A is larger than row 4. Similarly, column 1 of A is larger than columns 2, 3, 

and 4, column 2 of A is larger than columns 3 and 4, and column 3 of A is larger than 

column 4. 

The rows of A are said to  be in descending order if for any pair of rows indexed by 

io and il, if io < il then row io is larger than row il. Similarly, the columns of A are 



said to be in descending order if for any pair of columns indexed by jo and jl, if jo < jl 

then column jo is larger than column j l .  For example, the rows and columns of the 

matrix A in Example 3.2 are both in descending order. Given any A and a starting row 

i, 1 5 i 5 k + 1, our QuickOnier algorithm will produce an A' in which both the last 

k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A' are in descending order. Provided the first i - 1 

components of the columns of the input matrix A are in descending order, the first i - 1 

rows of the matrix A' output by the QuickOder algorithm w2.I be equal to the first i - 1 

rows of A. Note that if i = 1 then the QuickOrder algorithm will produce a rnatrix A' in 

which the rows and the columns of A' are both in descending order. 

For a given A and starting row i there may exist more than one matrix A' in which 

both the last k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A' are in descending order. That is. 

there may exist matrices Al and Az, whose rows and colurnns are permutations of the 

rows and columns of A, such that Al # A2 and both the last k - ( i  - 1) rows and the 

columns of both Al and A2 are in descending order. Therefore, in order to define the 

unique A' our UniqueOder algorithm will find, we require the following definition: 

Definition 3.3 Let Gl = [ Ik (A i ]  and G2 = [IkIA2] be any two matrices that generate 

equivdent (2k, k) self-dual codes. Then Al is said to be farger thon A2 if, from top to 

bottom, the first row in which they differ is larger in Al.  

Example 3.4 Let Cl and Cz be the equivaient (8 ,4 )  self-dual codes, generated by Gi = 

[14)A1] and G2 = [I41A2] respectively, where: 

Row 3 is the first row in which they differ, and since row 3 of Al is larger than row 3 of 

A2, Al is Iarger than A*. 



Given any A and a starting row i, 1 5 i 5 k + 1, our UniqueOnier algorithm WU 

produce the unique A' with both the last k - ( i  - 1) rows and the columns in descending 

order, such that A' is larger than or equal to  any other A" (whose last k - (i - 1) rows 

and columns are permutations of the 1 s t  k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A) in which 

both the last k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A" are in descending order. Provided 

the fint i - 1 components of the columns of A are in descending order, the first i - 1 rows 

of the matrix A' output by the UniqueOder algorithm will be equal to  the first i - 1 rows 

of A. Note that if i = 1 then the UniqueOder algorithm will produce the largest matrix 

A' in which ail the rows and the columns of A' are both in descending order. 

Let us now turn Our attention to  how these algonthms work. We wiil begin by giving 

an algorithm that performs just the permutations of the last k - ( i  - 1) rows and the 

columns of A that results in a rnatrix A' whose columns are in descending order. The 

algorithm is designed in such a way that we can easily modify it to avoid performing ail 

permutations that result in an A' whose last k - (i - 1) rows are not in descending order, 

and avoid some of the permutations that result in an A' that cônnot be the largest. 

Our aigorithm for performing all permutations of the last k - ( i  - 1) rows and the 

columns of A that results in an A' whose columns are in descending order is based on the 

following: Let A be any k x k matrix such that G = [IkIA] generates a (2h ,  k) self-dual 

code. Since G generates a self-dual code, the columns of A have odd weight and intersect 

in an even number of positions (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Chapter 2). Therefore, the 

columns of A must be distinct (if A had two equal columns then they would intersect 

in an odd number of positions, which is a contradiction). What this tells us is that for 

any matrix A" whose rows axe a permutation of the rows of A, there exists one and only 

one permutation of the columns of A'' that results in a matrix A' whose columns are in 

descending order (i.e. the jth largest column of A" is the jth column of A'). 



Example 3.5 Consider the (l2,6) self-dual code generated by G = [161A] where: 

Let A" be the matrix that results from performing the permutation a, = (1 3 4)(2  6 5) 

on the rows of A. Then T, = (1 2 6 3 4) is the only permutation of the colurnns of A'' 

that results in a matrix A' whose columns are in descending order. That is, T, is the 

permutation of the columns of A" that permutes the largest column of A'' to  the first 

column of A', the second largest column of A" to the second column of A', and so on. 

Note that while in this case the rows of the resulting matrix A' are also in descending 

order, this is not generdy the case. (However, as our algorithms will dernonstrate, for a 

given A and starting row i, there exists a t  least one A' in which both the last k - (i - 1) 

rows and the coIumns of A' are in descending order). 

Since for any permutation of the rows of A there exists one and only one permutation 

of the columns that results in an A' whose columns are in descending order, finding a l  



permutations of the last k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A, that resuit in an A' whose 

columns axe in descending order, is simply a matter of performing each of the (k - (i - 1 ))! 

permutations of the last k - (i - 1) rows of A, and for each permutation of the rows. 

ordering the columns in descending order. 

Our algorithm for performing all permutations of the last k - ( i  - 1 ) rows and ordering 

the columns of A into descending order will perform the (k - (i - l))! permutations of 

the 1 s t  k - (i - 1) rows of A row by rom That is, we will perform each permutation 

n, of the last k - ( i  - 1) rows of A as a sequence of k - (i - 1) - 1 transpositions 

(k - 1 rk-1) - - ( i  + 1 ri+l)(i ri) where rn 5 r ,  4 k. (Recall our convention that products 

of permutations are applied from right to left ). For each R,, we wiil also order the columns 

of the matrix n,(A) in descending order row by mw. That is, after each transposition 

(m r , )  is performed, the first m components of the columns will be ordered in descending 

order. 

Example 3.6 Let C be the (8,4) self-dud code generated by G = [I'IA] where: 

If i = 1 is the starting row, then the algorithm will perform the last (k - ( à  - L))! = 4! 

permutations of the 4 rows of A row by row, and for each permutation of the rows of A, the 

columns WU be ordered in descending order, row by row. That is, for each permutation 

T, = (3 r3)(2 r2)(1 rl) of the rows of A, the algorithm will first swap rows 1 and ri of 

A, producing the matrix AL. and then the first component of the columns of Ab will be 

ordered in descending order, producing Al.  The algorithm will then swap rows 2 and r:! 

of At,  producing the matrix A;, and then the first 2 components of the columns of A; 

will be ordered in descending order, producing A2, and so on. 



For example, for the permutation r, = (3 3)(2 3)(1 4) of the rows of A, the dgorithm 

will apply n, to  A, row by row, and order the columns of rr(A)  in descending order, row 

by row, as follows: The algorithm first swaps rows 1 and 4 of A, producing the matrix Ah, 

and then orders the first component of the columns of Ab in descending order, producing 

the matrix Al: 

The algorithm then swaps rows 2 and 3 of Ai,  producing the mat ri^ A;, and then orders 

the first 2 components of the columns of A', in descending order, producing the matrix 

Since the next transposition is (3 3), the algorithm simply sets A; equal t o  il2 and t hen 

orders the first 3 components of the columns of A; in descending order, producing the 

matrix Ag: 

A; = 

The resulting matrix A3 is equal t o  the matrix *,(A) with its columns ordered in de- 

scending order. Notice that ordering the first 3 components of the columns of A% was 



sufficient to order ail the columns of A', in descending order. 

Notice d s o  t hat since the first rn - 1 components of the columns of each matrix A,,, 

we produce are ordered in descending order, the  first rn - 1 components of the columns 

of the matrix Ah-, produced by swapping rows m and r ,  of Amel, where rn 5 r ,  5 k, 

are also in descending order. Therefore, when we order the first rn components of the 

columns of A',-,, produung A,, the first rn - 1 rows (i.e. the first m - 1 components of 

the columns) of A,-1 and A, will be equd. Therefore, what we are r e d y  doing when we 

order the first m components of the columns of Am-, in descending order is, essentidy, 

ordering the columns of row m in AL-, . 

So, before giving a formal description of our algorithm for finding aLI permutations of 

the last ?i - ( i  - 1) rows and ordering the columns of A into descending order, we wiil 

consider the problem of odering the columns of row m of the matrix Am-,, producing 

the matrix A,. The first thing to notice is that since the first m - 1 components of AL-, 

and A, will be equal, the relative position of any two colurnns in AL-, that differ in their 

first m - 1 components will not change. Therefore, the first m components of the columns 

of Ah-, can be ordered by a set of disjoint permutations where each permutation only 

permutes columns of AL-, that are equd  in their first m - 1 components. Furthermore, 

since the first m - 1 components of A&-, are ordered in descending order, any subset of 

columns that are equal in their first m - 1 components occur in consecutive columns of 

AL-, . Such a subset of columns s h d  be referred to as a column bIock in the first m - 1 

rows of AL-, . More iorrnaily, we have the following definition: 

Definition 3.7 A colurnn block in the first m - 1 rows of AL-, is a set of consecutive 

columns j, j + 1,. . ., j + c such that: 

The first m - 1 components of each of the columns j, j + 1 , .  . . , j  + c are equal, 

if j > 1 then the first m - 1 components of j and j - 1 are not equal, and 



0 if j + c < k then the first rn - 1 components of j + c and j + c + 1 are not equal. 

The set of all column blocks in the first rn - 1 rows of AL-, will be denoted by Bm-l,l, 

Bm-1,2, . . . , Bm-lVy with the convention that the columns of Bm-c,, occur before the 

columns of Bm-l,+l in Amd1, 1 5 x < y. 

If m = 1 then BoVl is defined as the set of aJl k columns of Ab. 

Example 3.8 Consider the following 7 x 7 matrix: 

the column blocks in the first 2 rows of A; are: 

Since the relative position of any two columns in different column blocks of A&-1 WU 

not change, ordering the columns of row m of is simply a matter of ordering the 

columns of each column block in the first rn - 1 rows of Ah-,. For each column block 

Bm-l,z in A l - , ,  a l l  we need to do to order the columns of B,,,-i, is t o  permute the 

subset of columns in Brn-1, that contain a value of 1 in row m to the left of the colurnns 

in Bm-l, that contain a value of O in row m. 



Example 3.9 Consider the following 7 x 7 matrix: 

Notice that the first 2 components of the columns of A; are in descending order. If for 

each column block B 2 ,  in the first 2 rows of A;, we permute the columns of B2,= that 

contain a 1 in row 3 to the left of the columns of B2,, that contain a O in row 3 then the 

first 3 components of the columns of the resulting matrix A3 WU be in descending order. 

In this case, swapping columns 3 and 4 of A; accomplishes this: 

The first 3 components of the columns of A3 are in descending order. 

This leads us to the lollowing algorithm for ordering row rn of each matrix AL-,  we 

produce: 

Algorit hm 3.10 OrderMatrixRow(A&-, , m, A,): 

0 Input: a k x k matrix A&-, and an integer m, 1 5 m < k. It is assumed that the 

first m - 1 components of the columns of Am-, are in descending order. 



O Output: a matrix A, which is A$-, with the first m components of its columns 

ordered in descending order. 

begin 

Let A, = AL-,. 

Let B,- Bm-1,2i . . . , Bm-l,y be the column blocks in the first m - 1 rows of AL- [. 

for x = 1 to y do 

Permute the columns in B,-I, that have a value of 1 in row m to the left of the 

columns if B,-l,, t hat have a value of O in row m. 

end for 

end 

We are now ready to  give a formai description of our row by row method for per- 

forming al1 of the permutations of the last k - (i - 1) rows and ordering the columns 

of A into descending order. The algorithm is recursive and is begun with the c d  

AllPermutations(A, i, L )  where 1 5 i 5 k + 1 and L = 0. It assumes the first i - 1 

components of the columns of A have already b e n  ordered in descending order. 

Algorithm 3.11 AllPennutat io~s(A, ,~ ,  m, L): 

Input: a k x k matrix A,-I and an integer m, 1 5 rn 5 k + 1. It is assumed that 

the first m - 1 components of the columns of AWl are in descending order. 

Output: a list L of d matrices A', whose rows and columns are permutations of 

the last k - (m - 1) rows and the columns of A,-l, such that the columns of A' 

are in descending order. 

begin 

if rn 2 k then begin 



Let A' = A,,t. 

Insert A' into L. 

end if 

else begin 

for r  = m to k do begin 

AL- ,  = SWAP,(m, r)(A,- , ) .  { Le. transpose rows m and r  of A,+ } 

OrderMatrixRow( Ah-l ,  m, A,). 

AlZPennutations( A,, m + 1, L). 

end for 

end else 

end 

The algorithm does not have to  order the columns of the last row of each A' inserted into 

L since the first k - 1 components of the columns of A' must be distinct (if two columns 

in A' were equal in the first k - 1 components then, since they both have odd weight, 

they must d s o  be  equal in the kth component, which contradicts the columns of A' being 

distinct). 

The advantage in using the row by row approach of Algorit hm 3.1 1 is that if an A, is 

produced in which rows i, i + 1,. . . m of A, are not in descending order, then we can stop 

the recursion because the aigorit hm will never produce, from A,, the required r n a t r i ~  

whose la& k - (i - 1) rows and coIumns are in descending order. 

The UniqueOder and QuickOnler algorithms also perforrn permutations of the Iast 

k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A, row by row. The UniqueOrder algorithm operates 

in the same fashion as Algorithm 3.11 with the difference that for each input matrix 

A,-i only a subset of the transpositions SWAP,(m, r) are tried, and for each matrix A, 

produced the recursion may or may not continue. A transposition is not tried only if it 

can be determined t hat none of the permutations of the last k - m rows (and the columns ) 



of the resulting matrix wül lead us to the largest mat* A' whose last k - (i - 1) rows 

and columns are in descending order. For each A, produced, the recursion continues 

only if rows i ,  i + 1,. . . , m of A, are larger than or equal to rows i ,  i + 1,. . . , m of the 

largest matrix A' found t hus far. Another difference between the Uniqueorder algorit hm 

and Algonthm 3.11 is that instead of recording every matrix A' produced in a List L. 

the UniqueOder algorithm maintains a single matrix A,, which, at any point during 

the execution of the algorithm, is equal to the largest matrix A' found thus far in which 

both the last k - ( i  - I) rows and the columns of A' are in descending order. Once the  

algorithm completes, A,, will be equal to the largest A' in which both the last k - (i - 1) 

rows and the colurnns of A' are in descending order. The QuickOrder algorithm simply 

performs the first permutation of the last k - (i - 1) rows of A that the UniqueOder 

algori t hm execu t es. 

Another way to state the difference between the UniqueOder and QuickOrder algo- 

rit hms is that the QuickOnler algorithm is a greedy algorithm; i.e. the algorithm chooses 

the first available option, whereas the UniqueOder algorit hm chooses every option. It 

is well-known that greedy algorithms are not guaranteed to find optimal answers except 

in special circumstances, but they are very fast. Programs that try every option to find 

optimal answers but are very slow. 

Both the UniqueOder and the QuickOnfer algorithms are based on the following 

observation: Suppose that Am-1 is a matrix with the following three properties: 

1. The first m - 1 components of the columns of A,,1 are in descending order. 

2. Rows i ,  i + 1 , .  . . , m - 1 are in descending order. 

3. Row m is larger than each of the last k - (m - 1) rows of A,-i. 

For T = m, m + 1, . . . , k, let A&-, (r) denote the matrix that results from swapping 

rows m and r of A,-i, and let A&) denote the matrix that results from ordering row 

m of A&&). Let Sm denote the set of rows r ,  m 2 r 4 k, such that for any row 



r i ,  m 5 rl 5 k ,  row m of A,(r) is larger than or equal to row m of A,(r l ) .  (Note 

that Sm is not the empty set). Then for any r E Sm, the matrix A,(r) has the same 

three properties as A,-I, but in its first rn rows. That is, the first m components of the 

columns of A,(r) are in descending order, rows i, i + 1,. . . , m of A,(r)  are in descending 

order, and row rn of A,(r) is larger than each of its last k - m rows. 

Example 3.12 Consider the following 7 x 7 matrix: 

Notice that the first 3 components of the columns of A3 are in descending order, rows 1. 

2, and 3 of Ag are in descending order, and row 3 of A3 is larger than each of the last 4 

rows of A3. For r  = 4,5,6,7, if we swap rows 4 and r of A3, producing the matrix A;(r), 

and then order row 4 of A;(r) ,  the matrices A4(r)  we produce are: 



Row 4 in each of A4(4), A4(6), and A4(7) are equal and each is larger than row 4 of 

A4(5). Therefore, the set S4 = {4,6,7). Note that the fùst 4 components of the columns 

of each of A4(4), A4(6) ,  and A4(7) are in descending order, the first 4 rows of each are in 

descending order, and row 4 of each is larger than each of their last 3 rows. 

Since for any AmWl with the three stated properties in its first m - 1 rows, for any 

r E Sm the resulting matrix A,(r) has the same three properties but in its first rn rows. 

there must exist a permutation of the last k - m rows (and columns) of A,(r ) that results 

in a matrix A' that has the three stated properties in all of its rows. In other words, there 

exists a permutation of the last k - rn rows (and the columns) of A,(r) that results in a 

matrix A' such t hat bot h the last k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A' are in descending 

order. Furthermore, since for any ri e Sm, row rn of A,(r)  is larger than row rn of 

A, (q), no permutations of the last k - m rows (and columns) of A, (ri) will result in 

a matrix A" (with columns in descending order) such that A" is larger than or equal to 

A'. These observations form the ba i s  of the UniqueOrder and QuickOrder aigorithms. 

For each input matrix A,-i to a recursive cd of the UniqueOrder algorithm, the 

subset of transpositions SWAP,(m, r ) ,  rn 5 r 5 k, that the Uniqueorder algorithm 

wiil try is the subset of transpositions SWAP,(m, r) in which r E Sm. The QuickOnier 

algorithm works by simply selecting one r  E Sm at each step. Thus, both the QuickOrder 

and UniqueOder dgorithms are dependent on finding the set of rows Sm. So, before 

giving a formal description of bot h the QuickOrder and UniqueOrder algorithms, we will 



consider the problem of finding the subset of rows Sm in the last k - m rows of Am-1. 

For t his, we require the following definition: 

Definition 3.13 Let Am-l be any matrix in which the first m - 1 components of the 

columns of A,-i are in descending order, 1 5 m 5 B.  Let B,-i~i, Bm-ilz, . . . , Bm-L,y 

denote the column blocks in the first m - 1 rows of A,-l. Then the column block sequence 

of row r ,  m 5 r 5 k, with respect to the first rn - 1 rows of Am,I, is the sequence 

of integers ( ~ ~ - ~ , ~ , l ,  cm-, , , 2 ,  . . . , cm-l,,,), where C ~ - I , ~ ,  is the number of columns in 

Bm-i, in which row r of A,-l has a value of 1. The column block sequence of row r ,  

with respect to the first m - 1 rows of Am-i, will be denoted by b,-ll,. 

If rn = 1, then the column block sequence b o ,  = (w), where w is the weight of row r in 

Am-1 - 

Example 3.14 For the (14.7) self-dual code generated by G = [171 A3], where: 

The column block sequences, with respect to the first 3 rows of A3, for each of the last 4 

rows of As are: 



For any 2 column block sequences 6,-i,, and b,-l,l (b,-l,, # b,-l,r,), we wili 

Say that b,-l,, is Iarger than bm-l,rl if for the first x in which c,_l,,, # cm-1 ,,,, we 

have cm-l,,, > ~ , - l , ~ , , .  For euample, the column block sequence b3,4 in Example 3.14 

is larger than the column block sequence 63,5. 

What the column block sequence b,-i,r = ( c , - ~ , ~ , ~ ,  ~ ~ - l , ~ , 2 ,  . . . , ~ ~ - l , ~ , ~ )  of a row r 

in Am-l tells us is that if we swap rows rn and T of A,-i, produung A ; _ , ( r ) ,  and then 

order row m of A&-,(r), producing A,(+), then row m of A,(r)  wiil be: 

where a, = c,-I,~, and d, = IBm-isl - cm-i,r,t- Therefore. if for any two rows ro and rl 

with column blocks sequences bm-i,, and b,-t,,, , respectively, if bm-i*m is larger than 

bm-llrl then row m of A,(ro) will be larger than row rn of A,(ri). Thus, the subset Sm 

of the last k - m rows of A,-1 is equd to the set of rows r ,  m 5 r < k,  with the largest 

column block sequences. This Ieads us to the following algorithm for finding the set of 

rows Sm: 

Algorit hm 3.15 FindLargestRemainingRows(A,-,Y rn, Sm): 

Input: a k x b matrix Am-1 and an integer m, 1 5 m < k. It is assumed that the 

first rn - 1 components of the columns of A,-1 are in descending order. 

Output: the set Sm of row indices r, m 5 r 5 k, with the largest column block 

sequences with respect to the first rn - 1 rows of Am+ 

begin 

for r = rn to k do 

Compute the column block sequence b,,l,, for row r .  



Let Sm = {m).  

for r = rn + 1 to  k do begin 

Let ro be any row index in S. 

if bm-1,, > 6,-le, then 

Sm = { r ) -  

else if b,-i,, = b,-t,,  then 

Sm =Sm U r .  

end for 

end 

We are now ready to give a formal description of both the QuickOrder and Unique- 

Order algorit hms. 

Given any A and starting row i, 1 5 i 5 k + 1, the QuickOrder algorithm permutes 

the last k - ( i  - 1) rows ond the columns of A, row by row, producing a mat rix A' in 

which both the last k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A' are in descending order. The 

algorithm assumes that the first i - 1 components of the columns of A have already been 

ordered in descending order. 

Algorit hm 3.16 QuickOrderMatriz( A, i, A'): 

Input: a k x k matrix A and an integer i, 1 5 i 5 k + 1. It is assumed the first i - 1 

cornponents of the columns of A are in descending order. 

Output: a k x k matrix A', whose rows and columns are permutations of the rows 

and columns of A, such t hat the first i - 1 rows of A' are equd t O the first i - I rows 

of A, and both the last k - (i - 1) rows and the columns of A' are in descending 

order. 

begin 



Let A' = A. 

for m = i to k do begin 

FindLargestRemainingRows( A', rn, S) 

Let r be the smdest  row index in S. 

A' = SWAP,(rn, r)(A'). 

OrderMatrixRow( A', m, A'). 

end for 

end 

Given any A and starting row i, 1 5 i < k + 1, the UniqueOrder algorithm finds the 

largest matrix A' (which we denote by A,,), whose rows and columns are a permutation 

of the rows and the columns of A, such that the last k - ( , i  - 1) rows and the colurnns 

of Amas are in descending order. The algorithm is recursive and is invoked with the 

c d  UniqueOder( A, i, A,,,, true),  where Am,, is initially undefined. The algorit hm 

assumes that the first i - 1 components of the columns of A have already been ordered 

in descending order. The boolean input variable larger is used to aid us in determining 

whether a matrix A, has b e n  produced that is s m d e r  t han the largest A,,, found 

thus far. The variable larger has a value of true whenever the first m - 1 rows of the 

input matrix A,-i are larger thaa the first rn - 1 rows of the largest A,,, seen thus far, 

otherwise Iarger has a value of false. What is meant by "the first rn - 1 rows of A,-1 

are larger than the first rn - 1 rows of A,,," is that if row r is the first row in which 

they differ, i 5 r < m - 1, then row r of AW1 is larger than row r of A,,,. 

Algorithm 3.17 Uniq~eOrderMatriz(A~,  m, A,,, larger): 

0 Input: the k x k matrix A,-l, the integer n, i < rn 5 k + 1, and the boolean 

larger . 

Output: the k x k matrix A,,,. A,,, is the largest matrix whose rows and columns 

are permutations of the rows and columns of A,,l, such that the first m - 1 rows 



of A,, and A,,1 are equal, and, both the last k - (rn - 1) rows and the columns 

of A,, are in descending order. 

begin 

if m >  k then 

if (A,,, is undefined) or (A,-i > A,,,) then 

Amas = Am-i  

else begin 

FindLal .gestRemainingR~ws(A~,  m, Sm). 

for each T E Sm do begin 

AL-, = SWAP,(m, r ) (A,_ l ) .  

O r d e r M a t R ~ R o w ( A ~ - ~ ,  m, A,). 

i f  l a ~ g e r  or (row m of A,) > (row m of A,,,) then 

UniqueOrderMatrix( A,, rn + 1, Am,,, true) .  

eise if (row m of A,) = (row m of Am,,) then 

UniqueOrderMatri(A,, m + 1, A ,,,, jalse).  

end for 

end else 

end 

We will conclude this section with examples that demonstrate how both the 

QuickOnIer and UniqueOrder algorit hms work. 

Example 3.18 For this example, we wiii apply the QuzckOrder algorithm (with storting 

row 1) to the following 11 x 11 matrix Ao. Note that Go = [IllIAo] generates a (22,11) 



self-dual code. 

Iteration 1: The algorithm first c d s  FindLargestRemainingRows(Ao, 1,  S). Since every 

row in A. has weight 5, the set returned is S = {l, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11). The algo- 

rithm then selects row 1 from S, swaps it with row 1, and then orders the columns of row 



1, producing the matrix: 

Iteration 2: S = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11).  The algorithm selects row 2 from S, swaps it 

with row 2, and then orders the columns of row 2, producing the matrix: 



Iteration 3: S = {1,6,7,8,9,10). The algorithm selects row 4 from S, swaps it with row 

3, and then orders the columns of row 3, producing the matrix: 

0 0 0  

1 1 1  

L O O  

1 1 0  

0 1 1  

O 1 0  

O 0 1  

0 1 0  

1 0 0  

0 0 1  

1 0 1  

Iteration 4: S = {6,7}. The algorithm selects row 6 from 

t hen orders the columns of row 4, producing the rnatrix: 

'-1 

'-2 

r4 

r3 

'-5 

T6 

'-7 

r8 

'-9 

7-10 

'-1 1 

S, swaps it with row 4, and 



Notice that the column blocks now d consist of a single colurnn. Therefore, the order of 

the columns of each of the remaining 7 rows will not change and thus the dgorithm will. 

essentially, just order the rernaining 7 rows in descending order: 



'-1 

f2 

r4 

T 6  

f 7  

T 8  

n o  

f 9  

fll 

T 5  

r3 

The matrix output by the QuickOrder algorithm is the foilowing 11 x 1 1 matrix A& 

The r,.{s and columns of A& are permutations of the rows and columns of Ao. The rows 

and columns of A& are in descending order. 



As this next example demonstrates, not all matrices whose rows and columns are 

permutations of the rows and columns of the matrix A. in Example 3.18 will have their 

rows and columns ordered to the same matrix by the QuickOnier dgorithm. 

Example 3.19 Suppose we swap rows 6 and 7 of the matrix A. in Example 3.18, which 

produces the following I l  x 11 m a t h :  



If we apply the QuickOnier algorithm to this matrix, then the matrix that results is: 

Notice that the last 6 rows of A; are not the same as the last 6 rows of the matrut AL 

produced by the QuickOrder algorithm in Example 3.18. 

However, for any matrix whose rows and columns are permutations of the rows and 

columns of the matrix A. in Example 3.18, the Uniqueorder algorithm will produce a 

unique matrix A,,,. 

Example 3.20 For any matrix whose rows and columns are a permutation of the rows 

and columns of the matrix A. in Example 3.18 there are exactly 2 different possibilities 



for the matrix output by the QuiekOrder algorithm. They are: 

Since A& is larger than Ai,  the matrix A,., retumed by the UniqueOder algorit hm is A;. 

During any point of the LlniqueOrderalgorithm, the matrix A,., will either be undefined 



or wiJl be equal to either A& or A;. Once A,, has been set to A&, it WU not change. 

While the QuiclOder algorithm only perforrns one permutation of the rows of its input 

mat rix, the UniqueOder algorit hm will perform ail permutations of the rows of its input 

matrix that lead to Ab, and anywhere from O to all permutations of the rows of its input 

matrix that lead to A; (dependhg on when it first finds A;). For example, if the matrix 

A. in Example 3.18 is the input matrix then the UniqueOder algorithm will perform all 

660 permutations of the rows of A. that results in A; and O of the permutations of the  

rows of A. that results in A;. However, if the matrix Al in Example 3.19 is the input 

matrix then the UniqueOrder algorithm will perform d660 permutations of the rows of 

Al that results in A; and 1 of the permutations of the rows of Al that results in A;. 

Two algorithms have been presented in this section for ordering the rows and columns 

of any k x k matrix A, where G = [&(A] generates a (2k, 1;) self-dual code. The QuickOrder 

dgorithm orders the rows and columns of A in polynomial time, with respect to  the 

number of rows in A, but does not guarantee that the A' produced is unique. However. 

if we apply the QuickOrder algorithm to every matrix we produce in the first step of 

our enumeration, we may reduce the number of matrices Al and A2 that are produced in 

which Ai # A2 and the rows and columns of Ai are permutations of the rows and columns 

of Az. The UniqueOrder algorithm guarantees that the matrbc it produces is unique but 

does not have a polynomial running time. However, with sufficient preprocessing of the 

input matrix (i.e. a sufficient number of the top rows fixed) it too may be efficiently used 

to reduce the number of different matrices produced in the first step of our enumeration. 

3.2 Minimizing The Row Weights of A 

As was pointed out in the introduction to  this chapter, for any two matrices Gi = [IkIAi] 

and G2 = [IkIA2] that generate equivdent (2k, k)  self-dual codes, the rows and columns 

of Al are not necessarily permutations of the rows and columns of A*. In this case, we 



can find A2 by first applying some sequence of ADD,,  operations to At foilowed by some 

sequence of SWAP, and SWAPc operations. Therefore, we c m  reduce the number of 

matrices Al and A2 produced in the first step of our enumeration, in which the rows 

and columns of Al are not permutations of the rows and columns of AP, by considering 

properties of any k x k matrix A that may change when cm ADD, ,  operation is appiied 

to A (but does not change when either a SWAP, or SWAP, operation is appled to A )  

and perform ADD, ,  operations on A until a matrix A' is produced with the desired 

properties. The rows and the columns of the matrix A' produced may then be ordered 

by eit her the QuickOrder or Uniqueorder algorit hm. 

Ln this section, an algorithm is given that will a o w  us to restrict the number of 

different matrices Ai and A2 that are produced in the first step of our enumeration, in 

which the rows and columns of Al axe not simply permutations of the rows and columns 

of A2. The algonthm is based on the property that for any k x k matrix A, where 

G = [IklA] generates a (Zk, k, 4) self-dual code, the weights of the rows of A rnay change 

when a n  ADD, ,  operation is applied to A, but do not change when either a SWAP, or 

SWAP, operation is applied to A. 

Example 3.21 Consider the following 6 x 6 matrix: 

A has four rows with weight 3 and two rows with wdght 5. If we apply any SWAP, 

or SWAPc operation to A then the resulting matrix will still consist of four rows with 

weight 3 and two rows with weight 5. However, if we apply an ADD, ,  operation to A, 



the weights of the rows of the resulting matrix may change. For example, consider the 

matrix A' that resuits from applying an ADD,,(5,1) to  A: 

A' = 

A' consists of six rows, each 

a5 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 - 
1 1 0 1 1 1  

1 1 1 0 1 1  

1 1 1 1 0 1  

1 1 1 1 1 0  

1 0 1 1 1 1  

O 1 1 1 1 1  - 
with weight 5. 

Let G = [ b l A ]  be a generator matrix for a (2k, k)  self-dud code. Let wa(x)  denote 

the number of rows in A with weight a. The algorithm given in this section for restricting 

the number of matrices produced in the first step of our enumeration works by applying 

ADD, ,  operations to A until a matrix A' is found with the property that the row weights 

of A' are less thon or equol tu the row weights of any matrix A" that is produced by 

applying a single ADD, ,  operation to A'. What is meant by the row weights of A' are 

less than or equal to the row weights of A" is that if z is the s m d e s t  weight in which 

wat(x) # watt(x) (if such an x exists) then wAt(x) > wAtt(x). This process of applying 

A D D , ,  operations to  A until an such an A' is produced shali be referred to as minimiring 

the rom weights of A. 

Example 3.22 Let us rninimize the row weights of the 



If we apply an ADD,(l, 1) to A, then the row weights of the resulting matrix A' are less 

than the row weights of A: 

A' = 

If we now apply any single ADD,, operation to  A', the row weights of the resulting matrLv 

wiu be greater than or equai to  the row weights of A'. Therefore, the process stops and 

A' is the result of minimizing A. 

Clearly this algorithm is a greedy algorithm. As such, the algorithm does not nec- 

essarily find the matrix A' with the minimum values for the row weights, where A' is 

obtained from the input matrix A by some sequence of ADD,, operations. Our algo- 

rithm produces only a matrix A' with row weights that are smailer than or equai to the 

row weights of any matrix that can be obtained by applying a single ADD, ,  operation 

to A'. However, there may evist sequences of two or more A D D , ,  operations on X that 

result in a matrix that has smaller row weights than A'. 

We are now ready to give a formal description of Our algorithm for minimizing the 

row weights of any k x k matrix A: 

Algorithm 3.23 MinimizeRowWeights(A, A'): 

Input: a k x k matrix A such that G = [Ik)A] generates a (2k, k) self-dual code C. 

Output: a matrix A' (where G' = [IklA1] generates a code equivalent to C) such 

that the row weights of A' are less than or equal to the row weights of any A'' that 

results from applying a single A D D , ,  operation to A'. 



begin 

Set done = false. 

Set A' = A. 

while not done do begin 

Set fovnd = false. 

for i =  1 to  k do 

for j = 1 to k do begin 

if entry (i, j) of A' is 1 then begin 

Let A" = ADD,,(i ,  j)( A'). 

if the row weights of A" are less than the row weights of A' t hen 

Set f ound = true. 

end if 

end if 

if f ound t hen exit for loops. 

end for 

if found then set A' = A" 

else done = true. 

end while 

end 

By applying the MinimizeRow Weights algorithm we may reduce the number of -a- 

trices Al and Az that are produced in which the rows and columns of Ai are not per- 

mutations of the rows and columns of AL', where Gi = [IkIAl] and G2 = [&1A2] generate 

equivalent codes. 



3.3 Summary 

Our approach to  enumerating a list of inequivalent (2k, k)  self-dual codes consists of two 

main steps. The first step is to produce a List L of k x k matrices such t hat for any (2k ,  k ) 

self-dual code C there exists a t  Ieast one A in L such that G = [IklA] generates a code 

equivalent to C. For each A E L, the second step is to  use the three operations ADD,,, 

SWAP,, and SWAP, to order the matrix A, producing a unique matrix A'. That is. for 

any pair of matrices AI ,  A2 E L, where Gi = [IklA1] and G2 = [GIA2] generate equivalent 

codes Cl and C2, respectivdy, both Ai and A2 wiil be odered to  a unique matrix A', 

where G' = [41A'] generates a code that  is equivalent to both Cl ond C2. Since the 

second step of the enurneration can be quite time consuming, it is desirable that the List 

L produced in the first step of our enumeration contains as few matrices as possible. 

In this chapter, we presented several algorithms that can be used to reduce the number 

of matrices Al and A2 that may be produced in the first step of the enumeration, where 

G1 = [41 Ai] and G2 = [ikIAZ] generate equivalent codes, but Ai # il2. 

In Section 3.1 two algorithms were presented for ordering the rows and columns of 

any k x k matrix A, where G = [Ik(A] generates a (2k, k )  self-duai code. They were the 

QuickOrder and the UniqueOrder aigorithms. By applying the QuickOider algorithm to 

every matrix we produce in the first step of our enumeration, we are guaranteed that 

the rows and columns of every matrix we produce will be in descending order. The 

UniqueOrder algorithm may be used to  further reduce the number of different matrices 

we produce, since it orders the rows and columns of any matrix uniquely. 

In Section 3.2 the MinimizeRowWeights algorithm was presented for reducing the 

number of different matrices Ai and A2 produced, where Gl = [&lAl] and GÎ = [I&42] 

generate equivalent codes and the rows and columns of Al and A2 are not simply perrnu- 

t ations of one another. By applying the MinimUeRow Weights algorithm to  every matrix 

we produce in the first step of our enumeration, we are guaranteed that  every m a t r k  A 

we produce has the property that no single ADD,,  operation on A will result in a matrix 



whose row weights are less than the row weights of A. 

Further methods for reducing the number of matrices produced in the first step of our 

enurneration are given in later chapters, once Our methods for producing the list L have 

been introduced. 



Chapter 4 

A Recursive Enurneration of the 

( 2 k ,  k ,  4) Self-Dual Codes 

In this chapter we will develop an algorithm that finds a list of (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes 

such that for any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C there exists at least one code in the list that 

is equivalent to  C. The algorithm is recursive and assumes compIete lists of inequivalent 

(2 j ,  j, d) self-dual codes are available, where j 5 k - 2 and d 2 4. 

In Section 4.1, we WU begin by showing that any weight 4 word in a (2k, k, 4 )  self- 

dual code generated by a matrix of the form G = [IkIA] is generated by the rows of G 

in one of three ways. We will make use of the three different ways a weight 4 word may 

be generated by G = [IkIA] throughout the remainder of the thesis. In Section 4.1, we 

wiil use the three different ways a weight 4 word may be generated by G = [IkIA] to 

develop a recursive algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) self-dud codes from any List 

of inequivalent (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual codes. 

In Sections 4.2 to 4.5, we will work towards improving the algorithm for enumerating 

the (2k, k, 4)  self-dual codes developed in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we will have a look 

at . ' "he different ways the weight 4 words of a (2k, k, 4) self-dud code may intersect. In 



Section 4.3, we will classify the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes based on the results of Section 4.2. 

In Section 4.4, we will use this classification of the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes to  improve the 

algorithm for enumerating the (Zk, k, 4)  self-dud codes developed in Section 4.1. These 

improvements will result in recursive dgorithms for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) self-dual 

codes from any comptete list of inequivalent (2j, j, d) seif-dual codes, where j 5 k - 2 

and d 2 4. In Section 4.5, we wilI look at  ways in which we can further improve the 

dgorithms developed in Section 4.4. 

Based on the algorithms deveioped in this chapter, prograrns for enumerating the 

(2k, k, 4) self-dual codes have been implemented and executed to enurnerate lists of 

(2k, k, 4) self-dud codes for k 5 16. In Section 4.6, we will  conclude this chapter by 

listing the resdts  of the enurneration. 

4.1 Enumerating the ( 2 k , k , 4 )  Self-Dual Codes 

In this section, we WU first find a l l  the different ways that a weight 4 word may be 

generated by a matrix of the form G = [Ik 1 A], where G generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dual 

code. We will then use this result to  develop a recursive algorit hm t hat accepts as input 

a List Lo of ( k -  2) x (k  - 2) matrices A. and that produces as output a Est L of k x k 

matrices A. The input to  the algorithm is any list of Lo of (k - 2) x (k - 2) matrices with 

the property that,  for any (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co, there exiçts one and only one 

matrix A. in Lo such that Go = [Ikd21Ao] generates a code equivalent to Co. The output 

produced by the dgorithm is a list L of k x k matrices with the property that,  for any 

(2k, k, 4) self-dud code C, there exists a t  least one matrix A in L suc6 that G = [IklA] 

generates a code equivalent to  C. 

Let us begin by finding ail the ways that a weight 4 word may be generated by a 

matrix of the form G = [IkIA], where G generates a (2k, k , 4 )  self-dual code. R e c d  

that if G = [&(A] generates a (2k, k) self-dual code C then the rows of A have odd 

weight and intersect in an even number of positions (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Chapter 2). 



Furthernore, any weight w word in C is the sum of at most w - 1 rows of G = [IkI A] 

(Theorem 2.8 of Chapter 2). We will use these facts to find all the different ways a weight 

4 word may be generated by a matrix G = [IkIA], where G generates a self-dual code 

with distance 4. 

Our method for finding al1 the different ways a weight 4 word may be generated by 

a matrix of the form G = [&]A], where G generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dud code C, works 

as foilows: Let W be any weight 4 word in C. Then 2o' is the sum of a set R of i rows 

of G = [&1A], where 1 < i 5 3. Furthermore, since 4 contributes exactly i ones to  the 

weight of W ,  A contributes exactly 4 - i ones t o  the weight of G. In other words, t here 

are exactly 4 - i columns in A that have odd weight in the set of rows R. Let S denote 

the rows of A that correspond to the set of rows R. Now there are exactly 2' - I different 

non-zero columns that  may occur in S. If we count the number of times each of these 

columns occurs in S then the following must be true: 

O For any row T in S, the number of columns in S that contain a one in row T must 

be an odd number that is greater than or equal to 3 (the rows of A, and therefore 

S, have odd weight and C has distance 4). 

For any pair of rows TI and r2 in S, the number of columns in S that contain a 

one in both r~ and r2 must be even (the rows of A intersect in an even number of 

positions ). 

There are exactly 4 - i columns in S that have odd weight. 

These properties give us a number of equations, where the unknowns in the equations are 

the number of times each of the 2' - 1 M e r e n t  non-zero columns that may occur in S, 

do occur in S. Finding al1 solutions to these equations gives us ail the different ways in 

which a weight 4 word may be generated by G. Using this method, we have the following 

t heorem: 



Theorem 4.1 Let C be a (2k, k,4) self-dual code generated by a matrix of the f o m  

G = [IklA]. Let G be any weight 4 word in C. Then 5 is either a row of G (as given 

below), or the sum of two rows of G (as given below), or the sum of three rows of G (as 

given beiow): 

Notes on notation: To the left of the vertical bar are the colurnns of Ik that are non-zero 

in each of the rows given, and, to the right of the vertical bar are the columns of A that 

are non-zero in each of the rows given. For the case in which 20 is the sum of two rows. 

the letter a is used to  indicate that both rows are the same in the remaining columns of 

A. For the case in which 6 is the sum of three rows, the notation a, 6 ,  and a $ b is used 

to represent a.ll the different values that the remaining columns may take. The notation 

a $ 6  means add rows a and b componentwise (modulo 2). 

Proof We know that  5 must either be a row of G, the sum of two rows of G, or the sum 

of three rows of G. 

Suppose rU is the sum of two rows of G = [IkIA]. 

Let x,, 1 < rn 5 3, denote the number of occurrences of each of the 3 different non-zero 

columns that may occur in two rows of A: 

If .tU occurs in one row, it must have the form 1 

Then, using the facts that any row of A has odd weight, any two rows of A intersect 

evenly, and the number of odd weight columns in these two rows must be 4 - 2 = 2,  we 

1 1 1 . 



get the foilowing equations: 

x3 + 5 2  = 1 mod 2 

xa + X I  z 1 m o d 2  

z3 O mod 2 

Equations 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 imply that 2 2  X I  G 1 mod 2, which together with Equa- 

tion 4.4 implies 2 2  = 1 and xl = 1. Furthermore, since the  distance of our code is 4, 

xs 2 2. Therefore, if 5 is the  sum of two rows of G, then the two rows of G that sum to 

ù? must be: 

suppose G is the sum of t hree rows of G = [Ikl A]. 

Let x,, 1 5 m 5 7, denote the  number of occurrences of each of the 7 different non-zero 

columns that may occur in t hree rows of A: 

Then, using the facts that  any row of A has odd weight, any two rows of A intersect 

evenly, and the number of odd weight columns in these three rows must be 4 - 3 = 1, we 

get the following equations: 

2 7  + 26 + 2 5  + x4 1 mod 2 

27 + 2 5  + 23 + X I  1 mod 2 

X7+ 1 6  0 rnod 2 



Equations 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 imply: 

Equations 4.5, 4.6,4.7, 4.12 imply: 

Equations 4.11,4.13 imply: 

2 4  = 5 2  = X I  = O 

5 7  = 1 

And finally, Equations 4.12, 4.15 imply: 

x6 3 2 5  23 1 m0d 2 (3.16) 

Therefore, by Equations 4.14,4.15, and 4.16, if îu' is the sum of three rows of G, then the 

three rows of G that sum to lu must be: 

We have now found d the different ways that a weight 4 word may be generated by a 

matrix of the fom G = [rk 1 A], where G generates a (28, k, 4) self-dual code. 0 

Knowledge of the three different ways that a weight 4 word may be generated by a 

generator matrix G = [ Ik [A] ,  where G generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code, will prove to 

be very useful t hroughout the remainder of the thesis. For this section, they WU be used 



t o  find a canonical G = [IkIA] that  exists for any equivalence dass  of (2k, k, 4)  self-dual 

codes. This canonical form WU then be used t o  deveiop a recursive algorithm for finding 

a list L of k x k matrices with the property that  for any (2k t  k t  4) self-dud code C, there 

exists a t  least one A in L such tha t  G = [&(A] generates a code equivalent to  C. 

Let C be a (ik, k, 4) self-dual code generated by G = [fkIA]. R e c d  the three oper- 

ations that can be applied to  the k  x k matrix A that result in a matrix Ar such that 

Gr = [4JA7 generates a code equivdent t o  C. They were SWAP, (swap two rows). 

SWAP, (swap two columns), and  ADD, ,  (add row i at column j). We will use these 

operations to  prove Theorem 4.2 which will lead us to our canonical form for G = [ 41A] .  

Theorem 4.2 Let C be any ( 2 k ,  k , 4 )  self-dual code and let 5 be any weight 4 word in 

C. Then there exists a matrix Gr  = [IkI A'] that generates a 

to C, such that G' contains the two rows: 

code Cf,  that is equivdent 

O 1 

that sum to the weight 4 word r;' of C' that corresponds to  the weight 4 word 6 of C. 

Note that w ( a )  denotes the nurnber of ones in a. 

l O l O l l a  

O 1  1  1 a w ( a )  = 0 mod 

Proof For any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code there exists an equivalent code C generated by a 

matrix of the form G = [IkIA]. By Theorem 4.1, any weight 4 word in C is either a row 

of G, generated by two rows of G, or  is generated by three rows of G, as foilows: 

What we wodd like t o  show is tha t  for any weight 4 word w' in 

l 1 l O a  

1 1 0 1 6  

1 6 1 1 a $ b  

C, t here always exists an 

equivalent code Cl, generated by G' = [Ikl Ar], such that the weight 4 word Gf of Cf, that 

corresponds to  G of C, is the sum of two rows of G'. We will show this by showing that 



for any weight 4 word W that is eit her a row of G or the surn of three rows of G, there 

exists an ADD, ,  operation that can be appiied to A that results in a matrix A' such that 

w' is the sum of two rows of G' = [IklAl.  

Suppose the weight 4 word 5 is a row of G = [IkIA]. Let r denote the corresponding 

weight 3 row in A. Since the columns of A have weight 2 3 (C is a self-dud code with 

distance 4), there must exist a row rl in A t hat intersects row r .  Furthemore, since the 

rows of A have odd weight > 3 and any pair of rows of A intersect evenly (C is a self-dual 

code with distance 4), row rl has odd weight 2 3 and intersects row r in exactly two 

positions. Therefore, G must contain the following two rows: 

Note that O* represents a string of zero or more zeroes. If we perform an ADD,,, operation 

on the boldface entry in A, producing the mat rix A', then the resdting matrix G' = [IkI A'] 

r 

rl O 1 O* 

1 0 0 * 1 I 1 0 0 *  

1 1 0  1 a w ( a )  = 0  mod 2 

A few columns swaps in A' give us the two rows we're looking for. This completes the  

will contain the foilowing two rows (which sum to the weight 4 word io' that corresponds 

to G): 

case for a weight 4 word that is a row of G. 

r $ r l  1 O 0' 

rl O 1 0' 

Suppose o u  weight 4 word W is the surn of 3 rows of G = [&1A]: 

1 O 1 1 a 

1 1 O 1 a w(a) G O rnod 2 

If we pedorm an ADD,,, operation on the boldface entry in A, produung the matrix A', 

then then resulting matrix G' = [41Aq will contain the following three rows, of which 

rl 

r 2  

~3 O O 1 O* 

1 0 0 0 * 1 1 1 O a  w(a) = O  mod 2 

0 1 0 O X 1 1 0 1 b  w(b) = O mod 2 

1  O 1 1  a@b w(a@b)=OrnodZ 



the first two sum to the weight 4 word w' that corresponds to d: 

Thus, by Theorem 4.2, for any (2k, k, 4) self-dud code, t here exists an equivalent code 

rl 

r2$r3 O  1 O O* 

r g  

C, generated by a matrix of the form: 

1 O O 0 ' 1 1 1 O a  

O 1 1  1 a w(a) O mod 2 

O O I O L I O I I a @ b  

where the first 2 rows of G surn to a weight 4 word. This is our canonical G = [IkIA] 

for the (2k, k , 4 )  self-duai codes. The remaining columns in A of our weight 4 word 

are now represented by the (k - 2)-vector ut Since C is self-dual and has distance 4, 

w(G) O mod 2 and w(C) 2 2. The remaining rows of A are represented by the (k  -2) x 2 

matrix F and the (k  - 2) x (k - 2 )  matrix Ao. 

A few column swaps in A' give the two rows (Le. the first two rows) we're looking for. 

This completes the case for a weight 4 word that is the sum of three rows of G. 

This cornpletes our proof. O 

Let us now have a look at the structures of F and A. in A. Since the rows of A 

intersect in an even number of positions and since the first two rows of A differ only in 

the first two columns, the first two columns in each of the last k - 2 rows of A must be 

the same (for if A contained a row r ,  among its last k - 2 rows, such that the first two 

columns of T were either O I or 1 O, then r would intersect one of the first two rows of A 

in an even number of positions and the other in an odd number of positions, which is a 

contradiction). Therefore, each row in F contains eit her O  O or 1 1. Since the rows of F are 



either O O or 1 1 and since the rows of A have odd weight and intersect evenly, the rows of 

A. have odd weight and intersect evenly. Therefore, by Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 2, since 

the rows of the (k - 2) x (k - 2) matrix A. have these two properties, Go = [4-21Ao] 

generates a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code. Furthermore, since the rows of A intersect 

evenly, if a row of A. intersects Ü in an even number of positions, the corresponding row 

in F must contain O 0, and if a row of A. intersects ü in an odd number of positions, the 

corresponding row in F must contain 1 1. Therefore, the rows of F are determined by 

A. and ü. 

Looking at this another way, for any (2k, k, 4) self-dud code there exists an equivaient 

code C, generated by G = [&(A] ,  such that A can be found using the ( k  - 2)-vector 5 

and the ( k  - 2) x (k - 2) matrix Ao, where Go = [Ik-21Ao] generates a (2k - 4, k - 2) 

self-dual code Co. The last k - 2 columns of the first two rows of A are both equd to  ü. 

The (k  - 2) x (k - 2) submatrix in the last k - 2 rows and columns of A is Ao. The 2 x 2 

submatrix in the first two rows and first two columns of A is the identity matriv 12. The 

(k - 2) x 2 matrix F in the last k - 2 rows of the first two columns of A is determined by 

A. and ü. We wilI use the notation A(Ao, 5) to  represent the matrix A that is determined 

by A. and C. 

We shall c d  this process of producing the generator matrix G = [IkIA] from the 

generator matrix Go = [Ik-ÎIAo] and the vector Ü extendingl the (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual 

code Co to the (2b, k, 4) self-dual code C, using the vector 5. The vector ü will be referred 

to  as an extension vector. A(Ao,  C) will be referred to as an extension matriz. As our next 

theorem will demonstrate, this extension process wiU lead us to  our recursive algorithm. 

Theorem 4.3 Let C be the (2k, k,4)  self-duai code generated by G = (Ik(A(A0, C)], 

where Go = [Ik-21Ao] generates a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co. Then for any 

(2k -4, k - 2) self-dual code Ch, equivalent to Co, where Co is generated by Go = [Ik-z 1 Ah], 

there exists a vector d such that  G' = [IclA(A& 611 generates a code equivalent t o  C. 

'Our use of the term extension is different frorn the standard meaning in coding theory. 
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where ü is a (k - 2)-vector and A. is a (k  - 2) x (k - 2) matrix such that Go = [IlAg] 

generates a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co. F is a (k - 2) x 2 matrix determined by ü 

and Ao. 

What we would like to show is that for any (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co generated 

by a matrix of the form Go = [Ik-21A&]7 where Co is equivalent to Co, there exists an 

extension vector v> such that 3 ean be used to extend Ch to a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code CI, 

equivalent to C, where C' is generated by the matrix G' = [&IA(A&, d)]. 

Recall that Theorem 2.16 of Chapter 2 states that for any self-dud code generated by 

Go = [IkIAo], any equivalent code generated by Go = [IklAo] can be obtained by per- 

forming sorne sequence of the three operations SWAP,, SWAP,, and AD&,, on -40, 

producing the matrix A&. If we perform such a sequence of operations on the matrix A. 

in G = [IkIA(Ao7 3 1 ,  the vector U may change, as may F, but the end result WU still be 

Proof C is generated by the matrix: 

a matrix of the form: 

G' = [&lA(Ao, G)] = 

Therefore, given any (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Ci, generated by Go = [Ic-21Ao], there 

exists an extension vector 2 such that d can be used to extend Ch to a (2k, k, 4) self-dual 

code equivalent to C. 0 

.-• O 
O O . - O  O 

G = [ I k I d ( A o q q ] =  

' 1 0 0 0  
O 1 

O O 

0 O 
. . . . m .  

O O 



CoroUary 4.4 Let C be any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. Let Lo be any list of (k-2) x ( k - 2 )  

matrices Ao, where Go = [IkV2IAo] generates a (2k - 4 ,k  - 2) self-dual code, such that 

for any (2k - 4, k - 2) self-duai code Co, there exists one and only one A. E Lo such that 

Go = [Ik-21Ao] generates a code equivaient to  C. Then there exists a matrix Ao E Lo 

and a (k  - 2)-vector V such that G = [IkIA(Ao, G)] generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code 

that is equivdent to C. 0 

Therefore, given any such list Lo, if for each matrix A. E Lo and for each of the É 2k-' 

possible extension vectors ü, where w ( 3  O rnod 2 and w(C) 2 2, we produce the matrix 

A = A( Ao, v'), then the resulting List L of k x k matrices wiU have the property that for 

any (2k, k,4) self-dud code C there will exist a t  least one A in L suc6 that  G = [blA] 

generates a code equivalent to C. 

One last thing that needs to be considered before we give a formal description of 

our aigorithm is the distance of the (2k - 4, k - 2) seif-dual codes we use. Suppose 

Go = [Ik-alAo] generates a (2k - 4, k - 2,2) self-dud code Co and let ï7 be a (k  - 2)- 

vector such that w(ü)  = O mod 2 and w ( ü )  2 2. Then the matrix G = [ b ( A ( A o , q ]  

generates a (2k, 6, d) self-dual code C, where either d = 2 or d = 4. However, we are only 

interested in self-dual codes with distance 4. As we shall see, if Co has distance 2, then 

the extension vector i7 determines the distance of C. 

Let C be any (2k, k, 2) self-duai code generated by G = [IkIA]. Then any weight 2 

word W of C rnust be a row of G (Theorem 2.8 of Chapter 2: weight d words are the sum 

of a t  most d - 1 rows of G = [rkIA]). This implies that A contains a row r with weight 

1. Furthermore, the column of A in which row r is 1 contains 0's in aJl other rows of A 

(since rows of A intersect evenly and row r of A contains only one 1). ConverseIy, for 

any column of A that contains only one 1, Say in row r ,  row r contains 0's in every other 

column of A (since columns of A intersect evenly), and therefore, row r corresponds to 

a weight 2 word. Therefore, any (2k, k) seif-dual code C, generated by G = [IklA],  has 

distance 2 if and only if A contains a column with weight 1. Furthermore, A contains a 



column with weight 1 if and only if A contains a row with weight 1. 

Let Co be any (2k - 4, k - 2,2) self-dud code generated by Go = [Ik-21AO] and let ü 

be any extension vector. Consider the distance of the code C, generated by G = [IkIA] 

where A = A(Ao, 3, which will either be 2 or 4. Since w(5) 3 2 and since the first two 

columns of A must intersect each of the last k - 2 columns of A in an even number of 

positions, the weight of the first two columns in A is 2 3 (i.e. since in the last k - 2 

columns of A there exists at  least one cohmn c that contains two 1's in its first two rows 

and since the first two colurnns of A only contain one 1 in their first 2 rows, there must 

exist a row among the last k - 2 rows of A in which they intersect. This impiies that 

the first two columns of A have weight 2 2 and since columns of A have odd weight, the 

first two columns of A have weight 2 3). Therefore, C wiil have distance 2 if and only 

if there exists a column among the Iast k - 2 columns of A = A( Ao, ü) that has weight 

1. Thus, C will have distance 4 if and only if the last k - 2 cotumns of A al1 have weight 

2 3. Suppose the (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dud code Co has distance > 4. Then the columns 

of the matrix A. all have weight 2 3 which implies that the last k - 2 columns of A al1 

have weight 2 3. Suppose Co has distance 2. Then the last k - 2 columns of A wili ail 

have weight 2 3 if and only if for any column in A. with weight 1, the corresponding 

column in the extension vector is 1. Therefore, the (2k, 6 )  self-dual code C generated by 

G = [IklA(Ao, G)] has distance 4 if and only if Co has distance 2 4 or if in every column 

of A. that h a .  weight 1, the corresponding column in V is also 1. 

We are now ready to  give a formal description of our algorithm for enurnerating the 

(2k, k, 4) self-dual codes. The two procedures QuickOder and MinimireRow Weights used 

in the aigorithm are defined in Chapter 3 and are used to  reduce the number of pairs 

of matrices Al and A2 inserted into L in which Gi = [IkIAi] and G2 = [IkIA2] generate 

equivdent codes and Al # A2. 



Algorit hm 4.5 : 

hput:  a List Lo of (k - 2) x (k  - 2) matrices Ao, where Go = [Ik-21Ao] generates 

a ( 2 k  - 4, k - 2) self-dual code, such that for aay (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co 

there exists one and only one matriw A. in Lo such that Go = [IkIAo] generates a 

code equivdent to Co. 

0 Output: a List L of k x k matrices A, where G = [ I k I ~ ]  generates a (2k, k, 4)  self-dud 

code, such that for any (2k, k,4) self-dual code C there exists at least one matrix 

A in L such that G = [&1A] generates a code equivdent to C. 

begin 

for each A0 E Lo d o  

for each (k - 2)-vector i? such that w(C)  G O mod 2, w(C) 2 2, and ü contains a 1 

in each column corresponding to a column in A. with weight 1 do 

Let A=A(Ao, v'). 

QuickOrderMatràx( A, O ,  A'). 

Mininzize Row Weights( A', A"). 

if At' 4 L then 

Insert A" into L. 

end for 

end for 

end 

In the remainder of this chapter, we wiU look at  ways of improving this algorithm. 

These improvements will include reducing both the dimension of the input codes and the 

number of input codes used, and reducing both the dimension of the extension vector and 

the number of extension vectors used. These improvements wiU result in both a reduction 

on the running time of the algorithm and a reduction in the number of equivalent codes 

produced by the aigorithm. 



4.2 Weight 4 Blocks and Weight 4 Sets 

Let C be a (28, k, 4) self-dual code generated by a matrix of the form G = [IkIA]. In this 

section, we will look a t  the different ways in which weight 4 words rnay intemct in such 

codes. We will look at: 

The ways in which weight 4 rows of G interact. For this, we wiil define a structure 

called a weight 4 block of G. 

0 The ways in which weight 4 words of C interact. For this, we wiU define a structure 

cailed a weight 4 set of C .  

The ways in which rows of G may genemte a weight 4 set. For this, we wiU define 

a structure called a genemtor bhck for a weight 4 set. 

We will use the results of this section to make improvements on our algorithm for enu- 

merating the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes. 

Let u s  begin by defining preciseIy what we mean by a weight 4 block of G: 

Definition 4.6 Let G be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C. A weight 

4 block of G is a set T of weight 4 rows in G such that: 

1. If (Tl > 1 then T cannot be partitioned into two disjoint sets Tl and Tz in which 

none of the rows in Tl intersects any of the rows in T2, and 

2. there does not exist a weight 4 row r € G - T such that r intersects a row in T. 

Notice that the first condition implies that if ITI > 1 then for any row ri E T there exists 

a t  least one row rz E T such that rl and r2 intersect. 



Example 4.7 Let C be the (14 ,7 ,4 )  self-dud code generated by: 

The weight 4 blocks of G are TI = { T I ,  r2, ~ 3 )  and T2 = ( ~ 4 ) .  

In this section we wiU find aU the different weight 4 blocks that may occur in a matrix 

of the form G = [&(A],  where G generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. We will use the 

different weight 4 blocks to help us find a.ü the different genemtor blocks for weight 4 sets 

that may occur in such a G. 

A weight 4 block directly relates to an indecomposable seif-orthogonal code, with 

distance 4, that is generated by a matrix whose rows ail have weight four. AU of these 

were first found by V.Pless and N. J. A. SLoane [3]. In their paper, they used t hem to aid 

them in their enumeration of the (22,11,4) and (24,12,4) self-dual codes. As we shall 

s e ,  each of the weight 4 blocks we find directly relates to one of the self-orthogonal codes 

they found. 

Let us now define precisely what we mean by a weight 4 set of C and what we mean 

by a generator block of G for a weight 4 set of C: 

Definition 4.8 Let C be a (2k, k,4) self-dual code. A weight 4 set of C is a set B of 

weight 4 words in C such that: 

1. If 1B1 > 1 then B cannot be partitioned into two disjoint sets Bi and Bz in which 

none of the weight 4 words in BI intersects any of the weight 4 words in Bz, and 



2. there does not exist a weight 4 word tU E C - B such that W intersects a codeword 

in B. 

Notice that the first condition irnpiies that if Il31 > 1 then for any weight 4 word Gl E B 

there exists at ieast one weight 4 word E B such that 6 and 6 intersect. 

Definition 4.9 A genemtor block of G for a weight 4 set B of C is a set of rows GB in 

G such that: 

1. the set of codewords that GB generates contains B, and 

2. for any row r E Gs the set of codewords that Gg - {r} generates does not contain 

B.  

We shall Say the generator block GB generates the weight 4 set B. 

Example 4.10 Let C be the (14,7,4) self-dual code generated by: 

The weight 4 words of C are: 



The weight 4 sets of C are: 

The set of rows GB, = {ri, r2, r3} generates BI and the set of rows GB, = %, f 6 .  ~ 7 )  

generates B2. 

Let C be a (2k ,  k ,  4) self-dual code, generated by G, and let B be any weight 4 set in 

C, generated by GB. Let c be any column in G for which there exists at least one weight 

4 word W in B such that the rows of Gs that surn to IE sum to one (modulo 2) in column 

c. Then, by our definition of a weight 4 set, if 2 is any weight 4 word in C such that the 

rows of G that sum to  5 sum to one (modulo 2) in column c, ut must be in B. Therefore. 

in this sense, the column c is related to the wejght 4 set B. We will use this observation 

to define the columns of a weight 4 set: 

Definition 4.11 Let C be a (2k. k , 4 )  self-dual code generated by G. Let B be a weight 

4 set of C and let Ge be the generator block in G that generates B. We define the 

columns of the weight 4 set B (with respect to G) as the set of columns SB in G such 

that a column c in G is an element of SB if and only if there exists at least one weight 

4 word d in B such that the set of rows of GB that sum to 6 sum to one (modulo 2)  in 

cohmn c. 

For example, the columns of the weight 4 set Bi in Example 4.10 are SB, = {al, a2, aa, ci, 

c2, c3, c4) and the columns of the weight 4 set Bz are SB, = {a4,  as, as, a?, es, ce, c7} .  We 

may sometimes refer to the columns of the weight 4 set B as the columns of the generator 

block G B .  

Let G = [IkI A] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. Suppose G contains 

two generator blocks Gg, and GB, for weight 4 sets B1 and B2, respectively. Let SB, 

and SB, be the columns of B1 and B2, respectiveiy. Then, since none of the codewords 



in Bi intersects a codeword in B2 (by definition of a weight 4 set), SB, fl SB, = 0. Now. 

suppose Gsl n GB, # 0. That is, suppose there exists a row T in G = [BIAI such that 

r E GBi and r E G&. Then since the set of codewords generated by the set of rows 

GBl - { r )  does not contain every weight 4 word in Bi (by definition of a generator block 

for a weight 4 set) there must exist a weight 4 word tE'i E Bi such that the set of rows in 

Ge, that sum to Cl includes row r .  Similady, there must exist a weight 4 word W2 E B2 

such that the set of rows in GB2 t hat sum to G2 includes row r. However, G is of the 

form G = [IkIA] wbich implies that the column of Ik that eontains a one in row T is a 

column of both Sel and SB, (i.e. if c is the column of Ik that contains a one in row r .  

then the set of rows of Gs, that sum to Gl sum to a one in column c and the set of rows 

of GB2 that sum to G2 sum to a one in column c). However, as we have already seen, 

Sei n SB= = 0. h other words, we have just shown that if GB, and Ge, are generator 

blocks for weight 4 sets in a generator mat rot of the form G = [41A],  where G generates 

a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code, then Ge, n GB2 = 0. 

Therefore, for any generator matrix G = [&1A] for a ( 2 k , k , 4 )  self-dual code C, if 

B I ,  B z , .  . . , B, are the weight 4 set in C, then the rows of G can be partitioned into 

the m + 1 disjoint sets GBl , GB2, . . . , Ge,, GR where GB, is the generator block for the 

weight 4 set Bi and G R  is the set of remaining rows of G. Furthermore, the columns of 

G may be partitioned into the m + 1 disjoint sets SBl,SB,,. . .,SB,,SR where SB, are 

the columns of the weight 4 set Bi and SR is the set of remaining columns of G. 

In this section, we WU find a List of generator blocks Ge for weight 4 sets B such that 

for any (2k, k ,  4) self-dual code there exists an equivalent code, generated by a matrix 

of the form G = [IklA], such that G contains one of the generator blocks Gs. We wiil 

then use this list of generator blocks for weight 4 sets to find ail the difTerent generator 

blocks that may occur in a generator matrix of the form G = [Ik 1 A], where G generates 

a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. 



4.2.1 The Weight 4 Blocks of G = [Ik(A] 

We wili begin by first finding d the  different weight 4 blocks that may occur in a generator 

matrix of the form G = [IklA], where G generates a (2k, k, 4)  self-dual code. By diffemzt,  

we mean weight 4 blocks whose rows and columns are not simply permutations of one 

another. Since we are only looking for weight 4 blocks that may occur in generator 

matrices of the form G = [IkIA], and since any two rows in such a G o d y  intersect in 

the columns of A, we will look only for the different weight 4 blocks in the columns of A. 

Tha t  is, we will look for the different ways that rows of A with weight 3 rnay intersect. 

Therefore, what we will be looking for is all the different sets T of weight 3 rows that  may 

occur in such an A such that  if ITI > 1 then T cannot be partitioned into two disjoint 

set Tl and Tz such that none of the rows in Tl intersects a row in Tz, and t here does not 

exist a weight 3 row in A tha t  intersects a row in T. We shaü c d  such a set T a weight 

3 block of A. The  nurnber of rows in T will be called the size of T. 

The following lemma provides us with a recursive method for finding all the different 

weight 3 blocks T that may occur in a matrix A, where G = [IkIA] generates a (2k' k, 4)  

self-dual code. Note that since we are not looking for the weight 3 blocks in a specific 

A, the lemma considers a set T of weight 3 rows to  be a weight 3 block if and only if T 

cannot be partitioned into the two disjoint sets TL and T2. 

Lemma 4.12 For any weight 3 block T of size i > 2, if we remove any row from T, we 

get a weight 3 block of size i - 1. 

Proof This is certainly true for i = 2. For i > 2, what we need to  show is that if we 

remove any row r from the weight 3 block T, then the resulting set of rows T' = T - {r} 

still has the property that T' cannot be partitioned into two disjoint sets Ti and Ti such 

t hat  none of the rows in Ti intersects a row in Ti. Assume this is not the  case. Tha t  is, 

assume T' can be partitioned into two sets Ti and Ti such that none of the rows in Ti 

intersects a row in 2'4. Consider the  weight 3 row r that  was removed from T. Since T is 



a weight 3 set, T = T' U { r )  cannot be partitioned into two disjoint sets Ti and T2 such 

that none of the rows in Tl intersects a row in T2. Therefore, row r must intersect rows in 

both T; and Ti. However, since any pair of rows in a weight 3 block that intersect must 

intersect in exactly two positions, row r must intersect some row in T; in two positions 

and r must intersect some row in T; in two positions. This implies that our weight 3 row 

r has weight 4, which is a contradiction. Therefore, the set T' = T - {r} is a weight 3 

block. (7 

Therefore, we can find a l l  weight 3 blocks of size i by first finding ail weight 3 blocks 

of size i - 1 and then looking for all the different ways a weight 3 row can be adjoined to 

t hem. 

Let us now use this recursive method to  find all the different weight 3 blocks that may 

occur in the matrix A, where G = [IkIA] generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. The weight 

3 block of size 1 is: 

a =  1 1 1 O' 

There is only one way in which Dl can be extended to  a weight 3 block of size 2. Let D2 

be our weight 3 block of size 2: 

There are 2 different ways in which Dz can be extended to  a weight 4 block of size 3. Let 

DB and E3 be Our weight 3 blocks of size 3: 

The only way that  any weight 3 row can be adjoined to  D3 is if it intersects D3 in only the 

first 2 columns. Furthermore, we can adjoin any number of weight 3 rows, all intersecting 



in the first 2 columns, to D3. This gives us the following weight 3 blocks: 

There is only one way that E3 c m  be extended to a weight 4 block of size 4. Let E4 be 

the resulting weight 3 block of size 4: 

There is no way to adjoin a weight 3 row to Eq. 

We have now found iLU the different weight 3 blocks that may occur in A. From this, 

we have Our iist of ail the different weight 3 blocks that may occur in a generator rnatrix 

of the form G = [IkI A], where G generates a (2k, k , 4 )  self-dual code C. With the same 

names as  their corresponding weight 3 blocks, they are: 



We will refer to these weight 4 blocks simply as E3-blocks, E4-blocks, and Di-blocks. The 

correspondence between our list of weight 4 blocks (with the columns of zeroes removed) 

and the indecomposable self-ort hogonal codes wit h distance 4 generated by mat rices 

with weight 4 rows given by V. Pless and N. J. A. Sloane [3]: our E3-block generates a 

(7 ,3 ,4)  self-orthogonal code equivalent to their e7-code, our E4-block generates a (8,4.4) 

self-orthogonal code equivalent to their e8-code, and our di-block, i 1 1, generates a 

(2i  + 2, i ,  4) self-ort hogonal code equident  to their d2i+2-code. 

Knowing ail the different weight 4 blocks that may occur in a generator matrix of 

the form G = [IkI A], where G generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dud code, will prove useful 

throughout the remainder of this t hesis. In the next subsection, we will use t hem to  help 

us find aii the different generator blocks for weight 4 sets that rnay occur in such a G. 

4.2.2 Generators For Weight 4 Sets of C 

Let C be a (2k, k, 4) self-dud code generated by G = [IkIA]. In this subsection, we will 

show that for any weight 4 set B of C there exists an equident  code Cf,  generated by 

Gf = [IkIAf], such that B', the weight 4 set of C' tbat corresponds to the weight 4 set B 

of C, is generated by the generator block Gst of G', where G B ~  is one (and only one) of 

the following sets of rows: 



Note that we axe using small letters to distinguish the generator blocks for weight 4 sets 

from the weight 4 blocks. The reason we want to distinguish the generator blocks for 

weight 4 sets from the weight 4 blocks is that a weight 4 block, on its own, may or may 

not be a generator block for a 4 weight set. For example, the weight 4 block Dq may 

either be a d4-block or a part of an es-block. 

Let C be a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code generated by G = (41 A] and let B be a weight 4 

set in C. In order to show there exists an equivaient code C', generated by Gf = [IklAl,  

such that the weight 4 set Bf in Cf, that corresponds to B, is generated by either an 

e3-block, a di-block, or an es;-block, we will first find a canonicai form for the matrix A. 

Let Ge be the set of rows in G that generates B. Let Ro denote the set of weight 

4 rows in G B ,  and let Ri denote the set of remaining rows in Ge (i.e. RI = GB - Ro).  

Suppose there exists a weight 4 word W in B with the following properties: 

5 is the sum of rows from RI only, and 

0 there exists a sequence S of ADD, ,  operations on A, only involving entries ( i ,  j )  of 



A in which row i corresponds to a row in Ri and none of the rows in Ro contain a 

one in column j ,  such that the matrix A', that results fiom applying S to A, is such 

that C = [Ik[Al  contains a weight 4 row that corresponds to the weight 4 word w'. 

If such a weight 4 word exists, then we con apply S to A, producing A', which results 

in a generator rnatrix G' = [41Aq such that B', the weight 4 set obtained by perrnuting 

B, is generated by a generator block Ge, that contains a t  least one more weight 4 row 

that GB. We can continue this process until no more weight 4 words with the above two 

properties exists. This is our canonical fom of A for a given weight 4 set B of C. 

Therefore, for any weight 4 set B of a (2k, k, 4)  self-dual code C, there exists an 

equivalent code Cf,  generated by a matriw of the form G' = [Ik(A1],  such that BI, the 

weight 4 set of C' obtained by permuting B, is generated by the  set of rows GB,  of G'. 

such that G' can be partitioned into the two sets of rows Ro and RI = Gsl - Ro where: 

Ro is the set of weight 4 rows in GB:, and 

O Ri,  the remaining rows of GB,, has the property that  for any weight 4 word W in 

B' that is the sum of rows from Ri only (if such a word exists), there does not 

exist a sequence S of ADD,,, operations on A' (only involving entries (i, j) where i 

corresponds to a row in RI and no rows of Ro contain a one in column j) such that - 
w', the weight 4 word obtained by permuting 15, is a row of the resulting generator 

matrix. 

Note that RI may be the empty set. 

Example 4.13 Let Cf be a (2k, 5,4) self-dual code generated by G' = [IklAl .  Suppose 

Cf contains the weight 4 set B' generated by the set of rows Gp = ( r i ,  r2, r3,r4, TS, r6), 



where the columns in A' of the rows in Gst are: 

Then Ro = {ri, r2, r3, rs}  is the set of weight 4 rows of GBt and Ri = GBl - Ro = {rs, TG}. 

The only weight 4 word in B' that is the sum of rows of Ri exclusively is the codeword 

6 = r~ $ TG. There does not exist a sequence of ADD,, operations on A' that does 
I) 

not involve rows ri, r2, r3, r4 and columns cl, c2, . . . , ce, such that w', the weight 4 word 

obtained by permuting 15, is a row of the resulting generator matrix. Therefore, A' is in 

Example 4.14 Let C be a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code generated by G = [ Ik (A] .  Suppose 

C contains the weight 4 set B generated by the set of rows Gg = { r i ,  rt, r3, rq9 rs9 T G } ,  

where the columns in A of the rows in GB are: 

Then Ro = (ri, 72 ,  r3, r4} is the set of weight 4 rows of GB and RI = Gs - Ro = {rs, r6}. 

The two sets & and Ri do not have the desired properties. To see this, consider the 



weight 4 word w' = rs $ re of B. If we perform an A D D , ,  operation on the boldface 

entry (which does not involve any of the weight 4 words nor any of the columns in which 

at least one of the weight 4 rows contains a one), producing the matrix A', then zü wiil 

be permuted to W', where &? is a row in the generator rnatrix G' = [IkIAl. We now 

have a generator matrix G' = [Ic(Al  for a (Zk, k, 4) self-dud code Cr, equivalent to C, 

where BI, the weight 4 set obtained by permuting B, is generated by the set of rows 

Gsl = {rl, rz, 7-3, T I ,  r5 $ r6}, where the colurnns in A' of the rows in GBt are: 

Then Ro = {q, r2, a, rq, r 5 @ r g }  is the set of weight 4 rows in Gel and Bi = GBt- Ro = 0. 

The two sets Ro and Ri have the desired properties. Therefore, A' is in canonical form. 

In this subsection we wili find d the different generator blocks GBt, for weight 4 sets 

Br,  that can be partitioned into the two sets Ro and RI. In order to do this, we will first 

prove that the set of weight 4 rows Ro must be a weight 4 block (and not the composition 

of two or more weight 4 blocks), and we will prove that if Ri # 0 then there must exist 

a weight 1 word w' E BI, that is the surn of two rows in Ri, such that 2 intersects at 

least one row in Ro. Once we have proved these results, we will use them to  find ail the 

different generator blocks Gp, for weight 4 sets Br, that can be partitioned into the two 

sets Ro and RI. 

We will begin by first proving a theorern on the different ways the rows of GBt may 

generate the subset of weight 4 words W' E Bi, where W' is not the surn of rows from Ra, 

exclusively. In order to prove the theorem, we first require the following lemma: 



Lemma 4.15 Let GBt be a generator block for a weight 4 set B f ,  such that GBt can be 

partitioned into the sets Ro and Ri.  Let W denote the set of weight 4 words contained 

in the set of codewords generated by Ro. Suppose Ri is not the empty set. Then if G is 

a weight 4 word in Bf - W such tha t  G intersects a weight 4 word in W, then W is either 

the s u m  of two rows TI,  T Z  E R I ,  as foUows: 

or G is the sum of one row ro from Ro and two rows r i ,  r2 from R i ,  as foilows: 

Proof Let G be any weight 4 word in Bf - W such that .W intersects a weight 4 word in 

W. Let us consider a l l  the ways in which w' may be generated by rows of GBt. R e c d ,  if 

C' is a (2k, k, 4) seif-dual code generated by G' = [IkI A'], then any weight 4 word in C' 

is generated by G' in one of the following 3 ways: 

For each of these three cases, by considering ail the different combinations for their rows 

occurring in Ro and R I ,  we can determine ali the different ways that the rows of GBt can 

generate 20. 

Suppose IÜ is a row of Gp. Then since zu' E B' - W, ZZ is not a row of &, which 

implies w' is a row of R I .  But the rows of RI have weight 2 6 and 5 h a  weight 4, 

which is a contradiction. Therefore, 6 cannot be a row of GE#. 



Suppose zü is the surn of two rows in GBt. Then since G E B' - W, TE by definition 

cannot be the surn of two rows of &. Therefore, w' is either the sum of two rows 

from R1, or the surn of one row from Ra and one row from R I .  

Suppose W is the sum of one row ro E Ro with one row rl  E RI:  

Then since üi is a weight 4 word, we must have a = O*. But this implies row rl has 

weight 4, which implies that rl f Ro, which is a contradiction. 

Therefore, if G is the surn of two rows of GBt, then G is the surn of two rows 

Suppose G is the sum of three rows of G p .  Then since 2o' E B' - W, 6 is not the 

surn of three rows from Ro. Therefore, tE is either the surn of two rows from Ro and 

one row from RI, the sum of one row from Ro and two rows from RI, or the surn 

of three rows from R1. 

Suppose W is the surn of two rows ro, rl E Ro and one row rg E Ri: 

Then since rows ro and rl must intersect in an even number of positions we must 

have a = 1100' and b = 1010'. But this implies a $ b = 0110', which implies 

w(a $6) = 2, which is a contradiction. Therefore G cannot be the sum of two rows 

from Ro and one row from RI. 

Suppose w' is the surn of three rows ro, r l ,  rl E Ri. For i = 1,2,3 let ci denote the 

column in the identity Ik in which row t i  is one. Then, since ro, rl, r2 4 Ra, aJl of the 



weight 4 words in W must contain zeroes in columns CO, CI, CZ. Furthermore, since 

zù is the surn of rows ro, rl , and r2, I.Ü contains a one in each of the columns CO, cl, cz, 

and since codewords in a self-dual code intersect in an even number of positions, 

this implies IZ cannot intersect any of the weight 4 words in W, which contradicts 

the condition that 5 intersects at l e s t  one weight 4 word in W. Therefore, W 

cannot be the surn of t hree rows from RI.  

We will now use Lemma 4.15 to prove the foilowing theorem, which, together with 

Lemma 4.15, proves that any weight 4 word G' E B' that is not the surn of rows of Ro 

exclusively, is either the surn of two rows from RI (as given in Lemma 4.15) or is the surn 

of one row from Ro together with two rows from & (as given in Lemma 4.15). 

Therefore, if G is the surn of three rows of Ge,,  then 20 must be the surn of one row 

ro E Ro with two rows r l ,  ~2 E Ri: 

Theorem 4.16 Let GBt be a generator block for a weight 4 set B', such that GBt can 

be partitioned into the sets & and Ri.  Let W be the set of weight 4 words contained in 

ro l O O O *  

rl 0 1 0 0 ' 1 l O a  

rz O O 1 0 '  

the set of codewords generated by Ra. Suppose RI is not the empty set. Then for any 

weight 4 word wi E B' - W, there exists at least one weight 4 word W E W such that w1 

1 1  1 0 -  

1 O 1 a w ( a ) z 3  

intersects 2iO in exactly two positions. 

This cornpletes our proof. O 

Proof Let w' be any weight 4 word in Bi - W and let W be any weight 4 word in W. 

Then, since W' # 5, either w' intersects W in 2 positions, or tÜ and w' do not intersect. 

Therefore, the weight 4 words in Bi - W can be partitioned into two disjoint sets: 

Wo = the set of weight 4 words ù;' E B' - W such that w' does not intersect any of 

the weight 4 words in W. 



W2 = the set of weight 4 words 2 E 8' - W for which there exists a t  least one 

G E W such that I and w' intersect in 2 positions. 

We want to show that Wo = 0. 

Suppose Wo # 0. Then, since Br is a weight 4 set, there must evist weight 4 words 

Co E Wo and fi2 E W 2  such that 6 and W2 intersect. (If this were not the case, then 

we could partition the weight 4 words of Br into two disjoint sets, W U  Wz and Wo, such 

that none of the weight 4 words in W ü W2 intersects any of the weight 4 words in Wo, 

which contradicts Br being a weight 4 set). Consider the mws of the generator block GBt 

that sum to the weight 4 word G2. By Lemma 4.15, S2 is either the sum of two rows 

from Ri, or 6 is the sum of one row from Ro and two rows from Ri. Therefore, we have 

two cases to consider: 

Suppose t& is the sum of two rows rl, rz E RI: 

Let cl, ca, c3, c4 be the four columns in which rows rl and r2 sum to one. Then, since 

r l ,  rz E R I ,  none of the weight 4 words in W contain ones in columns CI and c2. 

Therefore, 2G2 must intersect a weight 4 word in W in columns c3 and q. Since Go 

does not intersect any of the weight 4 words in W, this implies G2 and Go intersect 

in columns ci and c2. Since Co # 6, this impiies t hat the weight 4 word Go must 

be the sum of the two rows ri and r2 together with some third row r3: 



Since these three rows sum to a weight 4 word, we must have b = a $ a, which 

implies b = O*. This implies that row r:, has weight 4 ,  and hence row r3 must be a 

row in Ro. But this implies that Go intersects r3, a weight 4 word in W (in columns 

c, and c,), which implies Co 4 Wo,  which is a contradiction. Therefore 6 cannot 

be the sum of two rows from Ri. 

Suppose G2 is the sum of one row ro E & and two rows r i ,  rz E Ri: 

Let CO, cl, cz, CJ be the four columns in which rows ro, r i ,  and rz surn to one. Then, 

since ro E Ro, G2 intersects a weight 4 word in W in columns CO and cs. This implies 

that t& and Go intersect in columns ci and c2, which irnplies that Go is either the 

sum of the two rows ri and rz, or Go is the sum of three rows from Ger, where two 

of these rows are rows T I  and r2. Therefore, we have two cases to consider: 

- Suppose Go is the sum of rows ri and r2. Then Go intersects the weight 4 row 

ro. Therefore Go intersects a weight 4 word in W, which implies do 4 Wo. 

which is a contradiction. 

- Suppose Go is the sum of rows rl and r2, plus some third row r3 E GB/ :  

Since these three rows sum to  a weight 4 word, we must have b = a $ a ,  which 

implies b = O*. This implies that row r3 has weight 4. Furthermore, row r3 

intersects the weight 4 word rl $ rz, which intersects the weight 4 word G2 



(in columns cl and c2) which implies ri 8 r2 E B'. Therefore, r3 intersects a 

weight 4 word r i @  r* that is in B', which impües r3 E B', and therefore must 

be a row in Ro. But this implies that 6 intersects a weight 4 word in W (in 

columns c, and G), which implies Go 6 Wo, which is a contradiction. 

Therefore Gi cannot be the surn of one row from Ro and two rows from R I .  

Therefore, there do not exist two weight 4 words 6 E Wo and r& E W2 such that t& 

and 6 intersect. Thus Wo = 0. This completes our proof. 0 

Corollary 4.17 Let GB1 be a generator block for a weight 4 set B', such that Gs. can 

be partitioned into the sets Ro and R I .  Let t.V denote the set of weight 4 words contained 

in the set of codewords generated by Ro. Suppose Ri is not the ernpty set. Then if a? is 

a weight 4 word in B' - W then Gf is either the surn of two rows rl ,  rz E Ri, as follows: 

or 2 is the surn of one row ro from & and two rows r i ,  rz from Ri, as follows: 

Proof By Theorem 4.16, any ta' E B' - W intersects some weight 4 word in W in two 

positions, and by Lemma 4.15, any such 2 is either the sum of two rows frorn Rl (as 

given above) or is the sum of one row from Ro and two rows from RI (as given above). 

O 

We are now ready to prove the two results that we will use to find a l l  the different 

generator blocks GB#, for weight 4 sets B', that can be partitioned into the two sets Ro 



and R I .  That is, we will prove that the set of wejght 4 rows Ro must be a weight 4 

block (and not the composition of two or more weight 4 blocks), and we will prove that 

if Ri # 0 then there must exist a weight 4 word W' E Br that is the sum of two rows in 

Ri,  such that w' intersects a row in Bo. 

We will begin our proof of the first result, that the set of rows Ro must be a weight 

4 block, by proving a s m d  lemrna that immediately follows from the corollary to The* 

rem 4.16 and the fact that we are working with generator matrices of the form G' = [IkI A l .  

Lemma 4.18 Let GBt be a generator block for a weight 4 set B f ,  such that GB/ can be 

partitioned into the sets Ro and RI. Let W denote the set of weight 4 words contained 

in the set of codewords generated by Ro. Suppose Ri is not the empty set. Let 2 be 

any weight 4 word in B' - W and let Wr denote the subset of weight 4 words in W that 

wi intersects. Then W' intersects every weight 4 word in W' in the same two colurnns. 

Proof By CoroUary 4.17, wf is either the sum two rows from Ri or z;' is the sum of one 

row from Ro and two rows from RI. In particular, the subset of rows of Gel that sum 

to d contains two rowç from Ri. Let cl and ~2 denote the two columns in the identity 

Ik that contain ones in rows rl and r*, respectively. Then, since the rows of GBt that 

sum to d sum to  one in columns cl and c2, and since for every 5 E W the set of rows 

in Ro that sum to zü sum t o  zero in columns ci and c2 (since r l ,  r* E Ri), 2 does net 

intersect any of the weight 4 words in W in columns el and e2. Therefore, since ;' has 

weight 4, 2 must intersect every weight 4 word in W' in the same two columns (Le. the 

two columns, other than cl and c*, in which the rows of Gst that surn to z;' surn to 1 1). 

O 

Theorem 4.19 Let GBt be a generator block for a weight 4 set Br, such that Gg, can 

be partitioned into the sets Ro and Ri.  Then Ro is a weight 4 block. 



Proof If Ri is the empty set, then Our result immediately follows, since &, generates a 

weight 4 set, and therefore must be a weight 4 block. Suppose Ri is not the empty set. 

We want to show that Ro must still be a weight 4 block. 

Suppose Ro is not a weight 4 blocb. That is, suppose Ro c m  be partitioned into two 

disjoint sets of rows, Ra and G, such that none of the rows in Ra intersects any of the 

rows in RO. Consider the following two disjoint sets of weight 4 words: 

O W' = the set of weight 4 words contained in the set of codewords generated by Rh. 

0 W" = the set of weight 4 words contained in the set of codewords generated by Rg. 

Since none of the rows in Rb intersects any of the rows in Rg, none of the weight 4 words 

in W' intersects any of the weight 4 words in W". Furthemore, since none of the rows in 

Rh intersects any of the rows in Rg and since the rows in both Rh and R: have weight 4, 

W' IJ W" = W = the set of weight 4 words contained in the set of codewords generated 

by the set of rows Ro = Rb U R:. 

Therefore, by Lemma 4.19 and since B' is a weight 4 set, there must exist two weight 

4 words d, 2 E BI - W such that d intersects a weight 4 word in W', w" intersects a 

weight 4 word in W", and 3 and z? intersect each other. If this were not the case, then 

8' could be partitioned into the two disjoint sets Wo and Wo, where Wo is W' plus the 

weight 4 words in B' - W that intersects at least one weight 4 word in W', and W[ is 

W" plus the weight 4 words in B' - W that intersect at Ieast one weight 4 word in W". 

But this impties that B' is not a weight 4 set, which is a contradiction. 

Now, let 2 and W" be two such weight 4 words. Then, by Corollary 4.17, since 

Y', ;i) E B' - W, the subset of rows of Gel that sum to d contains exactly two rows 

r i ,  t 2  E R I ,  and the snbset of rows of GB, that sum to 2 contains exactly two rows 

rf, ra é RI. Let ci, ci be the two columns in Ik that contain ones in rows ri, r;, respec- 

tively, and let c i ,  c'; be the two columns in Ik that contain ones in rows r:, r2, respectively. 

Since 3 intersects weight 4 words in W', w" does not intersect any weight 4 words in W'. 



and since for every G E W' the set of rows in Rh that surn to  G surn to zero in columns - 
ci. c;, w' must intersect tu" in columns ci,  ci. Similady, u? must intersect 1;' in columns 

, In other words, ci = c: and c$ = c';, which implies that ri = r; and ri = ri.  

Therefore, the set of rows that sum to w' ond the set of rows that surn to u" must both 
4 

contain the same two rows r i ,  rz E Ri. Thus, since w' # 2, one of them, say w', is the 

surn of rows ri and rz, and the other one, say 2, is the surn of rows ri and r2 together 

with a third row ro f Ro: 

Co 

r0 1 O O O* 

rl O 1 O O* 

r2 O O 1 O* 

Since q and r2 surn to one in columns c4 and es, and since 1;' = ri $ r* only intersects 

weight 4 words in W'? ro E W', and thus ro E G. Since ro, TI, and rz sum to one in 
* 

columns CO and C J ,  and since w" = ro @ ri $ rl only intersects weight 4 words in W". 

ro E W". and thus ro E R:. However, R& II Rg = 0, and we have a contradiction. 

Therefore, Ro cônnot be partitioned into two disjoint sets of rows. Rh and Rg, such 

that none of the rows in Rb intersects any of the rows in R:. Thus, Ro must be a weight 

4 block. 0 

We will now show that if Ri # 0 then there must exist a weight 4 word 3 E B' that 

is the sum of two rows in Ri, such that 3 intersects a row in Ro. 

Theorem 4.20 Let Gst be a generator block for a weight 4 set BI, such that GBt can be 

partitioned into the sets Ro and Ri. Let W denote the set of weight 4 words contained 

in the set of codewords generated by Ro. Suppose Ri is not the empty set. Then there 

exists a weight 4 word U;' E B' - W such that w' is the surn of two rows r l ,  r2 E Ri : 



where w' intersects some row ro E Ro in columns cl and c2. 

Proof Let w' E Bt - W. Then, by Theorern 4.16, there exists some G E W such that 

G and 3 intersect in two positions. Furthermore, by Corollary 4.17, we know that d is 
either the sum of two rows from R1 or w' is the sum of one row from Ro and two rows 

from R I .  Therefore, we have two cases to consider: 

Suppose d is the sum of two rows r i ,  r2 E Ri: 

Let 5 be a weight 4 word in W that 

CI c2 

1 O a  

O 1 a w ( a )  2 4 

W' intersects. Then, since 5 is the sum of 

some subset of rows in Roy for each column c in which w' is one there must exist at 

least one row in Ro that h a .  a one in column c. Therefore, there must exist at least 

one row ro E Ro such that 3 (which intersects G )  intersects row ro. Furthermore, - - 
since wf = rl $ rz, where r l ,  r 2  E Ri, wf must intersect row ro in columns cl and 

cz. Therefore, d is a weight 4 word that meets the criteria of our theorem. 

Suppose w' is the sum of one row ro E Ro with two rows rl, r2 E Ri: 

Let u3' be the sum of rows 7-1 and r2. Then & intersects row ro in columns el and 

c2. Therefore, w" is a weight 4 word that meets the criteria of our theorem. 

This completes our proof. 

We are now ready to find d the difFerent generator blocks GB1, for weight 4 sets Bt,  

that can be partitioned into the sets Ro and RI. The possibilities for the set Ro have 



already been detennined. By Theorem 4.19, they are the weight 4 blocks Eg, E4, and 

Di, i 2 1. What we need to  find is ail the different sets R1 that may occur with Ro. 

If R1 # 0, then we can make use of Theorern 4.20 to determine the possibilities for R I .  

That is, we can make use of the fact that if Ri # 0, t hen there must exist a weight 4 

word tü E B such that 5 is the surn of two rows in RI and W intersects a least one row 

in Ro (in two coiumns that are cohmns of A' in G' = [Ik1At]). 

Let us  begin by having a look a t  the weight 4 block E3 and h d i n g  the different sets 

RI that may occur with it. Let G' = [ l k ( A l  be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4)  self-dual 

code C' such that G' contains a generator block GBt , for a weight 4 set B', such that GBt 

can be partitioned into the two disjoint sets Ro and R I ,  where Ro is a E3-block. Then, 

with just the columns of A' given, we have: 

O I 1 1 X  

O O O O Y  

The rows below the horizontd line represent all the ways the remaining rows of A' may 

occur with an E3-block. They are determined using the fact that each of the remaining 

rows of A' must intersect each of the rows of the E3-block in an even number of positions. 

Since al1 the remaining rows of G' that intersect at least one of the rows of the E3- 

block are identical in the columns of A' that contain a one in a row of the E3-block, t here 

does not exist a weight 4 word d in C' that is the surn of two of the remaining rows in G' 

such that 3 intersects a row of the E3-block. Therefore, if Ro is an E3-block, Ri  must 

be the empty set. This gives us an es-block: 



Let us now look at the different sets RI that rnay occur with the weight 4 block E4. 

Let G' = [IkIAl be a generator matrix for a (2k, k74) self-dud code C' such that G' 

contains a generator block GBt, for a weight 4 set B', such that GBt can be paxtitioned 

into the two disjoint sets Ro and Ri,  where Ro is a E4-block. Then, with just the columns 

of A' given, we have: 

The row below the horizontal line represents a.ii the ways the remaining rows of A' may 

occur with an E4-block. 

Since none of the remaining rows in G' intersects any of the rows of the E4-block, 

there does not exist a weight 4 word 2 in C that is the sum of two of the remaining 

rows in G' such that w' intersects a row of the E4-block. Therefore, if Ro is an E4-block, 

RI must be the empty set. This gives us an es-block: 

Let us now have a look a t  the different sets R1 that may occur with the weight 4 

block Di, i 2 1. Let G' = [IklAl be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C' 

such that G' contains a generator b1ock GBt, for a weight 4 set B', such that GBl can be 

partitioned into the two disjoint sets Ro and Ri, where Ro is a Di-block. Then, with just 



the columns of -4' given, we have: 

i 

The rows beiow the horizontal line represent all the ways the rernaining rows of A' may 

occur with a Di-block. They are determined using the fact that each of the remaining 

rows of A' must intersect each of the rows of the Dr-block in an even number of positions. 

The rernaining rows of Gr can sum to a weight 4 word wt' such that d intersects at 

least one of the rows of the Di-block only if (with just the columns in A' given) we have 

two rows: 
1 O 1 I 1 y w ( y ) = i m o d 2  

O 1 1 1 - a -  I r w(z) = i mod 2 

where y = t. If w(y) > O then an ADD,,, involving any non-zero e ~ t r y  in y would result 

in a matrix A", such that the generator block G p  in G" = [Ikl A''] that corresponds 

to the generator block Gp E G contains a D i + i - b l ~ ~ k ,  which contradicts A' being in 

canonical form. Therefore, for two such rows to be rows in the set RI we must have 

w(y) = O, which can only occur if i = O rnod 2. Furthermore, since the rows of Ri al1 

have weight 2 6, we require that i 2 4. Therefore, the rernaining rows of Gr can sum to 

a weight 4 word ;' such that z;' intersects a t  least one of the rows of the Di-block only 

if Gr contains (with just the columns in Ar given) the following two rows ri and r2: 



Together, Ro = Di and Ri = {il, r2), gives US an e2i-blodt: 

If G' contains an ezi-blodc then, as is the case with an e4-block, none of the remaining 

rows of G can intersect any of the rows of the e 2 i - b l ~ ~ .  Therefore, if Ro is a Di-biock, 

the only other possibility for the set Ri is the empty set, which gives us a di-block: 

This completes the case when Ro is Di-block, and we are done. 

Thus, we have just shown that for any weight 4 set B of a (2k, k,4) self-duai code C. 

generated by G = [IKI A], there exists an equivdent code Ci, generated by G = [&1 A'], 

such that B', the weight 4 set in Cf that corresponds to the weight 4 set B of C, is 

generated by a generator block GBI? where Ga# is one (and only one) of the foilowing sets 

of rows: 

e 3 = O  1 O OU 

1 0 0 0 - I l l O O *  

1 1  O 1 On 

0 0 1 0 ' 1 0 1 1 0 '  



4.2.3 A List of Al1 the Generator Blocks for Weight 4 Sets that may 

occur in G = [IkI A] 

We wül conclude this section by finding all the different generator blocks Gg for weight 4 

sets B that may occur in a generator m a t h  of the form G = [hl A], where G generates a 

(2k, k, 4) self-dual code. The reason we will do t his is as follows: Let C be any (2k, k, 4)  

self-duai code generated by G = [IclA]. Then the weight 4 words of C form one or 

... more weight 4 sets Bi, B 2 , .  B,,, which are generated by the disjoint sets of rows of G: 

... G B l ,  GE,,. GB,. As we have just seen, for any particular weight 4 set Bi, we can find 

an equivalent code C r ,  generated by Gr = [IkIAr], such that Bf, the weight 4 set produced 

by permuting Bi, is generated by either an  e3-block, an ezi-block, or a di-block. However, 

it is not always possible to find a C r ,  generated by G' = [IkI Ar], such that d the weight 

. ... 4 sets B1, B2,. B, in C are pemuted to weight 4 sets Bi,  B i , .  . ,Bk  in which e v e q  

weight 4 set Bf is generated by either an e3-block, an eti-block, or a di-block. 



Example 4.21 Let C be the (20,10,4) self-dual code generated by G = [Ilol A] where: 

C contains 2 weight 4 sets Bi and Ba. Bi is generated by the set of rows { r i ,  r ~ , r 3 ,  rd, r ~ }  

which form a ds-block. BÎ is generated by the set of rows {ra,  r ~ ,  ra, rg, r io} .  By applying 

an appropriate sequence of ADD,, operations on A, we can produce a matrix A' such 

that in the equivalent code Cr, generated by G' = [&lAr], the weight 4 set Bi (the set that 

is produced by permuting B2)  is generated by a cl3-block. For example an ADD,,c(9, 1) 

fouowed by an ADDcc( IO, 2) is a sequence of A D D , ,  operations that results in a Bi that 

is generated by a d3-block. However, any such sequence of ADD,. operations will resdt 

in Bi being permuted to a weight 4 set Bi that is not generated by a ds-block. 

Let G = [IkIA] be a generator rnatrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C and let GB be 

a generator block in G for a weight 4 set B of C. Let C' be any code equivdent to C 

that is generated by a matrix of the form Gt = [GIA'] and let GBt be the generator block 

in Gr that generates the weight 4 set Bt in Ct that is produced by permuting B. Then 

A', and therefore Ge/, can be found by applying some sequence of ADD,, operations to 

A, followed by some sequence of SWAP, and SWAP, operations. We shall Say that any 

generator block Ge# that can be found this way is equivalent to GB. For a given Gg, 

by considering all the different rows that may occur with Gs in G = [h lA] ,  we c m  find 



al l  the diHemnt generator blocks GB# that are equivalent to  GB by considering aLl the 

different ADD,,  operations that affect the rows and columns of GB in A. What is rneant 

by different generator blocks is generator blocks GB, such that the rows and the columns 

of GBt are not simply permutations of one another. (Recall that the columns of GBt form 

the set of columns c of G' for which there exists a weight 4 word 1U E B' such that the set 

of rows in G p  that  sum to 5, sum to one in column c) .  Since any generator block GBt 

is equivdent to  either an es-block, an ezi- block, or a 4- block, we can find a List of aU the 

different generator blocks that may occur in a generator matrix of the form G = [IkI A] 

by finding d the different generator blocks that are equivalent to each of the e3, ez;, and 

di- blocks. 

Exarnph 4.22 Finding the different generator blocks that are equivalent to a dl-block. 

A dl-block is simply a weight 4 word and we already know that any weight 4 word 

may occur in G = [IkIA] in one of three ways. Therefore, if C is a (2k. k , 4 )  self-dual 

code, generated by G = [&[A] ,  such that C contains a weight 4 set that is generated by 

a generator block GB that is equivalent to a dl-block, then Ge generates a weight 4 set 

that contains only one weight 4 word and Gs consists of either one weight 4 row, two 

rows that sum to  a weight 4 word, or three rows that surn to  a weight 4 word. We s h d  

refer to  these generator blocks as dl,o, dia, and di,4-blocks. With just their columns in 

A given, they are: 

Remarks on notation: To the left of the vertical Iine are the columns of the generator 

block Ge. To the right of the vertical line are the ways in which the rows of GB must 

occur together in the rernaining columns of A. 



Note that since the generator block dis generates a weight 4 set with o d y  one weight 

4 word. the rows of a dl,sblock must have weight 2 6 which implies w ( x ~ )  2 4. Since 

the generator block dlV4 generates a weight 4 set with only one weight 4 word, the rows 

of a dl,4-block must have weight >_ 6 and any two rows of a dl,4-block must sum to a 

codeword with weight 2 6 which implies w(xq), w(y4), w(x4 $ g4) > 3. 

Example 4.23 Finding the different generator blocks that are equivalent to a dz-block. 

Let C be any (2k, k, 4) self-dud code, generated by G = [IklA], such t hat C contains 

a weight 4 set that is generated by a d2-block. Then the rows and columns of A are a 

permutation of: 

A. = 

Remarks on notation: Above the horizontal line are the rows of the dz-block. To the Left 

of the vertical line are the columns of the dg-block. The rows denoted by R3, R4, R5, 

and Rs represent sets of rows. For example, the row 1 1 O O Xo represents the set of ail 

rows whose first four columns are 1 1 O O. R3, R4, R5, and R6 represent a l l  the different 

ways a row of A. may intersect a dz-block. 

Let us have a look at what happens to  the d2-block when an A D D , ,  operation is 

applied to  Ao: 

Since the columns in the rows of the dz-block to the right of the vertical line consist 

of zeroes, any ADD, ,  operation on any non-zero entry that occurs to the right of 

the vertical iine in A. will not have any affect on the dz-block. Therefore, we need 

only consider ADD, ,  operations that involve the first four columns of A*. 



An ADDcc(I, 1) followed by a SWAP,(2,3) reproduces A. With appropriate SWAPc 

operations the  same is t rue  for ADDTIC(1, 2), ADD,c( 1,3), ADDr,,(2, l ) ,  

ADD,,(2,2), and ADDr,c(% 4). 

Suppose IR41 > O and/or IR5l > O. That is, suppose A. contains a row r4 f 

R4 and/or a row r5 E R5. Consider the four ADD,,  operations ADDr,,(r4, 3). 

ADD,,(r4, 4), ADD,,,(rs, 3), and ADD,,(rs, 4). While these four operations may 

result in different matrices, both have the same afFect on the d2-block. Together 

with the appropriate SWAP, and/or SWAP, operations, and some simplifications. 

both result in a matrix t ha t  looks like: 

The  rows above the  horizontal line form a generator block that  is equivalent t o  a 

dz- block. 

Suppose lRll > O and/or IRs[ > O. That is, suppose A. contains a row r4 E R4 

and/or a row r g  E R5. Consider the two ADD,,, operations ADD,,,(r4, 1) and 

ADD,,(r5, 2). While t hese two operations may result in different matrices, bot h 

have the same affect on the  dz-block. Together with the  appropriate SWAP, and/or  

SWAP, operations, and some simplifications, both result in a matrix tha t  Iooks like: 



The rows above the horizontal line form a generator block that is equivalent to a 

d2-block. 

Suppose (Rai > O. That  is, suppose A. contains a row r3 E R3. Consider the two 

ADDqc operations ADD,,(r3, 1) and ADD,,(r3, 2). While these two operations 

may result in different matrices, both have the same affect on the dz-block. Together 

wit h the appropriate SWAP, and/or SWAP, operations, and some simplifications, 

both resdt in a matrix that looks Like: 

The rows above the horizontal fine form a generator block that is equivalent to a 

d2- block. 

This covers al1 the ADD,, operations that we can apply to Ao. Thus, we have found that 

three different generator blocks equivalent to a dz-btock result from applying one ADD7.C 

operation to the eatries of Ao. 

By trying all the different ADD,, operations on the entries of each of A i ,  A*, and 

At, we wili either produce matrices with the sarne structure as Ao, Al,  A2, or A3 or we 

wili produce a matrix that  looks Like: 

A4 = 



The rows above the horizontal line form a generator block that is equivalent t o  a da-block. 

By trying aJl the different ADD,,  operations on the entries of A4, we wiU find that we 

wiIl produce matrices with the same structure as either Al,  A2, A3, OC As. 

Thus, induding the d2-block, we have found that there are five different generator 

blocks, that are equivalent t o  a d2-block that may occur in a generator matrix of the 

form G = [IkIA], where G generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dud code. We s h d  refer t o  these 

blocks as dzVo, dzB1, d 2 , ~ ,  dZv3, and d 2 , 4 - b l ~ ~ k ~ .  With just their columns in A given, they 

are: 

A d2-block generates a weight 4 set with three weight 4 words. With the rows of each 

generator block denoted by rl ,r2, r3, r4, the sum of rows that sum to  each of these words 

in each of the generator blocks that are equivalent to a d2-block are: 

rl, 72, and rl $ r2 in a d2,0-block. 

r l ,  r2 $ rg, and rl $ rz $ r3 in a d2,1-b10ck. 

rl $ rz, r, $ rs, and r p  $ rs in both the d2,z and d2+3-blocks. 

r3 $ r d ,  TI $ r2 $ rg, and r1 $ r 2  $ r 4  in a d4,0-block. 

Since any other combination of rows in each of these blocks must sum to a codeword with 

weight 2 6, we have the following bounds: 



in a dzs-block, w(x3)  > 4. 

in a d2,4-block, w(xs) ,  w(y4) 2 3 and w(z4 $ yq) > 4. 

Using the same method, we can find all  the different generator blocks equivalent to 

each of the es, el i ,  i 2 2, and di-blocks, i 2 3, that may occur in a generator matrix of 

the form G = [&1A], where G generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. 

A complete list of a l l  the different generator blocks GB that rnay occur in G = [IkIA] 

is now given. Just the columns from A ase given. Equjvalent generator blocks are listed 

together. Vertical Lines are used to  separate the columns of Ge from the remaining 

columns of A. Also given, below the horizontal iines, are ail the different ways the 

remaining rows of A may intersect the rows of each generator block. Note, though not 

given, since the Ge-block generates a weight 4 set (and therefore, the rows of GB t hat 

sum to a weight 4 word are the only rows of G that c m  both sum to  a weight 4 word and 

sum to one in any of the columns of the GB-block), there are restrictions on the weights 

of the remaining rows of A and how they can interact. 

Generator Blocks Equivalent To es 

Lncluding es, there are two generator blocks equivalent to an e3-block: 



We s h d  refer to these generator blocks as e3,0-blocks and e3,1-blocks. When no 

distinction between them is necessary, we s h d  refer to them simply as es-blocks. Note 

that any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code generated by G = [ I k l ~ ] ,  where G contains either one of 

these two blocks, is equivalent to  a code generated by G' = [IclAl ,  where G' contains an 

es,o- block. 

Generator Blocks Equivaient To e2j 

Including e2;, i 2 2, there is one generator block equivalent to an e4-block and two 

generator blocks equivalent t o  an e2;-block, i > 3: 

We s h d  refer to these generator blocks as e2io-blod<s and e2i,l-blocks. When no 

distinction between them is oecessary, we s h d  refer to them simply as e2j-blocks. Note 

that any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code generated by G = [ Ik (A] ,  where G contains either one of 

these two blocks (one block if i = 21, is equivalent to a code generated by G' = [&1Aq, 

where G' contains an ea i ,o-b l~~k.  

Generator Blocks Equivalent To d; 

hcluding di, i 2 1, there are three generator blocks equivalent to a dl-block, and five 

generator blocks equivalent t o  a di-blo~k, i 2 5: 



w(x2) G i + 1 mod 2 

if i = 2 then w(x2)  >_ 3 

if i = 3 then 2u(x2) 2 2 

w(x3) O mod 2 

4 x 3 )  1 4 



4 x 4 ,  w(y4 - i + 1 rnod 2 

~ ( 2 4  $ yq! = O rnod 2 

Note, for the generator blocks di,l, d;,z, and diYs, if i = 1 then we get the same generator 

blocks. Therefore, we will only allow i = 1 for the generator block diqz. 

We shall refer to these generator blodrs as d i ,o-b l~&~,  d i , l - b l ~ ~ k ~ ,  d i , 2 - b l ~ ~ ~ ,  di.3- 

blocks, and diP4-blocks. When no distinction between them is necessary, we shall refer to 

them simply as di-blocks. Note that any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code generated by G = [&)A], 

where G contains either one of these five blocks (three blocks if i = l), is equivalent to a 

code generated by G = [ b ( A ) ,  where G' contains an di,o-block. 

4.3 Classifying the (2k, k, 4) Self-Dual Codes 

In this section, we will give a classification of the (2k, k , 4 )  self-dual codes based on the 

weight 4 sets they contain. Let C be a (2k, k,4) self-dual code generated by G = [IklA] 

and let GB be a generator btock in G for a weight 4 set B of C. Then we know that 

GB is either ao g-block, an ezi-blo&, or a di-block. Since a (2k, k, 4) seif-dual code may 

contain more than one weight 4 set, we will give an order of precedence t o  the es- blocks, 

ezi-blocks, i 2 2, and the di-blocks, i 2 1. In descending order, the precedence is: 



We will classify our (2k, k, 4) self-duai codes by the highest precedence weight 4 set 

generator block Ge they contain. We wilI refer to the code as a GB-code. 

Example 4.24 Let C be the ( 1 2 , 6 , 4 )  self-dud code generated by G = [Is(A]  where: 

C contains one weight 4 set, which is generated by an esp- block. Thus, C wiU be classified 

Example 4.25 Let C be the ( 2 0 , 1 0 , 4 )  self-dual code generated by G = [IiolA] where: 

C contains two weight 4 sets. One is generated by the dS , l -b l~~k  in rows r l ,  r2, r3, 74, 

r g ,  and rio. The other is generated by the d3,i-block in rows r s ,  TG, r ï ,  and TB. Since a 

d5-block has higher precedence than a d3-block, C will be dassified as a d5-code. 



in the next section, we WU use this classification to  find algorithms for enumerating 

each class of (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes. 

4.4 Revised Enurneration of the ( 2 k ,  k, 4) Self-Dual Codes 

Recd,  from Section 4.1, that for any (2k, k,4) self-dud code there exists an equivalent 

code CI generated by G = [&(A], where: 

where Go = [Ik-*) Ao] generates a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co and v' is a (k  - 2)-vector 

with even weight 2 2. The rows of the (k - 2) x 2 matrix F are determined by A. and 

ü. Further r e c d  that for any (2k - 4, k - 2) self-duai code Ca that is equivalent to Co, 
4 

where Co is generated by a matrix of the form Go = [4-21Ab], there exists a vector ur 

such that G' = [&lA(A;, G)] generates a (2Ç, k, 4) self-dud code C' that is equivalent to 

C. We used this fact to develop a recursive algorithm that accepts as input a list Lo of 

(k  - 2) x (k - 2) matrices A. and that produces as output a list L of Cc x k matrices A. 

The input to the algorithm is any List Lo of (k - 2) x (k - 2) matrices with the property 

that, for any (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co, there exists one and only one mat rùr A. 

in Lo such that Go = [Ik-2(AO] generates a code equivalent to Co. The output produced 

by the algorithm is a list L of k x k matrices with the property that, for any (2k, k, 4)  

self-dual code C, there exists at least one matrix A in L such that G = [41A] generates a 

code equivalent to C. The dgorithm works by finding all matrices A = A( Ao, i7) for each 

matrix A. in Lo and each (k - 2)-vector u' with even weight 2 2. 



In this section, we will improve on this algorithm by finding a canonical G = [ 4 j A ]  

for each class of (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes: the ea-codes, the eli-codes, and the di-codes. 

For the e2;-codes, we will find that any ezi-code is either simply a single el;-block or t h e  

composition of a ( 2 ( k  - 2i), k - 2i, d 2 4) self-dual code with the code generated by an 

eai,o-bl~~k. Therefore, we can enumerate the el;-codes in a straightforward manner. For 

both the di-codes and the e3-codes, we will find a canonical G = [&lA(Ai, V;)] where 

A(Al, v i )  is an extension matrix. For the di-codes, the matrix AI will turn out to be 

the composition of two matrices, Ii-1 $ Ao, where I;-l is a (i - 1) x (i - 1) identity 

matrix and Go = [Ik-i-i(Ao] generates a (2(k - i - 11, k - i - 1, d 2 4) self-dud code, 

and the extension vector v; will turn out to be the concatenation of two vectors, 1'-'5, 

where w(G) i i + 1 mod 2 and w(G) 2 1. For the e3-codes, the matrix Ai will turn 

out to be the composition of two matrices, Il $ Ao, where Il is a 1 x 1 identity matrix 

and Go = [Ik-31AO] generates a (2k - 6, k - 3, d 2 4) self-dual code, and the extension 

vector vi will turn out to  be the concatenation of two vectors, lü, where eit her w(Ü) = 1 

or ü is a row of Ao. From this we wiU find that the di-codes can be found from the 

( 2 ( k  - i - l ) ,  k - i - 1, d > 4) self-dud codes and the e3-codes can be found from the 

(2k - 6, k - 3, d > il) self-dual codes. 

4.4.1 Enurneration of the ezi-codes, i > 2 

R e d ,  from Section 4.2, t hat any (2k, k, 4) ezi-code, 2 5 i 5 k/2, is equivalent to a code 

C, generated by G = [Ik(A], where G contains an ezia- block. Furthermore, since none of 



the remaining rows of G can intersect any of the rows of the e 2 i , o - b l ~ ~ ,  we must have: 

If 2i = k then G = [&/A] is simply an eli-block. Otherwise, Go = [Ik-2ilAo] generates a 

(2(k - 2 4 ,  k - 2i) self-dual code Co. Since C has distance 4, Co must have distance > 4. 

Furthermore, since C is an e2;-code, Go cannot contain a generator block with higher 

precedence than an eai-block (i.e. Go cannot contain a n  e2(;+,)-block, j 2 1). Also, since 

the s m d e s t  self-duai code with distance 2 4 is the (8,4,4) self-dual code generated by 

an e4,0-block, we must have k - 2i 2 4 which implies that  i 5 (k - 4)/2. 

Therefore, any (2k7 k, 4) e2;-code C is  either equivdent t o  the (2k, k, 4) self-dual code 

generated by an ek,o-block, where k - O mod 2 and k 2 4, or C is equ iden t  to  t h e  

composition of the code generated by an e2 i ,o -b l~~k  and a (2(k - 2i), k - 2i, d 2 4)  self- 

dual code Co, generated by Go = [4-2ilAo], where Go does not contain a generator block 

with higher precedence than an ~i -b lock .  Thus, given any List L2&-i, 2 5 i 5 L(k - 4)/2j. 

of (k - 2i) x ( k  - 2i) matrices Ao, such that for any (2(k - 2i), k - 2i, d 2 4) self-dud 

code Co there exists one and only one A. in Lli-2i such that  Go = [Ik-ziJAo] generates a 

code equivdent t o  Co, if for each A. in Lk-2i (such tha t  Go = [IklAo] does not contain 

an ez i+ j -b l~~k ,  j 2 1) we produce the list L2i of k x k matrices A = e2;a $ Ao, then for 

any (2k, k,4) e2i-code C, there will exist an A in Lzi such that G = [IklA] generates a 

code equivdent t o  C. Furt hermore, since for any pair Ao7 Ah E Lk-fi, GO = [Ik-2i 1 AO] 

and Go = [Ik-,; lA&] generate inequivalent codes, for any pair A, A' € Lzi, G = [Ik 1 A] and 



C = [IklAl generate inequivalent codes. This gives us our algorithm for enumerating 

the ezi-codes. 

Algorithm 4.26 : 

Input: a List LC-2i of (k  - 2i )  x ( k  - 2 i )  matrices Ao, 2 5 i 5 [ ( k  - 4 ) / 2 J ,  where 

Go = [Ik-2ilAo] generates a ( 2 (k  - 2i), k - 2i, d 2 4 )  self-dud code, such that for 

any ( 2 ( k  - 2i ) ,  k  - 2i ,  d 2 4 )  self-dud code Co there exists one and oniy one matrix 

A. in Lk-2; such that Go = [Ik-2ilAO] generates a code equivalent to Co. 

Output: a üst L of k x k  matrices A, where G = [IkIA] generates a ( 2k ,  k,4) ezi- 

code, 1 5 i  < k / 2 ,  such that for any ( 2k ,  k , 4 )  ezi-code C there exists at l e s t  one 

A in L such that G = [IkIA] generates a code equivalent to C. 

begin 

Let L = 0. 

i f k 2 4 a n d  b = O m o d 2 t h e n  

Insert ek.0 into L. 

for i = 2  to [(k - 4 ) / 2 ]  d o  

for each A. E Lk-2i do 

if A. does not contain a block with higher precedence than an ezi-block t h e n  

Let A = e2i $ Ao. 

Insert A into L. 

end if 

end 

We now have our dgorithm for enumerating the ( 2k ,  k , 4 )  e2;-codes. Next, we will 

develop an algorithm for enumerating the (Sb, k ,  4 )  di-codes. 



4.4.2 Enurneration of the di-codes, i 2 1 

in this subsection, we wil l  find a canonical form for generator matrices of di-codes which 

shows t hat, for any (2k, k, 4) di-code, i 2 1, there exists an  equivalent code generated by 

G = [Ik 1 A( Al, v; )] where Ai = $ A. and vi  = 1'-* ü. We will then use t his canonicd 

G to develop an algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) di-codes. 

R e d ,  from Section 4.2, that any (Sk, k, 4) di-code is equivalent to a code C, generated 

by G = [Ikl A], where the rows of A are as foilows: 

Above the horizontal line are the rows of a di,o-bl~&. Below the horizontal line are a l l  

the different possibilities for the remaining rows of A. They represent d the different 

ways in which a row of A may intersect a d;,o-block. 

Let a, b, and c represent the number of times each of the rows that intersect the 

di,o-bl~& in two or more positions occur in A. Then the first column of A has weight 

i + a + b and the second column of A has weight i + a + c. Furthermore, the first two 

columns of A intersect in i + a positions. Since G = [IklA] generates a self-dual code, the 

columns of A have odd weight and intersect in an even number of positions. Therefore: 



Solving these equations for b and c we get b = c = 1 mod 2. Therefore, c 2 1, and thus 

A must contain a row: 

O 1 1 1 - - .  1 z 

Replacing z with d and the sets of rows Xo, Yo, Zo (minus z), and Wo with the rnatrix 

M t ,  we have the result that for any (Sk, k, 4) di-code there exists an equivalent code Cf,  

generated by Gr = [IkIAl, where: 

Mt is a (k - i - 1) x (k - i - 2) rnatrix and Vi is a (k - i - 2)-vector. If we perform an 



ADD,, operation on the boldface entry in A', we produce the matrk: 

M" is a (k - i - 1) x (k - i - 2) matrix and v' is a (k - i - 2)-vector. G" = [hl A"] generates 

a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code code equivalent to C'. If we permute the ith and (i + l ) c h  rows 

of A" above the first i - 1 rows of A" and then perforrn various simplifications, we get 

the result that for any (2k, k,4) di-code there exists an equivalent code C, generated by 

G = [IkIA], where: 

A = 

where A. is a (k - i  - 1 )  x (k - i - 1) matrix, i? is a ( k  - i - 1)-vector, and F is a 

(k-i- 1) x 2 matrix. This is our canonical G = [&1A] for the (26, k,4) di-codes. Note 

that if i > 2 then the first i + 1 rows of G form a di,l-bl~dr, and if i  = 1 then the first 2 

rows of G form a dl,3-b1~&. 

Notice that A is the extension matrix A(I;-l $ Ao, 1'-'ü). Therefore, [4-* 1 Ii-1 $ Ao] 



generates a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code which implies that Go = [&-i-llAo] generates 

a (2(k - i - 1 ), k - i - 1) self-dual code Co. Furthemore, since any sequence of ADD,,c, 

SWAP,, and SWAP, operations on the entries of A. in A have no effect on the identity 

matrix Ii-i nor the vector lK-l, for any (2(k - i - l), k - i - 1) self-dual code Ch that is 

equivalent to Co, where Ch is generated by a matrix of the form Go = [Ik-i-iIAb], there 

exists a vector 2 such that Gr = [IkIA(Ii-l $ A&, li-i;')] generates a (2k. k, 4) self-dual 

code C' that is equivalent to the (2k, k, 4) di-code generated by G = 141 A]. Thus, given 

any list Lo of ( k - i - 1 )  x (k-i- 1) matrices Ao, such that for any (2(k-i- l ) ,  k-i- 1) self- 

d u d  code Co there exists one and only one A. in Lo such that Go = [&-i-iIAo] generates 

a code equivalent to Co, if for each A. in Lo and each ü such that w(G) ( i  - 1) mod 2. 

we produce the matrix A = A(Ii-i $ Ao, 1'-lü), then the resulting List L of k x k matrices 

A will have the property that for any (2k, k, 4) di-code C there wiil exist at least one A 

in L such that G = [IkIA] generates a code equivalent to C. 

The matrix A(Ii,l $ Ao, li-lü) will be referred to as an extension matrix for the 

(2k, k,3) &;-codes. We will use the notation Ai(Ao,ü) to denote d(I;-1 $ Ao, 1;-lü). 

The ( k  - i - 1)-vector ü will be referred to as an extension vector for the di-codes. We 

s h d  c d  the process of producing then generator matrix G = [IkIAi(Ao, a] extending the 

(2(k - i -  l ) , k - i -  1)  self-dual code Co, generated by Go = [&-i-iJAo], to the (2k,k,4) 

di-code C, generated by G. 

While it is true that for any (2k,6,4) di-code there exists an equivalent code C 

generated by a matrix of the form G = [IkIA(Ao, ü)], where Go = [I*(AO] generates a 

(2(k - i - l ) ,  k - i - 1) self-dual code and w(G) = (i - 1) mod 2, it is not true that any 

matrix of the form G = [Ik IA(Ao, 31 generates a (2k, k, 4) di-code. Therefore, when we 

use the extension process to produce the di-codes, we must check whether or not the 

highest precedence generator block in the matrices we produce is a di.0. 

Before giving a formal description of out algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) di- 

codes, we will have a closer look at the weight of the extension vector Ü and the distance 



of the ( 2 ( k  - i - 1), k - i - 1) self-dud code Co, generated by Go = [&-i-l lAo]. Let 

us first have a look at the weight of the extension vector ü. More specifically, let us 

find lower bounds on the weight of ü. We can find such bounds by using the facts that 

w(û)  = (i- 1) mod 2  and that if i > 2 then the first i+ i rows of A = Ai(Ao, ü) form a diel- 

block, and if i = 1 then the first 2 rows of A form a dl,3-block. Since w(G) = ( i - 1 ) rnod 2. 

if i m O mod 2, w(G) 3 1. If i E 1 mod 2 and i 2 3 then since the first i+ 1 rows of A form 

a divl-block, w(C) 2 2 (otherwise the first i + 1 rows of A would form an ei+l,o-block). 

If i = 2 then w ( q  > 3 (otherwise the first three rows of A would form an es,o-block). 

If i = 1 then w(C) 2 4 (if w(G) were zero we would have a row in A with weight 1 and 

if w(G) were two, the first two rows of A would form a dz,o-block and not a dl,s-block). 

Therefore, if i 2 3 then w(G) 2 1, if i = 2 then w(C) 2 3, and if i = 1 then w(G) 2 4. 

Let us now consider the distance of the (2(k - i - l), k - i - 1) self-dual code Co 

generated by Go = [Ik-i-iIAo]. Suppose Co has distance 2. That is, suppose A. contains 

a row r with weight 1. Consider the corresponding row in A. Since the rows of A have 

weight 2 3, this row must contain 1 1 in F. But this implies that the first i + 1 rows of 

G together with the row corresponding to row r form a di+l,t-bl~&, which contradicts 

the fact that the first i + 1 rows of G form a di,l-block if i 2 2 and a diJ-block if i = 1. 

Therefore, Co cannot have distance 2. Thus, Co has distance 2 4. 

Therefore, given any List Lo of (k - i - 1) x ( k  - i - 1) matrices Ao, such that for any 

(2(k - i - l) ,  k - i - 1, d 2 4) self-dud code Co there exists one and only one A. in Lo 

such that Go = [Ik-i-l lAo] generates a code equivalent to Co, we can find a List L of k x k 

matrices A such that for any (26, k, 4)  di-code C t here exists a t  least one A in L such 

that G = [ Ik (A]  generates a code equivalent to C, by finding a l l  matrices A = Ai(Ao, Ü), 

where A. in Lo, w(i7) 3 ( i  - 1) mod 2, and w(G) 2 1 if i 2 3, w(3) >_ 3 if i = 2, and 

w(ü )  2 4 if i = 1. This gives us our algorithm for enumerating the (28, k, 4) di-codes. 



Algorit hm 4.27 : 

0 Input: a Est Lo of ( k  - i - 1 )  x ( k  - i - 1) matrices Ao, where Go = [4-;-iIAo] 

generates a ( 2 ( k  - i - l), k - i - 1, d 2 4) self-dud code, such that for any 

( 2 ( k  - i - l), k - i - 1, d >_ 4) self-dual code Co there exists one and only one matri.. 

A. in Lo such that Go = [Ik-i-l lAO] generates a code equivalent to Co. 

a Output: a List L of k x k matrices A, where G = [IklA] generates a (2k, k, 4)  di- 

code, such that for any (2k, k , 4 )  di-code C there exists at least one A in L such 

t bat G = (41 A] generates a code equivalent to  C. 

begin 

for each A. E Lo do 

for each (k - i - 1)-vector v^ such that w ( 3  -= i + 1 mod 2 and w(G) 2 1 do 

(Note that if i = 1 then w(C) > 4 and if i = 2 then w(G) 2 3) 

Let A=Ai(Ao,  3. 
if A does not contain a block with higher precedence than a di-block thea 

QuickOrderMatrix(A, O ,  A'). 

if A' L then 

insert A' into L. 

end if 

end for 

end for 

end 

We now have Our algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) di-codes. Next , we WU 

develop an algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k ,  4) eJ-codes. 



4.4.3 Enurneration of the es-codes 

In this subsection, we fiil find a canonical form for generator matrices of e3-codes that  

shows us that for any (2k,k,4) es-code there exists an equivalent code generated by 

G = [Ik(A(Al, v i ) ]  where Ai = Il $ A. and v< = 1G. We will then use this canonical G to  

develop an algorit hm for enumerating t 6e (2k, k, 4) eJ-codes. Notice t hat the extension 

matrix A(Il  $ Ao, 1Ü) for an e3-code is equal t o  A2(Ao, ü), which is the extension matrix 

for a &-code. The difference, as we shall see, is in the vector 5. 

Let us first find our canonical f o m  for generator matrices of es-codes. Recall, from 

Section 4.2, that any (2k, k, 4) e3-code is equivalent to  a code C, generated by G = [Ik 1 A], 

where the rows of A are as follows: 

Above the horizontal line are the rows of an eJlo- block. Below the horizontal line are all 

the different possibilities for the remaining rows of A. They represent all the different 

ways in which a row of A may intersect an e3,0-block. 

Let a represent the number of times a row with the form 01 1 l x  occurs in 

second, third and fourth columns of A aii have weight a + 2. Since G = [& 

A. Then the 

(A] generates 

a self-dud code, the columns of A must have odd weight. Therefore, a + 2 = 1 mod 2 

which implies that a 2 1. Thus, A must eontain a row 01 112. Replacing z with d and 

the set of rows Xo (minus x) and Y. with the rnatrix M t ,  we have the result that for any 



(2k, k ,  4 )  es-code, there exists an equivalent code Cf,  generated by G' = [IkIAl, where: 

Ml is a ( k  - 4) x (k  - 4) matrix and v? is a ( k  - 4)-vector. Note that w(v<) 2 2, for if 

w(vi )  were zero then the first four rows of A' would form an e4,0-block. By performing 

various SWAP, and SWAP, operations on A, we get the result that for any (2k, k , 4 )  

es-code, there exists an equivalent code C", generated by G" = [ I k ( ~ ' ' I ,  where: 

By replacing the ( k  - 3) x (k - 3) submatrix in the the last k  - 3 rows and last k - 3 

columns of A" (i.e. the rna t r i~  M l ,  the row above M l ,  and the column to the left of 

M l )  with A. and repIacing the vector 10' in the last k - 3 columns of the first 2 rows 

of A" with the vector ü, we get the result that for any (2k, k, 4) e3-code there exists an 

equivalent code C ,  generated by G = [Ikl A ] ,  where: 



and A. is a (k - 3) x (k - 3) matrix, ü is a (k  - 3)-vector, and w(B) = 1. 

Notice that A is the extension m a t k  A(Ii $ A, 15') = A2(A,V3 Therefore, Go = 

[Ik-3 1 AO] generates a (2k - 6, k - 3) self-dual code Co. However, the input list of (k - 3) x 

(k - 3) matrices we will use in our algorithm for enumerating the e3-codes may not contain 

Ao, but instead a matrix Ab where Go = [&1Ak] generates a (2k - 6 ,  k - 3) self-dud code 

Co that is equivalent t o  Co. Since we can find any such Ab by applying sequences of 

ADD, ,  operations (together with appropriate SWAP, and SWAP, operations) to  Ao, we 

would like t o  know what effect any sequence of ADD, ,  operations on the entires of A. in 

A has on A. More specificdy, we would like t o  determine the effect that any sequence 

of ADD,,  operations on the entries of A. in A has on the extension vector ü. From thk ,  

we will be able t o  determine the properties that any vector 2 rnust posses for the matrix 

G = [Ikl&(Ak, 2)] t o  be the generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) e3-code. 

Let us determine the effects that any sequence of ADDcc operations on the entries of 

A. in A have on ü. R e c d  that A is a generalization of the following k x k matrix: 

A. is the (k - 3) x (k - 3) submatrix in the last k - 3 rows and last k - 3 columns of A" 

and ü is equal t o  vector 10' in the last k - 3 columns of the first row of A". Now since 

the only column of A" in which ü contains a one is column 4, the only ADDrlc operations 

involving the entries of A. in A" that will affect ü are ADD, ,  operations that involve 

column 4 of A" (which corresponds t o  the first colurnn of Ao). So let us determine what 

effect an ADDcc(i, 4) operation has on A", where 4 5 i 5 k. Without loss of generality, 

let i = 4. Lf we perform an  ADD,,(4,4) on A" (the boidface entry), and then swap the 



first two columns, we wiU produce the following matrix: 

Let Ab be the (k - 3) x (k - 3) submatrix in the last k - 3 rows and last k - 3 columns 

of A' and let 2 = lu;. Then A' is equal to the extension matrix A2(Ab, 2). Notice that 

2 is a row of A& Therefore, if we perfom any ADD,, operation on an entry of A& in 

A', we wül produce a matrix At" = &(Ar,  vzt) in which either vzt is a row of A r  (which 

has the same structure as A') or w(vi") = l (which has the same structure as  A"). 

What we have just shown is that for any (2k, k, 4) es-code, there exists an equivalent 

code C generated by G = [rkld2(Ao, C)] where Go = [&-31Ao] generates a (2k - 6 ,  k - 3) 

self-dual code Co and Ü is either a row of A. or w ( q  = 1. Furtherrnore, if Go = [1k-31Ab] - 
generates a code equivalent to Ch, then there exists a vector d, where either w(vl) = 1 

or 2 is a row of Ab, sueh that G' = [41A2(Ah, 2)) generates a code equivalent to C. 

Thus, given any List Lo of (k - 3) x (k - 3) mat rices Aol where Go = lAo] generates 

a (2k - 6, k - 3) self-duaI code, if for each A. in Lo and each (k  - 3)-vector Cl where either 

w(Ü) = 1 or v' is a row in Ao, if we produce a List L of k x k matrices A2(Ao, F), then for 

any (2k, k, 4) es-code C, there will exist an A in L such that G = [IkI A] generates a code 

equivalent to C. This gives us our algorithm for enurnerating the (2k, k, 4) es-codes. 

One last thing we need to consider, before giving a formd description of our aigorithm 

for enumerating the es-codes, is the distance of the (2k-6, k -3) self-duai codes Co that we 

use to generate L. Let Co be a (2k - 6, k - 3) self-dual code generated by Go = [Ik-3 1 Ao]. 

Let f? be any (k - 3)-vector such that either w(@ = 1 or ü is a row of Ao. Our algorithm 



for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) el-codes works by finding ail k x k matrices A, where: 

We will show that for G = [Ik(A] to be a generator matrix for a (2k, k,4) es-code, the 

(2k - 6, k - 3) self-duai code code Co, generated by Go = [Ik-31Ao] must have distance 

2 4. Suppose Co has distance 2. Then A. has a row r with weight 1 and since the 

rows of A have weight 5 3, this row must intersect Ü (otherwise, the first two colurnns 

corresponding to  that row in A wodd be O O). Without loss of generality, assume row r 

is one in the first row of A. and row r is one in the first column of &. Then the first 

four rows of A are as foilows: 

Suppose w (5) = 1. Then ü = O*, which implies thôt the first four rows O f A form an 

e4,0-block, and therefore C is not an es-code. Therefore, w(C) 2 2 which implies that ü 

must be a row in A. (other than row r). But this implies thot the weight 1 row in A. 

intersects u', which is a contradiction, since the rows of A. intersect in an even number of 

positions. Therefore, Co cannot have distance 2. Thus, Co has distance 2 4. 

We are now ready to  give our dgorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) es-codes. 



Algorit hm 4.28 : 

Input: a List Lo of ( k  - 3) x ( k  - 3 )  matrices Ao, where Go = [Ik-31&] generates a 

(2k - 6 ,  k - 3 ,  d > 4 )  self-dual code. such that for any (2k - 6 ,  k - 3,  d 2 4 )  self-dual 

code Co there exists one and oniy one matrix A. in Lo such that Go = IIk-31 Ao] 

generates a code equivalent to Co.  

Output: a Est L of k x k  matrices A, where G = [GIA] generates a (2k, k,4)  e ~ -  

code, such that for any ( 2 k ,  k,4)  e3-code C there exists a t  least one A in L such 

that G = [IkIA] generates a code equivalent to C. 

begin 

for each A. E Lo d o  

for each ( k  - 3)-vector v' such that w(ü) = 1 or ü is a row of A. do 

Let A=A2(Ao,  5). 

if A does not contain a block with higher precedence than a es- block t hen 

QuickOnlerMatrix(A, O, A'). 

if A'$ L then 

Insert A' into L.  

end if 

end for 

end for 

end 

We now have our algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k,4) e3-codes. We have now 

found algont hms for enumerating every class of (2k ,  k ,  4) self-dual codes. 

Summarizing, in this section we have developed algorithms for enumerating each dass 

of (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes: the ezi-codes, the di-codes, and the es-codes. We have found 

that: 



0 the e2;-codes can be produced from the (2(k - 24, k - 2i, d 2 4) self-dual codes, 

the di-codes c m  be produced from the ( 2 ( k  - (i + I)), k - ( i  + 1), d 2 4)  self-dual 

codes, and 

the es-codes can be produced from the (2k - 6, k - 3, d 2 4) self-dual codes. 

Our algorithm for enumerating the ezi-codes produces a list L of k x k matrices such that 

for kny (2k, k, 4) ezi-code C, there exists one and only one A in L such that G = [LIA] 

generates a code equivalent to C. Our algorithms for enumerating the di-codes and the 

e3-codes each produce a k t  L of k x k matrices such that for any (2k, k, 4) di-code/e3-code 

C. there exists at ieast one A in L such that G = [IkIA] generates a code equivalent to 

C. 

These algorithms are an improvement on the aigorithm given in Section 4.1, in which 

we enumerated the (2k, k, 4) seif-dual codes by extending the (2k - 4, k - 2,4) self-dual 

codes. The improvements these revised algorithms give us are a reduction in both the 

Iength and the nurnber of input codes, and a reduction in both the length and the number 

of extension vectors. These improvements result in both a reduction in the running time 

and a reduction in the number of equivalent codes produced. 

In the next section, we will look at ways in which we can further reduce the running 

time and the number of equident  codes produced by the algorithms for enumerating the 

d;-codes and the eJ-codes, by considering the generator blocks for weight 4 sets in the 

input codes and how they combine with the extension vectors. 

4.5 Furt her Improvements 

Our algorit hms for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) es-codes and the (2k, k, 4) di-codes, i > 1, 

are both based on the fact that for any such code there exists an equivalent code C, 



generated by G = [IkI A], where: 

A = Ai(Ao7 ü) = 

where A. is a ( k  - i - 1) x (k - i - 1) matrix, ü is a ( k  - i - 1)-vector, and F is a 

(k  - i - 1) x 2 mat rix. Go = [Ic-idi 1 Ao] generates a (Z(k  - i - l), k  - i - 1,  d 2 4) self-dual 

code. The vector ü has weight w i + 1 mod 2. The rows of the matrix F are determined 

by A. and ü. For the di-codes, i 2 3 and w(G) 2 1, for the d2-codes, w(Ü) 2 3, and for 

the di-codes, w(C) 2 4. For the e3-codes, A = A2(Ao, i?), where v' is either a row of Aa 

or w(C) = 1. 

Let Lo be any list of (k - i - 1 )  x ( k  - i - 1) matrices Ao, such that for any 

( 2 ( k  - i - l ) ,  k - i - 1, d 2 4)  self-dual code Co there exists one and only A. E Lo such 

that Go = [&-i-ilAo] generates a code equivalent to  Co. Our algorithms for enumerat- 

ing the (2k,  k, 4)  eJ-codes and di-codes basically work by producing d k x k matrices 

A = A;(Ao, U') for ali A. E Lo and all extension vectors ü whose weight m e t s  the speci- 

fied parity and lower bounds. Two problems our algorithms suffer from is that they rnay 

produce many pairs of matrices A and A' in which G = [IkIA] and G' = [Ikl A'] generate 

equivalent codes, and they may produce a matrix A in which G = [IkIA] does not gen- 

erate a code in the specified ciass (for example, if we axe enurnerating the d3-codes, the 

algorithm may produce an A in which G = [IklA] is not a d3-code). 

In this section, we will look a t  ways in which we can reduce both of these problems 

by exarnining how the generator blocks for weight 4 sets in the input matrices Go = 

[k-i-* IAo] interact with the extension vector. The results of this examination will show 



us, in certain cases, how we can detennine beforehand, for a given Ao: 

O when two extension vectors U and 2 will result in matrices A = Ai(Ao,ü) and 

A' = Ai( Ao, 2) in which G = [IclA] and Gr = [IkIAl generate equivalent codes. 

and 

O what extension vectors ü wili result in a matrix A = Ai(Ao, C) in which G = [ Ik lA]  

does not generate a code in the specified dass. 

These results can then be used to reduce the unnecessary work done by Our algorithms 

for enumerating the e3-codes and di-codes. 

We will begin by giving examples of the two problems from which our algorithms 

suffer. 

Example 4.29 Let Co be the (8,4,4) self-dual code generated by GO = [41Ao],  where: 

A. = 

The rows of Go form an e4,0-block. 

Suppose we our enumerating the (16,8,4) d3-codes. Then A. may be one of the input 

matrices which our algorithm will extend. Two of the extension vectors our aigorithm 

will use to extend A. are ü = 1100 and 2 = 1010. The matrices A = d3(Ao, C) and 



A' = A3(Ao, d )  that result fiom these extensions are: 

Notice that if we swap the second and third 1 s t  rows and the second and third last 

columns of A', A is produced. Therefore, G = [&1A] and G' = [&(Al generate equivdent 

codes. Thus, our algonthm only needed to try one of the two vectors i7 and ;'. As we 

s h d  see, this is something we couid have determined beforehand, based on the fact that 

rio contains an e4,0-block. 

Example 4.30 Let Co be the (8,4,4) self-dual code generated by Go = [41Ao],  where: 

The rows of Ga form an e4,0-block. 

Suppose we our enumerating the (12,6,4) dl -codes. Then A. may be one of the input 

matrices our dgorithm WU extend. Ü = 11 11 is a vector our algonthm will use to extend 



Ao. The matrix A = Ai ( Ao, C) that resdts from this extension is: 

This A cont ains 

1 1  ' I O  1 1  1 

and thus will be rejected. As we shall see, this too couid 

have been determined beforehand, based on the fact that A. contained an e4,0-block. 

The improvements we will make axe based on the concept of the an extension of a 

generator block for a weight 4 set in the input code, which we will now define. Let 

Co be any ( 2 ( k  - i - l), k  - i - 1,4) self-dual code generated by a matrix of the form 

Go = [Ik-i-i lAo]. R e c d  that the rows of Go cari be partitioned into the rn + 1 disjoint 

sets GB,, G B 2 , .  . . ,GB,,GR where each GB, is a generator block for a weight 4 set Bi 

and GR is the set of remaining rows of Go (if any). Further recail that the columns of 

Go may dso be partitioned into the m + 1 disjoint sets SB,, SB~,  . . . , SB,, SR where each 

SB, are the columns of the weight 4 set Bi and SR is the set of remaining columns of Go 

(if any). Let ü be an extension vector. We wiU denote the portion of ü that corresponds 

to the subset of columns SBi that are columns in rio by vz,. We s h d  refer to vg, as an 

extension !or the generator block Ge,. 



Example 4.31 Let Co be the (20 ,10 ,4 )  self-dual code generated by Go = [IIAo] where: 

Co contains two weight 4 sets Bo and Bi. Bo is generated by the d5,~-b10ck Ge, = 

{ r i ?  r2, r3? r4, r5, r6}  and Bi is generated by the d3,i-block GB, = { r  r 9 ,  r } .  The 

columns of Gso are Seo = { c l ,  c2, c3, cd, c5, cf,} and the columns of Gg, are SB, = 

{ c i ,  CsT cg, c t o }  Let i7 = ( v l ,  q, ~3,. . . , v lO)  be any extension vector. Then the extension 

of GB, is uso = (v l  , v2, v3, v4? U S ,  v6) and the extension of GB, is WB, = ( U T ,  us, vg, v IO) .  

For each of the different generator blocks Ge, that may occur in Go,  we wîll have a 

look a t  how d the different extensions v& intersects the generator block GB,. From this, 

we will be able to determine, for any two extension vectors Ü and v' that only differ in vE, 
4 

and vb , ,  whether or not G = [IklA;(Ao, C')] and Gr = [IkIAi(Ao, ?)] WU dways generate 

equivalent codes (no matter how the remaining columns of Ü and 2 are e q u d y  filled). 
4 

Lf vij, and u;3 always result in generator matrices for equivalent codes, then they wili be 

referred to as equivalent extensions for the generator block Gs,. We will also be able to 

determine the lowest precedence generator block that G = [41Ai(Ao, G)] contain, 

given any ü containing a fixed extension vg, for a given generator block Ggi in Go. 



4.5.1 Equivalent Extensions of Generator Blocks 

In this subsection, we wilI see how we can find d inequivalent extensions for a given 

generator block GB for a weight 4 set B. We will show that two extension vectors u> and - 
v h  for the generator block GB are equivalent by showing that for any (2(k - i - 1). k - 
i - 1,4) self-dual code Co, generated by Go = [ Ik - i - l  1 Ao], where Go contains a GB-block, 

that for any two extension vectors ü and 2, where Ü and 2 only ciiffer in v z  and &, 
there exists a sequence of ADDrvc7 SWAP,, and/or SWAP, operations on the matrix A. 

in Ai(Ao,ü) that results in the matrix Ai(Ao, 2).  This tells US that G = [IkIAi(Ao, Ü)] - 
asd G' = [4, Ai(Ao, 271) generate equivalent codes, which in turn implies that v z  and u b  

are equivalent extensions for the generator block GB. We will dernonstrate how this is 

done by finding a l l  the eqriivalent extensions for a d2,0-block. 

Let Co be a (2(k - i - l), k - i - 1.4) self-dual code, generated by Go = [Ik-i-i  lAo], 

where Ga contains a generator block GB that is a dzn-block: 

Let ü be any extension vector. Let us = (vl , vz, v3, vq ) be the columns of C t hat correspond 

to the cotumns of the dz,o-block and let v z  be the remaining columns of ü. Let C be the 

(2k, k, 4) self-dud code generated by G = [&IA], where A = &(Ao, ü). To simplify our 



demonstration, let us assume i = 1. Then: 

where the firs t two columns of the last k - 2 two rows of A are determined by how the last 

x x l  

y y 1  

k - 2 columns of each row intersect with 5. There are 24 = 16 different possibilities for 

vg = (vi, v2, ~ 3 ,  v 4 )  We must find ail the different pairs and v i  for which there exists 

a sequence of ADD,, ,  SWAP,, and/or SWAP, operations on A(A0, v>vk) that resd t  in - 
the matrix A(Ao, vbvg). 

1 1  

1 O 

First note that if we swap columns 5 aod 6 of A, and then swap rows 3 and 4 of 

0 0 '  

1 0 '  

A, then A. and v z  remain unchaaged, and ( V I ,  y,  u3, v4) is permuted to ( V I ,  v2, v4, u3). - 
Therefore, v$ = ( v l ,  v2, 173, u4) and vh = ( V I ,  v2, v4, v3) are equivalent extensions for a 

d2,0- block. 

Suppose vg = (1,1,1,1): 



Then if we perform an ADDr,c(3, 3)  on A, producing A', and then perform a SWAP,(4,5) 

on A', producing A", we get: 

Thus, the sequence of operations ADDr,c(3, 3), SWAP,(4,5) leaves A. and v> alone, but 

chmges v> from (1 , l .  1 , l )  to  (1,0,0.1). Therefore, ( l , l ,  1 , l )  and (1,0,0,1)  are equiva- 

lent extensions for a block. Furthermore, since (vI, uz, us, v4) and (vl, 272, v4, v3) are 

equivdent extensions, (1,0,1,0) is equivalent to (1,0,0, l) ,  and thus is also equivdent 

to (1,1,1,1). Therefore, (1,1,1, l ) ,  (1,0,0, l ) ,  and (1,0,1,0) are ail equivalent exten- 

sions for a dz,o-block. Similarly, if vg = (1,1,1, l), then the sequence of operations 

ADDr,,(3,4), SWAPc(3, 5) leaves A. and v> done, but changes v z  from (1,1,1,1) to 

(0,1,0,1). Therefore, (1,1,1, l ) ,  (0,1,0, l ) ,  and (0,1,1,0) are ail equivalent extensions 

for a d2,0-b10dc. Finally, if v> = (1,1,1,1), t hen the sequence of operations ADDr,,(3, 5), 

SWAP,[3,4) leaves A. and vg alone, but changes vz from (1, 1, 1, 1) to  (O,@ 1 , l ) .  There- 

fore, (1,1,1,1) and (0,0,1,1) are equivalent extensions of a dza-block. Thus, the six 

extensions (1,1,1, l ) ,  (1,0,0, l ) ,  (1,0,1, O), (0,1,0, I), (0,2,1, O), and (0,0,1,1)  are all 

equivalent extensions for a d2,0-block. 

Ln the same way we can show that the six extensions (1,1,1, O), (1, 1,0, l ) ,  (1,0,0,0), 

(0 , l ,  0, O), (0,0,1, O), and (0, O, O, 1) are aIi equivalent extensions for a d2,0-block. Unfor- 

tunately, there a.re no equivalent extensions among the remaining possi bilities: ( 1 , l  , O, O), 

(1,0,1, l) ,  ( O J ,  1, q, and (0,0,0,0). 



What we have shown is that for any ( 2 ( k  - i - I), k - i - 1,4) self-dual code Co. 

generated by Go = [&di-i 1 Ao], where Go contains a d2,0-block, and any extension vector 

ü = v+>, of the 16 possibilities for vz, at  most 6 will result in a matrix G = [IklAi(Ao, C)] 

t hat generates an inequivalent (2k, k, 4) seif-dual code. Therefore, our algorit hms need 

only try 6 of the 16 extensions vg for each block in Go. 

Using the same method we used for the d2,0-block, we can find a l l  the equivalent 

extensions for each of the different generator blocks for weight 4 sets. A List of ad in- 

equivalent extensions for each of the different generator blocks is given a t  the end of this 

section. 

4.5.2 Minimal BIocks for Extensions of Generator Blocks 

In this subsection, we will see how we can determine the lowest precedence generator 

block that G = [IkIAi(Ao, G)] must contain, for a given generator block Gs in G = 

[b-i-ilAo] and an extension vector ü that is fixed in the columns of vz. We s h d  cal1 

this generator block the minimal blmk for the extension vz of the generator block G B .  

We will demonstrate how this is done by finding the minimal block for aLl the inequivalent 

extensions of a d2,0-block. 

Let Co be a ( 2 ( k  - i - l), Cc - i - 1,4) self-dual code, generated by Go = [ Ik - i - 1  IAo], 

where Go contains a generator block Ge that is a d290-block. Let Û be any extension 

vector. Let v2 = (vI , vz, u3, u4) be the columns of ü that correspond to  the columns of 

the dzto-block and let u> be the remaining columns of ü. Let C be the (2k, k, 4)  self-dud 

code generated by G = [IkIA], where A = Ai(Ao, G'). Then, with just the columns in A 

of the rows of the dz*o-block and the extension vector ü given, we have: 



There are six inequivalent extensions v> of a d2,0-b10ck. They are: ( 1,1,1, l), ( 1,1,1, O)?  

(1,1,0,0), (1,0,1,1), (0,1,1,1), and (0,0,0,0). W e  want to  find the minimal block for 

each of t hese extensions. 

Suppose vg = (1,1,1,1): 

The two rows that form the d2,*- block in G = [IkI Ao] now form a dis3- block in G = [Ici A]. 

Therefore, the minimal block for the extension ( 1,1,1,1) of a dz,o-block is a d l -  block. Note 

that the dl-block block may in fact be a part of a larger generator biock in G = [Iklft]. 

For example, if v> = O* then the dl-block is in fact a part of a d3,2-block. However, 

whenever a d2,0-block is ewtended with (1,1,1, l), the resulting G = [hl A] must contain 

a generator block that  is at least a dl-block. 

Suppose v z  = (1,1,l,O): 

1 0 1 1 1 0 v j i Z  

o i r i i o v 3  

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 "  

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 -  

The second row of the two rows that form the d2,0-blodc in G = [IkIAo] now forms a 

dlo- block in G = [ Ik (A] .  Therefore, the minimal block for the extension ( 1,1,1,0) of a 

d2,0-block is a dl-block. 

Suppose vï.B = (1,1,0,0): 

1 O 

O 1 

O O 

O O 



The two rows that form the dz,o-block in G = [Ik( Ao] s t U  form a d2,0-block in G = [Ik 1 A]. 

Therefore, the minimal block for the extension ( 1,1,0,0) of a dzqo-block is a d2-block. 

Suppose vz = (1,0,1,1): 

1 O 

O 1 

O O 

O O 

The two rows that form the d2$-block in G = [IklAo] stU form a d2,0-block in G = [Ik(A]. 

Therefore, the minimal block for the extension ( 1,0,1,1) of a d2,0-block is a dz-block. 

Suppose ug = (0,1,1,1):  

The two rows t hat form the d2,0-b10ck in G = [IkI Ao] still form a dzVo- block in G = [Ik 1 A]. 

Therefore, the minimal block for the extension (O, l , l , l )  of a d2,0-block is a d2-block. 

Suppose vg = (0,0,0,0): 

The two rows that form the d2,0-block in G = [GIAo] still form a d2,0-block in G = [ILI A]. 

Therefore, the minimal block for the extension (O, 0,0, O) of a d2p-block is a d2-block. 

We have now found the minimal block for each of the 6 inequivalent extensions of a 

dz,o-block. For the extensions (1,1,1,1) and (1,1,1, O), the minimal block is a dl-block, 



and for the extensions (1,1,0,0), (1,0,1, l ) ,  (0,1,1, l), and (0,0,0, O), the minimal block 

is a d2-block. 

As an example of the advantage this provides us, suppose we are enumerating the 

(2k, k ,4 )  dl-codes. Then for any (2k - 4, k - 2,4) self-dual code Co, generated by Go = 

[Ike2 1 Ao] , w here Go contains a d2,0- block, the ody  extensions of the d2.0- block we need to 

try are ( 1,1,1,1) and ( 1,1,1,0) since the other 4 extensions of the d2,0- block WU result 

in a G = [&lAi(Ao, G)] that contains a generator block that is at l e s t  a dz-block, and 

thus G WU not be a generator matrix for a dl-code. 

Using the same method we used for the d2,0-blockl we can find the minimal block for 

ail the inequivalent extensions for each of the different generator blocks for weight 4 sets. 

What now follows is a Est of ail the inequident extensions ug for each of the different 

generator blocks for weight 4 sets. Listed with each extension .u% for a generator block 

GB are the number of extensions of GB that are equivalent to G B .  Also listed is the 

minimal block for each extension v>. 
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Figure 4.1: the number of equivalent extensions and the minimal block for each inequiv- 

alent extension of an es-block. 
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Figure 4.2: the number of equivalent extensions and the minimal block for each inequiv- 

alent extension of an eli-block, i 2 2. 
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Figure 4.3: the number of equivalent extensions and the minimal block for each inequiv- 

alent extension of a dl-block. 
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Figure 4.4: the number of equivdent extensions and the minimal block br each inequiv- 

dent  extension of a di-block, i 2 2. 



4.6 Results of Enurneration 

Based on the ideas presented in this chapter, prograrns for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) self- 

dual codes have been implemented. These programs have been run to enumerate lists of 

(2k, k , 4 )  self-dud codes of length up to and induding 2k = 32. We will condude this 

chapter by listing the results of this enumeration. 

For each k ,  t hree different programs were used to  enumerate the (2k, k, 4) self-dual 

codes. Each of these programs enumerate a different class of (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes. 

The first program was used to  enurnerate both the decomposable (2k, k , d  2 4) self- 

dual codes and the (2k, k,4) ek-code, k = O mod 2, k 2 4. (for k 1 16, ail decomposable 

(26, k, d 2 4) self-dual codes have distance 4). The second program waç used to  enumerate 

both the indecomposable (2k, k, 4) e3-codes and the indecomposable (26, k, 4)  di-codes, 

i 2 2. Finaily, the third program was used to enumerate the indecornposable (2k, k, 4 )  

dl-codes. The program to  eaumerate the dl-codes uses a method discussed at the end 

of Section 5.1 of Chapter 5 to further reduce the number of equivalent codes produced. 

For each of the three enumerations, tables are given listing the results. The information 

given in each table is: 

k: the dimension of the self-dual codes enumerated. 

mnning time: the (user) time it took to enumerate each list. The programs were 

run on an IBM RS/6000. 

nurnber of codes: the number of codes produced. 

average number of equivalent codes: the number of codes produced divided by the 

number of inequivalent codes for each class of codes. The number of inequivalent 

codes is given a t  the end of Chapter 6. 

The programs were run for k = 4,6,7,8,. . . ,16 (there do not exist (2k, k, 4) self-dual 

codes for k = 1,2,3,5). 
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Figure 4.5: results of enurneration of the decomposable (2k, k, 4)  self-dud codes and the 

(Zk, k, 4) ek-code, where k r O mod 2. 
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Figure 4.6: results of the enumeration of the indecomposable (2t, k, 4) e3-codes and the 

indecomposable (2k, k, 4) d;-codes, i 2 2. 
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Figure 4.7: resdts of the enurneration of the indecomposable ( 2 k ,  k,  4)  di-codes. 



Chapter 5 

A Recursive Enurneration of the 

( 2 k ,  k ,  d > - 6) Self-Dual Codes 

Ln this chapter we will develop an algorithm that produces a list Lo of (2k, k, d > 6)  

self-dual codes with the property that for any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Co there exists 

at least one code in the List that is equivdent to Co. The algorithm is recursive and 

assumes a complete list Li of inequivaient (2k, k, 4) self-dud codes Cl is available, where 

Cl does not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. 

In order to develop our algorithm, we WU first need to further explore the extension 

method of Chapter 4 which we used to enurnerate the (2k, k, 4) self-duai codes. Recall, 

from Section 4.1 of Chapter 4, that for any (Sk, k, 4) self-dual code C there exists an 

equivalent code generated by G = [41A(Ao, q], where Go = Ao] generates a (2k - 

4, k - 2) self-dual code Co. In other words, for any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C, t here exists 

a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Co that can be extended to a code that is equivdent to C. 

Ln Section 5.1, for a given (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C, a method will be given which will 

find a.ll the inequident (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual codes Co that c m  be extended to a code 

that is equivalent to C. The results of this section wiU be used to develop our algorithm 

for enumerating the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes from the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes that 



do not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. 

In Section 5.2, it wiU be shown that we can extend any (2k, k ,d 2 6) self-duai code 

Co t o  a (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code C, in which there exist a t  most three inequivalent 

(2k, k) self-dual codes that can be extended tu a code equivalent to C. One is the original 

(2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud code Co. Another wili be a (2k, k ,4)  self-dual code that does not 

contain any intersecting weight 4 words. In Section 5.3, we wiil use this result to develop 

our algorit hm fur enumerating a list of (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes (rom any complete 

list of inequivalent (2k, k,4) self-dual codes containing no intersecting weight 4 words. 

Since the list of (Zk, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes which our algorithm produces may contain 

many equivalent codes, in Section 5.4 we will look at ways in which we can reduce the 

number of equivalent codes which our algorithm produces. Finally, in Section 5.5, we will 

give the results of Our enurneration. 

5.1 The Three Codes Under a Weight 4 Word In A Self- 

Dual Code 

R e c d ,  by Theorem 4.2 of Chapter 4, that for any (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C and weight 

4 word W E C .  there exists an equivalent code Cr, generated by G' = [IklA(Ab,  b)], 
where the first two rows of Gr sum to the weight 4 word d of Cr that corresponds to the 

weight 4 word w' of C (see Figure 5.1). The four columns of Gr Iabeled by cl, c2, c3, c4 

in Figure 5.1 correspond to the four colurnns of Cf in which the weight 4 word c;' has a 

value of one. The matrix Go = [Ik-2(Ao] generates a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual code Ch. 

The (k - 2)-vector v' is such that w(d) E O mod 2 and w ( 2 )  2 2. The (k - 2) x 2 rnatriu 

Fr is determined by Ab and d as foilows: If a row in Ah intersects d in an even number 

of positions then the eorresponding row in F is O 0, and if a row in Ab intersects 2 in an 

odd number of positions then the corresponding row in F is 1 1. 

In this section, for a given C and G, we will find generator matrices Go = [Ic-z(Ag] for 



Figure 5.1: The generator matrix for Cf. 

ad the inequivalent (2k - 4, k - 2) self-duai codes C&' for which there exists an extension 

vector aT' in which G" = [IkIA(A;I, v")] generates a code C" that is equident to C and 

such that the  first two rows of Gtt sum to the weight 4 word 2 of C" that corresponds 

to the weight 4 word w' of C. We wu refer to each of the (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual codes 

Ct we find as codes under the weight 4 word W of C. Note that once we know how to 

h d  a l l  the codes under a specific weight 4 word of C, we will know how to find a list 

containing al1 the inequivalent (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual codes that can be extended to  a 

code that is equivalent to C. That is, if for each weight 4 word G in C, we find a.il the 

inequivalent codes under the weight 4 word W of C, then the list we produce will contain 

a& the inequivalent (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual codes that can be extended to a code that is 

equivalent to C. 

In order to find all the inequivalent codes under the weight 4 word W of C, Iet us 

begin by examining the relationship between the codewords of the (2k, k,4)  self-dual 

code Ct , generated by the matrix Gt in Figure 5.1, and the (2k - 4, k - 2) seif-dual code 

Ch, generated by the matrk  Go = [Ik-21Ab]. Let cl, cz, ca, cd denote the columns in Ct  

in which the weight 4 word Ü? has a value of one. By examining G' in Figure 5.1, we can 

see that the codewords of Ch are exactly the codewords of Ct ,  with colurnns ci, cz, ca, c4 

ddeted, that contain O O in columns cl, c2. Furthemore, for aay code equivalent to Cr,  

the set of codewords (with the permuted coiumns cl, c2, CJ, cd deleted) that contain O O 



in the perrnuted columns cl, ca form a code that is equivdent to Ch. Therefore, any code 

under the weight 4 word TZ of C must be eqnident  to  a code Co consisting of the set 

of codewords of C' (with columns cl, cz, cg, cq deleted) that contain O O in columns c,, cb. 

where c,, es E {cl, c2, q, cd). We will refer to  Co' as a code under Ca, es. Since there are 

( )  = 6 choices for the two columns c. and 4, there are a t  mort 6 inequivalent codes 

under the weight 4 word 6 of C. However, since the rows of F in G' contain either O O 

or 1 1, if we swap the two columns in G' labeled by cl, cs and then swap the two columns 

labeled by c2, c4 and then row-reduce to recover the identity, G' is reproduced. Ln other 

words, the permutation (ci c3)(c2 c4) is an automorphkm of CI. Therefore, since any 

code under c,,cb is generated by a matrix with the same form as G', any code under 

cal is equivdent to any code under cc, cd where {Ca, cb, CC, cd} = {ci, cz, ~ 3 ~ ~ 4 ) .  Thus, 

there are in fact at most three inequivalent codes under the weight 4 word zü of C. They 

are any code under cl, c2 (or c3, c4), any code under cl, cg (or c2, c4), and any code under 

ci ~4 (or ~ 2 1 ~ 3 ) -  

Let us now find generator matrices for each of t hese cases. Given the (2k, k, 4)  self-dud 

code C generated by the matrix G' = (&)A(A& d ) ~ ,  we immediately have a generator 

matrix for a code under cl, cg. That is, the matrix G' = [Ik,2 1 Ah] generates a (2k -4, k -2) 

self-dual code C' that is a code under cl,c2. The vector d is an extension vector that 

extends Co to C'. Let us now find generator matrices and extension vectors for codes 

under cl, cg and e l ,  c4 in terrns of the matrix Ah and the extension vector d. This wili 

be done by applying sequences of ADD,,,  SWAP,, and SWAPc operations to the matrix 

A(A6, G) ,  producing a matrix A(Ao, G), in which either the two columns of G' laheled 

by cl, CJ, or the two columns labeled by cl, c4, have both been permuted to the identity 

matrix in G" = [&lA(A:, d ) ~ .  This WU give us A$ and v7' in terms of A& and d. 

In order to do this, we will first have to reorganize the matrix A(A6, ;(). Let us have 



a closer look at  the structure of the matrix: 

R e c d  that the code Cf generated by Gf = [IkIA(A& G)] has distance 4. The (k - 2)- 

vector V' is such that ~ ( 2 )  E O mod 2 and w ( d )  2 2. The rows of the ( k  - 2) x 2 rnotrix 

Ff are either O O or 1 1 and are determined by Ah and 2. 

Since the code Cf has distance 4, by Theorem 2.4 of Chapter 2, the columns of 

A(A&,  2)  must all have weight 2 3. Therefore, the first two columns of A(Ai, d )  must 

both have weight 2 3, and t hus there must exist a row, Say row r, in the Iast k - 2 rows 

of A(A6,v') in which row r is equal to  1 1 in F'. Since row r iç equal to 1 1 in Ff, row r 

must intersect d in an odd nurnber of positions, and thus, since U' has even weight, there 

must exist a column, say column e, in the last k - 2 columns of A(Ah, 3) in which v" has 

a value of 1 in column c and row r has a value of O in column c. 

Rewriting the rnatrix A(A&, 6) with row r permuted to  the third row, column c 

permuted to the third column, and all the possibilities for the values of the first three 

columns in the 1 s t  k - 3 rows of &A&, U'), we get the following: 

w(ü) = 1 mod 2 

G 0 3 ~ 1 r n o d 2  

for any x; E Xo, 2% l C r  O mod 2 

for anyx; f Xi,xî 1 mod2 

for anyx; E Xzlx30ü= 1 mod2 

f o r a n y x 3 ~  X 3 , x 3 e P = O m o d 2  



We now have A(Ah, 2)  in a form that will allow us t o  find generator matrices and exten- 

sion vectors for codes under cl, CJ and cl, c4. 

In order to keep traek of the four columns of G' = [IkIA(Ah, 211 that correspond to 

the four columns cl, ez, CJ, e4 of Cf t hat contain the four ones of the weight 4 word ;/ of 

C', the fint two rows and colurnns of A(A&, d )  have been labeled appropriately. That is, 

the first two columas of A(A& 2)  are labeled with c3 and cd, and the first two rows of 

A(A6,U') are labeled with (cl ) and (c2) which indicates that the corresponding columns 

in the identity matrix of G' = [IkIA(A&, V')] are labeled with cl and cz. 

We will now find generator matrices and extension vectors for codes under cl ,  cs and 

cl, c4 by applying appropriate sequences of ADD,,,, SWAP,, and SWAP, operations to 

A(A6, 2). R e c d  that for a given A and non-zero entry (i, j) in A, an ADD,,(i, j) on A 

essentidy swaps column i of 4 with column j of A in G = [&]A] and then row-reduces. 

A SWAP,(io, il) on A swaps columns io and il of Ik in G = [&(A] and then row-reduces, 

and a SWAP,(jo,fi) swaps columns jo and jl of A in G = [IclA]. Also r e c d  the rows 

and columns of A are indexed by 1,2,. . . , k. 

We can find a generator matrix and extension vector for a code under ci, cd by per- 

forming an ADD,,=(2,2) on A(A& A(v')), which produces the matrix: 

The notation d $ Xo means add cornponentwise (rnodulo 2) 2 to each row in Xo. The 

matrix Go = [Ik-21Ag generates a code Co' that is a code under cl, cd. The vector v7' 



is an extension vector t hat ewtends C: to  the (2k. k ,  4) seif-dual code C" generated by 

Gtt = [IkIA(A$, t?)]. C" is equivdent to the original (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C. 

To find a generator matrix and extension vector for a code under cl, CJ we will need 

to perform a sequence of ADDyTc, SWAP,, and SWAPc operations on A(& 2). If we 

first perforrn a SWAP,(Z, 3) foliowed by a SWAP& 3) on A(A& d),  we get the foiiowing 

matrix: 

If we then perform an ADD,,(2,3) on this matrix, we get the following matrix: 



Finaliy, if we perform an ADD,,(3,1) on this matrix, the foilowing matrix is produced: 

The matrix Gr = [ 4 -2 (A$7  generates a code C r  that is a code under c i ,  c3. The vector 
4 

.,,MI = 1 G is an extension vector that extends CO' t o  the (2k, k,4)  self-dual code Cm 

generated by G'" = [ I ~ I A (  ~ o ,  v ~ ) ] .  Cf" is equivalent to the original (2k, k, 4)  seif-dual 

code C. 

Let us now summarize what we have just found. Let G = [IklA] bc the generator 

matrix for a (2k, k,4) self-dual code C, and let IG be any weight 4 in C. Let Gr = 

[ I ~ I A ( A ~ ,  d) ]  be the generator matrix for a code C', equivalent to C, such t hat the 

weight 4 word G' is the sum of the first two rows of G', where W' is the weight 4 word in 

C' that corresponds to the weight 4 word zU of C, the vector 2 = 15, and the matrix A& 

is as follows: 

Let Co be any code under the weight 4 word TC of C. Then Co is equivalent to one 

of the three (2k - 4,k - 2) self-dual codes Co, C:, and Co>, where Co is generated 

by Go = [Ik-21A&], and Co', C r  are generated by Go = [&-21~;7, G r  = [ ~ [ A $ I ,  



respect ivdy, where: 

The vectors vS' = lü and vzi = 15 are extension vectors that wtend the codes C l  and 

Cr,  respectively, to codes that are equivalent to C. Note that the three codes Co, Cg, 

and C r  ore not necessarily inequivalent. 

Example 5.1 Let C be the ( 16,8,4) self-dud code generated by G = [&I A],  w here 

Let tü = r4 $ rg $1-6 be our weight 4 word. 

Let A' be the matrix that is obtained by applying an ADD,,=(4,5) to A, foilowed by 



the sequence SWAP,(l, 51, SWAP,(2,6), SWAP,(l, S), SWAP#, 8), and SWAPc(3, 6): 

Then G' = [IslAl generates a code Cr, equivalent to C, such that the first two rows of 

G' sum to 2, the weight 4 word of Cf that corresponds to the weight 4 word zü of C. 

Furthemore, A' = A(A6, d )  where Go = [161A&] generates a (12,6) self-dual code Co. 

Let Co be any code under the weight 4 word 5 of C. Then Co is equivalent to one 

of the three (12,6) self-dual codes Ch, Co', and Cr, where Ch, Co', C r  are generated by 

Go = [161 Ah], Gg = [16( Akq, Go = [161Ao], respectively, where: 

The vectors: 



are extension vectors that extend the codes Co, C;, Cr, respectively, to codes that are 

equivalent to  C. Note that in this case Co' and Cr are equivalent. Therefore, for our io 

and C there are only two inequivalent codes under the weight 4 word w' of C. 

In the rernainder of this chapter, we will encounter situations in which we are given 

the rnatrix A; and the vector V' from which we WU want to produce the matrices Ag and 

A r  aad the vectors v7' and vzr. To rnake it clear when we are finding t hese matrices and 

vectors, and to make it clear just how these matrices and vectors are formed, we will now 

define four functionç on Ah and 2 that produce each of Ag, A r ,  2, and uG. 

Definition 5.2 Let Go  = [4-21A&] be a generator matrix for a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual 

code Ch and let ;I be a (k - 2)-vector that extends Ch to  a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. Given 

A& and 2, the function R ( A &  2)  is defined as the (k - 2) x (k - 2) matrix that is produced 

as follows: 

a Each row T in A& in which z 'a  d z 1 mod 2 is replaced with 2$ 2. 

a Eoch row F in A& in which 2 a d e O rnod 2 is left unchanged. 
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Definition 5.3 Define v%(A&, 2) = vr. 

These two definitions give us A: and 2. That is, Ag = R(Ab, v') and v" = G ( A o ,  2).  

Definition 5.4 Let Go = [Ik4 1 Ab] be a generator matrix for a (21; - 4, k - 2) self-dual 

code Co and let 2 be a ( k  - 2)-vector that extends Co to a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code. Let 
. 

F be a fixed row in A& such that d Fa 1 rnod 2. Let e be a fixed column in which d is 

1 in coIumn c and Fis O in column c. Let e', be the (k  - 2)-vector that has a value of 1 

in column c and a value of O in every other column. Given Ah, v?, i, and e,  the function 

&(A&, 2, f, c) is defined as the (k - 2) x (k - 2) rnatrix that is produced as follows: 

Row F is replaced wit h d $ e;. 



Each row Z in Ab in whieh both 3 0 ẑ  i 1 rnod 2 and i is 1 in column c is replaced 

with 77 $ e; $ Fe 5. 

0 Each row i in A; (excluding row 7) in which both 2 2 n 1 rnod 2 ami I is O in 

column c is replaced wit h e: $ r'$ 2. 

Each row 5 in Ab in which both d f i O mod 2 and i is 1 in column c  is replaced 

with 2 $ 2 .  

Each row f in A; in which both 2 Z = O rnod 2 and 5 is O in column e is left 

unchanged. 

Note that there are many choices for F a n d  c. 

Definition 5.5 Define v g  ( A b ,  2, F, c )  = $ T where e; and F are defined as in Defini- 

tion 5.4. 

- 
These two definitions give us A r  and vzt. That is, A r  = So(A&G,F,e)  and vftt = 

v&(Ak, 2, F, c) ,  where Fis any row in Ab such that 2 T =  1 mod 2 and c is any coiurnn 

in which d has a value of 1 and F has a value of O. 

Definition 5.4 is dependent on having a row P and column c of A; in which 3 h a .  a 

value of 1 in column c and Fhas a value of O in column c. Later in this chapter, we wili 

encounter situations in which we are given a row ?and column c of Ah in which row F 

has a value of 1 in column c. More specificdy, we will encounter situations in which we 



are given a k x k matrix A(A&,?) and a non-zero entry of Ab as follows: 

w(ü) 5 1 mod 2 

G a  ü= O mod 2 

for any x> E Xo, 2% ü = O mod 2 

for anyx; E X l , x < o G =  1 mod2 

f o r a n y x > ~ X ~ , x > . V 1 1 m o d 2  

for any x> E X3, x>.ü= O mod2  

If this is the case, then generator matrices and extension vectors for codes under 

and cl,  CJ, respectively, are given by the following matrices: 

In this case, our definitions still hold for A$ and 9. That is, A: = R(Ao,Z)  and 
-. 

v" = G ( A b ,  2).  However, we wili need to define new functions for A r  and vzr. 

Definition 5.6 Let Go = [Ik-2 (Ab] be a generator matrix for a (2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual 

code Co and let 2 be a (k - 2)-vector that extends Ch to a (2k, k,4) self-dual code. Let 

T be a futed row in Ah such that 2 .  T E 1 mod 2. Let c be a fived column in which v? 
and r'both have a value of 1 in column c. Let e: be the (k - 2)-vector that  has a value 



of 1 in column c and a value of O in every other column. Given Ab and d, the function 

Si(&, 2, F, e )  produces a (t - 2) x (k  - 2) matrix as follows: 

O Row Fis replaced with d $ c. 
Each row 2 in Ab (exduding row 7) in which both d e P G 1 mod 2 and i is 1 in 

column c is replaced wit h e; $ F$z. 

Each row 5 in Ab in which both d O 2 1 mod 2 and 2 is O in colurnn c is replaced 

with ?$ e;$ F@ Z. 

O Each row Z in Ab in which both 2.5 O mod 2 and 2 is 1 in colurnn e is replaced 

with d $ L 

O Each row 5 in Ah in which both 2 Z O mod 2 and 5 is O in column c is left 

unchanged. 

Definition 5.7 Define US, (Ah, 6, T, c) = 2 $ ei $ P where e; and F are defined as in 

Definition 5.6. 
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With these two definitions, we have A r  = &(Ab, d, f, c) and vItf = ug, (Ah, u', F, c ) ,  where 

Fis any row in Ab such that d 0 F i  1 mod 2 and c is any colurnn in which both 2 and 

r'have a value of 1. 

We now have two functions, &(A&, d, F, c) and &(A&, ;', P,c), that give us a gen- 

erator rnatrix for a code under ci, c3, and we have two functions, V;,,(A&, 2, F, c )  and - 
US, (Ah, d, F, c), t hat give us appropriate extension vectors. The functions So(A&, v', +, c )  

and v&(Ab, 2, F, c) are used when we have a row T and column c of Ab in which 2 has a 

value of 1 in column e and P has a value of O in column c. The functions &(Ab, 2, F, c )  

and vJ, (Ab, d, F, c )  are used when we have a row F and column c of A& in which both 

2 and T have a value of 1 in column c. In order to  talk about a generator rnatrix and 

extension vector for a code under cl, c3 without making a distinction between these two 

cases, we will now define two functions to cover both cases. 



Definition 5.8 Let Go = [Ik-21Ah] be a generator matrix for a (2k - 4 , k  - 2) self-dual 

code Co and let d be a (k - 2)-vector that extends Ch to a (2k, k, 4 )  self-dual code. Let 

P be a fixed row in Ah such that 2 F E  1 mod 2. Let e be a fued column in which 23 has 
a value of 1. The function S(A& G,F,c )  produces a (6  - 2) x ( k  - 2) rnatrix as follows: 

&(AL, 2, F, c) if i is O in column c, 
S(A~,;,F,C) = { 

Si (Ab? d, P, c) if T is 1 in column c. 

The function G ( A 6 ,  2, +, c) produces a (k - 2)-vector as follows: 

- 
vJ,(A&, ut, r', c )  if Fis O in column c, 

v > ( A & , & ~ , c )  = { 
u (  , , c) if f i s  1 in column c. 

Let us now summarize what we have found in this section. Let C be any (2k, k, 4)  self- 

dual code and let 2u be a weight 4 word in C. Then there are at most three inequivalent 

codes under the weight 4 word 6 of C. That is, there are at most three inequivalent 

(2k - 4, k - 2) self-dud codes Co, generated by Go = [IklAo], for which there exists an 

extension vector V such that G' = [IkIA(Ao, 31 generates a code equivalent Cf, equivdent 

to Cl where the first two rows of G' surn to the weight 4 word w' of Cr that corresponds 

to the weight 4 word w' of C. Given a generator matrix G = [&[A] for C, and the 

weight 4 word @, we c m  easily find generator matrices and extension vectors for the 

at  most three inequivalent codes under the weight 4 word W of C. The first step is to 

apply a sequence of ADD,,,, SWAP,, and SWAP, operations to A, producing a matrix 

A' = A(Ab, G), in which G' = [IkIAl generates a code C' equivalent to C, and the first 

two rows of G' = [IkIAf] sum to the weight 4 word w' of Cf that corresponds to the 

weight 4 word tü of C. The matrix A' = A(Ab, 77) c m  then be used to produce generator 

matrices and extension vectors for the three codes under the weight 4 word 5 of C. That 

is, G& = [4-21Ao], Gg = [Ik-21Aal and Go = [Ik-t(Afl, where Ag = R(A6,2) and 

A r  = S(A& 2 ,  T, c) are generator matrices for the at  most t hree inequivalent codes under 
4 i. -. 

the weight 4 word W of Cl and v', vu = G ( A b ,  d), and u"' = v3(Ab, v', r', c) are extension 

vectors that extend each of the codes to a code equivdent to C. More specifically, 



Gr = [41A(A&, d)] ,  G" = (&lA(A& v")] and G"' = [&IA(Ao, v2j)] dl generate codes 

equivalent to C, and the first two rows of each of Gr, G", and G"' sum to  a weight 4 word 

that corresponds to the weight 4 word w' of C. 

Given a generator matrix G = [IkIA] for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C, we can find a list 

of generator matrices containing a t  least one generator matrix for each of the inequivalent 

(2k - 4, k - 2) self-dual codes that c m  be extended to a code that is equivalent to C by 

simply finding generator matrices Gr = [IkIA(A&, 211 for each of the weight 4 words 6 in 

C. For each weight 4 word w' in C, the generator rnatrix Gr we produce can then be used 

to find generator matrices and extension vectors for the a t  most three inequivalent codes 

under the weight 4 word ZÜ of C. 

One use in finding generator matrices for ail the inequivalent (2k - 4, k - 2) self- 

dual codes that can be extended to a code equivalent to  C is to further reduce the 

number of equivalent (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes produced by our algorithm in Chapter 4 

for enumerating the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes. For example, suppose we produce a (26, k, 4 )  

dl-code C from a (2k - 4, k - 2,4) di-code Co. If we then find ad the (2k - 4, k - 2)  

self-dual codes that can be extended to a code equivalent to C, and then discover that 

one of them contains, Say, a dz-block, then we know there exiçts another inequivalent 

(2k - 4, k - 2) self-dud code that  can be extended to  a code equivalent t o  C. Therefore, 

we can discard C. That  is, the only codes produced that are equivalent to C that will be 

kept are the codes that  were produced by extending a (2k - 4, k - 2) seif-dual code that 

contained a dz-block. 

In this chapter, knowledge of the inequivalent (2k-4, k -2) self-dual codes that can be 

extended to a code equivalent to  C will be used to develop an algonthm for enumerating 

the (2k -4, k-2, d 2 6) self-dual codes from the (2k -4, k - 2,4) self-dud codes containing 

no intersecting weight 4 words. 



5.2 An Extension of the (Zk, k, d 2 6) Self-Dual Codes 

In this section, it will be shown that for any (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dual code, there exists 

an equivalent code Ch, generated by Go = [IclAb], and an extension vector 2, such that 

G = [Ik+*lA(A&, G)]  generates a (2k + 4. k + 2,4) self-dual code C' that contains one 

and only one weight 4 word. The resdts of Section 5.1 are then used to find generator 

matrices for the a t  most three inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual codes that c m  be extended 

to a code equivalent to C'. It is then shown that among these three codes, one is the 

original (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code, and anotiier is a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code that does 

not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. The results of this section wiU be used in 

Section 5.3 to develop our algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, d 1 6) self-dual codes 

from any complete list of inequivalent (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes containing no intersecting 

weight 4 words. 

Let us begin by finding a canonical generator matrix for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual 

codes. Recd  that Theorem 2.18 of Section 2.5 states that for any (n ,  k, d) code C and 

any weight d word W in Cl there exists an quivalent code C', generated by G' = [IkI A l .  

such that the weight d word 3 of C', that corresponds to the weight d word G of C, is a 

row in Gr. Therefore, for any (2k, k ,  d 2 6) self-dud code Co and weight d word in C, 

there exists an equivalent code Ch, generated by Go = [IkIAh], where: 

for any w E W o ,  w ( w )  r O mod 2 

for any x f Xo, w ( x )  = 1 mod 2 

for any y E Yo, w(y) = 1 mod 2 

for any z E 20, w ( r )  = 0 mod 2 

where the fitst row of G& is the weight d word Ü? of Co that corresponds to the weight d 
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word IZ of Co. The the last four rows of A& represent ail the different ways the remaining 

rows of Ah cas intersect the first row of A& in the first d - 2 columns of Ab (i.e. the set 

of columns So). 

If we extend Co with the vector 2 = 1 lde3 0 0 O*, the resulting code is the 

(2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code Cr, generated by Gf = [&+21A(A& 211, where: 

We will refer to  C' as the extended code over the weight d word wf of the (2k, k,d 2 6) 

self-dual code Co. 

Theorem 5.9 The extended code Cf contains one and ody one weight 4 word (the 

weight 4 word that is the sum of the first two rows of G'). 

Proof We will prove this by partitioning the codewords of the (2k + 4, k + 2,4)  self-dual 

code Cr into four disjoint sets and, using the fact that the (2k, k, d) self-dual code Ch has 

distance d > 6, prove that  none of the four sets contain a weight 4 word (other than the 

one already mentioned ) . 

Let us first set up our proof. Our (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code Cf is generated by 



a matrix of the form: 

where Go = [Ici A&] generates the (2k, k, d >_ 6) self-dual code Co. Let 6' , W2, and G3 

denote the codewords of Cf in the first three rows of G'. Let R denote the last k rows 

of Gf . Let al, az, bl ,  b2, . . . , bk, cl ,  c2, d l ,  d2, . . . , dk denote bot h the columns of G' and the 

corresponding columns of the codewords in Cl. 

Let us now partition the codewords of C' into the foilowing four disjoint sets: 

O SA = the set of codewords generated by R 

The notation SA $5 means add the codeword tü to every codeword in the set SA. Notice 

that the weight 4 word u7'i $ f i  is an dement of SB. 

We will now show that  none of these four sets of codewords contain a weight 4 word 

(other than the one weight 4 word in SB already mentioned). 

Let us first consider the set SA. The codewords of SA are the codewords of our 

(2k - 4, k - 2, d 2 6) self-dud code Ch with four extra components added to them. The 

four extra components added to  the zero codeword of Ch are O O O O. Therefore, the zero 



codeword of C' is in Sa. Since any non-zero codeword in Co has weight greater than or 

equal to d > 4, the non-zero codewords in SA aU have weight > 4. Therefore, SA does 

not contain any weight 4 words. 

Let us now consider the set of codewords SB - ($1 $ G) (Le. the set SB with the 

weight 4 word $ uF2 removed). Since t& $ G2 = (1,1,0,0,.. .,O, 1,1,0,0, .. .,O), the 

codewords of SB - {G $G2} are the non-zero codewords of Ch with four extra components 

added to them, and therefore, have weight > d > 4. Thus, the only weight 3 word in SB 

is G1 $ G2. 

Let us now consider the set of codewords Sc = SA $ Cl. The codewords of Sc consist 

of all codewords of the form c", $ 6, where cz is a codeword of SA. The codewords of 

Sa consist of the codewords of the distance d 2 6 code Ch with four extra components 

al, az, cl, cz added to them, where al, a2 are 0 0 and cl, ca are 0 0 or 1 1. We will prove 

that Sc does not contain any weight 4 words by first assurning that Sc does contain a 

weight 4 word ci and then showing that c', cannot exist. 

Suppose that Sc contains a weight 4 word c7 = c'; $6- Since Cl has weight d, where 

d 2 6, c'; cannot be the zero-codeword, which implies that cz has weight 2 d. Since C' is 

a self-dual code (and thus the  codewords of C' intersect in an even number of positions), 

there are o d y  two ways in which any two non-zero codewords, cf and ci, of C' can sum 

to  a weight 4 word: 

Our two non-zero codewords c i  and Cl cannot be the first case: 

Since ci has weight 2 d and zof has weight d ,  CG cannot be cl, and 

m Since Cl has a value of I in column a0 and c: has a value of O in column ao, 

cannot be cs. 



Therefore, cz and 6 must intersect as follows: 

1 1 O O (1 1)' O* 

O O 1 1 (1 1)' O* 

It will now be shown such a cz cannot exist . 

Consider the codeword $3 of C' (i.e. the third row of Gr). G3 is an element of Sa4. 

Furthemore, since &i $ 2U3 has weight 6, is not c;. Let us now consider d the 

different ways in which co may intersect t& using the facts that C' is a self-dual code, c: 

is an element of SA, and c.! and G3 intersect as previousiy stated. Using t hese facts, we 

have three different possibilities for the way in which CG may intersect 6. These three 

possibilities are given in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: The three different ways in which cz can intersect G. 

The information given in Table 5.1 is as foilows: The first row of the table gives 

us the column indices of the codewords in Cr. The labels Si, S2, S3, and Sq represent 

sets of column indices. Si = { d l )  is the column in C (excluding a l )  in which has 

a value of 1 and T& has a value of O. S2 = {d2,d3, .  . ., dd-2} is the set of columns 

(excluding cl) in which both 6'- and G3 have a value of 1. S3 = { b l  , d d -  1,  d d )  is the 

set of columns (exduding es)  in which SI has a value of O and G3 has a value of 1. 

S4 = {b2, b3, .  . . , bh, dd+lr dd+2,. . . , d k )  is the set of columns (excluding a2)  in which both 

w-~ and 2U3 have a value of O. The second row of the table is the codeword ,fi. The 



third row of the table is the codeword 6 3 .  The last three rows in the table are the three 

different possibilities for the codeword co. The t hree different possibilities are deterrnined 

by the boldface entries. That is, the boldface entries fk the remaining columns in each 

case, based on the following three facts: 

0 CG is equal to 0 0 in coiumns a l ,  a2- 

cz intersects $3 in in even number of positions. 

cz and Cl intersect as follows: 

It will now be shown that each of the three possibilities for the codeword ca given in 

Table 5.1 contradicts the distance of the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-duai code Ci: 

Suppose c: intersects fi3 as gïven in case 1. Consider the codeword ëof Ch corre- 

sponding to the codeword c. $ ( which is an element of SA).  f i s  equal to ca $ G3 

with columns ao, al, CO, cl deleted. However, C has weight 4, which contradicts the 

distance of Ch being 2 6. Therefore, co cannot intersect W3 as given in case 1. 

Suppose cz intersects W3 as in case 2 or case 3. Consider the codeword of Co 

corresponding to co. In both cases, it has weight d - 2, which contradicts the 

distance of Co being d. Therefore, cz cannot intersect G3 as given in case 2 and as 

given in case 3. 

Therefore, there does not exist a CG E SA such t hat C< = CG $ Gl has weight 4. Therefore, 

Sc does not contain any weight 4 words. 

Using this same method we can show that SD does not contain any weight 4 words. 

This completes ail of our cases. 

Therefore, the only weight 4 word in C' is Wt $ W2. 



Since the extended code C f ,  generated by G' = [4+21A(Ah, 2)], contains exactly one 

weight 4 word, we know, from Section 5.1, that there are at most three inequivalent 

(2k. k) self-dud codes that can be extended to a code equivalent to C f .  One of these 

codes is the original (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Ch, generated by Go = [& 1 AL]: 

The vector d = is an extension vector that extends Ch to C'. The other 

two codes are generated by Go = [Ikl A 3  and G;) = [Ici Aoq, where: 

(where, for the function S(A&, 2, F, c) ,  we have used the first row of AL for Fand column 

1 for c ) .  is the matrix Wo with all the rows complemented. GO = [Ikl  A&] generates 

a ( 2 k , k , 4 )  self-dual code Co'. Go = [41A07 generates a (2k ,k ,do )  self-dual code Cr, 

where 4 5 do 5 d - 2. Note, since C f  contains only one weight 4 word, neither C l  nor 

C r  have distance 2. The vector v7' = G ( A &  d )  = 1 ld-3 0 0 O* extends C l  to a code - 
equivalent to Cf. The vector vzf = vS(A&, v', Z. e )  = 1 ld-3 1 1 O* extends C r  to a code 

equivalent to C f .  



We will refer to the (2k, k, 4) self-dud code C l  as an extension mute of the 

(2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Co. We will refer to all three codes Co, C:, and C&" as related 

codes. 

Theorem 5.10 The extension mate Cg does not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. 

Proof The codewords of C: are generated by the matrix Go = [IkIAg]. Suppose Ca> 

contains two intersecting weight 4 words c: and cb: 

Let R, and Rb denote the rows of Ga that sum to c'; and 6,  respectiveIy. 

Now, C&' can be extended to  a (2k + 4, k + 2-4) self-dual code C", equivalent to Cl. 

such that C" contains one and only one weight 4 word. C" is generated by the matrix 

G" = [&+21A(Ao, z?)]. The first two rows of G" sum to the one and ody  one weight 4 

word of CM. Let Rz and Rr denote the rows of G" that correspond to the rows Ra and 

Rb, respectively, of Go. Note that neither Rt nor Rf include the first two rows of G". 

Consider the two codewords of C" that are generated by Rg m d  Rt, respectively. The 

two codewords generated by these sets of rows are equal to the codewords ca and cb of 

Co with four extra cornponents added to them. Two of these components WU be O O in 

both codewords (the two cornponents corresponding to  the first two columns of f k + z ) .  

The other two components will be eit her 0 0 or 1 1 (the two components corresponding 

to the first two columns of A(A{, 2)). Therefore, with the four extra components given 

first, C" will contain the following two codewords: 

However, if a = b then these two codewords sum to a weight 4 word (which is not the 

weight 4 word that is the sum of the first two rows of G") and if a # b then one of these 



codewords is a weight 4 word (which is not the weight 4 word that is the sum of the first 

two rows of G"). In either case, we have found a weight 4 word in C" that is not the 

weight 4 word of Cf' that is the sum of the first twc rows of G". This contradicts the fact 

that C" contins one and only one weight 4 word. 

Therefore, the extension mate C l  does not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. 

O 

We will now give an example of the two related codes C l  and C r  for a given 

(28, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Co and extension vector d. 

Example 5.11 Let Co be the (24,12,8) self-dual code generated by Go = [Ii21 Ah] where: 

Let ? = (1 1 1 1 1 1 O O O O O O). Then G' = [II41A(A&, 2)) generates a (28,14,4) self-duai 





and the (24,12,6) self-dual code Cr, generated by Go = [Il2(A:1, where: 

(where, for the function S(A6,6,  F, c ) ,  we have use the first row of AL for F and column 

1 for c). The code C t  does not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. Extension 

vectors that extend Co' and Cc' to codes that are equivalent to  Cr are v7' = vR(Ao, 2 )  = 

(1 1 1 1 1 i O O O O O 0) and vi" = v-j-(A& d, i, c )  = (1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 O O O O) ,  respectively. 

Let us now summarize what we have found in this section. Let C be any (2k, k, d 2 6)  

seif-dual code. Then there exists an  equivaieot code Ch, generated by Go = [IkIA&], such 

that Co can be extended to a (2k f 4, k + 2.4) self-dual code Cr that contains one and 

only one weight 4 word. Fùrthermore, there are at most two other inequivalent (2k, k ) 

self-dud codes, Co' and Cr, that c m  be extended to  a code equivalent to Ci. Co' is a 

(2k, k, 4) self-dual code that does not contain any intersecting weight 4 words. C r  is a 

(2k, k, do) self-dual code, where 4 5 t& 5 d - 2. In the next section, we will use the results 

of this section to develop our recursive algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, d 2 6) self- 

dual codes from any cornplete list of inequivalent (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes containing no 



intersecting weight 4 words. 

5.3 Enurneration of the (2k, k ,  d 2 6) Self-Dual Codes 

We can use the results of Section 5.2 to enurnerate a List L of (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes 

containing at least one representative for each inequivalent code as follow: 

a for each inequivalent (2k, k, 4) self-duai code Co that does not contain any intersect- 

ing weight 4 words, find d of the ways that Co can be extended to a (2k+4, b+2,4) 

self-dual code C which contains one and only one weight 4 word. 

for each C found, find the other two (2k, k) self-duai codes, Cr and Cs, that can be 

extended to a code equivalent to C. 

if one of the two codes, Say Cr, has distance d 2 6, and if the other one, Say Cs, 

has distance 4 5 do 5 d - 2, then add the code Cr to the list L. 

Since for any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code there exists an equivalent code Ch that can 

be extended to a (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-duai code C' (that contains one and only one 

weight 4 word) for which there exists at most two other inequivalent (2k, k) seif-dual 

codes Co' and C r  that can be extended to a code equivalent to Cf, where Co' has distance 

4 (and contains no intersecting weight 4 words) and C r  has distance 4 5 do 5 d - 2, 

we know that the List L of (Zk, k, d 2 6) self-duai codes we produce will contain at least 

one representative for each inequivalent (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dud code. That is, for any 

(26, k, d 2 6) self-dual code C there will exist at  least one code in L that is equivalent to 

In this section, we wilI use the basic outline just presented to develop our algonthm 

for enumerating the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud codes from aay complete list of inequivalent 

(2k, k, 4) self-dual codes containing no intersecting weight 4 words. We will begin by 

determining for a given Go = [&lAo], where Go generates a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code Co 



containhg no intersecting weight 4 words, subsets of the different extension vectors 17 

that always result in equivalent codes being produced. This will d o w  os to reduce the 

number of extension vectors that we will need to consider. We will then find all of the 

different extension vectors Ü that result in a matrix G = [Ik+2 1 A( AG, G)] t hat generates 

a (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code C containing one and only one weight 4 word. This 

will d o w  us to produce our extension vectors U, and thus find generator matrices for the 

two related codes C, and Cs, without ac tudy  producing the matrix G. This wiil also 

d o w  us to further reduce the number of extension vectors that we wili need to consider. 

We wiU then show how we c m  produce generator matrices for both Cr and Cs using the 

matrix Ao, the vector v', and the function R(Ao,  ü) we defined in Section 5.1. We will 

then conclude this section by giving a formai description of our algorithm for enumerating 

the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. 

5.3.1 Equivalent Extensions of The dl-Codes 

Let Go = [IkIAo] be a generator matrix for a (2k,k,4) self-dual code Co that does not 

contain any intersecting weight 4 words. Suppose Co contains exactly rn weight 4 words. 

Each weight 4 word in Co is either a row of Go or is generated by two or three rows of Go. 

Furthermore, since none of the weight 4 words in Co intersect , the weight 4 words of Co 

are generated by disjoint sets of rows of Go. Therefore, the rows of Go can be partitioned 

into the m + 1 disjoint sets GB, , G B l r . .  . , GBm, GR where GB,, 1 5 i 5 m., generates a 

weight 4 word and GR is the set of the remaining rows of Go. Furthermore, since none of 

the weight 4 words in Co intersect, the columns of Go can be partitioned into the rn + 1 

disjoint sets SB,, SB2, .  . .,SB,, SR where SBi,  1 5 i < m, are the columns of the weight 

4 word generated by GBi and SR is the set of the remaining columns of Go. What is 

meant by the columns of the weight 4 word generated by G B ~  is the four columns of Go 

in which the rows of GB, sum to one. 

In terms of the terminology introduced in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of Chapter 4, the 



( 2 k , k , 4 )  self-dud code Co, generated by Go = [fklAo], is a dl-code. The m disjoint 

sets of rows G B i ,  GB2?.  . . , GB,  are dl-blocks. if [Ge, 1 = 1 then Gsi  is a dl,o-block, if 

IGe,I = 2 then GB, is a dlJ-bfock, and if IGB,( = 3 then GB, is a dl,4-block. The columns 

in the set SB, are the columns of the di- block GBi . 

Let ü be an extension vector. Then since the columns of Go = [Ik 1 A*] can be parti- 

tioned into the rn + 1 disjoint sets SB,, S B 2 , .  . . , Sem,  SR the columns of fi can be parti- 

tioned into rn + 1 disjoint sets v& , v& , . . . , v&, , v> where vg, consists of the columns of 

Ü that correspond to the subset of columns of SB, that are columns in A. and 21% consists 

of the remaining columns of 5. In terms of the terminology introduced in Section 4.5 of 

Chapter 4, VE, is an extension of the generator block Ge,. 

Example 5.12 Let Co be the (26,13,4) di-code generated by Go = [hl Ao], where: 

Co contains exactly five weight 4 words. The rows of Go partition into the following six 

disjoint sets: 



The first five sets each generate a weight 4 word while the last set consists of the remaining 

rows of Go. Gs,, GB,, GB, are d dl,o-blocks, Ge, is a dlJ-block, and GE, is a dlp4-block. 

The columns of Go also partition into six disjoint sets SB,, SB?, S B ~ ,  S B ~ ,  SB5, SR. The 

set SB,! 1 5 i 5 5, consists of the columns of the dl-block GB,.  while the set SR consists 

of the remaining columns of Go. The subset of columns in each set that are columns in 

A. are: 

Let .ü be m y  extension vector. Then the columns of ü partition into six disjoint sets 

v& ,v& , v&, n& , v& , v', where us, consists of the columns of ü corresponding to the 

subset of columns in SBi that are also columns of A. and vk consists of the remaining 

columns of ü. For example, consider the foilowing extension vector: 

For this vector vz, = (1 O O), V& = (O 1 O), 

v: = (1) .  



Let u3 be an extension of a generator blodr Ge that is a dl-block. If Gg is a divo- 

block then there are z3 = 8 possibilities for v z ,  if Gs is a dl$-block then there are 2* = 4 

possibilities for vg, and if GB is a dl,4-block then there are 2l = 2 possibiiities for v:. 

Let and v" be two extension vectors that diff'r only in the columns of the extension 

v z  of the dl-block GB. Then, as was pointed out in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4, for some of 

the different possibilities for v 2  , the codes generated by [IklA(Ao, d)]  and [IkIA(Ao, J')] 
will always be eguivalent, no matter what the remaining columns of 2 and IF are. 

Example 5.13 Let Go = [IkIAo] be a generator rnatrix for a (2k. k, 4) di-code Co. and 

let Gg be a generator block in Go tha t  is a dl,o-block. Without loss of generality, assume 

t hat the dl,o-block is in the first row of A. and that the columns of the dl,o-block are in 

the first three columns of Ao. Then: 

The rows below the horizontal line represent ad the different ways the remaining rows of 

A. may intersect the dllo-block. 
-. -. 4 - 

Let vf = viJ VR be an extension vector for Ao, where va = (1 0 0) is an extension of 

the dl ,o-block. Consider the rnatrix: 



If we perform an ADD,,(3,3) on A(Ao, d )  (Le. an ADD,, on the boldface entry ) followed 

by a SWAP,(l, 2) and SWAP,(4, 5) then the resulting matrix is: 

- - 
where vtf = G v i ,  where v g  = (1 11). What this tells us is that no matter what the  - 4 

vector v k  is, the two extensions v b  = (1 0 0) a d  V; = (1 11) of ô dlg-b1~ck will always 

result in matrices that generate equivalent codes. 

0 1 1 1 1 v ' R  ILL 

Such extensions of the generator block GB are referred to as equivalent extensions of 

the generator block GB. In Section 4.5 of Chapter 4 we found all the equivalent extensions 

of a block using the method of Example 5.13. Using the same met hod, we can find al1 

the equivaient extensions of the dl-blocks. For the dl,o-block, the odd weight extensions 

1 1 1, 1 O 0, O 1 0, and O O 1 are ail equivalent extensions. Similarly, for the dl,3-block, the 

odd weight extensions 1 0  and 0 1 are equivalent extensions. For the dl,4-block, there is 

only one odd weight extension. 

FI1 

Therefore, in order to find a l l  inequivalent (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual codes generated 

by a matrix of the form G = [Ik+2 ld(Ao, C)], where Go = [GIAo] generates a (2k, k, 4)  

dl-code, we only need to consider the extension vectors C in which the extensions of each 

dl,o-block, dl,3-block, and dl,4-block have either even weight or are any one of the odd 

weight extensions. Lf G = [1k+21A(A0, q] generates a (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code that 

contains one and only one weight 4 word then, as we s h d  see in the next subsection, we 

in fact oniy need to consider the extension vectors u' in which the extensions of each dl,o, 

1 1 1 1 1 0 -  

1 1 O X  

1 0 1 Y  

0 1 1 2  

O O O W  



dls, and din-block have odd weight. In other words, we can fuc the extensions of each 

dl-block in ü. 

5.3.2 Extensions of the dl-Codes 

Let Go = [ ik (Ao]  be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code Co that does not 

contain any intersecting weight 4 words. In this subsection, we will find a.!l the extension 

vectors Ü that result in a matrix G = [Ik+21A(A0, C)] that generates a (2k + 4, k + 2,4)  

self-duai code tbat contains one and o d y  one weight 4 word (i.e. the weight 4 word t hat 

is generated by the first two rows of G). 

Let C by any (21  + 4, k + 2,4) seif-dud code generated by: 

where Go = [IclAo] generates a (2k, k,4) self-dual code Co containing no intersecting 

weight 4 words. In order to find aJl the extension vectors ü that result in C containing 

one and only one weight 4 word, we wiU first partition the codewords of C into two 

disjoint sets, and then for each of these sets we will find ail the different extension vectors 

that result in C that contains a t  least one weight 4 word (other than the weight 4 word 

already rnentioned) . 

Let Cl and I& denote the codewords in the first two rows of G. Partition the code- 

words of C into the following two disjoint sets: 

TA = the codewords generated by the 1 s t  k rows of G. 



We will now find ail the different extension vectors ü that result in either TA or TB 

containing a weight 4 word (other than the weight 4 word $ G2 E T B ) .  From this. 

we wilI be able to  determine all the extension vectors 5 that resdt  in both TA and 

Te - {Cl $ G2) containing no weight 4 words, and thus, aJl the extension vectors that 

resdt in G being a generator matrix for a (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code C that contains 

one and only one weight 4 word. 

Let us first consider the set of codewords TA. The codewords of TA are the codewords 

of the (2k, k. 4) dl-code Co with the addition of four extra components, a l ,  a*, cl, c l .  The 

codewords of TA are dl equd  to 0 0  in components al,az. The  codewords of TA are 

either equd to  0 0  or 11 in components Q,Q. Therefore, for any weight w word co in 

Co, the corresponding codeword Zin TA will either have weight w or weight w + 2. Since 

every codeword in C must intersect both the codewords G1 and tGi in an even number of 

positions, if the last Cc columns of co intersect the extension vector ü in an even number of 

positions then Z will have weight w, else Z will have weight w + 2. Since Co has distance 

4, a codeword t? in TA wiU have weight 4 if and only if the corresponding codeword co in 

Co has weight 4 and the last k columns of c !  intersect ü in an even number of positions. 

Therefore, TA wiil not contain any weight 4 words if and only if the extension vector C 

intersects the last k columns of every weight 4 word in Co in an odd number of positions. 

Suppose Co contains exactly m weight 4 words. Then, as we have already seen, the 

rows of Go can be partitioned into m + 1 disjoint sets GB, , GB2, . . , GBm, GR where each 

GB, is a dl-block and GR is the set of the remaining rows of Go. Furthermore, the 

columns of can be partitioned into rn + 1 disjoint sets v& , us,, . . . , v k ,  v> where uz, is 

an extension of the dl-block GB, and v> is the set of the remaining columns of V. Let G' 

be the weight 4 word in Co generated by GB, and let 6 be the corresponding codeword 

of C in the set TA. Then, as we've just seen, c7. WU not have weight 4 if and only if the 

last k columns of 2 intersect ü in an odd number of positions. In other words, since the 

only columns of V that 4 intersects are the columns of the extension v& of the dl -block 

Ge,, the codeword c: will not have weight 4 if and only if the extension vB, has odd 



weight. Therefore, the set of codewords Ta in the (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code C will 

not contain any weight 4 words if and only if al1 the extensions v& have odd weight, 

Example 5.14 Let Co be the (26,13,4) dl-code of Example 5.12 which is generated by 

Go = [Ik(Ao],  where: 

Co contains exactly five weight 4 words: 

each of which are generated by dl-blocks. Let i7 = (1 O O ( O 1 O ( O O 1 ( 1 O 1 1 ( 1). The five 

extensions of the di-blocks in Gare v& = (1 OO), v& = (O 1 O), v& = (O0 l), v& = ((1 O), 



and v& = (1). Notice that each of these extensions has odd weight. 

(30,15,4) self-dual code C, generated by G = [IK,,~(&, 31, where: 

Let TA be the set of codewords generated by the 

0 - 0  o h  o l o  

-- - - 

0 0 0 0 0  

O 1 1 0 0  

O 1 1 1 1  

1 0 1 0 0  

1 0 1 1 1  

last k rows of 

Consider the 

Each of the five 

codewords ci ,  c;, c ! ,  c;, and c i  in TA that correspond to the five weight 4 words in Co 

have weight 6. That is, the three codewords ci, c';, and c; in rows 3, 4, and 5 of G, 

respectively, are weight 6 rows, the codeword c i  generated by rows 6 and 7 of G has 

weight 6, and the codeword c; generated by rows 8, 9, and 10 of G has weight 6. 

We have now shown that the subset of codewords TA of the (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dud 

code C ,  generated by G = [Iç+2(A(Ao, QI, does not contain any weight 4 words if and 

ody  if for each v> in 5, where uz is an extension of a di-blo& in Go = [IkIAo], the 

extension vg bas odd weight. 

Let us now determine the extension vectors v' which result in the set of codewords 



TB = (TA $6)  U (TA $ zG2)u(TA $ (6 $ G2)) (where 6 and G2 are the first two rows 

of G) containing weight 4 words (other than the weight 4 word $6). To do t his, we 

will find all the different ways in which a set of rows of G, that indudes at least one of 

Cl and 6, can sum to a weight 4 word. 

For the case of one row of G being a weight 4 word that is an element of TB, the row 

must either be 6 or $2. This can only happen if w(G) = 2. Therefore, TB wiii contain 

a weight 4 word that is a row of G if and only if w(5) = 2. 

Suppose two rows of G sum to a weight 4 word f that is an element of TB - (6 $6). 

Then, Zmust be the sum of dl (or 6) with a row $3 from the last k rows of G. Now. 

the only way two rows of G can sum to a weight 4 word is if the columns in A(Ao,G) of 

these two rows are: 

Using the facts that the rows of A(Ao, 5) have odd weight and intersect evenly, and the 

first two columns in A(Ao, G) of the row s3 must be either 0 0 or 1 1, this gives us two 

different possibilities in which (or G2) and a row fi from the last k rows of G' can 

surn to a weight 4 word. With just the columns of A(Ao, v') given, these two possibilities 

axe: 

Ln both cases, both Gl $ t& and u& $ $3 sum to a weight 4 word. Notice that one or 

the other of these two cases will occur if and only if the extension vector ü differs from a 

row in the rnatriw A. in exactly one position. Therefore, TB - {uT, @ G2} will contain a 

weight 4 word that is the sum of two rows of G if and only if u' differs from a row in A. 

in one and only one position. 

Suppose three rows of G s u m  to a weight 4 word ë that is an element of Ta. Then 

Fis either the s u m  of Gr and G2 and one row G3 from the last k rows of G, or è is the 



surn of 6 (or 6) and two rows and T& from the last k rows of G. Now, the only way 

three rows of G can sum to a weight 4 word is if the columns in A(Ao, G') of these three 

rows are: 
1 x 

Using the facts that the rows of A(Ao, i7) have odd weight and intersect evenly, and that 

the first two columns of any row in the last k rows of A(Ao, G) are either O O or 1 1,  we 

see that there are two different possibilities in which three rows of G can surn to a weight 

4 word that is an element of TB. With just the columns of A(Ao, i7) given, these two 

possi bilit ies are: 

In the first case, 6 $ 6 $ G3 surn to a weight 4 word. However, the first case cannot 

occur since the row 6 implies that the (2k, k, 4) self-dud code Co has distance 2, which 

is a contradiction, In the second case, both Gl $ T.& $ fi and G2 $ G3 $ 6 surn to a 

weight 4 word. This case occurs if aad only if two rows of A. surn to the extension vector 

ü. Therefore, TB will contain a weight 4 word that is the surn of three rows of G if and 

only if A. contains two rows that surn to the extension vector ü. 

Summarizing what we have just found, the set of codewords TB in the (2k +4, k +2,4) 

self-dual code C, generated by G = [Ik+2(A(Ao, 31, WU contain weight 4 words (other 

than Cl $6) if and only if any one of the following three statements about the extension 

vector ü is true: w(ü)  = 2 , C  differs from a row in A. in one and only one position, or ü is 

the sum of two rows in Ao. Thus, the set of codewords TB - {Wl$W2) will not contain any 

weight 4 words if and only if the foiiowing three statements about the extension vector 



are all true: w(G) 2 4, ü differs from every row in & in at least two positions, and i7 is 

not the sum of any pair of rows in Ao. 

We have now found aU the conditions which the extension vector ü must satisfy in 

order for the (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code C to contain one and only one one weight 

4 word. That is, if Go = [IkIAo] is a generator matrix for a di-code, then any extension 

vector i7 results in a matrix Ga = [&+z(A(Ao, C)] that generates a (2k +4, k +2,4)  self-dual 

code C containing one and only one weight 4 word if and only if: 

for each dl-block in Go, the portion of i? that is the extension v z  of the dl-block 

has odd weight , 

u' differs from every row in A. in at least two positions, and, 

no two rows of A. sum to 17. 

As was stated earlier, the odd weight extensions of each of the dl-blocks are equivalent 

extensions. Therefore, if d = us, v& . . . v&, v;, where v& is the extension of a di-block 

GB, in Go, then we can fix the columns of each vz, to one of the odd weight extensions. 

For example, if GBi is a dl block, we can fuc u& = (1 0 O), if Gs, is a dl s- block, we can 

fix US, = (1 O), and if GB, is a dl,(-block, we can fix vp, = (1). Thus, we only have to 

consider ail the different vectors v> that result in an extension vector G that satisfies the 

last t hree conditions. 

Let us now summarize what we have just found in terms of our aigorithm for enumer- 

ating the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud codes. Let Go = [IkIAo] be the generator matrix for a 

(2k, k,4) self-dual code Co that does not contain any intersecting weight 4 words (Le. Co 

is a dl-code). Let GBl , GB2 , . . . , GE,,, denote the dl-blocks in Go. Then we can produce 

a set of vectors u' with the property that for any (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code C that 

is an extension of Co (where C contains one and only one weight 4 word) a t  least one 



vector Ü is produced in which G = [Ik+* lA(Ao, 31 generates a code equivalent to C, as 

follows: 

0 For each dl-block GB in Go, fix the extension vB, of the dl-block as foilows: 

- if GB is a dl block, fix v& = ( 1 0 O), 

- if GB is a dl,sblock, fix v& = (IO), and 

- if GB is a dI,4-block, fix vs, = (1). 

Our set of extensions vector Ü is found by producing a l l  vectors f i  that result in a 

vector Ü = v& v& . . . ugmvz with the foilowing properties: 

- w ( q  r 4, 

- w(G) = O mod 2 (since ü is an extension vector), 

- ü differs frorn every row in A. in a t  least two positions, and 

- ü is not the sum of any two rows of Ao. 

For each vector ü we produce, we can use ü and A. to find generator matrices for the two 

related codes Cr and Cs. This is the sub ject of the next subsection. 

5.3.3 Finding The Two Related Codes 

Let Go = [IklAo] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) di-code Co. Let ü be an extension 

vector that extends Co to a ( 2 t  + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code C that contains one and 

only one weight 4 word. Then, given A. and v', we can use the functions we developed 

in Section 5.1 to find generator matrices for the two related codes Cr and Cs. That 

is, a generator matrix for Cr is Gr = [IkI'R(Ao,C)], and a generator matrix for Cs is 

G, = [Ik(S(Ao,  ü, F', c) ] ,  where i is any row in A. such that ü e  F i  1 mod 2 and c is any 

column in which ü has a value of 1. In this subsection, we wili show how we c m  find a 

generator matrix for a code equivalent to Cs by simply altering the vector i? to produce 



a veetor d that resuits in a matrix G: = [Ic17Z(Ao, G)]  that generates a code C: that 

is equivalent to Cs. The reason we will do this is thot the funetion R(Ao, d)  is a much 

simpler function than the function S(Ao, ü, T'. c). 

Let us begin by finding a canonical A. for our input matrices. Recad, by Theorem 2.18 

of Chapter 2, that for any (Zk, k, 4)  self-dual code C t here exists an equident  code 

generated by a matrix of the form G = [IkIA], where G contains a weight 4 row. Therefore, 

for any (2k, k, 4) dl-code, there exists a n  equivalent code Co, generated by Go = [&1 AC)], 

such that the first row of Go is a weight 4 row (i.e. a dl,o-block). Let ü = 100 vi, be 

Our extension vector, where 10  O is the extension of the dl,o-block, and vo consists of the 

remaining columns of v'. Then: 

for any x i  f XI, xi l 2% - O mod 2 
for any x; E XZ, x< l uz = O rnod 2 
for any x> E X3, x> eu; = 1 rnod 2 
for any x> E Xq> x< vii) 1 rnod 2 
for any 22 E &, x< au: = 1 rnod 2 
for any x% E Xs, x;ev< = 1 rnod 2 
for any z> E X7, x> uz = O rnod 2 
for any x$ E Xs, z; vj =- O rnod 2 

The last eight rows of A. represent ail the different ways that a row of A. may intersect 

both the dl,o-block in the first row of A. and the extension vector t7 = 1 0 0 6. 

The first related code Cr is generated by the matrix Gr = [IkIR(Ao, 1 0 0 6)j. The 

second related code Cs is generated by the matrix Gs = [ Ik(S(Ao,  10 0 6, F, c)] (where F 

is the first row in A. and c is the first column), where: 



Consider the extension vector ;' = 1 1 1 6. That is, consider the extension vector v' t hat 

is equal to v' with the exception that the extension of the dl-block in u? is 11 1 instead 

of t 0 0. Then G = [Ik+2 IA(Ao, 31 and G' = [Ik+2 jA(Ao, V')]  generate equident  codes. 

Consider the code Ci generated by G: = [lkln(Ao, 1 1 1 G)], where: 

Notice that if we swap the second and third columns of R ( A o ,  I l  1 6) we produce the 

matrix S( Ao, 1 0 O 6, F, c). Therefore, the second related code Cs is equivalent to the code 

What we have just shown is that given our canonical A. and Ü = 1 0 0  vo, Gr = 

[IkI'R(Ao, 1 0 0 G)] generates the related code C, and G: = [IkI'R( Ao, 1 1 1 G)] generates 

a code equivaient to the related code Cs. In other words, we can find a generator matrix 

for a code equivalent to the related code Cs by simply altering the extension of one of 

the dl,o-blocks in Go. 

5.3.4 Enurneration of the (2k, k, d 2 6 )  self-dual codes 

We are now ready to give a formal description of our algorithm for producing a list L 

of (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dual codes with the property that for any (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dual 

code Ci, there exists at  Ieast one code in L equivalent to Cl. The algorithm uses the 

QuickOrder algorithm of Chapter 3 to reduce the number of equivalent codes produced. 



Input: a list Lo of k x C matrices Ao7 where Go = [IclAo] generates a (2k, k, 4)  di- 

code, such that for any (2k, k,4) dl-code Co there exists one and ody one matris 

A. in Lo such that Go = [IklAo] generates a code equivalent to Co. Without loss of 

generality, it is assumed each Go contains at least one dllo-block. 

Output: a List Li of k x k matrices Al, where Gi = [IkIAi] generates a (2k, k ,  d 2 6)  

self-duaI code, such that for any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl there exists at Ieast 

one matrix Al in L1 such that Gi = [IklAl] generates a code equivalent to Cl. 

begin 

for each A. E Lo do 

Let G B ~  GB2,  . . . , Gs, be the di- blocks in Go = [Ikl Ao]. 

Let ü be aa extension vector with columns v& , v& , . . . , v&,, , v>, where vE, is an 

extension of GB, and vg consist of the rernaining columns of v'. 

Fix the columns of each vg, as foilows: 

if GB, is a dI,o-block, u& = 1 0 0, 

if GB, is a dls-block, uz, = 1 0, and 

if GB, is a di14-block, vZ), = 1. 

for each v z  that results in a ü such that w(G) = O mod 2, w(G) 2 4, ü differs from 

every row in A. in a t  least two columns, and G is not the sum of any pair of 

rows in A. do 

Let A, = 'R(Ao, 4. 
Pi& any GB, t hat is a dl,o-block. 

Let 2 be ü with ug, chonged to 11 1. 

Let As = 'R(Ao, 2). 
Let d,  be the distance of the code generated by Gr = [IkIAr], and let d, be the 

distance of the code generated by G, = [&lAs]. 



ifd, > d, 2 4  then 

QuickOrderMat&( A., O ,  Al). 

if AI 4 Li then insert Al into LI. 

end if 

ehe if d, > d ,  2 4 then 

QuickOrderMatrïx( A,, O ,  Al).  

if Al 4 Li then insert Al into Li. 

end else if 

end for 

end for 

end 

5.4 Furt her Improvements 

In t his section, we will look a t  ways in which we can reduce bot h the number of equivaient 

(2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes produced and the number of (2k, k, 4) dl-codes input into 

Algorithm 5.15. We wiii do this by considering the extension mates of codes that are 

equivalent to a given (2k, k, d >_ 6) self-dud code. 

Let Cl be any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code. Let be any weight d word in Cl. 

Then, by Theorem 2.18 of Chapter 2, there exists an equivalent code C;, generated by 

for any w E Wo, w(w) = O mod 2 

f o r a n y z  E X o ,  w ( x ) ~ l m o d 2  

forany y E Yo, w(y) G 1 mod2 

for any z E Zo, w(z )  = O rnod 2 



where the first row of G; is the weight d word 4 of Ci that corresponds to the weight 

d word 6 of Cl. The extension mate of Ci is the (2k, k, 4) di-code Ch, generated by 
4 

Go = [Ic(7Z(A;, G)] ,  where vt = 1 ld-3 00 0- and: 

WIW 
In this section we wilI use the term "extension mate" to refer t o  the (Zk, k, 4) di-code Ch 

ody,  and not to the codes that are equivaient t o  Ch. With thk convention, o d y  a subset 

of the codes equivalent ta  the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud code Ci have extension mates. That 

is, the only codes equivaient to Ci that have extension mates are the codes generated by 

matrices with the same structure as G; . 

Notice that the extension mate Co is dependent on both the weight d word we select 

to be 2, and the columns of G; we select t o  be the columns of A; that intersect the 
4 

extension vector v'. Therefore, for any two equivalent (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes C i  

and Ci, where Ci  # C i  and Ci and Ci are both generated by matrices with the 

same structure as G; = [IkI A;], their extension mates, C l  and Cr, respectively, may not 

necessarily be equal. Furthermore, C l  and C r  may not even be equivdent. In ot her 

words, there may exist many inequivalent (2k, k, 4) di-codes that are extension mates of 

codes equivalent to the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl. 

Example 5.16 Let Ci and Cf be the equivalent (24,12,6) self-dual codes generated by 



G; = [Il2IA;] and G;' = [Ii21A;7, respectivdy, where: 

Note that Ai  can be produced from A\ by first swapping rows 1 and 3, and then swapping 

columns 1 and 3, columns 4 and 10, columns 2 and 6, and then columns 2 and 9. Let 

G = (1  1 1 1 O O O O O O O O). Then Go = [Ilz(Ab] = [Ii21R(A:, C)] generates the extension 

mate Ch of Ci, and Go = [ h z l A a  = [I1217Z(At, C)] generates the extension mate Co' of 

Ci, where: 



The (24,12,4) dl-code Co, generated by Go = [I121Ak], contains exactly two weight 4 

words. One is the codeword in the first row of Go. The other is the codeword in the second 

row of Go. On the other hand, the (24,12,4) dl-code C& generated by Go = [Il2 JAbq. 

contains exactly four weight 4 words. Three are the codewords in the first, fourt h, and 

ninth rows of Go. The other is the sum of the third, fifth, and seventh rows of Go. Since 

Ch and Co' do not cootain the same number of weight 4 words, we know that Ch and 

Co' are inequivalent. Thus, the extension mates of the two equivalent (24.12,6) self-duai 

codes Ci and Ci  are inequivalent. 

As Example 5.16 demonstrates, not ody do there exist equivalent (2k, k, d 2 6) self- 

dual codes whose extension mates are inequivalent, but their extension mates may not 

even contain the same number of weight 4 words. This leads us to the following two 

definitions: 

Definition 5.17 Let Ci be a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code that has an extension mate 

Ch. Shen Co is said to be a maximal eztension mate if for any Cf, equivalent to CI, that 

has an extension mate Cg, the number of weight 4 words in Co is greater than or equd 

to the number of weight 4 words in Co'. 

Definition 5.18 Let Cl be a (2k, 6, d 2 6) self-duai code. Let Ci be any code equivalent 

to Cl that has a maximal extension mate Ch. Then the extension index of Cl is the 

number of weight 4 words in Ch. 

We will reduce the number of equivalent codes produced by Algorithm 5.15 by keeping 

only the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes Ci that are produced frorn (2k, C, 4) dl-codes Co in 

which the number of weight 4 words in Co is equal to the extension index of Cl. That is, 

Cl WU be kept if and only if Co is equivalent to a code Ch that is a maximal extension 

mate of a code C; that is equivdent to Ci. Since for each inequivalent (2k, k, 4) dl-code 

Ca that is an extension mate of a code Ci, Algorithm 5.15 will use a code Co that is 



equivalent to Ca to produce at least one code Cl that is equivalent to Ci, we will not 

lose any information by keeping only the codes Cl produced from codes Co in which 

the number of weight 4 words in Co is equal to the extension index of Cl. That is, the 

list L1 produced by the algorithm WU still contain at least one representative for each 

inequivdent (Sk, k, d 2 6) self-dual code. As we s h d  later s e ,  keeping only the codes 

Cl produced from codes Co, in which the number of weight 4 words in Co is equal to the 

extension index of Cl, WU also allow us to reduce the number of (2k, k,4)  dl-codes that 

are input to our algorithm. 

Let us now consider the problem of computing the extension index of a (2k, k, d 2 6) 

self-dual code Cl. In this section, we will develop two different methods for computing 

the extension index of Cl. The reason we will develop two methods is that there exist 

codes for both methods in which one method is better than the other. The first method 

simply finds all the inequivalent extension mates of codes equivalent to CI and counts 

the number of weight 4 words in each. The largest number of weight 4 words counted is 

returned as the extension index. The second method uses the weight d words of Cl to 

determine the extension index of CI. 

Before giving the details of our two methods for computing the extension index of a 

given (2k, k, d 3 6) self-dual code, we will prove a result that both of our methods wili 

require. The result WU show us t hat, for a given (211, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl with 

extension mate Co, we can use the codewords of Cl and the extension vector 5 to find 

the codewords of Co. 

Theorem 5.19 Let Cl be a (26, k, d 2 6) self-dud code that is generated by a matrix 

of the form Gi = [IklAi], where the first row of Al is O ld-3 1 1 Ou. Let ü = 1 0 0 O*. 

Let Co be the extension mate of Cl. That is, let Co be the (2k, k, 4) dl-code generated 

by Go = [41Ao], where A. = R(A1,  3. Let Ri be any subset of the rows of Gl and let 

& be the corresponding subset of the rows of Go. Let ci be the codeword of Ci that 

R1 generates and let c !  be the codeword of Co that & generates. Finally, let ü = 0'5. 



i fc i  a ü = O m o d 2 ,  
c; = 

ci @ iZ if c'; l ü 3 1 mod 2. 

i f c ~ e i ï ~ O m o d 2 ,  
ci = 

co $ ü if CG C r  1 mod 2. 

Proof Let Gi = [IklAi] be the generator matrix for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Ci, 

where: 

Let ü = I ~ - ~  Or. Then Co? the extension mate of Ci, is generated by the matrix Go = 

[Ik 1 Ao] , where: 

Let Ri be any subset of the rows of Gl, and let Ro be the corresponding subset of the 

rows of Go. Let c'; and c< be the codewords generated by Ri and Ro, respectively, and let 

ü = O" S. WWhat we want to show is that if ci intersects u' in an even number of positions 

then c; = ci and if ci intersects C in an odd number of positions then c< = ci $ C. 

Let ri be a row in Ri and let T; be the corresponding row in Ro. Then, by the 

definition of R ( A I ,  C), if ri intersects C in an even number of positions then r; = r i ,  else 

if ri intersects ü in an odd number of positions then ro = ri $ Ü. Therefore, if the number 



of rows in Ri that intersect ü in an odd number of positions is even then co = ci, else 

if the number of rows in RI that intersect Ü in an odd number of positions is odd then 

co = ci $ ü. Thus, all we have to  show is that the codeword ci generated by the set of 

rows R1 intersects ü in an odd number of positions if and only if the number of rows in 

RI that intersects ü in an odd number of positions is odd. 

Consider C, the (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual code generated by G = [Ik+21d(Al, Ü)], 

where: 

Let R be the set of rows in the last k rows of G that corresponds to  the set of rows RI 

of Gi. Let c'be the codeword of C generated by R and let ru' be the codeword in the first 

row of G. ë is equal to  ci with four extra components. Two of these components are O O 

and correspond to  the first two columns of Ik+3, and the other two components, which 

we WU denote by cl and CZ, are either 0 0 or 1 1 and correspond to  the first two columns 

of A( AL, i?). Since the codewords C? and 6 must intersect in an even number of positions. 

the two components cl, C* of Cwill be equal to 1 1 if and only if the last k components of ë 

intersect G (i.e. the last k components of G) in an odd number of positions. Furthermore, 

since for any row F E R, the two components cl, cz of T axe equal to  1 1 if and only if the 

last k components of r' intersect ü in an odd number of positions, the two components 

cl,  c:! of Z WU be equal t o  1 1 if and only if the set of rows R that  generates ë contains an 

odd number of rows whose la& k components intersect Gin an odd number of positions. 

Ln other words, the last k components of ë intersect u' in an odd number of positions if 

and only if R contains an odd number of rows whose last k components intersect ü in 

an odd number of positions. Therefore, since U = ok V and since the last k components 



of t? and the rows of R correspond to the last k cornponents of ci and the rows of R I ,  

respectively, the codeword ci generated by the set of rows RI intersects ü in an odd 

number of positions if and only if the number of rows in RI that  intersect ü in an odd 

number of positions is odd. 

Thus, if ci intersects ü in an even number of positions then c< = ci and if ci intersects 

ü in an odd number of positions then co = ci $ U. Furthemore, since ù = O' ü has even 

weight, if c !  intersects TZ in an even number of positions then ci = c< and if c; intersects 

ü in an odd number of positions then ci = cz $ ü. This cornpietes our proof. 

Let us now develop our first method for finding the extension index of a (2k, k, d 2 6) 

self-dual code Cl. Our first method works by initially finding all of the generator matrices 

G; = [IklA;] for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes Ci, equivalent t o  Cl, t hat may have 

inequivalent extension mates. Each generator matrix G; = [IkIA;] produced is then used 

to find the generator matrix Go = [IkIA&] for Ck, the extension mate of Ci. That is, for 

each G; produced, Go is produced by finding Ah = R( A;, 3, where Ü = 1 ld-3 0 0 0'. Go 

is t hen used to count the number of weight 4 words in Ch. The largest number of weight 

4 words counted is then returned as the extension index of Cl. 

Let us now consider how we can find generator matrices for al1 the codes equivalent 

to Cl that may have inequivalent extension mates. Let zu' be a weight d word in Cl. Let 

Gi = [41A;] generate a code Ci that has an extension mate and is equivalent to Ci, such 

that the first row of Gi is the weight d word z;' of Ci that corresponds to the weight d 

word W of Ci. Let S' denote the set of d - 2 columns of A; that intersects the extension 



vector V = 1 ld-3 0 0 O*: 

Let T: denote the d columns of G; that correspond to the ones of the weight d word 2 
and let Tik-, denote the remaining 2k - d columns of G; . Let Ci denote any code that 

has an extension mate and is equivalent to Ci, such that Ci is generated by a matrix 

Gy = [&1A3 in which the first row of Gy is the weight d word of C;' that corresponds 

to the weight d word Gr of C;. Finally, let SIr denote the set of d - 2 columns of A: 

that intersect the extension vector û. Then if r is a permutation of the columns of G; 

that results in a matrix whose row-reduced echelon form is Gr' = [41Ar1 then a must 

permute one and ody  one column of T;k-d to the first column of S" and d - 3 of the d 

columns of T: to the remaining d - 3 columns of Su. Furthemore, if the extension mates 

of Ci and CF are inequivalent then S' and Su cannot be equd since, by Theorem 5.19, 

the codewords of the extension mate of Ci are determined by the parity of the d - 2 

components of the codewords of Ci that correspond to the set of columns Sr. Therefore. 

to find generator matrices Gy for aJl the codes Cr that may have inequivalent extensions, 

where the first row of Gy is the weight d word of Cf that corresponds to the weight d 

word W' of Ci, we need only perform one permutation of the columns G; for each of the 
2k - d ( ) ( d  f 3) = (2k - d) (3) possibilities for the set SM of colurnns in Gy = [& 1 A:]. 

This leads us to our first method for finding the extension index of the (2k, k. d 2 6)  

self-dual code Cl. Let Gi = [Ik)Ai]  be the generator matrix for Cl. Let z denote the 

number of weight d words in Cl. Our first step is to find a l l  the weight d words in Cl. 



d-l (/) codewords that This can be accomplished by simply finding the weights of the xi=i 
are generated by i rows of Gl  , for i = 1,2, . . . , d - 1 (since, by Theorem 2.8 of Chapter 2, 

any weight w word is the sum of a t  most w - 1 rows of G = [&IA]). Our next step is 

t o  produce, for each weight d word 67 E Cl, one generator matrix G; = [IklA;] for a 

code Ci, where Ci has an extension mate and is equivalent to Cl, such that the first 

row of G; is the weight d word of Ci that corresponds to the weight d word W of Ci. 

For each G; produced, the (2k - d )  (:) generator mat rices Gy = [Ik 1 Ag are produced, 

one for each of the different choices for the set Sr'. Each Gy produced is then used to  

find G l  = [Icl'R(Ay, G)], the generator matrix of the extension mate Cg of Ci. The 

number of weight 4 words of C l  are then counted by finding the weights of the CL1 (9 
codewords that are generated by one, two, o r  three rows of Go. The largest number of 

weight 4 words counted is then returned as the extension index of Ci. 

Our second met hod for finding the extension index of a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code 

Cl is based on the result that there exists an extension mate with m weight 4 words 

for a code equivalent to Cl if and only if Cl contains m weight d codewords that are a 

permutation of the foilowing block of m weight d words: 

where rn is as large as possible. The range of the variable m is 1 5 m 5 d - 2 if d = 6 or 

d = 8 and m = 1 if d 2 10. The reason that rn = 1 if d 2 10 is that any two codewords 

in the Fd,,-block sum to a weight 8 word. 

In order to  prove this result, we first require the following lemma: 



Lemma 5.20 Let C be a (2k, k, d) self-dual code. Let S be any subset of j columns of 

C, where 1 5 j 5 d - 1. Then there exists a code Cf, equivalent to C, generated by a 

matrix of the form G' = [&lAt], such that the subset of the columns of G that correspond 

to the subset S of the columns of G, are columns of the matrix A'. 

Proof Let G = [41A] be a generator matrix for a code equivalent to C. Let SI and 

SA denote the subset the of columns of Ik and A, respectively, that correspond to the 

set of j columns of S. If lSal = j then we are done. So, assume 1 SA( < j 5 d - 1. Let 

M denote the remaining columns of A. Then, since lSal < d - 1 and since every row in 

A must have weight 2 d - 1, the rows of M must all be non-zero. Therefore, if io is a 

row in A that corresponds to  a column of I k  that is in SI, there exists a column jo in 

M such that entry (i*, ja) of A is non-zero. Therefore, we can apply an ADD,,(io, j o )  

operation to A which swaps the column of Ik that corresponds to row io of A with 

column jo of A and then row-reduces. In other words, if we apply an ADD,,,(io, j o )  

operation to A, producing the matrix A', then the matrix G' = [IclAl has the property 

that ISiI = lSIl - 1 and ISAJ = lSal + 1, where Si and Si are the columns of rk and A', 

respectively, that correspond to the set of columns S. If ISaI = j, we are done. Otherwise, 

since ISiI < j 5 d - 1, we can continue to  apply A D D , ,  operations to  A' until a matrix 

A" is produced in which ISzI = j, where Sa are the columns of A" that correspond to 

the set of columns S. 0 

We are now ready to prove the following: 

Theorem 5.21 Let Ci be any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code. Then there exists an exten- 

sion mate with rn weight 4 words for a code equivalent to  Cl if and only if Ci contains m 



weight d codewords that are a permutation of the foilowing block of m weight d words: 

where m is as large as possible. If d = 6 or d = 8 tben 1 5 m < d - 2 and if d 2 10 then 

m = 1. We will use the notation Fdqm t o  denote any permutation of the columns of the 

above block of m weight d words. 

Proof Let CO be the extension mate of a code C; that is equivalent to Ci. We will first 

show that if Ch contains exactly m weight 4 words then Ci must contain an Fd,,-block. 

Let c !  be any weight 4 word in Ch and Let ci be the corresponding codeword in Ci. 

Let ù = ok ü, where ü = ld-* O*. Then, by Theorem 5.19, if co intersects u' in an even 

number of positions then c< = co, else if c !  intersects Üin an odd number of positions then 

ci = co $ Ü. However, since CG has weight 4 a d  ci has weight 2 6, ci # c;. Therefore, 

cô intersects ü in an odd number of positions and ci = co $ Z. Thus, co intersects ü in 

eit her one column or in three columns. However, if co intersects ü in three columns t hen 

ci = C J  $ ü has weight d - 4: 

O O O ld4  1 os 

This contradicts the fact that the distance of Ci is d. Therefore, co must intersect Y in 



exactly one column and ci = 6 $ ii is a weight d word: 

Furthermore, since none of the 

Ch must intersect Ü as folIows: 

ü 1 1 1 1 1  

C;  OP-^ 1 1 1 0 -  

weight 4 words in Ch intersect, the m weight 4 words in 

Therefore, the weight d words in Ci tha t  correspond to  the weight 4 words in Co form 

- 
d-m-2 m 

Furthermore, Ci does not contain any other weight d words that can be adjoined to  the 

Fd,,-block to  form an Fd,,+i-block, for if C: did contain such a weight d word, then the 

corresponding codeword in Ch would be a weight 4 word, which would imply that  Co 

had m + 1 weight 4 words, which contradicts the awumption that Ch contains exactly m 

weight 4 words. 

Thus, if Ch contains exactly m weight 4 words then Ci, and thus CI,  contains an 

Fd ,m-b l~~k .  



Let us now show that if Cl contains an Fd,,-block, then there exists a code Ci, 

equivalent to CL, whose extension mate contains exactly m weight 4 words. 

Let Cl be a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code that contains an Fd,,-block: 

S 

where m is as large possible. The set of columns S consists of the columns in which the 

codewords of the Fd,,-block intersect. Since ISI = d - 2 < d - 1, by Lemma 5.20, we 

know there evists a code C r ,  equivalent to Cl, that is generated by a matrix of the form 

G'; = (IkIAg, in which the columns of G'; t hat correspond to the set of columns S of C 

are columns of the matrix A i .  

We will use the generator matrix Gy = [GIA3 to prove that there exists a code C i ,  

equivalent to Cl, that is generated by a matrix of the form Gy = [IklAi7 such that the 

columns of G y  that correspond to the set of columns S of C are columns of AT, and such 

that Gy contains a weight d row that corresponds to a weight d word of the Fd,,-block 

in Cl. This in turn shows us that there exists a generator matrix G; = [IklA;] for a code 

Ci, where Ci has an extension mate and is equivalent to Ci, such that  the first d - 2 

columns of Ai correspond to the set of d - 2 columns S of Cl. Once we have proved that 

such a Ci exists, we will prove that the extension mate of Ci must contain exactly m 

weight 4 words. 

Let Su denote the set of columns of the Fd,,-block in C r  that corresponds to the set 

of columns S of the Fd,,-block in Cl. Then, by our definition of Cr, the set of columns S" 

corresponds to columns of the matrix A i  in GY = [IkIA;]. Therefore, since each weight 



d word w" of the Fd,,-block in Cr contains exactly three non-zero columns that are not 

columns of the set SIt, we know there are a t  most three columns in Ik that correspond 

to non-zero columns of 2. In other words, any weight d word io" of the Fd,,-block in 

C;' is the surn of at most three rows of the generator matrix Gy = [IklAg. We can use 

thjs fact to prove that for any weight d word 2 of the Fd,,-block in Ci, there exists a 

sequence of ADD,,  operations on A: .that does not involve any of the columns of A i  that 

correspond to  the set of columns Su, that results in a matrix A? in which the weight d 

word wïtt is a row of Gy = [IklAi'l, where wïtl corresponds to the weight d word w". This 

shows us there exists a code C i ,  equivdent to  C l ,  that is generated by a matrix of the 

form Gy = [IkIAi'l such that the columns of Gy' that correspond to the set of columns 

S of C are columns of Ai', and such that G y  contains a weight d row that corresponds 

to a weight d word of the Fdl,-block in Cl. 

Let us now show that such sequences of ADD, ,  operotions on Af exist for any weight 

d word in the Fd,,-block of Cr. Let lai' be any weight d word in the rd,,-blodt of Ci. If 

2 is a row of Gy then we are done. Therefore, we have two cases to consider: the case 

in which u? is the sum of two rows of Gy and the case in which 3 is the surn of three 

rows of Gy. 

Let Tl denote the columns of Af that correspond to the set of columns S" and let f i  

denote the remaining columns of Af. Suppose w" is the sum of three rows r i ,  6, and 

r3 of Gy = [IkJAfi. Then, since three columns in the identity Ik and d - 3 columns in 

the set Tl sum to one in rows rf, r:, and r;, none of the columns in TL surn t o  one in 

rows ri,  T:, and r'j. Therefore, every column in Tz has even weight. Furthermore, since 

ITII = d - 2 and since every row in Af has weight 2 d - l (since Cr has distance d) there 

must exist a column in T2 with weight 2. Let j be such a column, and let i be a row of 

A;' that has a value of 1 in column j ,  where i corresponds to one of the three rows r i ,  

r:, and r3. Then an ADD,,(i, j) operation on Ai  will produce a rnatrix A i  in which the 

weight d word w7< that corresponds to IL?, is the  sum of two rows of Gy = [IkIAi7. 



Assume ur" is the sum of two rows ri and fi of Gy = [Ik[ A g .  Then, since two columns 

in the identity Ik and d - 3 columns in the set Tl sum to  one in rows ri and r;, exactly 

one column of T2 sums to one in rows ri and r;. Therefore, ad but one of the columns 

in TÎ has even weight. Furthemore, since ITl 1 = d - 2 and since every row in A i  has 

weight > d - 1, there must exist a column in T2 with weight 2. Let j be such a column 

and let i be a row of Al that h a .  a value of 1 in column j, where i corresponds to one of 

the two rows ri and r i .  Then an ADD,,(i ,  j) operation on A i  will produce a rnatrk A i  

in which the weight d word w;~ that corresponds to ;i' is a row of G y  = [IkIAy], and we 

are done. 

Therefore, there exists a code Ci, equivalent to  Cl, that is generated by a matrix of 

the form Gy = [IklAi'l such t hat the columns of G y  that correspond to the set of columns 

S of C are columns of A i ,  and such that Gy contains a weight d row that corresponds to 

a weight d word of the Fdl,-block in Cl. Thus, there exists a code Ci, where Ci has an 

extension mate and is equivalent to  C l ,  where Ci is generated by a matrix G; = [IkI A;], 

such that  the first d - 2 columns of A; correspond to the set of d - 2 columns S of Cl (i.e. 

the set S of d - 2 columns in Cl in which the weight d words of the Fd,,-block intersect). 

Let Co be the (2k, k, 4) di-code generated by Go = [&(R(A; ,  C)], where Ü = ld-2 O-. 

That  is, let Co be the extension mate Ci. Then, by Theorem 5.19, for each codeword 

c; in Ci, if c< intersects 4 = ok ü in an odd number of positions then the corresponding 

codeword in Co is c !  = ci $ ü. Since the non-zero columns of ü correspond to  the set of 

d -2 columns S of C, every weight d word in the Fdl,-block of Ci intersects Ü = O* B in an 

odd number of positions. Therefore, the corresponding codewords in Co are permutations 



of the following rn weight 4 words: 

Furthermore, since the Fd,,-block is as large as possible, these are the only weight 4 

words Ch may contain. That  is, if Co eontained another weight 4 word 4, then since the - 
corresponding codeword 4 in Ci must have weight 2 d, c: mnst intersect ù in exactly one 

position. However, since the weight 4 words of Co do not intersect, this would imply that 

the corresponding codeword 4 and the Fdv,- block in Ci would form an Fdv,+l -block, 

which contradicts the assumption that m is as large as possible. 

Thererfore, if Cl contains an Fdvm-block, there exists a code Ci, equident to Ci. 

whose extension mate contains exactly m weight 4 words. 

Thus, for any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl, Cl contains an Fd,,-block if and only 

if there exists a code Ci ,  equivalent to Ci, such that the extension mate of Cl contains 

exactly rn weight 4 words. 0 

Theorem 5.21 gives us our second method for finding the extension index of a 

(2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl. That is, if the largest Fd,,-block in Ci is an Fdvmo -block, 

then the extension index of Cl is mo. 

Let us now consider how we can find the largest Fdv,-block that Cl contains. Let 

Gi = [IklAl] be the generator matrix for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code CI. Our first 

step is to  find the set W of aU weight d words in Cl. Since any weight d word in Cl is the 

sum of at  most d - 1 rows in G1, we can find W by simply generating all the codewords 

of Cl that are the surn of i rows of Gl, where 1 5 i < d - 1, and then finding their 



weights. The next step is to  b d  dl pairs G,I& E W that  form an Fdz-block. For each 

pair (if =y), we will then find a,il 6 5 W - (Cl, G2) that can be adjoined to  Gl and 

C2 to form an Fd9j-blo~k. For each triple 6,zG2,G3 E W found that form as FdV3-block 

(if any), we will then find ail the words in W - (6, G, G3} that can be adjoined to  the 

FdVs-block to  form an FdV4-block. As demonstrated by Table 5.2, if there are exactly n 

words in W - {Cl, UT2, C3} that can be adjoined to  the Fd,s-block to  form an FdV4-block, 

then these n words, together with 6 ,  G2, and $3, form an  Fds+,-block. 

d-s 

Table 5.2: The last three rows represent d the ways a weight d word can be adjoined to 

the Fd,3-block (formed by Gl, G2, C3) to  form an Fde4-block, and intersect the weight d 

word w', in an even number of positions. 

The first three rows in Table 5.2 form an Fds-block. The fourth row, Gd, is any weight 

d word that c m  be adjoined to  the Fd93-b l~~k  to form an Fd94-block. The last t hree rows, 

wi;, , wk, w:~, represent all the different ways any other weight d word can be adjoined to  

the FdV3-block to  form an  FdV4-block, a d  intersect Ca in an  even number of positions. 

Notice that both t& @ w;, and Ga $ w& have weight 4. Therefore, since Ci has distance 

d 2 6, the only weight d words that  can be adjoined to both the Fda-block and wf. are 

the weight d words t hat  have the same form as w& . If W contains n - 1 such weight d 

words, then together with a, $2, G3, and Ga, they will form an Fds+,-block. Therefore, 



if Cl contains x weight d words, finding the largest Fd,,-block in Ci will require no more 

than (z - 3) (:) itetations through the List W of weight d words of Cl. 

We now have Our two Merent  methods for finding the extension index of a 

(2k, k, d 2 6) seif-dual code Cl. Let Gl = [IklAl] be the generator matrix for Cl and let x 

be the number of weight d words in Cl. Both methods first find ail the weight d words in 

d-l (5) codewords t hat are generated by i rows of 61. Cl by finding the weight of the xi=, 
for i = 1,2,. . . , d - 1. The first method then finds generator matrices Gi = [41Ai]  for the 

z(2k - d) (:) codes Ci, equivalent to Cl, whose extension mates may be inequivalent . 
For each G: found, the generator matrix Go for the extension mate Ch of Ci is then 

produced. The number of weight 4 words in Co is then found by finding the weight of 

the x:=, ( j) codewords that are generated by i r o m  of Gb, for i = 1,2,3. The largest 

number of weight 4 words found is the extension index. The second met hod performs a t  

most (2-3)(;) iterations through the weight d words of Ci to find the largest F d , m - b I ~ ~ k  

in Cl. By Theorem 5.21, if Fd,m is the largest block, then the extension index of C l  is 

m. For a given Ci, the method to  use is dependent on factors such as the distance of C l ,  

the number of weight d words in Cl, and the dimension of Cl. 

Let us now consider how we can use the extension index of a (2k ,  k,d 2 6)  self- 

dual code to reduce the number of equident  codes produced by Algorithm 5.15 (Le. 

Our algorithm for enumerating the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-duai codes). Recall, Algorithm 5.15 

works by producing, for each inequivalent (2k, k, 4) dl-code Co generated by Go = [& 1 Ao], 

d the extension vectors ü that resdt in a generator matrix G = [Ik+*lA(Ao, i?)] that 

generates a (212 + 4, k + 2,4)  seIf-dual code C that contains one and only one weight 4 

word. For each Ca and 5, Algorithm 5.15 then finds the two reIated codes, Cr and Cs, 

that can be extended to  a code equivalent to C. If one of the related codes, which we 

wiU denote by Cl, has distance d ,  and the other related code has distance do, where 

d > do > 4, then the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl is recorded in the Est Li. Now, let 

Ch be any code, equivalent to Co, such that CA is the extension mate of a (2k, k ,d  2 6)  

self-dual code Ci. Then Co and Ci can be extended to equivalent (2k+4, k+2,4) self-dud 



codes that contain one and only one weight 4 word. Therefore, for each Ch, equivdent to  

Co, where Co is an extension mate of a (2k, k, d 1 6) self-dual code Ci, Algorithm 5.15 

will use Co to  produce at least one code Cl that is equivalent Ci. Thus. if we only keep 

the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes Cl that are produced by a code Co in which the number 

of weight 4 words in Co is equal t o  the extension index of Cr, then the iist L1 produced 

by the algonthm wiU still contain at  least one representative for each of the inequivalent 

(2C, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. 

Since we are only keeping codes Ci that are produced from codes Co such that  the 

number of weight 4 words in Ca is equaI to the extension index of Cl ,  we may not 

necessarily have to ucompleteiyn compute the extension index of CL. For example, if 

d = 6 and the number of weight 4 words in Co is three, then if either one of Our two 

methods for computing the extension index "finds" an extension mate with four weight 

4 words, then we can stop since we would know a t  this point that Co does not have the 

same number of weight 4 words as the extension index of CL. Furthermore, Theorem 5.21 

provides us with an upper bound for the extension index of any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual 

code. That is, by Theorern 5.21, for any (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud code Cl, if d = 6 then the 

extension index of CI is 5 4, if d = 8 then the extension index of Cl is 5 6, and if d 3 10 

then the extension index of Cl is 1. Thus, if Co is an extension mate then the number 

of weight 4 words in Ca is 5 max(4,6,1) = 6. Therefore, our algorithm does not have to 

consider any of the (2k, k,4) dl-codes t hat contain greater t han or e q u d  to seven weight 

4 words. 

We can aIso use the upper bounds on the extension index for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual 

codes to avoid computing the extension index of Cl. Tha t  is, we can avoid computing 

the extension index if d = 6 and Co h a  four weight 4 words, d = 8 and Co has six 

weight 4 words, or d > 10 and Ca has one weight 4 word. However, it must be pointed 

out that one aspect of Algorithm 5.15 that we have not investigated is whether or  not 

i t  is possible for the algorithm to  produce a code Cl, from a code Co, in which Co is 

not equivalent to a code that  is an extension mate of a code that is equivalent t o  Cl. 



That is, it has not been investigated whether or not there exist codes Co and Cl, where 

Co is not equ iden t  to a code Ci that is an extension mate of a code Ci ecpident  to 

Cl,  such that Co and Cl can be extended to equivalent (2k + 4, k + 2,4) self-dual codes 

containing one and only one weight 4 word. Therefore, by not computing the extension 

mate for codes Cl produced from codes Co that contain the same number of weight 4 

words as the upper bound for the extension index of Cl, we may in fact be keeping codes 

Cl that were not produced from codes with the same number of weight 4 words as the 

extension index of Cl. However, for the enurnerations in which we have checked whether 

or not this happens, it has not happened. That is, for each (2k, k, 6) self-dual code Cl 

produced from a code Co with four weight 4 words, the extension index of Cl has been 

four, and, for each (2k, k, 8) self-dual code CI produced from a code Co with six weight 

4 words, the extension index of Cl has been six. Note that no ( 2 k ,  k, d 1 10) self-dual 

codes were found. Therefore, in our algorithm, for each (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl 

produced from a code Co in which the number of weight 4 words in Co is equal to the 

upper bound on the extension index of Cl, the extension index of Cl is not computed. 

For completeness sake, our algorithm also checks to make sure the number of weight 4 

words in Co is not greater than the upper bound on the extension index of Cl. 

Let us now reorganize/rewrite Algorithm 5.15 with our improvements included. The 

algorithm makes use of the boolean function MaxEztensionMate(Ai, d, m), where G1 = 

[IkIAl] is a generator matrix for a (Pt, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Cl and m is the number 

of weight 4 words in the (2k, k, 4) dl-code Co that was used to  produce Al.  MazExten- 

sionMate uses one of Our two methods for finding the extension index of Cl to determine 

whether or not the code Co is a maximal extension mate (i.e. whether or not m is equal 

to the extension index of Cl). If m is equal to the extension index of Cl then MazExten- 

sionMate returns hue, otherwise it returns false. The function assumes d = 6 or d = 8 

and m < d - 2. 



0 Input: a list Lo of k x k matrices Ao, where Go = [&lAo] generates a (2k, k, 4) dl- 

code, such that for any (2k, k,4)  dl-code Co there exists one and only one matrix 

A. in Lo such that Go = [&IAo] generates a code equivalent to Co. Without loss of 

generality, it is assumed each Go contains a t  least one dla-block. 

0 Output: a List LI of k x k matrices Ai ,  where Gl = [IklAl] generates a (2k, k, d 2 6)  

seif-dud code, such that for any (26, k, d 2 6) self-dual code Ci there exists a t  least 

one matrix Al in L1 such that Gl = [IkIAl] generates a code equivalent to Ci. 

begin 

for each A. E Lo do 

Let m be the number of weight 4 words in the code generated by GO = [41Ao]- 

if m < 6 then 

Let GB, , Gg,, . . . , GB, be the di-blocks in Go = [blAo]- 

Let ù be an extension vector with columns v&, v&, . . . , v&, v>, where v& is 

an extension of Ge, and VZ consists of the remaining columns of Ü. 

Fir the cohmns of each vE, as follows: 

if GB, is a dlvo-block, vjj, = 1 O 0, 

if Ge, is a dl,3-block, vE, = 1 0, and, 

if Ge, is a diV4-block, v& = 1. 

for each v> that results in a Ü such that w ( q  r O mod 2, w(Ü) > 3, Ü ciiffers 

from every row in A. in a t  l e s t  two columns, and ü is not the sum of any 

pair of rows in A. do 

Let A, = R ( A o ,  i7). 

Pick any GB, that is a dl,o-block. 

Let 3 be ü with v& changed to  1 11. 

Let A, = R(Ao,  2). 



Let d, be the distance of the code generated by Gr = [IkI A,], and let ds be 

the distance of the code generated by Gs = [IkIA,]. 

if max(d,, d , )  > rnin(d,, d , )  2 4 t hen 

Let d = max(d,, d , ) .  

if d = d, then 

Let Al = A,. 

else 

Let Ai = A,. 

if ( ( d  = 6 )  and ( m  5 4)) or ( ( d  = 8 )  and (rn 5 6)) or 

((d 2 10) and (rn = 1)) then 

if ( ( d  = 6 )  and ( m  = 4)) or ( ( d  = 8 )  and (m = 6 ) )  or ( d  2 10) or 

MazEztenszonMate(Al, d ,  m )  t hen 

QuickOrderMatriz( A l ,  O ,  Al).  

if Al 4 Li then 

hsert  Al into L I .  

end if 

end if 

end if 

end for 

end if 

end for 

end 

Notice that the o d y  (2k, k, 4)  di-codes that Mgonthm 5.22 does not consider are the 

codes with greater than six weight 4 words. By considering the weight 2 6  words in the 

input codes, we can dso reduce the number of input codes with less than or equal to six 

weight 4 words that the algorithm needs to  consider. As a demonstration of how we can 

do this, we will conclude this section by showing how we can reduce the number of input 



codes with one and only one weight 4 word that Algorithm 5.22 must consider. 

In order to show how we can reduce the number of input codes with one and only 

one weight 4 word that Aigorithm 5.22 must consider, we will first prove the foliowing 

t heorern: 

Theorem 5.23 Let Cl be a ( 2 k , k , d  2 6) self-dual code that does not contain any 

intersecting weight 6 words (i.e. either d 3 8 or if d = 6 then Cl does not contain any 

intersecting weight 6 words). Let Co be any (2k, k,4) dl-code that is an extension mate 

of some code equivalent to  Cl, such that Co contains one and only one weight 4 word W. 

Then Co does not contain aay weight 6 words that intersect G. 

Proof We will prove that Co does not contain a weight 6 word that  intersects W by 

assuming it does and t hen showing that t his leads us to a contradiction. 

Let Ci be the ( 2 k ,  k ,  d 2 6 )  self-dud code, equivalent to Cl, whose extension mate is 

Co Ci is generated by a matrix G; = [Ik(A;] ,  where the first row of A; is O ld-3 1 1 O*. 

Co is generated by a matrix Go = [IclAo], where A. = 7Z(A;, G), Ü = 1 ld-3 0 0 O*, a d  

the first row of A. is 1 0 ~ - ~ 1  1 O*. Let IZ = O'G. Let c '  be any codeword in Co and let 

ci be the corresponding codeword in Ci. Then, by Theorem 5.19, if c< intersects Ü in an 

even number of positions then ci = c ! ,  else if il intersects ü in an odd number of positions 

then ci = c; $ ci .  We will use this fact to prove that Co c a n o t  contain a weight 6 word 

that intersects the weight 4 word w' of C. Note that ü intersects the weight 4 word W in 

the first row of Go in exactly one position. 

Suppose Co contains a weight 6 word c !  that intersects 5. Then, since Co has distance 

4, 2U and c< must intersect as follows: 

Let us now consider ail the different ways the vector ü (which has weight d - 2) can 



intersect these two codewords of Co, keeping in mind that il intersects tU in exactly one 

position. We will separate these into two cases, based on the distance of Ci. 

Suppose Ci has distance d 2 8. Then since the codeword co h a  weight 6 ,  the 

corresponding codeword in Cl must be ci = c; $ ü. That is, Ü must intersect co in an 

odd number of positions. Suppose ü intersects c< in five positions: 

Then the codeword c< = c;$ü would have weight d-6, which contradicts the assumption 

that the distance of Ci is d. Similady, if U intersects c; in three positions. t hen ci = cjj @ ü 

would have weight d - 2, which is d so  a contradiction. Therefore, U intersect s c; in exact ly 

one position. This gives us two different ways in which u' can intersect both tC and c;: 

For both of these cases, consider the two codewords of Ci that correspond to 6 and co: 

Case 1: ü 1 O O O O O O O 

Case 2: ü O O 1  O 1 O O O 

ld-3 O* 

ld-4 Or 

ceü 1 I O 1 I O O O l d - 4 o R  
Case 2: I 

ceü O 1 1  1 0 0 0  O 
Case 1: 

C;@Ü O 1 O O 1 1  1 1  

In both cases, the two codewords w'@ ü and c; $ Y of Ci sum to a weight 6 word, which 

contradicts the assumption that the distance of Ci is d 2 8. Therefore, if the distance of 

Ci is d 2 8, then Co cannot contain a weight 6 word that intersects the weight 4 word G. 

i d - 3 0 -  

ld-30-  

Suppose Ci has distance d = 6 and does not contain any intersecting weight 6 words. 

Then, since ü has weight d - 2 = 4, and since ü intersects w' in exactly one position, there 



are exactly eight different ways in which 4 may intersect bot6 ü and the weight 6 word 

CO : 
w 1 1  

c 1 1 

Case l :  ü 1 O 

Case2: Ü 1 O 

Case 3: Ü 1 O 

Case4: Ü 1 O 

Case5: ù O O 

Case 6: Ü O O 

Case 7: ü O O 

Cases: Ü O O 

For each of these cases, consider the two codewords of Ci that correspond to W and 

c< (keeping in mind that if co intersects Ü in an even number of positions then the 

corresponding codeword in Ci is co, else if co intersects Ü in an odd number of positions 



then the corresponding codeword in Ci is c !  $ ü): 

G $ ü  O 1 1  1 
Case 1: 

c' 1 1 0 0  

G $ ü  O 1 1 1  
Case 2: I 

O 1 1 1 
Case 3: 

CO i l 0 0  

G $ ü  O 1 1  1 
Case 4: 

ü O 1  O  O  

G $ ü  i l 0 1  
Case 5: 

c Z $ U  1  1 1 O  

G $ û  1 1 0 1  
Case 6: 

c' 1 1 0 0  

W$ü 1 1  O  1 
Case 7: 

c ! @ Z  1 1  1  O 

G $ ü  1 1  O  1 
Case 8: 

c; 1 1 0 0  

Cases 1, 2, and 5 aH contradict the assumption that the  distance of Ci is d = 6: in Case 

1, 1u $ ü and co sum to a weight 4 word, and in Cases 2 and 5, co @ 4 are weight 4 

words. Cases 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 a l l  contradict the assumption that Ci does not contain 

asy intersecting weight d = 6 words: in Cases 3, 6, and 8, W $ Ü and co are intersecting 

weight 6 words, and in Cases 4 and 7, zu'@ P and (6 $ ü) $ ( c !  $ ü) are intersecting 

weight 6 words. Therefore, if the distance of Ci is d = 6 and if Ci does not contain any 

intersecting weight 6 words, then Co cannot contain a weight 6 word that intersects the 

weight 4 word G. 

Thus, if Ci is a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code that does not contain any intersecting 

weight 6 words, and if Co is a (2k, k, 4) di-code that is an extension mate of some code 



that is equivalent to Cl, where Co contains one and only one weight 4 word, then Co does 

not contain any weight 6 words that intersect the weight 4 word. 0 

In terms of Algorithm 5.22, what Theorem 5.23 tells us is that for any (2k, k , 4 )  d l -  

code Co, where Co contains exactiy one weight 4 word and Co contains a weight 6 word 

that intersects the weight 4 word, then if Co is an extension mate of a (2k, k,d 2 6 )  

self-dud code Ci, then d = 6 and Co contains intersecting weight 6 words. However, any 

pair of intersecting weight 6 words in a d = 6 code form an Fs,2-block: 

Therefore, by Theorem 5.21, there exists a (2k, k,4) di-code Ch that is an extension 

mate of a code Ci that is equivalent to Ci, such that Ch contains two weight 4 words. 

Therefore, Aigorithm 5.22 does not have to  consider any of the (2k, k, 4) dl-codes that 

contain one and only one weight 4 word and a weight 6 word that intersects the weight 

4 word. 

5.5 Results of Enurneration 

Based on the ideas presented in this chapter, programs for enumerating the (2k, k, d 2 6) 

self-dual codes have been implemented. These programs have b e n  run to enumerate lists 

of (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud codes of Length up to and including 2k = 32. We wiii conclude 

this chapter by listing the results of this enumeration. 

Table 5.2 gives the resuits of our enumeration. The information provided in the table 

is: 

k: the dimension of the self-dud codes enumerated. 

0 running time: the (user) time it took to enumerate each list. The programs were 

run on an IBM RS/6000. 



O number of input codes: the number of inequident (2k, k, 4) dl-codes. 

O number of output codes: the number of (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes produced. 

O average number of equivalent codes: the number of (26, k, d 2 6 )  self-dual codes our 

algorithm produced divided by the number of inequivalent (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud 

codes. 

The programs were run for k = 11,12,13,14,15,16 (there do not exist (2k, k, d >_ 6 )  

self-dud codes for k = 1,2,. . . ,IO). The number of inequident (2k, k, 4) dl-codes and 

the number of inequivalent (2k, k, d 2 6) seif-dual codes are bot h given at the end of 

Chapter 6. 

running time 

0.4 sec 

0.4 sec 

12.8 sec 

2.5 min 

19.0 min 

7.8 hrs 

number of input 

codes 

number of 

output codes 

average number 

of equivalent 

codes 

Figure 5.2: results of enurneration of the (2k, k, d > 6 )  self-duai codes. 



Chapter 6 

Finding A Unique Representat ive 

For Each Equivalence Class of 

( 2 k ,  k )  Self-Dual Codes 

In the last two chapters we developed algorithms for enumerating the (2k, k, 4 )  self-dual 

codes and the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud codes. In Chapter 4, we developed an algorithm 

that produces a List LI of k x k matrices A, where G = [IclA] generates a (2k, k,4) 

self-dual code, such that for any (2k, k, 4 )  self-dual code C there exists a t  Ieast one A in 

LI such that G = [IclA] generates a code equivalent to C. in Chapter 5, we developed 

an algorithm that produces a list L2 of k x k matrices A, where G = [IkIA] generates a 

(2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code, such that for any (2k, k, d > 6) self-dual code C there exists 

a t  least one A in L2 such that G = [IklA] generates a code equivalent t o  C. However, 

the iists produced by both algorithms may contain many pairs of matrices, Al and A Î ,  in 

which Gi = [IklAl] and G2 = [IkIA2] generate e q u i d n t  codes. We are r e d y  interested 

in producing a list L of k x k matrices such that for any (2k, k) self-dual code C, there 

exists one and oniy one A in L such that G = [hl A] generates a code equivalent to C. 

Therefore, we would Like an algorithm that  will aUow us to determine whether or not two 



matrices Gl = [Ik(Al] and Ga = [IkIAz] generate equivalent (2k, k )  seif-dual codes. 

In this chapter, we will develop an algorithm that, given any k x k matrix A, where 

G = [IkIA] generates a (2k, k) self-dual code C, produces a unique matrix Ao, where 

Go = [&lAo] generates a code equivalent to C. That is, we will develop an algorithm 

that , for any pair of matrices Ai and A2, where Gl = [&lAl] and GZ = [Ikl&] generate 

equivalent codes, produces the same k x k  matrix A. when mn on either one of ill or 

A2. The algorithm will also determine the size of the automorphism group of C. We will 

refer to the unique matrix A. produced by the algorit hm as the unique representative for 

the equivdence class of codes which C belongs to. 

The algorithm we develop in this chapter can be  used to find a List L of k x k matrices 

such that for any (2k ,  k, d 2 4) self-dual code C there exists one and only one A in L 

such that G = [IkIA] generates a code equivalent to C, by running the algorithm on 

the Lists LI and L2 (produced by the algorithms we developed in the last two chapters) 

and recording every distinct matrix produced in L. As we s h d  see later, once we have 

produced our list L, we can then use the sizes of the automorphism groups of the codes 

we produced to aid us in verifying the results of our enurneration. 

Section 6.1 will review some of the definitions, notation, and concepts we will use 

throughout this chapter. In Section 6.2, we will discuss the simple, but impracticd, 

approach of finding a unique representative and counting the size of the automorphism 

group by performing ail ( 2 k ) !  permutations of G = [IkIA]. Two general ideas are then 

introduced on how we can find a unique representative and count the size of the auto- 

morphisrn group while only performing a subset of the permutations of the columns of 

G = [Ici A]. The algorithm we will develop in this chapter is based on the ideas discussed 

in this section. 

In Section 6.3, we will develop a two stage method for performing the permutations 

of the columns of G = [&(A] that result in matrices that row-reduce to a matrix with the 

form [Ikl A']. In Section 6.4, we WU use this two stage method for performing permutations 



to develop our algorithm for h d i n g  a unique representative and counting the size of the 

automorphism group of any class of (2k, k) self-dual codes. As it tums out, this algorithm 

becomes impractical at around k = 12. Therefore, in Sections 6.5-6.9, we will look at 

improvernents we can make to our algorithm for specific classes of (2k, k) self-dual codes. 

-4s we shall see, for the decomposable codes, and the indecomposable distance 2 

and e2;-codes, we have no need for our unique representative algorithm. Therefore, in 

Section 6.5 we will find formulas for the size of the automorphism group for each of these 

classes of self-dual codes. In Sections 6.6-6.8, we will look at ways we can improve our 

algorithm for finding a unique representative and counting the size of the automorphism 

group for the remaining classes of (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes: the indecomposable es-codes 

and di-codes. Ln Section 6.9 we will look at ways we can improve our algorithm for the 

remaining classes of self-dual codes: the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. 

We wiil conclude this chapter by discussing, in Section 6.10, how we can use the sizes of 

the automorphism groups we cornputed to  check the results of our enumeration. Findy,  

in Section 6.1 1, we wiil give the results of running our unique representative aigorithm 

on the lists LI and L2 of self-dual codes produced by our enumeration algorithms from 

the previous t wo chapters. 

6.1 Definitions, Concepts, and Notation 

In this section, we WU review some of the definitions, concepts, and notation t hat we will 

use throughout this chapter in developing our algorithm for finding a unique representa- 

tive for any equivalence class of (2k, k)  self-dual codes. 

We wiU begin by reviewing some of our permutation conventions and notation. Let 

G be a generator matrix for a (2k, k)  self-dual code C. We reference the columns of G 



by the sequence of integers 1,2,3,. . . ,2b. Let 

be a permutation of the columns of G. We denote the matrix that results from applying T 

to G by x(G). Our convention for carrying out T is that column bi of C becomes column i 

of r(G).  Our convention for products of permutations is they are carried out from right to 

left. That is, 7r17r2(G) means nl(x2(G)). We will perform our permutations as a product 

of disjoint cycles. Whenever we are interested in keeping track of what happens to the 

columns of G we will label the columns of G with the sequence cl, c2, . . . , czk. Whenever 

we are interested in keeping track of the rows of G we will label the rows of G with the 

sequence r l ,  r2, . . . , r k .  

When we are working with matrices of the form G = [&1A] we will u s u d y  describe 

permutations of the columns of G in terms of the columns of Ik and/or the columns 

of A. Whenever this is the case, both the columns of Ik and the columns of A wili be 

referenced by the sequence of integers 1,2,3,.  . . , k. Whenever we are interested in keeping 

track of what happens to the columns of Ir, and/or A we wiil label the colurnns of Ik with 

the sequence cl, cz, . . . , ck and the columns of A with the sequence a l ,  az, . . . , a k .  This 

completes our review of our permutation conventions and notation. 

We will now review sorne of the definitions, concepts, and notation we will use regard- 

ing equivalence classes of (2k, k) self-dual codes. Let G be a generator rnatrix for a (2k, k )  

self-dual code. Ln this chapter we will ma.inly be interested in the row-reduced echelon 

form of G. We wiii use the notation RREF(G) to denote the row-reduced echelon form 

of G. 



Example 6.1 Let C be the (6,3) self-dual code generated by: 

Let a = ( 1  6 3 5) be a permutation of the columns of G. Then: 

The row-reduced echelon form of G is unique. 

We can use the row-reduced echelon form of generator matrices to define equivalence 

of codes. Let Ci and C2 be any two (2k, k)  self-dual codes, generated by Gi and G2, 

respectively. Cl and C2 are equivalent if and only if there exists a permutation ~1 of the 

columns of Cl such that RRE.F(rl(Gi)) = RREF(G2).  Let C be any (2k, k )  self-dual 

code. The equivalence class of C, which we will denote by C(C), is the set of aU codes 

that are equivalent to C. By definition of equivdence, if Cl and C2 are equivalent codes 

then C(Cl ) = C(C2), and if Cl and C2 are inequivalent then C(Cl) fl C(C2) = 0. 

Let C be any (2k, k)  seif-dual code, The set of row-reduced generator matrices that 

generates the codes in C(C) wiü be denoted by G(C).  

Example 6.2 Let C be the (4,2) self-dual code generated by: 



For any code C' E C(C) there is one and only one G' E G(C) such that G' generates Cf. 

In terms of the set Ç(C), our goal in this chapter is to  develop an dgorithm which. 

given any G E Ç(C), produces some unique Go E Ç(C). We will also want to  have the 

algorithm determine the size of the automorphism gmup of C. 

Let C be any ( 2 k , k )  self-dual code and let G be the row-reduced generator matrix 

for C. The  automorphism group of C, which we will denote by Aut(C), is the set of all 

permutations T of the columns of G such that  R R E F ( r ( G ) )  = G. For any Gr E Ç(C), 

there are exactly IAut(C) 1 permutations n of the columns of G such that RREF(?r(G)) = 

Gr. Since the total number of permutations of the columns of G is (2k)!, this implies that 

the number of codes in C(C) is (2k)!/lAut(C)l. In other words, IAut(C)I can be used to 

find IC(C)I. Note that  this is r e d y  just Lagrange's Theorem. Finding IC(C)I will prove 

useful in verifying the comctness of the implementation of our algorithm. 

Example 6.3 Consider the (4,2) self-duai code C of Example 6.2, which is generated 

by the matrix: 

The automorphism group of C is: 

Since IAut(C)I = 8, we know that the number of codes in C(C) must be 4!/8 = 24/8 = 3. 

This completes our review of some of the definitions, concepts, and notation that  we 

will use throughout this chapter. 



6.2 Finding a Unique Representative for any Equivalence 

Class of Self-Dual Codes 

Let C(C) be any equivalence dass of (2k, k) self-dual codes. Our goal in this chapter is 

to  develop an algorithm that ,  given any generator matrix G E Ç(C), produces a unique 

Go E Ç( C). In other words, we want an algorithm which, for any two matrices Gi , G2 E 

G(C), produces permutations rri and 7rz of the columns of Gt  and G2, respectively, such 

that RRE.F(xl(GI)) = RR&3(a2(G2))  = Go. We will also want the algorithm to 

determine the size of the automorphism group of C. In this section, we will first discuss a 

straightforward (but impractical) algorithm for finding both a unique representative Go 

and the size of the automorphism group. We will then conclude the section by discussing 

two ideas for improving the algorithm. We will use both of these ideas in the dgorithms 

we will develop later in this chapter. 

Our straightforward (but impractical) aigorithm is to  perform ad (2k)! permutations 

of the columns of G, producing the set of generator matrices Ç(C), from which our unique 

representative Go can be selected. Which matrix to select as Go can be determined by 

defining some set of properties 'P on generator matrices for seif-dual codes, in such a 

way that for any equivalence class C(C) of self-dud codes, there exists one and only one 

Go E Ç(C) with every property in P. For example, we can define an ordering on generator 

matrices and select as Go the largest matrix in Ç(C). The size of the automorphism group 

Aut(C) can be determined by counting the number of permutations of the columns of 

G that produce a specific matrix in G(C). For example, we c m  count the number of 

permutations that produce the input matrix G. This lead us to the fobwing aigorit hm: 

Algorit hm 6.4 : 

0 Input: A generator matrix G for a (2k ,  k )  self-dual code C . 

Output: A unique Go f Ç(C) and acnt, the size of C's automorphism group. 



begin 

Let Ç = 0 aad let acnt = 0. 

Let be the set of all (2k)! permutations of the columns of G. 

for each K E &k do 

Let G' = RREF(x(G)).  

if G' $ Ç then insert G into Ç. 

if G' = RR&F(G) then increment acnt by 1. 

end for 

Retum acnt and the unique Go E G that P determines. 

end 

The reason this algorithm is impractical is the fact that we perform a.ll (Zk)! permutations 

of the columns of G, and (2k!) is too large a number and requires too much time. So, let us 

now discuss two methods we can use to reduce the number of permutations of the columns 

of G that Algorithm 6.4 needs to  perform in order to find the unique representative Go 

and the size of the automorphism group acnt. 

The first idea is t o  look for ways in which we can reduce the number of permutations 

of G that result in duplicate matrices being produced. Let nzk be the set of (2k)! 

permutations of the columns of G. Then for any G' E G(C) there are exactly lAut(C)t 

permutations a E nlk such that RREF(n(G))  = G'. However, to find Ç(C), and thus 

Go, we o d y  need to perform one of the permutations of the columns of G that results in 

G'. Therefore, if for some subset of permutations II C IIZk we can determine beforehand 

(i.e. without performing each permutation ?r E II of the columns of G) that for any pair 

of permutations A I ,  7r2 E II we have R'RC3(lrl(G)) = RR&3;(lr2(G)), then we need only 

perform one of the permutations K € II of the columns of G. 



Example 6.5 Let C be the (6,3) self-dual code generated by: 

Consider the set of permutations 

where a b c is a permutation of Z 2 3. The permutations in II are automorphisms of C. 

Therefore, to find the set Ç(C), and thus Go, for the subset of permutations II II6, we 

only need to perform one of the  permutations R II of the  columns of G. 

Note that when we reduce the  number of permutations of the columns of G by elirni- 

nating permutations that result in duplicates, we may have to compute the number of 

permutations that we do not perform in order t o  count the size of the automorphism 

group. 

The second idea for reducing the number of permutations of the columns of G we need 

to  perform is to look for ways in which we can reduce the number of different matrices 

produced. As given, Algorithm 6.4 produces every rnatrix in the set Ç(C). However, we 

are only interested in the one unique Go E Ç(C) that possesses a l l  the properties in P. 

Therefore, if for some subset of permutations Ii nZk we can determine beforehand (i.e. 

without performing each permutation n E II of the columns of G) that for any s E il, 

the rnatrix RRt.F(r(G)) does not possess all the properties in P (Le. is not Go), then 

we do not have to perform any of the permutations R E II of the columns of G. 



Example  6.6 Let C be the (8,4) self-dual code generated by: 

Suppose one of our properties in P is that Co has the form [Ik(Ao]. Let n be any 

permutation of the columns of G such that G' = R'R&.F(R(G)) does not have the form 

[GIA]. Consider the set of permutations II consisting of ail permutations of the form 

BIRAT, where n I  is a permutation of the first 4 colurnns of G' and T A  is a permutation 

of the last 4 columns of G'. Then for any n' E ll, since G' does not have the form [IkIA] 

and since T I  only permutes the first 4 columns of n(G) and T A  only permutes the last 

4 columns of n(G), 'RR&F((af(G)) will not have the form [hl A]. Therefore, we do not 

have to perfonn any of the permutations IF' E II of the columns of G. For example, if 

?r = (4 5) then 

does not have the form [ I ~ ( A ] .  Therefore, any permutation r r i r ~ ( 4  5) of the columns of 

G,  where KI is a permutation of columns 1,2,3,4 and T A  is a permutation of columns 

5,6,7,8, will also result in a matrix that does not have the form [Ik 1 A]. Therefore, to find 

our unique representative Go, we do not have to perform any permutation of the form 

?rInA(4 5) of the colurnns of G. 

In the next two sections we will progressively work toward developing an dgorithm 

for finding a unique representative Go for any equivalence class of (2k, k)  self-dual codes. 



In later sections, we will look at ways we can alter the algorithm in order to develop 

algonthms for finding a unique representative Go for specific equivaience dosses of (2k, k )  

self-dual codes, namely, the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes and the (2k.  k, d 2 6) self-dud codes. 

In their most basic form, the algorithms we will develop are aJl essentially instances of 

Algonthm 6.4 together with the two ideas discussed in this section for reducing the 

number of permutations of the columns of the input matrix G that we need to perform. 

6.3 Enumerating the Subset of Generator Matrices with 

the form G = [Ik 1 A] in Ç(C) 

Let C be any (2k, k) self-dual code. Let ÇIIIAl(C) denote the set of ail generator matrices 

of the form G = [IkIA] where G generates a code equivalent to C. That is, ç[IIAl(C) is 

the subset of generator matrices G E Ç(C) where G has the form [IkIA]. Since for any 

equivalence class C of (2k, k) self-dual codes there exists at least one Co E C where Co is 

generated by a matrix of the form Go = [&lAo], we know ÇlIIA1(C) # 0. Therefore, to 

find a unique representative for C ,  instead of producing the entire set Ç(C), we need only 

produce the subset 4r lAl(C)  from which we can select our unique representative Go. 

As with the set G(C) we can find the set %llAI(C) by simply performing each of 

the (2k)! permutations 7r E I12k of the columns of G. However, since there may be 

many permutations r E II2ç in which RR&F((n(G)) 4 qIlAI(C),  by performing every 

permutation rr E nzk we may be doing a lot of unnecessary work. In this section, we 

will develop an algorithm that,  given any G E 4rlAl(C), produces the set ÇfIIAl(C) while 

avoiding much of this unnecessary work. The algorithm can also be used to find the 

size of the automorphism group of C. The algorithm is based on a two stage method 

for performing each of the permutations rr E n 2 k  of the columns of G. Performing Our 

permutations using this two stage method will d o w  us to avoid performing many of the 

permutations 7r E n2k that resdt  in a matrix that is not in G[qAl(C). It w z  ais0 allow 



us to avoid pedorming some of the permutations n E n2k that  resuit in the same matrk. 

We will begin this section by first describing the two stage method for performing 

each of the permutations n E nzk of the colurnns of G.  We will then use this two stage 

method to develop our algorithm for producing the set g[r lA] (C) .  Since we wiLl only be 

working with generator matrices of the form G = [&IA], we only need to  work with the 

k x k matrix A. Therefore, we will then rewrite our algorithm for producing the set 

41iai(C) in t e m s  of the k x k mat& A and the three operations ADD,,, SWAP,, and 

SWAP,. 

In the next section, we will develop an algorithm for finding a unique representative for 

any equivalence dass of self-dud codes, and in later sections we will develop algorithms for 

finding a unique representative for speùfic equivalence classes of self-dual codes (Le. the 

distance 4 and the distance 2 6 self-du& codes). Each of these algorithms will make use of 

the basic ideas behind the algorithm for enumerating the set 4riai (C) (and determining 

the size of the automorphism group of C) we will develop in this section. Therefore, we 

will conclude this section by stating the basic properties of the algorithm developed in 

this section that are used by each of the algorithms we will develop in later sections for 

finding a unique representative. 

6.3.1 A Two Stage Method for Performing the Permutations in rizk 

Let G = [&1A] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k )  self-dual code C .  Let nzk denote 

the set of a.il (2k)! permutations of the columns of G. In order to develop our two stage 

method for performing each of the permutations n E nZk we wiU first partition the set 

based on the set of k columns of G that each A permutes to the first k columns of 

n(G).  Let Sr denote the set of the first k columns of G. Let SA denote the set of the last 

k columns of G. Then the set I12k of d (2k)! permutations of the columns of G can be 

partitioned into ( y )  disjoint sets, each of size (k!)', as follows: 



II(TI, TA) = {T E IIzL 1 the first k columns of T(G) are a permutation of the set 

of columns (SI - T I )  U TA}. 

In other words, bk is partitioned into the (ik) disjoint rets II(TI, TA),  where HITI, T A )  

is the subset of permutations R € that permutes the set of columns (SI - T I )  UTA of 

G to the first k columns of n(G). 

Example 6.7 Let C be the (4,2) self-dual code generated by: 

Then the set Ilq of d 4! = 24 permutations of the columns of G can be partitioned into 

the following (:) = 6 disjoint sets of permutations: 

where each set II(TI,TA) consists of a.li permutations ST of the colurnns of G such that 

the first 2 columns of n(G) are a permutation of the set of 2 columns ( { 1 , 2 )  - T I )  u TA. 

For example, the 4 matrices that result from performing each of the 4 permutations in 

the set II({l}, {3)) are: 



The first 2 columns in each of these matrices are a permutation of columns ( { 1 , 2 }  - 

{1)) ü { 3 )  = {2 ,3)  of G.  

Let us now consider how we can perform each of the ( k ! ) 2  permutations of the columns 

of G in the sets lI(TI, TA).  Let II(TI, TA) be any one of our ( y )  subsets of IIzt .  Let a 

be any permutation in the set II(TI, TA).  Let I I I ( K )  denote the set of a& k! permutations 

of the first k columns of a(G)  and let nA(r )  denote the set of aJ k! permutations of 

the last k columns of r ( G ) .  Then II(TI,TA) = {aprAx 1 T I  E n r ( x ) ,  7r.4 E IIA(a)}. In 

other words. given any permutation T E n(TI,  TA) ,  we can produce every permutation 

a' E II(TIITA) of the columns of G by performing ail (k!)2 permutations of the first k 

coiumns and the last k  columns of r ( G ) .  

Example 6.8 Let G be the generator m a t r k  for the ( 4 . 2 )  self-dual code in Example 6.7. 

Consider the set of permutations II ( { l } ,  { 3 ) )  = { ( l  3 ) ,  ( 1  2 3), ( 1  3 4 ) ,  ( 1  2 3 4 ) )  of the 

columns of G. If we are given any permutation a  E I i ( { l ) ,  { 3 ) ) ,  then we can use a to 

produce each of the 4 permutations in I I ( { 1 ) ,  {3)). For example, if x  = ( 1  3 ) ,  then if we 

perform each of the (2!)(2!) = 4 permutations of the first 2 columns and last 2 columns 

of K ( G ) ,  the corresponding permutations on the columns of G are: 

This observation leads us to our two stage method for performing each of the permutations 

in Dzk.  

The Arst stage of our two stage method for performing the permutations in f12k 

is to select one permutation ?r from each of the (7) sets of permuta.tions Ii(TI, TA). 

Selecting a permutation from each set II(TI, TA) c m  be accomplished in a straightforward 



manner. For example, if TI = {uo7 ul, . . . , u,) and TA = {vo,  v i 7 . .  . , v,), then a = 

(uO uo)(ul V I )  . . . (IL, vm) is an element of II(TI, TA) .  The second stage of our two stage 

method is to perform each of the (t!)* permutations of the columns of G, in each set of 

permutations II(Tr7 Ta), by performing each of the ( k ! ) 2  permutations of the first k and 

the last k columns of x(G), where n is the permutation in II(T17 T A )  selected in the first 

stage. 

Thus, our two stage method for performing ail (2k)! permutations of the columns of 

G works by first seiecting ( y )  permutations of the columnr of G, and then uses each 

permutation selected to perform (k!)2 of the (2k)! permutations of the columns of G. We 

will use this two stage method in our algorithm for producing the set q I l a l ( C )  of aU 

row-reduced generator matrices of the form [IklA] that generate codes equivalent to C. 

As we shail see, the advantage in using the two stage method in our algorithm is that it 

will aüow us to produce the set 4riai(C), and to find the size of the automorphism group 

of C, without having to perform the (k ! )2  permutations of every set of permutations 

 TI, TA). 

One final point on performing permutations of the columns of G is that if 7~ = 7r17r2 

is any permutation of the colurnns of G, then R ' R C F ( R ~ ~ ~ ( G ) )  = 

R72E3(ri (RREF(T~(G)) ) ) .  

6.3.2 Enumerating the Set G[llA1(C) 

We are now ready to develop our algorithm whkh, given any G E 4 1 i a i ( C ) ,  produces 

the set of generator matrices ÇIIIAl(C).  The algorithm will use Our two stage method 

for performing each permutation in the set nzk of d (2k)! permutations of the columns 

of G. That is, the algorithm will first select/perform one permutation n from each 

of the ( y )  sets of permutations n(TI ,  Ta), produchg a list L' of generator matrices 

G' = RRCF(a(G)).  For each G' E L', the algorithm wiil then perform each of the 

(k! )2  permutations of the first k and the last k columns of G'. In other words, for each 



G' = RR&F((?r(G)) E LI, the algorithm will use RR&F(n(G))  to perform each of the 

(k!)2 permutations of the columns of G in the set i7(TrT TA) ,  where II(TI, TA) is the set 

of permutations of the columns of G from which the permutation n was selected in the 

first stage of the algorithm. 

One advantage in using the two stage method to perform permutations in our dgo- 

rithm is that whenever we select a permutation r in the first stage of our dgorithm in 

which G' = R'R&F(n(G)) does not have the form [IklA], then we do not have to insert G' 

into our list LI. The reason for this is that for any set of permutations II(T1, TA),  either 

RR&F(r(G))  has the form [IkIA] for al1 r E II(TI, TA), or RR&F((r(G)) does not have 

the form [IklA] for ail n E II(T1, Ta), as the next theorern demonstrates. 

Theorem 6.9 Let and 7r2 be any two permutations in the set lI(Tr,TA). Then 

'R'R&F(rl(G)) has the form [IkIA] if and only if 'R7ZE3(a2(G)) has the form [IkIA]. 

Proof Suppose 'RR&3(xl(G)) has the form [IkIA]. Then since TI  and a2 are both 

elements of II(TI,TA), the first k columns of a2(G) are a permutation of the fint k 

columns of nl (G) , and t herefore R'R&F( a2 (G)) must also have the form [Ik 1 A]. Similarly, 

if RREF(irl(G)) does not have the form [Ik]A], then since the first k columns of 7r2(G) 

are a permutation of the first k columns of r l ( G ) ,  RRE3(r2(G))  does not have the form 

[fk(A]. This completes our proof. 0 

Therefore, for each set of permutations Ii(TI, TA), if 1i. is the permutation in II(Tr, TA) 

that we select in the first stage of our dgorithm, then if RREF((a(G)) has the form [IkIA], 

then for each of the (k!)* permutations a' E II(T1, Ta), the matrix 'R7ZE3(at(G)) must 

dso have the form [IklA], and if RR&F(n(G)) does not have the form [IkIA], then for 

each of the (k!)2 permutations xt  E n(TI,  TA),  the matrix 7Z7ZE3(af(G)) does not have 

the form [41A]. Therefore, since we are only interested in producing the subset 411al(C) 

of generator matrices in Ç(C) with the form [fkIA], for each permutation r selected in the 

first stage our algorithm will insert G' = RR&F(n(G)) into the Iist L' if and only if Gr 



has the form [41A]. Therefore. the second stage of our algorithm will only perform the 

permutations of the columns of G that result in a rnatrix whose row-reduced echelon form 

is [IkI A]. Thus, for each set of permutations n(TI,  Ta) in which for each rr E TA). 

RR&F(?r(G)) does not have the form [bJ A], the second stage of our algorithm avoids 

performing the ( k ! ) 2  unnecessary permutations of the columns of G in the set II(Tr, TA).  

Another advantage in using the two stage method to perform permutations in our 

algorithm is that whenever a permutation r is selected in the first stage of our algorithm 

in which G' = 'R'RE.F(rr(G)) has already been seen (i.e. is already an element of LI), then 

we do not have to perform m y  of the (k!)' permutations of the first k and last k columns 

of G', as the next theorem demonstrates: 

Theorem 6.10 Let n(Til ,  Ta , )  and  TI,, TA,) be any two of our subsets of permuta- 

tions of II2r. Suppose there exist permutations n1 € II(TIl, TAI ) and xz € II(T12, TA2 ) 

such that 7ZRE3(rrI(G)) = 7Z'RE3(r2(G)). Then the set of row-reduced matrices that 

result from performing each of the permutations of the columns of G in II(Trl, T'A, ) (and 

then row-reducing) is equal to the set of row-reduced matrices t hat result from performing 

each of the permutations of the columns of G in Ii(TI,, Ta,) (and then row-reducing). 

Proof This follows immediately from the fact that for any set II(TI, TA)  and given 

any r E II(TI,Ta), II(TI, TA)  = { X [ T ~ T  1 TI is a permutation of the first k columns of 

T(G) and T A  is a permutation of the 1 s t  k columns of r ( G ) ) .  Therefore, if there exist 

two permutations E II(TI,, TA, )  and r 2  E II(Tr2, TA2) such that R'R&3(nl(G)) = 

'RRE3(?r2(G)), then for each pair of permutations a; = a ~ a ~ r l  E II(Trl, T a i )  and rr; = 

BITAAZ ll(T12, TA?), we have: 



Thus, the set of row-reduced matrices that results from performing the permutations in 

each of II(TIl , TA, ) and II(Tr,, Tq2 ) are the same. 0 

Therefore, if for any two sets, lI(Tr,, TA, )  and II(Tr,,TA2), there exist permutations 

KI E II(Tlt,TAI) and a 2  E II(Tr2,Ta2) such that R7ZE3(rrl(G)) = 7Z7Z&F(r2(G)), then 

the set of row-reduced generator matrices that result from performing each of the ( k ! ) 2  

permutations in each set are the same. Thus, in the first stage of our enurneration. if 

we are fortunate enough to select permutations .rrl and x2 such that  RR&3(r1(G))  = 

RR&3(n2(G)) ,  then we need only insert one of the two matrices R 'REF(R~(G))  and 

'RR&3(n2(G)) into our List Lt. Furthermore, we can still find the size of the automorphism 

group of C. That is, for any matrix Gtt E 4riai(G), we can stiU compute the total 

number of permutations T of the columns of G such that RR&F(lr(G))  = G", without 

actuaily performing every such permutation of the columns of G, as  the next theorem 

demons t rat es: 

Theorem 6.1 1 Let ll(Tr, TA) be any one of our subsets of permutations of IIzk. Let R E 

II(TI, TA) and let G" = R R E F ( r ( G ) ) .  Then the number of permutations T' E n(TI ,  TA) 

such that RR&F(xf(G))  = Gtt is equal to  the number of permutations r r n ~  of the first 

k and the iast k coiumns of G" such that RRE3(nI.rrA(G")) = G". 

Proof Again, this follows from the fact that II(Tr, TA) = (rrrAa 1 where nI is a 

permutation of the first k columns of r ( G )  and T A  is a permutation of the last k 

columns of r (G)} .  Therefore, for each permutation r ~ a ~  of the columns of Gu such 

that 7Z'R&F(nIra(G")) = Gtt, we know that the permutation nt = r r r ~ a  is an element 

of  TI, TA) and: 



Similady, for each permutation a' = x ~ a ~ r  E II(T1,TA) where RR&3(a1(G)) = Gu, 

we have RR&3(xrnAa(G)) = 'RREF(nInA(R72&F(n(G)))) = RREF(nInA(G")) = G". 

Therefore, the number of permutations ? r I n ~  of the first k columns and the l u t  k columns 

of G" = RR&F(x(G)) such that RR&F(nIna(G")) = G" is equal to the number of 

permutations rr' E  TI, TA) such that RR&.F('(nr(G)) = G". 0 

Therefore, for any matrix G" E 4riai(C),  if pcnt is the number of permutations npra 

of the first k columns and the last k column of G" such that R'R&3(arxA(G")) = G" and 

if ccnt is the number of sets II(TI, TA) for which there exists a permutation T' f II(T1, TA)  

such that 'R'REF(r'(G)) = Gu, then the total number of permutations a of the columns 

of G in which RREF(n(G)) = G" is pcnt x ccnt. Thus, if for each matrix Gr inserted 

into LI, we also record the number of permutations we select in the first stage of our 

algorithm that result in Gr, then we can still compute the size of the automorphism 

group of C. That is, if the output to the first stage of our algorithm is a list L' of pairs 

(G; , cnt; ), (G;, cnti), . . . , (GA, enth), where cnt: is the number of times G: was produced 

in the first stage, then for any Gr' E ÇIIIAl(C), if pcnt is the number of permutations r r r a  

of the first k columns aod the last k columns of G" such that RR&F(a r~a (G" ) )  = G", 

and if G:, , GI, , . . . , Gin are the matrices in L' for which there exists a permutation ?ril 

of the first k columns and the last k columns G:, such that ~ Z R E F ( T ~ ~ ( G ~ , ) )  = G", 

then the number of permutations ~ ( n  of the first k and last k columns of G such that 

RR&F(n(G)) = G" is equal to p ~ n t ( l j " , ~  c d : ,  ). Since for any matrix Gr' E FIIlal(C), 

the size of the the automorphism group of C is equal to the number of permutations ~r 

of the columns of G in which RREF(r(G))  = G", if we record the number of times each 

matrix is produced in the first stage of our algorithm, we can stiil compute the size of 

the automorphism group of C. 

We are now ready to give a formal description our algorithm that, given any G E 



Ç[rlal ( C ) ,  produces the set of matrices g[Ily (C). The unique representative Go is then 

seiected from Çlrlal(C). The matrix in 4rlal(C) which the algorithm uses t o  find the size 

of the automorphism group of C is the input matrix G. That is, the algorithm finds the 

size of the automorphism group of C by computing the number of permutations of the 

columns G that result in G being reproduced. 

Input: A generator matrix G = [IkIA] for a ( 2 k ,  k) self-dual code C. 

Output: A unique mat ri^ Go = [IklAo] selected from the List L" of 4 generator ma- 

trices of the form [IkIAf'l that generate a code equivalent t o  C (i.e. L" = 4rlAl(C)),  

and acnt, the size of the automorphism group of C. 

begin 

Stage 1: 

Let L' = 0. 

Let SI be the set of the first k columns of G.  

Let SA be the  set of the last k columns of G. 

Let ni = { ( T I , T A )  I TI C &,TA C SA,O 5 IV = ITAI I k). 

for each (TI ,  T A )  E Iïl do 

Let a be any permutation in the set l l ( T I ,  TA). 

Let G = 'RR&F((n(G)). 

if G has the form [IkIAl t hen 

if (G', c d )  E L' then increment cnt' by one. 

else insert (G', 1) into L'. 

end if 

end for 

Stage 2: 



Let acnt = 0. 

Let LIf = 0. 

for each (G', cnt') E L' do 

Let IIz = {(nI, rA) 1 is a permutation of the first k columns of G' 

and aa is a permutation of the last k columns of G'}. 

for each (ri, nA)  E IIz do 

Let G" = IZREF(F(~~T~(G') ) .  

if Gf' $ L'' tben insert G" into LN. 

if G" = G then increment acnt by c d .  

end for 

end for 

Select a unique matrix Go E LM. 

Return acnt and Go. 

end 

The algorithm computes the product acnt = p c n t ( ~ ~ = ,  cnt:, ) by initiaüzing acnt to O. 

and for each pair (Gr,cntr) E L', adding cnt' t o  acnt every time a permutation sla-4 

of the first k and last k colurnns of G' is performed in which R'R£.F(~z~A)(G') = G. 

For any G' in LI, the number of such permutations will be either O or pcnt. Thus, if 

G! G! 129 . . . , G:, are the matrices in L' in which the number of such permutations is 

pcnt, then the algorithm computes C;=, cnt:, = pcnt(& cnt:) = acnt. 

Example 6.13 Let us use Algorithm 6.12 to  produce L" and acnt for the (2k' k)  self-dual 

code C of Example 6.7, which is generated by the matrix: 



The first stage of our dgorithm selects one permutation from each of the 6 sets of permu- 

tations W0,0), W{Q, {3)), II({l), {4))7 W{2), (3)), W{2), {4})7 W{1,2), {3,4})- 

Suppose the permutations selected X e  1, (1 3), (1 4), (2 3), (2 41, and (1 3 2 4), respec- 

tively. Then the 6 row-reduced generator matrices that resdt from performing each of 

these 6 permutations of the columns of G are: 

RRCF((1  4)(G)) = 1 :  U : II:: 
RR&3((2  4)(G)) = 10 : P I : :  

Only three of these six matrices are distinct: 

Both G; and G; have the form [hl A] while Gj does not have the form [IkIA]. Thus, the 

output from the first stage of our algorithm is the list L' = {(G;, 3), (G;, 1)). 

The second stage of our dgorithm performs all permutations of the first 2 columns and 

last 2 columns of every matrix in the list L'. Each distinct matrix produced is recorded 

in the Est L". The second stage of the dgorithm dso  computes acnt, the number of 

permutations of G that result in G. 

Let acnt = O. For the pair (G;,  3), the 4 row-reduced matrices that result from 

performing each of the 4 permutations of the first 2 columns and 1 s t  2 columns of G; 



are: 

Only two of these four matrices are distinct: 

The algorithm wiU insert both Gy and G'; into L" and since Gy = G, and Gy was produced 

twice, the algorithm will increment acnt by cnt; = 3 twice. That is, once the algorithm 

is finished performing the 4 permutations of the columns of G;, acnt = 3 + 3 = 6. 

For the pair (G;, l) ,  the 4 permutations of the first 2 columns and last 2 columns of 

Gi WU also result in Gy being produced twice, and G! being produced twice. Therefore, 

none of the matrices produced are inserted into the List L" and since G = G;' was produced 

twice, the algorithm wiil increment acnt by cnt; = 1 twice. That  is, once the algorithm 

is finished performing the 4 permutations of the columns of G;, acnt = 6 + 1 + 1 = 8. 

Thus, for the (4,2) self-dual code C, generated by: 

the output of Algorithm 6.12 is the set of all generator matnces of the form [IclA] that 

generate a code equivalent to C: 

and acnt = 8, the size of the automorphism group of C. 



6.3.3 Using the k x k Matrk A to Enurnerate Gtt,,(C) 

Let us now consider how we can rewrite Algorithm 6.12 in terms of the Cc x k matrix A 

and the three operations ADD,,c, SWAP,, and SWAPc. R e c d  that if entry ( i ,  j) of A 

is 1, then an ADD,,( i ,  j) operation adds (mod 2) row i of A (with a O in place of the 

1 in co1um.n j )  to all other rows of A that contain a 1 in column j. The ADD,,(i ,  j) 

operation is only defined on the non-zero entries ( i ,  j) of A. A SWAP&, il) operation 

swaps rows io and il of A and a SWAP,(jo, j l )  operation swaps columns jo and jl of A. 

As we shall see, the first stage of Algorithm 6.12 can be accompiished with the ADD,,, 

operation and the second stage of Algorithm 6.12 can be accomplished with the SWAP, 

and SWAP, operations. 

Let G = [IkIA] be the input rnatrix to Algorithm 6.12. For each of the ( y )  sets 

II(Tr, TA) of permutations of the columns of G, the first stage of Algorithm 6.12 seIects 

one permutation a E II(TI,TA) and produces the matrix G' = RR&F(*(G)) .  If G' has 

the form [ Ik (Af ]  it is recorded in the list L', otherwise it is discarded. As we sh& see. 

this stage can be accomplished by applying sequences of ADDcc operations to A. 

R e d  that an AD D,,(i, j) on A produces the mat rix A' where [Ik 1 Al = 

RREF(n([&1A])) where a is the transposition of the columns of [IkIA] that swaps col- 

umn j of A with column i of Ik (i.e. the colurnn of rk that contains a one in row i). 

ü we apply the sequence ADD,, ( i i ,  j i ) ,  ADDrqC(i2, j2),  . . . , ADD,.(im, jm) to  A where 

il # i2 # # im and jl # j2 # # j, then the matrix that results is the ma- 

trix A' where [IkIA) = 'RREF(r([IklA]))  where rr = ( i l  j i ) ( i z  j2)  . . . ( i ,  j ,) .  There- 

fore, the ADD,.  operation can be used to accomplish permutations of the columns of 

G = [IkIA] that swap a subset TI of columns of & with an equally sized subset Td4 

of coiumns of A. However, since it is only defined on the non-zero entries of A, the 

ADDrVc operation cannot be used to accomplish every such permutation of the columns 

of G. But, as the next theorem demonstrates, for any set II(Tr,TA) with the property 

that for ony a E II(Tr, Ta), R'R&(s(G))  has the form [Ik( A'], there exists a sequence 



ADD,,(i1, il), ADDl,e(i2, j2), . . . , ADDrVc(im, jm) of rn ADD,,, operations on A, where 

m = ITrl, such that (il  jl)(i2 jz) . . . ( i ,  i,) E l l (T1,T~).  

Theorem 6.14 Let G = [hl A] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k) self-dual code C. Let 

f i  be any set of m columns of Ik and let TA be any set of m columns of A, O 5 m 5 k. 

Let TT be the set of rows of A corresponding to TI and let T, = TA. Then for any 

r E II(TI, TA),  RR&F(n(G)) has the form [IkIA'] if and only if there exists a sequence 

S of m ADD, operations ADD,,(i1, j l) ,  ADD,,(i2,  j2), . . . , ADD,,(im, j,) on A where 

T, = {il, i2, . . . , im} and Tc = { j l  , fi, . . - , jm) Note that the sequence Ç t akes A and 

produces A'. 

Proof Lf for any permutation n E U(Tt, Ta),  RR&F(r(G)) has the form [Ik 1 A'], t hen the 

fact that there exists a sequence of m ADD,,, operations ADD,,(il, jl ), ADDr,,(i2, j,), 

. . . , ADDr,=(im, h) on A, where TV = ( i l ,  i2,. . . , i,) and Tc = { j l ,  j2, . . . , j ,) ,  is a direct 

result of Lemma 2.15 in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2, which states the same result, but for 

the general case of any (n, k) linear code generated by G = [IkIA]. 

Converseiy, suppose for any rr E II(Tr,TA), RR&F(r(G))  does not have the form 

[IkIAf]. Then there cannot exist a sequence S of m ADD,,, operations ADDr,c(I17 I l ) .  

ADD,Jiz, jz), . . . , ADDJi,, j,) on A where T, = { i l ,  iz, . . . , i,) and Tc = {ji, j z ,  

. . . , j,), for if such a sequence did exist t hen the matrix A' that results from applying 

S to A is such that [Ikl A'] = RREF(F(~(G)), where n = (il jl)(i2 j2) . . . (i, j,), which 

is an element of II(fi,TA), which implies that there exists a permutation r E II(TI, TA)  

su& that RREF(n(G)) has the form [IkJ A'], which is a contradiction. 

Therefore, for any set of m rows T, and rn columns T ,  of A, there exists a sequence 

S of m ADD,, operations ADD,,,(il, j l) ,  ADD,,(i2, j2), . . . , ADD,,(i,, j,) on A, where 

T, = {il , i2, .  . . , i , }  and Tc = {A, j2, .  . ., jm}, if m d  only if for aay n E II(TI,Ta), 

'RRE+(r(G)) has the form [IkIAl. For a given pair of sets (T,, Tc), we can determine 

whet her or not such a sequence S of AD Dcc operations exists, recursively. That  is, for a 



given matrbc A and pair of sets (T,,T,), if there exists a pair (i, j) E (T,,Tc) such that 

entry (i, j) of A is 1, then there exists a sequence S of m ADD,, operations on A that 

involves a,Il the elements in (TT, Tc) if and o d y  if there exists a sequence S' of m - 1 ADD,,, 

operations on ADDqc(I, j)(A) where S' involves ail the elements in (TT - (i), Tc - {j}). 

Thus, the first stage of Algorithm 6.12 c m  be accomplished by applying sequences of 

ADD,, operations to A. 

Let us now consider the second stage of Algorithm 6.12. Let L' be the Est of pairs 

(Gr, c d )  produced by the first stage of Mgonthm 6.12. For each G' = [Ici A'] in L', the 

second stage of Algorithm 6.12 performs alI (k! )2  permutations of the first k colurnns 

and the last k columns of G'. Since G' h a  the form [IklAl, the k !  permutations of 

the last k columns of G' can be accomplished by simply applying sequences of SWAP, 

operations to A'. Furthermore, since a SWAP& il) on A' produces the matrix A", 

where [IkI A'q = RREF((x(G)), where a is the transposition of the columns of [IkIAt] 

that swaps columns io and il of Ik, the k! permutations of the first k columns of G' can 

be accomplished by performing the k !  permutations of the rows of A' using t h e  SWAP, 

operation. Thus, the second stage of Algorithm 6.12 can be accomplished by applying 

sequences of SWAP, and SWAP, operations to A'. 

We are now ready to rewrite Algorithm 6.12 in terrns of the k x k matrix A and the 

three operations ADDT,c, SWAP,, and SWAPc. One additional step we have included in 

the algorithm is to order, in descending order, the rows and colurnns of every matrix A' 

produced in the first stage of the algorithm using the QuickOrder algorit hm of Chap ter 3. 

In terms of permutations of the cohmns of G, the reason this step is included is that it 

reduces the number of permutations .rr E II(TI, TA) that may be selected in the first stage 

of the algorithm. Thus, for any two sets II(TI,,T~,) and II(TI,,Ta,), for which there 

exist permutations TI E II(Tr,,Tal) and E Ii(Tr,,Ta,) such that R72E3(ni(G)) = 

RREF(-(G)), the chances of us selecting two such permutations is increased (since we 

are now only selecting permutations T f II(TI, TA) in which the rows and columns of the 

matrix A' in [GIA1 = RRbF(ir(G)) are ordered in descending order). Note that there 



is no need for our algorithm to perform elementary row-operations since the ADD,, .  

SWAP,, and SWAPc operations take care of thk for us. 

Algorit hm 6.15 : 

Input: Any k x k rnatrix A such that G = [Ic(A] generates a (2k. k) self-dual code 

C. 

0 Output: The set L" of al1 k x k matrices A" such that G" = [&lAf) generates a 

code equivalent to C, and acnt, the size of the automorphism group of C. 

begin 

Stage 1: 

Let L' = 0. 

Let Sr be the set of the k rows of A. 

Let Sc be the set of the k columns of A. 

Let n, = {(TT, T c )  I Tr G Sr, Tc C Sc, 0 < ITrI = IT'I < k}. 
for each (Tr , Tc) E II do 

Let m = (Tri- 

if there exists a sequence S of m ADD,,, operations on A that includes each row 

of TT and each column of Tc then 

Let A' = S ( A ) .  

QuickOrderMatrix( A', O, A'). 

if (A', cnt') E L' then increment cnt' by one. 

else insert (A', 1)  into L'. 

end if 

end for 

Stage 2: 

Let acnt = 0. 



Let L" = 0. 

for each (A', c d )  E L' do  

Let IIz = {(K,, K,) 1 K, is a permutation of the rows of A' and n, is 

a permutation of the columns of A'). 

for each (G, r,) E II2 do 

Let A" = K,?T,(A'). 

if A" # L" then insert A" into LM. 

if A" = A then incremeat acnt by cnt'. 

end for 

end for 

Return L" and acnt. 

end 

Given any k x k matrix A, where G = [ Ik(A]  E Çlllal(C), Algorithm 6.15 can easily 

be modified to produce a unique representative Go = [IkIAo] for any equivalence class of 

codes. For example, if we define Go = [IklAo] to be the unique mat& in Ç[rlA1(C) such 

that A. is larger than every other k x k matrix A, where G = [ fklA]  E ÇIIIAl(C), then 

in the second stage of the algorithm, if instead of building the List L" of every distinct 

matrix A" we find, we just record the largest matrix A" seen thus far, the final matrix 

recorded will be A*. 

6.3.4 Concluding Remarks 

h this section, we developed an algorithm which, given any k x k matrix A, where G = 

[ILI A] generates a (2k, k )  self-dual code C, produces a üst L" of ail k x k matrices A", where 

G" = [IklA''I 1 Çq4(C). The algorithm dso  finds acnt, the size of the automorphisin 

group of C. The algorithm uses a two stage method for perforrning permutations of the 

columns of G. 



The first stage of the algorithm performs ( y )  permutations T of the columns of 

G = [IkIA], one for each of the different choices for the first k columns of K ( G ) .  If 

RREF(r(G)) has the form [IkIAl then it is recorded in the list L' produced by the 

dgorithm, otherwise it is discarded. The output of the first stage of the algorithm is a 

List L' = {(A;, cnt;), ( A i ,  cnt;),  . . . , (Am, cnt',)}, where cnt: is the number of times A: is 

produced in the first stage. The List L' has the two properties that for any G" = [IkI A'q E 

ç y l ~ ]  (cl: 

1. There exists at least one matrix A: in L' such that the rows and columns of A: are 

permutations of the rows and columns of A". 

2.  If pcnt is the number of permutations n,x, of the rows and columns of A'' such 

that I ~ ~ T ~ ( A " )  = A", and if A:, , A{, , . . . , A:, axe the matrices in L' whose rows 

and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A", then C;=, cnti, = 

acntlpcnt, where acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

The first property allows us to  find ali matrices in the set ÇIIIA1(C) by performing per- 

mutations of the rows and columns of every matrix A: in LI. The second property d o w s  

us to compute the size of the automorphism group of C. 

For each pair (A:, c d : )  in the List L' produced by the first stage of the algorithm, the 

second stage of the algorithm performs each of the (k!I2  permutations nrr, of the rows 

and columns of Af. The output of the second stage is a List LI' of al l  k x k matrices A", 

where G" = [&lA'q E qIlAI(C), and it also produces acnt. the size of the automorphism 

group of C. Given any G" = [IklAtq E GIIly(C), the size of the automorphism group of 

C is found by computing acnt = pcnt x ccnt, where pcnt is the number of permutations 

a,nc of the rows and columns of A" such that rr,nc(A") = A" and ccnt is the number of 

sets of permutations II(Tr, TA) in which there exists a permutation x E II(Tr, TA) such 

that RREF(F(~(G)) = G". 

Zn the next section, we will develop an algorithm for finding a unique representative for 



any equivalence dass of self-dual codes, and in later sections we will develop algorithms 

for finding a unique representative for specific equivalence classes of self-duai codes (i.e. 

the distance 4 and the distance > 6 self-dual codes). Each of these aigorithms will use the 

two stage method for performing permutations of the columns of G that Algorithm 6.15 

uses. However, whereas Algonthm 6.15 produces every matrix in the set E[rlnl(C), each 

of these algorithms will only produce matrices that are elements of some subset Ç of 

ÇIIlal(C). The unique representative Go = [IklAo] produced by each algorithm will be 

selected from the subset G. 

The first stage of each of the dgorithms we will develop will also produce a iist of 

pairs L' = {(Ai, cnt;), (A;, cnt;), . . . , ( A L ,  cntk)) with the two properties that for any 

G" = [IklAf7 E Ç: 

1. There exists at least one matrix A: in L' such that the rows and columns of AI are 

permutations of the rows and columns of A". 

2. If pcnt is the number of permutations rrr, of the rows and columns of A" such 

that K ~ T , ( A " )  = A", and if A:, , A:, , . . . , Ain are the matrices in L' whose rows 

and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A", then ET=, cnti, = 

aentlpcnt, where acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

We will refer to the first stage of each of our algorithms as the Combination algorithm. 

The second stage of each of the algorithms will use the list L' produced by the Combi- 

nation algorithm to find the unique representative Go = [IkIAo], and aent, the size of the 

automorphism group of C. A. is found by performing a subset of the permutations of the 

rows and columns of each A: in L' that result in a matrix A", where G" = [IkIAtl E 9. 

The size of the automorphism group is found by cornputing acnt = pcnt x cent. The 

second stage of each of our algorithms WU be referred to  as the Permutation algorithm. 

Each of the algorithms we develop are designed to  reduce the number of sets lI(Tr, Ta) 

from which we select permutations, the number of matrices A' we insert into the list LI, 



and/or the number of permutations of the rows and columns of each At in L' we perform. 

Each of the algorithms we develop will make use of severd properties of the 

sets of permutations lI(n,TA), where II(Tr,TA) is the set of aU permutations ~r of the 

columns of G in which the first k columns of R(G) axe a permutation of the set of k 

columns (SI  - T I )  U TA of G .  Therefore, we will conclude t his section wit h a summary of 

some of the properties the set of permutations iI(Tr, TA) possesses. 

Let II(TI, Ta) be the  set of (k ! )2  permutations of the columns of G such that the first 

k columns of r ( G )  are a permutation of the set of k columns (Sr - TI) ü TA of G. Then: 

1 .  If q, 7r2 E  TI, TA) then 'R'RbF(q(G)) has the form [IkIAl] if and only if 

'RREF(7r2(G)) has the form [Ik 1 A?]. 

2. Given any a E II(Tr, TA) ,  lI(TI, TA) is equal to the set of (k!)2 permutations aIrln 

of the columns of G, where is a permutation of the first k columns of a(G)  and 

n(A) is a permutation of the last k columns of n(G). 

Let Il(Tr,TA) be a set in which for any a' E II(Tz,TA), RRE3(af(G))  has the form 

[IkIAt]. Let rl,  n, E n(Tr,TA)? let G1 = [IkIAl] = RRE3((ai(G)), and let G2 = [61A2] = 

RRCF(q(G)) .  Then by property 2: 

3. The rows and columns of Ai are permutations of the  rows and columns of A2. 

4. The number of permutations ni E II(Tr, TA)  such tha t  RR£F(r;(G))  = Gi is equal 

to the number of permutations E ll(TI,TA) such that RREJ+r;(G)) = G2. 

5. The number of permutations ai E II(T1,TA) such that  'RREF((K:(G)) = G1 is 

equal to  the number of permutations rra, of the rows and columns of AI such that 

Wb(A1)  = A l *  

Finally, let G' = [IkIAl E Ç[lial(C). Let acnt be the size of the automorphisrn group of 

C. Let pcnt be the number of permutations 7rrrc of the rows and columns of A' such that 

rrnc(A') = A'. Then: 



6. The number of pairs (TI ,  TA)  in which there exists a permutation K E iif T I ,  T J )  

such that RR&.F(lr(G)) = G' is equal to ccnt = acntlpcnt. 

This last property allows us to compute the size of the automorphism group of C without 

a c t u d y  performing every permutation of the columns of G that resdts in G'. 

6.4 A General Unique Representative Algorit hm 

Let C be any (2k, k)  self-dual code. In this section, we will develop an dgorithm which. 

given any G = [&IA] E ÇIIIAI(C), produces a unique Go = [&(&] E qrlAI(C). The 

algorithm will also find acnt, the size of the automorphism group of C. The algorithm 

uses the same two stage method to perform permutations of the columns of G that Algo- 

rit hm 6.15 of Section 6.3 uses. However, the algorithm will only perform permutations of 

the columns of G that result in matrices that are in the subset Ç of generator matrices in 

ÇtIlal(C), where G'' = [IkIAf"l E Ç if and only if the row weights of A" are minimal. The 

unique representative Go retumed by the dgorithm is the unique Go = [IkIAo] E Ç where 

A. is the largest matrix whose rows and columns are in descending order. By limiting 

our permutations of the columns of G to only those that result in matrices that are in 

the subset O, we wiU reduce both the size of the iist LI produced by the Combination 

algorithm (which corresponds to the first stage of Algorithm 6.15) and the number of per- 

mutations of the rows and columns of each matrix A' in Lr performed by the Permutation 

dgorithm of our algorithm (which corresponds to the second stage of Aigorithm 6.15). 

6.4.1 The Combination Algorithm 

The Combination algorithm for Our unique representative algorithm is the same as the 

first stage of Algorithm 6.15 with the exception that instead of recording every k x k 

matrix A' produced in LI, only the k x k matrices Ar with minimal mw weights wili be 

recorded in LI. 



Let us begin by defining what we mean by a matrk having minimal mw weights. Ln 

order to do so, we will first define a cornparison reIation between the row weights of two 

mat rices: 

Definition 6.16 Let Gl = [hl Al] and Gp = [IkIAZ] be generator matrices for any two 

(2k, k) self-dual codes. Let .w be the srnaest  integer for which the number of rows with 

weight w in Al and the number of rows with weight w in A2 are different (if such a w 

exists). Then: 

If Al has mom rows with weight w than A2 then the row weights of Al are said to 

be smaller than the row weïghts of A2. 

If Al has fewer rows with weight w than A2 then the row weights of Al are said to 

be larger than the row weights of AP. 

If such a .w does not exist, then the row weights of Ai are said to be equal to the 

row weights of A2. 

This leads us to our definition of minimai row weights: 

Definition 6.17 Let G = [IkIA] be the generator matrix for a (2k. k)  self-dual code C. 

Then A is said to have minimal rom weights if for any G' = [IkIAl E Ç[rla~(C), the row 

weights of A are smde r  than or equal to the row weights of A'. 

Let us now consider how we can alter the first stage of Algorithm 6.15 in order to 

produce a iist L' of pairs (A', c d ) ,  where A' has minimal row weights, such that for any 

G" = [IkIAf) E Ç, there exists a t  least one A' in L' such that the rows and columns of A' 

are permutations of the rows and columns of A''. 

Let SI denote the set of the first k columns of G and let II(TI, TA) denote the set of aU 

permutations a of the columns of G in which the first k columns of ?r(G) are a permutation 

of the set ( S r  - TI) ü TA of k columns of G. Suppose that for any ?r E II(TI,TA), 



RRbF(rr(G)) has the form (bl A l  Let rl and nz be any two permutations in II(T1, TA)  

and let [IkIAi] = R7Z&F(ri(G)) and [IklAz] = 72R&3(7r2(G)). Then, since the rows and 

columns of Al are permutations of the rows and colurnns of Az, the row weights of AI  

and A2 are equal. In other words, no matter what permutation R E II(TI,TA) we select 

in the first stage of our algorithm, the rows weights of A' in [Ik1dt] = RREF(x(G)) wili 

be the same. 

Therefore, the only alteration we need to make to the first stage of Algorithm 6.15 is 

to  restrict the matrices A' in the list L' produced by the algorithm to just those matrices 

that have minimal row weights. We can produce such a list by simply comparing the 

row weights of each matrix A' produced during the algorithm to  the row weights of any 

matrix that has already been inserted into the list. That is, for each matrix A' produced, 

if the row weights of A' are greater th= the row weights of any matrix in L' then A' can 

be discarded, else if the row weights of A' are equd to the row weights of any matrix in 

L' then A' is recorded in L', else if the row weights of A' are less than the row weights 

of any matrix in L' then the list L' is emptied and then A' is recorded in LI. With t his 

alteration, once the first stage has  completed the List L' wili only contain the matrices A' 

that have minimal row weights. 

We are now ready to describe the Combination aigorithm of our algorithm for finding 

a unique representative for any equivdence class of (2k, k)  self-dual codes. 

Algorit hm 6.18 CombinationAlgorithm( A, L'): 

Input: Any k x k matrix A such that G = [&1A] generates a (2k, k )  self-dual code 

0 Output: A list L' of pairs (A', cnt'), where A' is a k x k matrix with minimal row 

weights, and c d  is the number of times A' was produced. The List L' returned has 

the two properties that for any G" = [Ik l  A'1 E 411al(C), where A" h a .  minimal 

row weights: 



1. There exists at least one A' in L' such that the rows and columns of A' are 

permutations of the rows and columns of A". 

2. If pcnt is the number of permutations Grc of the rows and colurnns of A" such 

that ir,x,(A") = A", and if Ai ,  A;, . . . , An are the subsets of matrices in L' 

whose rows and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A", and 

if cnt: is the number of times A: was produced, then Cr=, cnt: = acnt/pcnt. 

where acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

begin 

Let L' = 0. 

Let Sr be the set of the k rows of A. 

Let Sc be the set of the k columns of A. 

Let n1 = { ( T J C )  I TT C Sr, Tc C &,O 5 IZI = lTcl i k). 
for each fTr ,  Tc) E II1 do 

Let rn = IT,(. 

if there exists a sequence S of m ADD,,, operations on A that includes each row 

of T, and each column of Tc then 

Let A' = S ( A ) .  

QuiekOnlerMatrrz( A', O, A'). 

if (L' = 0) or (A' has smaller row weights thkn any A; E L') then 

LI = {(A' ,  1)). 

eise if A' has row weights equal to any A{ E L' then 

if (A', cnt') E L' t hen increment cnt' by 1. 

else insert (A', 1) into L'. 

end else if 

end if 

end for 

end 



code C will be given that wili help us better understand the output produced by the 

Example 6.19 Let C be the (20,lO) self-dual code generated by G = [IiolA], where 

algorit hm. 

A =  

Let Ç be the subset of generator matrices G" = [IiolA'q in Çlrlal(C) in which the 

r - 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0  

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1  

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0  

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1  

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1  

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  

O 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1  

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1  
h - 

row weights of A" are minimal. Then if G" = [IlolA') E G, the  rows and columns of 

Before giving the output which Algorithm 6.18 gives us for this A, a few facts about the 

A" are permutations of the rows and columns of one (and oniy one) of the foilowing two 

mat rices: 



Notice that both A and A' have four rows with weight 4, two rows with weight 5, and 

four rows with weight 7. Furthemore, for any G" = [IkIAt7 E qllal(C), if the rows and 

columns of A" are not permutations of the rows and colurnns of either one of A and A'. 

and if w = 3 is the smdest  integer in which the number of weight w rows in A and A" 

differ, then A" will have less than four rows with weight 3. If w = 5 then A" will have 

less than two rows with weight 5, and if w = 7 then A" wili have less than four rows with 

weight 7. Also note that the number of permutations ~,x, of the rows and columns of 

A such that ~ r , x , ( A )  = A is 16, and the number of permutations r,rc of the ~ O W S  and 

columns of A' such that r,rr,( A') = A' is also 16. Findy, the size of the automorphisrn 

group of C is 82944. 

If we run Algorithm 6.18 on A t hen the List of pairs produced by the algorit hm is 

Lt = {(A;, 192), (A;, 2112), (Ai, % B O ) ,  (A;, 5l84)], where: 



columns of A', and the rows and columns of Al, are permutations of the rows and columns 

of A. Therefore, the list LI has the property that for any G" = [IiolAfl] GO, there exists 

A; = 

at  l e s t  one A: in Lf such that the rows and columns of A: are permutations of the rows 

and columns of A". Furthermore, if the rows and columns of A" are permutations of the 

Notice that the rows and columns of A;, A;, and A3 are a l l  permutations of the rows and 

rows and columns of A', and thus permutations of the rows and columns of A;, A;, and 

A i ,  then the number of sets II(Tr, TA)  in which there exists a permutations rr E lT(TI, T A )  

such that 'R 'RE(a(G) )  = [41Af7 is: 

- - 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0  

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0  

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1  

1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1  

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0  

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0  

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0  

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1  

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0  d 

- - 
1 l l l l l l O O O  

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0  

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1  

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1  

Z 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0  

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0  

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1  

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1  

O 0 O l l l l l l l J  

If the rows and columns of A" are permutations of the rows and columns of A, and thus 

permutations of the rows and columns of A',, then the  number of sets II(Tr,Ta) in which 

AI, = 



t here exists a permutations r E Iï(Tr, Ta) such that RR&F((a(G)) = [IkIA'q is: 

Note that the fact that pcnt, and thus ccnt, is the same for both A and A' is just a 

coïncidence and is not generdy  the case. 

6.4.2 The Permutation Algorithm 

The unique representative our dgorithm wiU return is the unique Go = [IkIAoj E Ç in 

which A. is the iargest such matrix whose rows and columns are both in descending 

order. Therefore, for each A' in the List L' produced by the Combination algorithm, the 

Permutation algorit hm for our unique representative aigorit hm needs ody to  perform 

the permutations rrac of the rows and columns of A' that result in the matrix A,., = 

t , r , (A ' ) ,  where A,,, is the unique matrix whose rows and columns are in descending 

order, with the property that: for any permutation *:a: of the rows and columns of A', 

that results in a matrix A" = .n:a:(Af) whose rows and columns are in descending order. 

A,., is iarger than or equal to  A". In other words, we want an algorithm that,  given any 

A', permutes the rows and columns of A' in such a way that the unique matrix A,,, is 

produced. The Uniqueorder algorithm of Chapter 3 is such an algorithm. 

The UniqueOder algorithm is based on the fact that for any permutation r, of the 

columns of A' there exists one and only one permutation T, of the columns of A' such t hat 

the columns of n,nC(Af) are in descending order. Therefore, the UniqueOrder algorithm 

only considers permutations T, of the rows of A'. For each permutation x, of the rows 

of A', the UniqueOder algorithm finds the unique permutation ir, of the columns A' 

t hat results in a matrix nr tC(  A') whose columns are in descending order, by ordering the 



columns of the matrix rr(A1) in descending order. The permutations n, of the rows of A' 

that the LiniqueOrder algorithm perfonns are all the permutations that result in A,,. 

plus a subset of the permutations that result in matrices A" where A" is smder than 

A,,, and the rows and columns of A" are in descending order. 

For each A' in the list LI produced by the Combination dgorithm, the Permutation 

algorithm for our unique representative algorithm will find the unique matrix A,,. Since 

the üst L' may contain matrices A; and A: such that the rows and columns of A; are not 

simply permutations of the rows and columns of A;, the Permutation algorithm finds A. 

by selecting the largest A,,, found by the UniqueOder aigorit hm for each A' in L'. 

In order to find the automorphism group of C, the Permutation algorithm rnust aiso 

find pcnt, the number of permutations n,rc of the rows and colurnns of A. such that 

K , ? T , ( A ~ )  = A*. One way tu find pcnt is to use the fact that if A' is the matrix input to 

the UniqueOrder algorithm that produces the unique A,,, that is assigned to ilo, then 

pcnt is equd to the number of permutations n,n, of the rows and columns of A' such that 

?r,x,(At) = A,,,. Since the UniqueOder algorithm performs a l l  the permutations T,T, 

of the rows and columns of A' such that rrrlrc(A') = A,.,, we can use the UniqueOder 

dgorithm to find pcnt. 

Let us now rewrite the Uniqueorder algorithm with the additionai steps needed to 

count the number of permutations of the rows and columns of A' that results in A,,,: 

Algorithm 6.20 U n i q ~ e O d e r M a t r i x ( A ~ ,  rn, A,,,, pcnt, larger):  

Input: the k x k matrix A,-1, the integer m. i < rn 5 k - 1, and the Boolean 

larger. 

Output: the k x k matrix A,,, and the integer pcnt. A,,, is the largest matrix 

whose rows and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A,-I such 

that the first m - 1 rows of A,,, and A,-1 are equal, and both the 1 s t  k - (m - 1) 

rows and the columns of A,,, are in descending order. The integer pcnt is the totai 



number of permutations n,n, of the last k - ( m  - 1 )  rows and the columns of A,-1 

SU& that T ~ A ~ ( A ~ - ~ )  = Amoz. 

begin 

if m 2  k then 

if (A,,, is undefined) or (A,-i > A,,,) then 

Amoz = Am-1- 

pcnt = 1 .  

end if 

else if = A,, then 

pcnt = pcnt + 1. 
end if 

else begin 

FindLargestRernainingRows( A,-1, m, Sm). 

for -ch r E Sm do begin 

A&-1 = SWAP,(m. r)(A,-l). 

OnlerMat~ixRoto(A~-~,  m, A,). 

if larger or (row m of A,) > (row na of A,.,) then 

UniqueO&rMatrix(A,, m + 1 ,  A ,,,, pcnt, true). 

else if (row rn of A,) = (row rn of A,,,) then 

UniqueOrderMatrix(A,, m + 1, A,,,, pcnt, f alse).  

end for 

end else 

end 

Note that the Uniqueorder algorithm is recursive. For our purposes in this section, 

it is invoked with the c d  UniqueOrderMatnz( A', i, A,,,, pcnt, false), where i = 1 and 

A,., is initially undefined. In iater sections, the Uniqueorder algorithm will be used 

with a starting row i > 1. Ln t his case, pcnt is equal to the number of permutations a,r, 



of the last k - ( i  - 1) rows and the columns of A' such that r,n,(A') = A,,,. 

Let us now give the output of the UniqueOder for the matrices in the list L' produced 

by the CombinationAlgon'thrn in Example 6.19 

Example 6.21 Consider the four matrices A;, A;, Aj,  and A; in the list L' of Exam- 

ple 6.19. 

The rows and columns of A;, A;, and A$ are permutations of each other, and therefore 

the matrix returned by the CIniqueOrder algorithm for each of them will be the same. As 

it turns out, the mat* returned by the UniqueOder algorithm for each of A;, A; and 

A; is: 

A; = 

For each of these matrices, the algorithm also returns pcnt = 16, the number of permu- 

tations x , ~ ,  of the columns of Aj in which T,A,(A~) = Aj.  



The matrix ret umed by the UniqueOrder algorithm for A; is: 

The UniqueOrder algorithm also returns pcnt = 16, the number of permutations a,r, of 

the columns of AI, in which n,lr,(A:) = Ai.  

Note that while, in this example, the matrices Ai and Ai returned by the UniqueOder 

dgorithm were already elements of the List L', since the matrices in L' where ordered by 

the QuickOrder algorithm (which does not generdy produce the unique matrix returned 

by the LIniqueOrder algorithm), this is not generdy the case. 

We are now ready to give a forrnal description of the Permutation dgorithm for our 

unique representative algorit hm. 

Algorithm 6.22 PennutationA1gorithm(Lr, Ao, acnt): 

a Input: the list L' of pairs (A', ent') produced by the Combination algorithm. 

a Output: the k x k matrix A. and acnt. A. is the largest matrix with minimal row 

weights whose rows and columns are in descendhg order such that Go = [&IAO] E 

~Illal(C). The integer acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 



begin 

Initially A. is undefined. 

for each (A' ,  cnt') E L' d o  

UniqueOrderMatrix( At, A", 0 ,  pcnt, f alse). 

if ( A o  is undefined) or (A" > Ao) then 

A. = A". 

acnt = pcnt * c d .  

end if 

else if (A" = Ao) then 

acnt = acnt + pcnt * cnt'. 

end for 

end 

Exarnple 6.23 Consider the List L' = {(Ai, 192), (A;, 2112), (A;, 2880), (A;,  5184)) pro- 

duced by the Combination algorithm in Exarnple 6.19. 

The first pair processed by the algorithm is (A;, 192). The c d  to the procedure 

UniqueOderMatrb(A;, A,,,, O,pcnt, f alse) returns A,,, = A% and pcnt = 16. Since 

A. is undefined, the algorithm wilI set A. = A j  and acnt = 16 * 192 = 3072. 

The second pair processed by the algorithm is (Ai ,  2112). The c d  to the procedure 

UniqueOiderMatril(A&, A,,,, 0,  pcnt, f alse) returns A,, = A i  and pcnt = 16. Since 

A3 = Ao, the dgorithm will compute acnt = 3072 + 16 * 2112 = 36864. 

The third pair processed by the dgorithm is (Aj,2880). The c d  to  the procedure 

UniqueOiderMatriz(Aj, A,,, O,pcnt, false)  returns A,., = Ai and pcnt = 16. Since 

A; = Ao, the dgorithm wiil compute acnt = 36864 + 16 r 2880 = 82944. 

The fourth and final pair processed by the algorithm is (A;, 5184). The c d  to 

UniqueOrderMatriz(A~, A,,, O, pcnt, f alse) returns Am,, = A; and pcnt = 16. Since 

A', > Ai, the algorithm resets A. = A; and recomptes acnt = 16 * 5184 = 82944. 



Thus, the unique A. returned by the algorit hm is: 

and the size of automorphism group of C is computed to be acnt = 82944. 

6.4.3 The Unique Representative Algorithm 

Toget her, the Combination and Permutation algorit hms descri bed in t his section give us 

an aigorithm which, given any k x k matrix A, where G = [IkIA] E ~ I 1 a l ( C ) ,  produces a 

unique representative Ao, where A. is the largest matrix with minimal row weights whose 

rows and columns are in descending order, such that Go = [fkIAo] E GIIlal(C): 

Algorit hm 6.24 UniqueRepresentatiue( A, A*, acnt ): 

Input: any k x k matrix A such that G = [fklA] generates a (2k, k)  self-dual code 

C. 

Output: the k x k matrix A. and acnt. Go = [IklAo] is the unique matrix in 

ÇIIIr(al(C) where A. is the largest matrix with minimal row weights, and whose rows 

and columns are in descending order. acnt is the size of the autornorphism group 

of C. 



begin 

CombinationAlgorithm( A, L'). 

PennutationAlgorithm(L', Aol acnt). 

return A. and acnt. 

end 

We now have Our Unique Representative aigorithm for any equivalence dass of (2k, k )  

self-dud codes. One major drawback of the algorithm is that the Combination aigorithm 

stiU needs to apply ( y )  permutations to the input matrix. To get around this, we wili 

start to consider the different classes of codes. in the aext section, we will have a look a t  

the decomposable codes, and the indecomposable distance 2 and ezi-codes. As we s h d  

see, for t hese classes of codes there is no need for our Unique Representative algorit hm. Ln 

Sections 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8, we will develop Combination and Permutation algorithms for 

the remaining classes of distance 4 codes, namely the e3-codes and the di-codes. Findy.  

in Section 6.9, we will develop Combination and Permutation aigorithms for the distance 

2 6 codes. 

6.5 The Decomposable, Distance 2, and 

There are two reasons we want a unique representative algorithm. The first reason is to 

find and remove the equivalent codes from our lists of (2k, k )  self-dual codes we produce 

using the methods described in Chapters 4 and 5. The second reason is t o  find the size 

of the automorphisrn group of C. 

For some classes of codes, namely the decomposable codes, and the indecomposable 

distance 2 and (2k, k, 4) ez;-codes, we can easily find a List L of such codes, such that for 

any C that is either decomposable, has distance 2, or is an eZi-code, there exists one and 

o d y  one code in L that is equivalent to C (for the indecomposable and distance 2 codes 

see Chapter 1 and for the (2k, k, 4) ezi-codes, see Section 4.4 of Chapter 4). Therefore, we 



do not need a unique representative algorithm to  find and remove equivalent codes from 

the list L. In this section, we will show how to  compute the size of the automorphism 

group for each of the decomposable, distance 2, and e2i-codes, thereby eliminating the 

need for a unique representative algorithm for these dasses of codes. Note that the results 

in this section are not new. They are inchded for completeness sake. 

6.5.1 The Decomposable and Distance 2 Self-Dual Codes 

Let C be a decomposable (2k, k) self-dud code. In order to  compute the size of the 

automorphism group of C, we will first define some notation. Ci will denote an indecom- 

posable self-dual code. For m 2 1, we will use Ci,, t o  denote the composition of Ci,  m 

times. That is: 

Using this notation, C is the composition of one or more codes: 

where each pair of indecomposable codes Ci, and Ci,, il # i2, are inequivalent. 

Let Aut(C) denote the size of the autornorphism group of C. For each inequivalent 

code Ci in C, let G; be a generator m a t r k  for Ci and let G;,, denote the composition of 

Gi, m times. Then G = Gi,,, $ Gz,,, $ - .Gj,,, is a generator rnatrix for C. Let a be 

any permutation that is an automorphism of G. Then ?r can be written as the product 

of one or more permutations R' where ?r' is either an automorphism of one of the mi 

occurrences of Gi in GiVm,, or a' completely swaps the columns of two of the occurrences 

of G; in G;,,;. Therefore: 

Thus, given the size of the automorphism group of each of the inequivalent indecompos- 

able codes in C, we can compute the size of the automorphism group of C. 



Let C be any (2k, k, 2) self-dual code. Then, with the exception of the ( 2 , 1 , 2 )  self- 

dual code generated by G = [l 11, C is decomposable, and thus we can find the size of 

the automorphism group of C with Equation 6.1. The size of the automorphism group 

of the (2,1,2) self-dual code generated by G = [ l  11 is 2. 

6.5.2 The e2;-Codes 

Let C be any (2k, k , 4 )  e2i-code. Then, with the exception of the ( 2 k ,  k,4) ek-code, 

where k O mod 2 and k 2 4, C is decomposable, and thus we can find the size of the 

autornorphism group of C with Equation 6.1. Therefore, we only need to find the size of 

the automorphism group of the ( 2 k ,  k ,  4) ek-codes. 

Let G = [ b l A ]  be the generator matrix for a ( 2 k ,  k, 4) ei-code. We WU find the size 

of the autornorphism group for these codes by computing acnt = ccnt x pcnt, where pcnt 

is the number of permutations n,r, of the rows and columns of A such that nf iC(A)  = 

A, and ccnt is the number of sets of permutations II(Tr, T A )  for which there exists a 

permutation ~r f lI(TI, TA) such that RR&F(r(G)) = G. 

Let us first find acnt for the e4-code. The (8,4,4) e4-code C is generated by the 

mat rk:  

G = [14lA] = 

Let us first find ccnt for this G.  Let W be any weight 4 word in the e4-code C. We 

will use the phrase the columns of tü in G t o  refer to  four columns c of G in which the 

rows of G that sum to 5, sum t o  a one in column c. For example, the four columns of 

the weight 4 word IE = rl $ are a l ,  a*, c3, and cq. It can be proved that for any 

permutation r of the columns of G, 'RREF(r(G)) = [IkIAl, where the rows and columns 



of A' are permutations of the rows and columns of A, if and oniy if the last four columns 

of x ( G )  contain three of the four columns of some weight 4 row tC in C. (Note that the 

last four columns of r ( G )  wül in fact contain three of the four columns of exactly four of 

the weight 4 rows in C). Therefore, to find the number of sets  TI, TA) in which there 

exists a permutation a E Ii(TI, TA) such that RR&F(n(G))  = G, we need only count the 

number of difierent combinations for the last four columns of n(G) in which three of the 

last four columns of x ( G )  are the columns of some weight 4 W in C. There are exact1y 

14 weight 4 words in C, and thus ( y )  choices for G. For each of these choicer, ihere 

are (3) choices for the three columns of iù that are in the last four columns of r ( G )  

and (1) choices for the remaining column in the last four columns of s(G).  Since for 

each of these choices there are in fact four weight 4 words in C with three of their four 

columns in a(G),  this gives us a total of ('t) (3) ( f ) /4 = 14 * il = 56. Therefore, the 

number of sets H(Tr, Ta) in which there exists a permutation n E II(TI,TA) such that 

RR&F(a(G))  = G is 56. Thus, for the (8,4,4) e4-code, ccnt = 56. 

For the e4-code generated by G = [141A], pcnt is equal to  the number of permutations 

of the rows of A. That  is, for any permutation a, of the rows of A there exists one and 

only one permutation a, of the columns of A such that n,lr,(A) = A. Therefore, for the 

(8,4,4) e4-code, pcnt = 4! = 24. 

Thus, the size of the automorphism group of the (8,4,4) er-code is: 

acnt = ccnt x pcnt 

Let us now find acnt for the ezk-codes, where k 2 6 and k = O mod 2. The (2k, k, 4)  



ek-code, k 2 6, is generated by the m a t h  

Let us first find ccnt for this G. Consider W, the set of weight 4 words contained in 

the codewords of the ek-code. Note that if G E W then iu' is either one of the first k - 2 

rows of G, the surn of any pair of the first k - 2 rows of G, the surn of the last 2 rows of 

G, or the surn of one of the first k - 2 rows of G and the last 2 rows of G. NOW consider 

the following set S of k disjoint pairs of columns of G: 

Notice that for each of these pairs of columns, if .w' E W then 5 bas the same value in 

both of the columns in each pair. Furthermore, these are the only pairs of columns of G 

for which this is true. 

Example 6.25 For the pair (cl, c2), any G E W that is one of the first k - 2 rows of G 

has a value of 1 in columns cl and cal any lu' E W t hat is the surn of any two of the first 

k - 2 rows of G has a value of O in columns cl and c2, the w' E W that is the surn of the 

last 2 rows of G has a value of 1 in columns cl and c2, and a~ly  ti? f W that is the surn of 

one of the first k - 2 rows of G and the last 2 rows of G has a value of O in columns cl  

and c2. This is not true for the pair (cl, c3) since the weight 4 word IÜ = rz has a d u e  

of 1 in column cf and a value of O in column c3. 

Thus, the columns of G can be uniquely partitioned into the set S of k pairs of columns 

such that for imy weight 4 word w' E W, the value of 5 is the same in both colunins of 



each pair. Notice that one of the pairs of columns in S (namely ( ~ k - ~ ,  a&)) consists of two 

columns from 4, another one of these pairs (namely (cl, cz)) consis ts of two columns from 

A, and the remaining k - 2 pairs consists of one column h m  4 and one column from A. 

Now, if a is a permutation of the columns of G such that RREF(F(*(G)) = G, this must 

dso be tme of the columns of n(G). That is, the first k columns of K ( G )  must contain 

both columns of one and only one of the pairs of columns in S, and, the last k columns 

of *(G) must contain both columns of one and only one of the pairs of columns in S. 

Furthermore, for any set of permutations lI(Tr, Ta) such that for any n E i I ( f i ,  TA)  the 

first k columns of A(G) contain both columns of one and only one of the pairs of columns 

in S (which impties the last k columns of a(G) wiil contain both columns of one and 

only one of the pairs of columns in S), it can be shown that there exists a permutation 

K E II(Ti,TA) such that RRCF(n(G)) = G. 

Example 6.26 Let Sr = {1,2,. . ., k) denote the set of columns of Ik in G and let 

SA = {k + 1, k + 2,. . ., 2k) denote the set of columns of A in G. Consider the set of 

permutations II ( {k) ,  {k + 3)). The permutation a = (k k + 3) (i.e. the permutation that 

swaps the last column of b with the third column of A)  is an element of TI({k) ,  {k + 3) ) 

and: 

The ody pair in S that has both columns in the first k columns of a(G) is (al, cs) and 

the only pair in S that has both columns in the last k columns of x(G) is (cl ,  cs). 

Thus, to find ccnt, we need only count the number of different combinations for the 



first k columns of K(G) in which the first k columns of r (G)  contains both columns of 

one and only one pair of columns in S. Now, there are (:) choices for the pair of 

columns in S whose columns are both in rk, and for each of these choices, there are 

(k l )  choices for the pair of colurnns in S whose columns are both in A. and for 

each of the k - 2 remaining pairs of columns in S, there are ( )  choices for the one 

column in the pair that is a column of ik. Therefore, the number of sets n(Tr7 Ta4) 

in which there exists a permutation ?r E II(Tr,TA) such that RR&F(lr(G))  = G is 

equd to  (:) (k ; l) (1)k-2 = k(k - 1)zkd2. Thus, for the (2k,k.4) et-code, k > 6, 

Let us now find pcnt. Now, for any permutation n, of the first k - 2 rows of A there 

exists one and oniy one permutation K, of the columns of ?r,(A) such that n,x,(A) = A. 

Also, for any permutation x, of the last 2 rows of A there exists one and only one 

permutation rc of the columns of x,( A) such that ~r,n,(A) = A. Furthermore, if K, is 

any permutation of the rows of A that permutes one or both of the last 2 rows of A 

into the first k - 2 rows of .rr,(A), then there does not exist a permutation rc of the 

columns of a,( A) such that ir,n,(A) = A. Therefore, for the (215, k, 4) ek-code, k 2 6, 

pcnt = 2!(k - 2)! = 2(k - 2)!. 

Thus, the size of the automorphism group of the (2k, k, 4) ek-code, k 2 6, is: 

acnt = ccnt x pcnt 

Thus, we now have formulas to compute the size of the automorphism group of any 

decomposable code and any indecomposable distance 2 and eZi-code. Therefore, we can 

now restrict our unique representative algorithm to just the indecomposable distance 4 

codes (excluding the ek-codes) and distance 2 6 self-dual codes. 



6.6 Generator Blocks with Weight 4 Rows 

In this section, and the next two sections, we will look at  ways in which we can improve 

the Combination and Permutation algorithms of Section 6.4 in order to find a unique 

representative for any code in two subclasses of (2k, k,4) self-dual codes: the e3-codes 

and the di-codes. In this section, we WU prove several results on permutations involving 

the columns of a subset of the generator blocks for weight 4 sets that may occur in the 

generator matrices for the e3 and di-codes. in Section 6.7, we wiil use the results proved 

in this section to develop our Combination algorithm for the es and di-codes, and in 

Section 6.8, we will develop our Permutation algorithm for the e~ and di-codes. 

6.6.1 Generator Blocks for Weight 4 Sets 

We will begin this section by reviewing some of the basic facts we have learned about 

generator blocks for weight 4 sets. 

Let G = [IklA] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k,4) self-dud code C. Recd that 

the rows of G can be partitioned into the m+ 1 disjoint sets GB, , G B ~ ,  . . - , GB,, GR where 

each GB, is a generator block for a weight 4 set B, and GR is the set of the remaining 

rows of G (if any). Furthermore, the columns of G can be partitioned into the m + 1 

disjoint sets SB,, S B 2 , .  . . , SBm, SR where each Se, are the columns of the generator block 

GB, and SR is the set of the remaining columns of G (if any). R e c d  that the columns 

of a generator block GB for a weight 4 set B is the set SB of columns c of G for which 

there exists at  Ieast one weight 4 word tü E B such that the subset of rows of GB that 

sum to G,  sum to one in column c. 

Example 6.27 Let C be the (18,9,4) self-dual code generated by: 



The rows of G partition into the 3 disjoint sets: 

where GB, is an e3,0-block and G& is a d4,1-block. The columns of G partition into the 

3 disjoint sets: 

where SB, are the columns of the e3,0-block and SB, are the columns of the d4,i-block. 

Ln Section 4.2 we found al1 the di 'erent generator blocks that may occur in a generator 

matrix G = [IklA]7 where G generates a (2k, k,4) self-dud code. They were the e34 and 

e3~-blocks, the e4,0-block, the ezio and e 2 i , i - b l ~ ~ k ~ ,  i 3 3, the diva, dIj, and di,4-blocks, 



and the cliTo, di, i ,  diPz, div3, knd diV4-blocks, i 1 2. What is meant by al1 the diflerent 

generator blocks is that if GB is any generator block in the generator matrix G = (41 A], 

then the rows and columns of the GB-block are permutations of the rows and columns of 

one (and only one) of these generator blocks. Note that we wïil use the notation given (i.e. 

~ 0 ,  e3.1, Y,-,, . . .) to refer to any permutation of the rows and columns of these blocks. 

For example, we will refer to both of the following sets of rows as e3,0-blocks: 

The different generator blocks can be grouped into different classes of generator blocks: 

the e3-blocks, the e4-blocks, the es;-blocks, the dl-biocks, and the 4-blocks. The e3.o and 

e3~-blocks are both instances of an es-block. The e4,0-blocks is an instance of an e4- 

block. The e2i.o and eaiP1-blo~ks are both instances of an ezi-block. The diBo, d ; ~ ,  di,2, 

di$, and di,c-blocks are ail instances of a di-blo&- And the diqo, di,3, and di,4-blocks are 

a l l  instances of a dl-block. 

The reason we group the different generator blocks into different classes of generator 

blocks is as follows: Let G = [Ik(A] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C 

and let GB be a generator block in G for a weight 4 set B. Let R be any permutation of the 

columns of G such that G' = RREF(a(G)) h a  the form [fk(Af]. Then the permutation n 

of the columns of G may also permute columns of the GB-block, and when the eiementary 

row operations are applied to R(G), producing G', the rows of the GB-block may also 

be altered (for example, a row of the GB-block in x(G) may have added to it a row in 

a(G) that is not a row of the GB-block). Therefore, the generator block GB in G may 

be transformed into a generator block Gst in G' in which the rows and columns of GBt 

are not simply permutations of the rows and columns of the GB-block. The reason for 

our grouping of the different generator blocks is that the generator blodc GBt must be 

a member of the same group as GB (as we leamed in Chapter 4). For example, if GB 



is either an e3,0-block or an e3,1-block, then Gst is either an eao-block or an e3,i-block. 

Thus, the eso-block and the e3,1-block are both considered instances of an e3-block. 

In order to classify the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes, the diflerent classes of generator 

blocks for weight 4 sets are given a precedence. In descending order, this precedence is: 

Each ( 2 k ,  k, 4) self-dual code is dassified by the largest precedence block it contains. That 

is, for each (2k, k, 4) seif-dual code C, generated by G = [IkIA], if the highest precedence 

block in G is an e2;-block then C is classified as an ezi-code, if the highest precedence 

block in G is an e3-block then C is classified as an e3-code, and if the highest precedence 

block in G is a di-block then C is classified as a di-code. 

As was demonstrated in Section 6.5, there is no need for a unique representative 

algorithm for the e2;-codes, i 2 2. Therefore, in this section, and the next two sections, 

we will only consider the e3-codes and the dpcodes, i 2 1. That is, we wili only consider 

generator matrices G = [IkIA] for (2k, k , 4 )  self-dual codes in which the generator blocks 

for weight 4 sets in G are either es-blocks and/or di-blocks, i 2 2 .  Moreover, in this 

section, we will only consider a subset of the different generator blocks in these two 

classes of generator blocks. That is, the only generator blocks we will consider in this 

section are the e3,0-blocks, the es,l-blocks, the di,o-blocks, i >_ 1, and the d;~-blocks, i 2 2 

(see Figure 6.1). These are the only instances of the es-blocks and di-blocks that contain 

weight 4 rows (i.e. a,ll the rows in each of the di,2, div3, and d i , 4 - b l ~ ~ k ~ ,  ail have weights 

2 6). Therefore, in order to distinguish thern from the generator blocks we are not 

considering in this section, we will refer to the e3,o, e3.1, di,o, and d i , l - b l ~ ~ k ~  as generator 

blocks with weight 4 rows. 
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a di,l-block, i 2 2 

Figure 6.1: Generator Blocks with Weight 4 Rows. 



6.6.2 Generator Blocks with Weight 4 Rows in the Combination Algo- 

rithm 

in the rernainder of this section, we will prove several results on permutations invoiving 

the columns of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows. We will begin by introducing or 

reviewing some of the notations and concepts we WU use throughout this section. 

Let G = [Ik(A]  be a generator matrix for a (2k, k,4) self-dual code su& that G 

contains at least one generator block with weight 4 rows. Let GB be a specific generator 

block with weight 4 rows in G.  Let r be a permutation of the columns of G such that 

Gr = RRLF(*(G)) has the form (41A'I. We will use the notation ir(GB) to denote the 

generator block in Gr that corresponds to the generator block GB of G. 

Example 6.28 Let C be the (14,7,4) self-duai code generated by: 

Let Gg be the eJ,o-bIock in the first three rows of G. Let n = (5 9) be a permutation of 



the colurnns of G. Then: 

x(GB) is the es,l-block located in rows 1, 2, 3, and 5 of G'. 

For a given G and generator block Gs with weight 4 rows, we will say a permutation 7~ 

of the columns of G pmsenies the generator block GB if G = RRêF(r (G) )  has the form 

[&lAt] and if the generator block n(GB) in Gt is stiil a Gs-block. That  is, a preserves 

the generator block GB if the rows and columns of the generator block ~ ( G B )  are simply 

permutations of the rows and cohmns of GB.  

Example 6.29 Consider the (14,7 ,4)  self-dud code C generated by the rnatrk G = 

[I7JA] given in Example 6.28. The permutation a = (5 9 )  of Example 6.28 does not 

preserve the es,o-block in the first three rows of G since r ( G B )  is an e3,i-block. Now 

consider the permutation K = (2 9) of the columns of G: 



The permutation a = (2 9) does preserve the e3,0-block in the first three rows of G since 

the generator block r ( G B )  in G' is also an eao-block. 

Let us now describe some of the notation we will use for various subsets of the columns 

of G = [IklA].  We w u  continue to use Sr to denote the set of k cohmns of Ik in G. 

and we will continue to use SA to denote the set of k columns of A in G. For a specific 

generator block GB with weight 4 rows in G, we will use the foilowing notation to denote 

the following four subsets of the columns of G: 

SIR will denote the subset of columns in Sr that are also columns of the G~-block. 

SAE WU denote the subset of columns in SA that are also columns of the GB-block- 

a SIR WU denote the remaining columns in Sr. That is, SI ,  = Sr - SrB. 

SAR will denote the remaining columns in SA. That is, Sa, = SA -  SA^. 

We will use the following notation to  denote the foliowing pairs of subsets of the columns 

in G = [&]A]: 

a (TI,TA) wilI denote any pair of subsets Ti C SI and TA S SA in which O 5 ITzJ = 

lTAl < k* 



Example 6.30 Let C be the (18,9,4) self-dual code generated by: 

Let GB be the d4,i-block in rows i l ,  rz, r3, r4, rs. The columns of the GB- block in G are 

columns a i ,  az, a ~ ,  ad, as in I9 and columns c l ,  c2, c3, c d ,  CS in A. 

The six sets of columns Sr, SA, SI,, SA,, Sû, and SA, for this G and GB are: 

We will use (TI,  Ta ) to denote any pair of equaliy sized subsets of SI  and SA, respectively. 

We will use (TI,, Ta,) to denote any pair of equaiiy sized subsets of SI, and 

respectively. And, we will use (TIR, TAR)  to denote any pair of e q u d y  sized subsets of 

SIR and Sa,, respectively. 

We will also continue to use the notation Ii(TI, TA) to denote the set of ( k ! ) 2  permu- 

tations n of the columns of G in which the first k columns of n(G) are a permutation of 

the set of k columns (Sr  - T I )  u TA of G.  One additional property of these sets of permu- 

tations we will make use of is that if ll(T[, TA) is a set in which for any r E II(TIT TA) ,  

R'R&F(r(G)) has the form [I,JA'l, then if for a particular generator blodt GB in G, there 



exists a permutation rrl E II(Tz, Ta) such that ai preserves the GB-block, then every per- 

mutation Q E II(TI,TA) preserves the GE-blo~k. For example, if Ge  is an e3.0-block, 

thea if r t (GB)  is also an er,o-block (and not an eJ,l-block) then 7r2(GB) must ais0 be an 

es,o-block (and not an eJ,l-block). The reason this is true is that for any 1r2 E  TI, TA) .  

if [Ic lAi]  = 'R'R&F(I~~(G)) and [&JA2] = RR&3(a2(G)) ,  then the rows and columns of 

Al must be permutations of the rows and columns of A i ,  and thus the rows and columns 

of nz(Gs) are permutations of the  rows and columns of nl (GB). 

Therefore, for a given generator block GB,  for each of the sets of permutations 

Ii(TI, Ta) (such that for any a E II(T1, TA), R'R&F(T(G)) has the form [&(Aq) either 

every permutation in II(Tr, Ta) preserves the generator block Gs, or  none of the per- 

mutations in Ii(TI,TA) preserves the generator block GB.  This leads us to  the following 

definition: 

Definition 6.31 Let G = [IclA] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k ,  4) self-dual code such 

that  G contains at  least one generator block with weight 4 rows. Let GB be a particdar 

generator block with weight 4 rows in G. Then the set of permutations l l(TI,  TA)  of the 

columns of G is said to preserve the generator block G B  if for any ~r E lI(Tr, TA): 

~Z~Z&F(F(~(G))  has the form [&1A], and 

0 K preserves the generator block GB.  

The results we will prove in this section aU deal with sets of pairs (TI, TA) in which the 

corresponding set of permutations II(Tr, TA)  preserves generator blocks in G. 

Before stating the results, we will describe some of the notation we WU use to  denote 

various sets of pairs (TI, TA) in which the set of permutations Iï(TI, TA ) preserves a given 

generator block in G. Let GB be a particulax generator block in G. We will use the 

following notation to denote the following sets of pairs: 

T will denote the set of d pairs (TI, TA) such that the set of permutations  TI, TA) 

preserves the generator block Gg . 



TB wiU denote the set of ad pairs (TI,, TA,) such that the set of permutations 

ll(Tlg, TA,) preserves the generator block Gg. ( R e d  that (TI,, TA,) denotes any 

pair of e q u d y  sized subsets of the columns of Ik and A, respectively, that are also 

columns of the GB-block). 

TR wiU denote the set of ail pairs (TIR,TAR) such that the set of permutations 

II(%, TAR) preserves the generator block GB. ( R e d  that (TIR, Ta,) denotes any 

pair of equally sized subsets of the columns of 4 and A, respectively. that do not 

contain any of the columns of the GB-block). 

Note that T g  and TR are both subsets of T. Also note that since for any pair (TIR, TA,) E 

SR, neither Ti, nor TA, contain columns of the GB-block, TR can also be defined as the 

set of ad pairs (TI,, TAR) such that for any n E II(TIR, Ta,), 'RRf3(7r(G)) has the form 

[ I k  1 A'] 

Example 6.32 Consider the (l8,9,4) self-dual code C of Example 6.30, which is gener- 

ated by: 



Recd that if GB is the d4,1-block in the first five rows of G then: 

T is the subset of pairs (TI,  TA), where TI C SI, TA SA, and (Tri = (TA(, such t hat for 

any n E lT(TI, Ta), 'RR&F(r(G)) has the form [IelAl and *(GB) is a d4,t-block. T g  is the 

subset of pairs (TIB, Ta,), where Tb SI,, TAB Ç SAS, and ITr,l = IT.4B, such that 

for any a E Ii(Tre, TAB), R'R&F(n(G)) has the form [I91A7 and a(Gs) is a d4~1-block. 

TR is the subset of pairs (TIR, TA,), where TlR C SI,, TA, C  SA^^ lTr,l = ITA~I~ 

such that for any n E II(TIR, Ta,), RR£F(a(G))  has the form [IslAf].  

For example, consider the foilowing list of pairs: 

each of of the pairs (TI,, TA, (Tl2, TA2 ), (Tk , TA3 ), and (TI,, TA, ) are elements 

of the set T. That is, for any permutation ir E Ii(TI., TA,), where 1 5 i 5 4. 

RR&F(r(G)) has the form [IslAl and a(GB) is a d4,1-block. 

(TI,, TA, ) and (TI2, TA2) are also elernents of TB. 

(TI,, TAJ)  is an element of TR. 



(TI,, TA,) is neither an element of TB nor an eiement of TR. 

(Tk, TAS) and (Trs, Tas) are not elements of T since for any n E n(TI,, Ta,). where 

i = 5 or i = 6, RR&F(a(G)) does not have the fonn [I91Ar]. 

Even though for any n E  TI,, TA, ), RRC+(n(G)) has the fonn [Is 1 A'], (TI;, TA, ) 

is not an elemeot of T since a(GB) is a d4,2-block and not a d4~i-block. 

Similarly, even though for any ~r E II(TI,, TA, ), RR&F(x(G)) has the form [191 A'], 

(Th,  TA, ) is not an element of T since x(GB) is a d4,0-block and not a d4,i- block. 

Our main goal in t his section is to  prove the following t hree lemmas on the three sets 

of pairs T ,  TB, and TR: 

Lemma 6.33 The set T is equal to  the set of aJl pairs (Tb ü TIR, TA, U  TA^) where 

( T b ,   TA^) E TB and ( T ~ , T A , )  E TR- 

In other words, for any pair (Tr,Ta), where Tl c Sr,  Ta C Sa, and (Tri = ITAI, if 

TI, and TA, are the columns in TI and TA,  respectively, that are also columns of the 

Ge-block. then (Tl ,TA) E T if and only if (TI,,TA,) E TB and (TI -T~B.TA-T~B)  E TR. 

Lemma 6.34 For any pair (TI,, TA,) E TB, there exists a permutation a E lI(TI,, TA,) 

such that RREF(?r(G)) = G. 

In other words, for any a' E T[(TIB, TAB) ,  if RR&3(7rt([IklA])) = [ 4 1 A f ]  then the 

rows and coIumns of A' are permutations of the rows and columns of A. 

Lemma 6.35 lTBl is a constant, which we wiIl denote by ~ ( G B ) .  

That is, given a matrix G = [IklA] and generator block Ge in G: the value of /TBl is 

the same no rnatter what the rows and colurnns of A that are not rows and columns of 

GB are. 



Together Lemmas 6.33,6.34, and 6.35 give us the following theorem that we will make 

use of in the next section when we develop aur Combination algorithm for the es and 

di-codes: 

Theorem 6.36 Let G = [IkIA] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-duai code such 

that G contains at least one generator block with weight 4 rows. Let GB be any particuiar 

generator block with weight 4 rows in G. Let (TI,Ta) E T. Let Tb be the subset of 

columns of TI that are also columns of the GB-block, and let TAB be the subset of columns 

of TA that are also columns of the GB- block. Let TI,  = TI - Tb and let TAR = TA - TA - 

Then: 

(TIR, TA,) E TR (by Lemma 6.33), and 

for any T E II(TIB, TAB) ,  RREF(n(G)) has the form [&1A7, where the rows and 

columns of A' are permutations of the rows and columns of A (by Lemmas 6.33 and 

6.34). 

Furthermore, for any pair (TIR, TAR) E TR, there are exactly fc(GB) p i s  (TIBITAB) 

suc6 that (TI, U TlR, TA, U TAR) E T (by Lemma 6.35). 

Now, in order to prove Lemmas 6.33,6.34, and 6.35, we will in fact prove Theorem 6.37 

(given below) for the cases in which GB is an esp, e3.1, dis, or di,i- block. For Theorem 6.37 

we will assume, without loss of generality, the foiiowing facts regarding the location of 

the generator block GB in the matrix G: the set of columns SI, are in the first ISIBl 

columns of 4 ,  the set of columns SA, are in the first ISA,) columns of A, and the rows 

of the GB-block are in the first lGBl rows of G. We will also assume that the rows and 

columns of the Gs-block are ordered as given in Figure 6.1. Wit h these conventions, if for 

any Gi = [Ik, 1 Ai] and G2 = [Ih lAZ] in which the GB-block is the same (for example, the 



GB-block in bot6 Gl and G2 is an e3,0-block) then the sets of columns SI, and SA, are 

the same for both Gl and G2, and any pair of subsets of columns (Tb, TA,) correspond 

to  the same subsets of columns in both Gi and Ga. 

Theorem 6.37 Let G = [IkIA] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k. 4) self-dual code 

C, where G contains a generator block GB t hat is either an e3.0, e3.1, di,o, or d i , l - b l ~ ~ k .  

Then for any pair (TI~,TA~), where Tr, E Sr,, TAB E SA,, and ITIBl = ITABI, one and 

only one of the foilowing is true: 

1.  TI^, TaB) E TB and for any x E II(Tr,, TaB), the rows and columns of A' in 

[IklAl = RR&F(*(G)) are permutations of the rows and columns of A, or 

Example 6.38 Let G = [IklA] be the generator matrix for a (26, k,4) self-dud code 

where G contains a generator block GB that is an es,o-block. Then with our conventions 

Note that Sr, = {al, a2, a3} and SA, = {cl, ~2,c3,4). 

Theorem 6.37 t d s  us that no matter what the integer k or the (k - 3) x k matrix M 

is, for any pair (TlB,T~,), where TI, C SIB, TA, C SAg, and ITrBl = ITA,~, one and 

ody one of the following is true: 



(TI,,TA,) E TB and for any r E lI(TIB,TA,), the rows and columns of A' in 

[Ikl Al = 'R'REF(r(G)) are permutations of the rows and columns of A, or, 

For example, ((ai}, {ci}) E Tg, and thus, for kny z E II({al), {cl}), the rows and 

columns of A' in [&IA''I = RR&F(T(G))  are permutations of the rows aod columns of A. 

The pair ({ai), {cd)) $! TB, and thus, for any pair (TI,, TA,), the pair ({ai 1 U TI,, {Y} U 

TqR) @ 

Once we have proved Theorem 6.37, we wiIi have proved Lemmas 6.33, 6.34, and 

6.35, and thus we wiU have proved Theorem 6.36. That is, by Theorem 6.37, we have 

Lemma 6.33 since: 

for any (TI,, TA,) E TB,  by the first point in Theorem 6.37 we know that for any r E 

ll(TIB, f ig )  the rows and columns of A' in [IkIAl = RRCF(r (G))  are permutations 

of the rows and columns of A, which impiies that for any pair (TIR,TAR) E TR, 

(TI,  U TIR,TAB U TAR) E T. Therefore. the set of ad pairs (TI, ü TrR,TAB U TAR) 

is contained in the set T. 

for any pair (TI, Ta) E T, if TI, and TA, are columns in TI and TA, respectively, t hat 

are also columns of the GB-blo&, then since for any îr E II(TI,TA), ~ ( G B )  is stiU a 

GB-block, we must have ITI,I = ITa,l, and, by the second point in Theorem 6.37, 

(TI,, TA,) must be in Tg (for if (TI,, TA,) Tg then the fact that (TI, TA) E T 

contradicts the second point of Theorem 6.37). Furthermore, since (TI,, TA,) E TB, 

by the first point of Theorem 6.37, (TI - TIB,TA - TA*) E TR. Therefore, T is 

contained in the set of ail pairs (TI ,  U TIR, Ta, U TA,). 

Thus, the set T is equal to the set of ail pairs (TIBuTIR, Ta,uTaR), where (TI,, TA,) E TB 

and (T1,,TAR) E TR, which gives us Lemma 6.33. Lemma 6.34 follows immediatdy from 



the first point in Theorem 6.37. Lemma 6.35 follows immediately from the if and only if 

condition in Theorem 6.37. 

Let us now prove Theorem 6.37 for each of the cases when Ge is an e3,~-block. an 

es,i-block, a di,o-blo&, or a d i , i - b l ~ ~ k -  LVe wwill consider the cases when Gs is either an 

e3,0-block or an cal-block first, and then the cases when GB is either a d,,o-block or a 

dill-block. 

The e3.o and e3,1-blocks 

Let us now prove Theorem 6.37 for the case when GB is an e3,0-block: 

Note t h  a t  for 

Consider B,  the weight 4 set generated by the es,o-block. There are exactly 7 weight 

4 words in B: 

r1 7 r2, r3, r1 @ r2 r r1 a3 7'3, r 2  @ 7'3, T l  a3 T2 $ TJ 

For each w' E B, we will use the phrase "the columns of G" to refer to the four columns 

c of G in which the rows of G that sum to G, sum to a one in column c. For example, 

the columns of Îu'= r l  are a l ,q , c2 , cg  and the columns of w' = rl $ r l  are a1,a2,cg,c4.  

Notice that in the weight 4 set B there is exactly one weight 4 word w' such that three 

of the four columns of w' are columns of SIB (namely, EU = PI$ r2 $ r3). NOW, for any pair 

(TI,, Ta, ) E TB and permutation z E II(TIB, f ig) ,  this must also be true for the weight 

4 set B' generated by a(GB). That is, there must exist one and only one d E B' such 

t hat t hree of the four columns of w' are in Si, = (Sr ,  - TiB ) U Th. Therefore, for each 

of the Ego (:) (4) = 35 posribilities for (TI., Ta.), we know that if (Sr. - TI.) u TI, 



does not contain three of the columns of one of the seven weight 4 words in B. then for 

any a E n(TIB, TA,), n(GB) cannot be an e3,0-block, and therefore (TlBl TA,) # TB. 

Furthemore, for any pair (TIR, Tan), we know (Tlg u Th, TAg u TAn) # T since, for any 

" E II(TrB U TlR, TA, U Ta,), a(GB)  s t a  cannot be an es,o-block. Thus, we now only 

have to consider the pairs (Tb, TA,) in which the set ( S I ,  - Tr, ) ü TA, contains three 

of the four columns of one of the seven weight 4 words in B. 

We have (:) = 7 choices for the weight 4 word Y E B that has three columns in 

(SI, - TI,) U TA,, and for each G, we have (:) = 4 choices for the three columns in 

Ik. Therefore, the number of pairs (TIB,TaB) in which one of the seven weight 4 words 

in B has three of its four columns in (SI, - TI,) U TAB is 7 x 4 = 28. We will prove 

Theorem 6.37 for the case when G B  is an e3,0-block by showing that for each of these 28 

possibilities for the set (TIB,TAB) there exists a permutation rr E n(TIB,TAB) such that 

RRCF(r(G)) = G. Note that t h i s  also shows us that (TrB,TAB) E TB. 

Let G = [Ik(A] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C, where G 

contains an es,o-block. Then, with just the columns of A given, we have: 

Above the horizontal line are the rows of the e3,0-block in A and below the horizontal 

CI c2 c3 c4 

Line are a.ll the different ways the remaining rows of A may intersect the e3,0-b10ck. 

Ln our proof, we wiu perform our permutations of the columns of G (and elementary 

row operations) by applying sequences of ADD,., SW.4Pr, and SWAPc operations on A. 

R e c d  that if entry ( i ,  j) of A is non-zero, then an ADD,,(i, j) on A results in the matrix 

A' where G = [IkIAl = RR&F(r(G)), where .n is the transposition that swaps column 

A = 

- 
O' 

O' 

0' 

- 

- 
1 1 1 O 

1 1 O  1 

1 O 1 1 

0 1 1 1 X  

O O O O Y  
I 

rl (a l )  

r2 (a2) 

r3 (a3) 



i of Ik with column j of A. A SWAP, operation simply swaps two columns of Ik and 

row-reduces, and a SWAP, operation simply swaps two columns of A. 

Let us begin by first showing that for each of the seven weight 4 words in B there 

exists a permutation n (ody  involving the columns of the es,o-block) that permutes t hree 

of the four columns of the weight 4 word into Ik. In t e m s  of the matrix A and the three 

operations ADDYBc, SWAP,, and SWAP, what we want to show is that there exists a 

sequence S of ADD,,, operations on A that  results in a matrk S ( A )  in which three of 

the four columns of G are columns of Ik in [ I k ( S ( A ) ] .  We then want to show that t here 

exists a sequence of SWAP, and/or SWAPc operations on S ( A )  that results in A being 

reproduced. 

For the weight 4 word r l  $ r2 $ r3 we are done, since three of its four columns are 

already in &. Let us now consider the weight 4 word TI$ r?. The four columns of 7-13  rz 

in G are al, a2, c3, c4. Lf we perform an ADDr,=(3, 3) on A, then the matrix that results 

is: 

A' = 

Cl c2 a3 c4 

0 1 1 1 0 '  

1 1 0 1 0 -  

1 0 1 1 0 -  

1 1 1 O X  

O O O O Y  

Notice that three of the four columns of the weight 4 word 7-1 $ 7-2 in A are now columns 

of Ik in [GIAq, and if we swap the first and fourth columns of A' then A  is reproduced. 

Similar sequences of ADD,, ,  SWAP,, and SWAP, operations exist for the weight 4 words 

rl $ r3 and r2 $ r3. This completes the case when 6 is the sum of two rows of G. Let us 

now consider the weight 4 word r l .  If we perform an ADD,,(2,1) on A foilowed by an 



ADD,,(3,2),  then the matrix that resdts is: 

Notice that three of the four columns of the weight 4 word rl in A are now columns of Ik 

in [IklAiq, and if we swap the first and third columns of A" then A is reproduced. Similar 

sequences of ADD,, ,  SWAP,, and SWAPc operations exist for the weight 4 words rz and 

r3. This completes the case when 1u is a row of G. Thus, for each of the seven weight 

4 words 6 in B, there exists a sequence S of ADD, ,  operations on A that results in 

a matrix S(A),  where the rows and columns of S ( A )  are permutations of the rows and 

columns of A, such that three of the four columns of 5 are columns of Ik  in [ 4 1 S ( A ) ] -  

Since for each tü E B there exists a sequence S of ADD,,, operations that results in 

a matrix S(A)  whose row and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A, 

such that three of the four columns of tu' are columns of Ik in [IklS(A)], ail we have left 

to show is that for each of the (3) = 4 combinations of three columns chosen frorn the 

four columns ai, a2, as, cl of ri $ rz $ r3, there exists a sequence S of ADD,,, operations 

that results in a matrix S ( A ) ,  whose rows and columns are permutations of the rows and 

columns of A, in which our choice of three columns are columns of 4 in [IkIS(A)] .  For the 

combination al, a2, a3 we are done since t hey are already columns of Ik in [Ik 1 A]. For the 

combination al, a*, cl ,  if we perform an ADD,,(3,1) operation on A, then the resulting 



matrix is: 

Notice t hat the three columns a l ,  a2, ci are now columns of Ik in [Ik 1 A'], and if we swap 

the third and fourth columns of A' then A is reproduced. Similar sequences of ADD,,, 

SWAP,, and SWAP, operations exist for the combinations ai, as, ci and a2, a3, cl. Thus, 

for each of the 4 combinations of three columns chosen fiom the four columns of rl $r2$r3, 

there exists a sequence S of ADD, ,  operations on A that results in a matrix S ( A )  whose 

rows and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A, in which our choice of 

three columns are columns of Ik in [IkIS(A)] .  

What we have shown is that for each of the 7 x 4 = 28 pairs (TI,,TAB), where 

(SI, -TI, )uTAB contains three of the four ones of some zü E B, t here exists a permutation 

n E Ii(TIB, TAB) such that RRC.F(T(G)) = G. Since, for each of the remaining 35-28 = 7 

pairs (TIB, TA,), we have already shown that for any pair (TIR, TA,), ( T b  U TlR, TAB U 

Ta,) $ T, we have proved Theorem 6.37 for the case when GB is an e3,0-block. Note 

t hat we have also shown that fc(es,o) = 28. 

We can also prove Theorem 6.37 for the case when G s  is an e3,1-block in a very s i d a s  

monner, with the major clifferences being that for an eai-blodt ISr,l = 4, ISA,I = 3. and 

for the weight 4 set B generated by the e3,1-block, there is exactly one weight 4 word 

G E B such that t hree of the four columns of 6 are columns of A. For the e3,1- block we 

also have fC(esl1) = 28. 



The dilo and diVl-blocks 

Let us now prove Theorem 6.37 for our remaining two cases: the case when GB is a 

di ,o-bl~~k,  i 2 1, and the case when GB is a d i , l -b l~~k7  i 2 2. 

We will first prove Theorem 6 -37 for the case when Ge is a dill-block, i 2 2: 

Note that for a diVi-block, ISgl = ISA,I = i + 1. 

Consider B, the weight 4 set generated by the diVl-block. The weight 4 words in B 

consist of the first i - 1 rows of G, the sum of any pair of the first i - 1 rows of G, the 

sum of the last two rows of G, and the sum of the last two rows of G with any of the first 

i - 1 rows of G. Consider the following set S of i + 1 disjoint pairs of columns of G: 

Note that the 2i + 2 columns in this list are the columns of the d i , l -b l~~k .  Notice that for 

each of t hese pairs of columns, for any îU E B,  G has the same value in bot h columns. For 

example, every w' E B is either O O or 1 1 in columns (cl, cz). Furthermore, for any other 

pair of columns of the diVl-block this is not true. For example, for the pair (cs, c4), TC = T I  

has a value of 1 in column c3 and a value of O in column c4. Therefore, the columns of 

the diVl-blo& in G can be uniquely partitioned into the set S of disjoint pairs of columns 

such that for any weight 4 word w' E 8, the value of G is the same in both columns of 

each pair. 



Notice that one of the pairs of columns in S (namely (a;, a;+l)) consists of two columns 

from Ik7 another one of the pairs (namely (cl, c 2 ) )  consists of two columns from A, and the 

remaining i - 1 pairs each consist of one column from Ik and one column from A. Thus. 

for any set (TI,, TA,) E TB, the set of i + 1 columns (SI, - TI,) U T.4B must d s o  contain 

both columns of one (and only one) of the i + 1 pairs of columns in S. Therefore, for 

each of the -= 
i + l  i k  ( i  : ') ( j ) = (y::) possibilities for (Ti,, TA.), we know that 

if (SI, - TI,) u TI, does not contain one ( a d  only one) of the pairs of columns in S, t hen 

for any n E II(TIB, TA,), r (GB)  cannot be a di,l-block, and therefore (TI,, TA,) TB. 

Furthermore, for any pair (Tr,, TaR), we know (TI, U Th, TA, U TAR) T since, for any 

rr E II(TIB U TIR' TA, U TAR),  r (GB)  stiU cannot be a di,l-bl~&. Thus, we now only have 

to  consider the pairs (TIB,fi,) in which the set (SI, - TI,) U TAB contains one (and 

only one) of the (i + 1) pairs of columns in S. 

We have ( i  : ' ) choices for the one and only pair of colurnns in S that has bath 

columns in (SI, - TI, ) U TA,, and for each these choices we have (i) choices for the one 

and oniy pair of columns in S t hat has neither column in (SI, - TI, ) ü TA, , and for the 

remaining i - 1 pairs we have 2'-' choices for the one column that occurs in (SI, - TI, ) u 

TA,- Therefore, the number of pairs (TIB,TAB) in which the set (SI, -T1,)uTAB contains 

both columns of one and only one of the i + 1 pairs is ( 2  ; l) ( 3 2 i - l  = i ( i  + 1 p. 

Using the same method we used for the e3,0-block, it can be shown that for each 

of these i(i + 1)2'-' possibilities for the sets (TI,, Ta,) there exists a permutation rr E 

II(Tr,, TAB) such that  R R & F ( r ( G ) )  = G. Note that this d s o  shows us that (TI,, TA,) E 

TB. Since for each of the remaining pairs (Tt,, TA,) we have already shown that, for any 

pair (TIR, TAR), (TrB U TfRI TAB U TAR) 6 T, we have proved Theorem 6.37 for the case 

when GB is an di,l-bIock. We have dso  shown that fC(divi)  = i ( i  + 1)2'-'. 

We c m  also prove Theorem 6.37 for the case when Ge is an di ,o-bl~~k,  i 2 2,  in a 

very similar manner, with the major differences being that for an dio-block ISfBl = i, 

ISA, J = i + 2, and for the ( i  + 1) pairs of columns, one and only one pair has bot h columns 



in A and the rernaining i pairs have one column in rk and the other in A. This gives us 

This completes our proof of Theorem 6.37. 

Thus, we have now proved Lemmâs 6.33, 6.34, and 6.35, which together give us 

Theorem 6.36. 

Furthermore, for any pair (TIR,  TA,) E TR, there are exactly f e ( G B )  pairs (TI, ,  TA, )  

such that (TI,  u TI,, TAB U TAR) E T ,  where fc(GB) is defined as follows: 

Theorem 6.36 can be easily extended to consider sets of permutations t hat preserve 

more than one generator block in G. For example, suppose G contains two generator 

blocks, Gel and G B 2 ,  with weight 4 rows. Let T now denote the set of al1 pairs (Tr,TA) 

in which the set of permutations II(TI, T A )  preserves both GB, and Gg2 (i.e. for any 

r E II(TI, TA),  'R'R&F(T(G)) has the form [ Ik(A]  ond r preserves both of the generator 

blocks GBl  and G B Z ) .  Let ( T I ,  Ta) be any pair in T. Let TlBt TrB2 denote the subsets of 

columns of Tl t hat are dso columns of t he generator blocks GB, and G&, respectively, and 

let TABl ,  TAB, denote the subsets of columns of Ta that are &O columns of the generator 

blocks GBl and G B 2 ,  respectivdy. Let TlB = TI,* U  TI^^^ let TA, = TABl U TAB2,  let 

TrR = TI - TlB, and let TA, = TA - TaB. Then by Theorem 6.36: 

(TIR,TA,)  E TR, where TR is the set of all pairs (TiR,TA,) in which the set of 

permutations II(TIR, TA,) preserves both of the generator blocks GB, and G B 2 ,  

and 



for any irl E II(TrBl, TA,,), if [IkIAi] = ' R R 6 3 ( q ( G ) )  then the rows and columns 

of Al are permutations of the rows and coIumns of A, and for any 

r 2  E II(TIB2> TAB2 ), if [IkIA2] = RR&.F(F(T~(G)) then the  rows and columns of A2 

are permutations of the rows and columns of A, which together imply that,  for any 

r E II(TIB, Ta,), if [IklAl = R'R&F(a(G)) then the rows and columns of A' are 

permutations of the rows and columns of A. 

Furthemore, for any pair (TI,, 4,) E TR, there are exactly fc(Gel ) x fc(GB2) pairs 

(TI,, TA,) sudi that (TI, u TI,,  TA^ U  TA^) E T .  

Generalizing this, we have our final result of this section: 

Theorem 6.39 Let G be the generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code such t hat 

G contains a t  least one generator block with weight 4 rows. Let Ge, ,  GB2 , . . . , GB, be 

the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in G. Let (TI, TA) E T, where T is the set of a.il 

pairs (TI,  T A )  in which the set of permutations II(Tr, T A )  preserves each of the generator 

blocks Ge,, for j = 1,2, . . . , q. Let TI, be the subset of all columns in TI that are d s o  

columns of the generator blocks GB, , and let T..lB be the subset of columns in TA that are 

also columns of the generator blocks GB, . Let TIR = TI - TI, and let TAR = TA - TAB . 
Then: 

(TIR, TA,) E TR, where TR is the set of all pairs (TIR, Ta,) in which the set of permu- 

tations II(TIR, Ta,) preserves each of the generator blocks Ge,, for j = 1,2, . . . , q. 

and 

for any r E II(TIB, TA,),  RRPF(T(G)) 6as the form [4JA' l ,  where the rows and 

columns of A' are permutations of the rows and columns of A. 



such that II(TIB U TIR, TA, ü Tan) E T, where fc(Gs) is defined as foilows: 

fc(e3,o) = 28 
- fc(e3,l) - 28 

fC(divo) = (i + 1)2' i 2 1 

fC(divl) = ( + 2 i 1 2. 

Note that, as was pointed out earlier, since for any pair (TIR, T'A,) E TR, neither TiR nor 

TA, contains any of the columns of the generator blocks GB, TR is just the set of ad pairs 

(TI,, TARI such that for any s E II(Tr,, TA,), RRf.F((r(G)) has the form [ IkIAl.  

In the next section, we WU see how we can use Theorem 6.39 to  reduce the number 

of sets of permutations iI(TI, TA) we need to consider in the the Combination algorithm 

we wiil develop for the e3 and di-codes. 

6.7 Generator Blocks with Weight 4 Rows In the Combi- 

nat ion Algorit hm 

In this section, we wiil develop our Combination aigorithm for the (2k, k ,  4) es and di- 

codes, i 2 1. 

Let us begin by reviewing the role of the Combination algorithm. Let C be any 

(2k, k,4) self-dual code. Let Ç denote some subset of the generator matrices in ~ I I A l ( C ) .  

wit h the property t hat for any pair Gi = [Ikl Al], Gz = [ I k  IA2] E G[I (C), where the rows 

and columns of Al are permutations of the rows and columns of A2, G1 is an element of Ç 

if and only if G2 is an element of Ç. R e c d  that given any G = [&[A] E Ç, the role of the 

Combination algorithm is to produce a list L' = { ( A ; ,  cnt;), (A;,  cnti), . . . , (A;, c n t k ) )  

such t hat for any G" = [Ikl A''] E G: 

There exists at l e s t  one A: in L' such that the rows and columns of A: are permu- 

tations of the rows and columns of A". 



I f  pcnt is the number of permutations rra, of the rows and columns of A" such 

that nTrc(A") = A", and if A:,, A:,, . . . ,A in  are the matrices in L' whose rows 

and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A", then Cy=, c d : ,  = 

acntlpcnt where acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

So far our Combination dgorithm has found such a üst L' by selecting and performing 

one permutation x from each of the ( y )  sets of permutations II(TI,TA). For each 

Gr = R'R&F(n(G)) produced, if Gr has the form [IkIAl and is an  element of G then A' is 

recored in L', otherwise it is discarded. The main problem wit h this aigorithm is that we 

have to select and perform one permutation from each of the ( y )  sets of permut atioos 

 TI, TA).  

Our Combination algorithm is deterrnining, for each of the 

whether or not each of the permutations in II(TI, TA)  results in a matrix that is an element 

of G. However, if for some subset T of pairs (TI, TA) we can determine for each pair (with- 

out a c t u d y  selecting/performing permutations) that for any ir E  TI, T A )  the resulting 

matrix is not an element of 6 ,  then the Combination algorithm does not have to consider 

any rnember of the set of permutations II(Tr, TA)  where (TI ,  TA) E T .  Furthermore, if for 

some subset T of pairs (TI ,  TA), we c m  determine (wit hout act u d y  selecting or perform- 

ing permutations) t hat for aay two pairs (TI, , TA, ) , (TI=, TA2 ) E T t here exist permuta- 

tions n~ E II(Tr,, TAI )  and nz E II(Tk, TA2) such that R?2U(r i (G))  = ?ZR&F(r2(G)) 

then, as long as we know JTI, the Combination aigorithm need only consider one of these 

sets of permutations. In other words, the Combination algorithm does not necessarily 

have to consider each of the (tk) sets of permutations II(Tr, TA) .  

In this section, we will develop a Combination dgorithm for the (2k, k , 4 )  es and 

di-codes that will d o w  us to reduce the number of sets of permutations II(Tr,TA) that 

the algorithm has to  consider. The set of generator matrices G for which the algorithm 

will produce a List LI, is the set of a.ll generator matrices G" E ÇIrlAl(C) where G" has a 

maximal combination of genemtor blocks &th weight 4 mws (which we will define later). 



As we shall s e ,  limiting our algorithm to such generator matrices wilI allow us to rnake use 

of Theorem 6.39 of Section 6.6 in order to reduce the number of sets II(Tr, f i )  considered 

by the algorit hm. 

6.7.1 Maximal Combinations of Generator Blocks With Weight 4 Rows 

We will begin this section by defining the subset 8 of generator matrices in ç(IIAl(C) for 

which our Combination algorithm wiil produce the list L'. The set will be based on the 

generator blocks with weight 4 rows contained in each matrix. 

Let C be any (2k, k,4) self-dual code that is either an e3-code or a di-code, i 2 1. 

Then the set of generator matrices 4rlal(C) rnay contain many pairs of matrices in which 

at Ieast one of their corresponding generator blocks differ. That is, for each es-block (if 

any), there rnay exist matrices in Ç[rlal(C) in which it  is an e3,0-block, and there may 

erist matrices in which it corresponds to an esvt-block. For each di-block (if any ), t here 

may exist matrices in which it corresponds to a dl,o-block, a dl,3-block, or a dl,4-block. 

And, for each di-block, i 2 2, there rnay eicist matrices in which it corresponds to a di,o- 

block, a divl-block, a di,2*bl~&, a dis-block1 or a d i , c -b l~~k .  Furthermore, for any pair of 

matrices Gi, G2 E GIIIAI(C), the number of each of the different generator blocks in G l  

and Gz rnay differ. For example, Gl rnay contain two e3,0-blocks and zero e3,1-blocks, 

and Gz rnay contain one esPo-block and one es,l-block. In other words, there rnay exist 

many different combinations of the amounts of each of the different generator blocks that 

occur in the generator matrices in G[rllal(C). 

Let G1 = [IclAi] and G2 = [IkIA2] be any two generator matrices in (?[IIAl(C). Sup- 

pose G1 and G2 do not contain the same amounts of each of the different generator 

blocks. For example, suppose Gl contains exactly two e3,0-blocks and suppose Gz con- 

tains exactly one es,o-block and one esvi-block. Then the rows and columns of Ai c a n o t  

be permutations of the rows and columns of A2. Therefore, we can define our set of 

generator matrices Ç to be some subset of generator matrices in ÇIIIAl(C) that all have 



the same amounts of each of the different generator blocks. In other words, we can define 

Ç by defining how many of the es-blocks in each matrix are e 3 a - b l ~ ~ s ,  how many of the 

e3-blocks in each matrix are e3,1-blocks, how many of the dl-blocks in each matrix are 

d i , o - b l ~ ~ k ~ ,  and so on. 

Ideaily, it would be nice if we couid define our set to be the set of ail generator 

matrices G in Çlzlal(C) in which all the es-blocks in G are e3,0-blocks, and in which 

d the di-blocks, i > 1, are d i , o - b l ~ ~ k ~ .  If this were possible, then Our Combination 

algorithm could produce the iist L' by first permuting the columns of the input matriw 

until a G E is produced, and then selecting and performing permutations from just 

the sets of permutations T E II(TIR, TAR) in which TIR and TA,  do not contain any of 

the columns of the generator blocks in G. If GB,, GB2,. . . , GB,, are the generator blocks 

in G (which are aiI generator blocks with weight 4 rows) then for each a selected that 

results in a matrot G = RR&.F(r(G)) that has the form [ I k ( X ] ,  if we record the pair 

(A', /c(GB)) in L', then by Theorem 6.39 of Section 6.6, the resuiting list L' will 

have the desired properties. However, as the following example demonstrates, this is not 

generdy possible. 

Example 6.40 Let C be the ( l4 ,7 ,4)  self-dud code generated by: 

There are two generator blodts for weight 4 sets in G: the e3-block (which is an e3,o- 

block) in the first three rows of G and the es-block in the last four rows of G (which is 

an e3,1-block). Let Ge, be the es-block in the first three rows of G and let GB, be the 



es-block in the last four rows of G. Let G' = [17(A7 be any generator mat rix in ÇIIIA1(C), 

and let GÉ, and G'& be the generator blocks in G' that correspond to  GB, and Ge,, 

respectively. Then one possibiüty for the generator blocks in G' is that G<Bi rnay be an 

e3,0-block and Gh2 may be an eai-block. Another possibility is that Ghl may be an es.1- 

block and G& may be an es,o-block. However, G)Bl and Gb2 cannot both be es,o-blocks. 

since each ea,o-block takes up four distinct columns in A but there are only 7 columns. 

It is also not possible for both Gbl and Gb2 to be e3,i-blocks, since each eai-block takes 

up four distinct columns in 17. 

Therefore, we cannot define our set G to be the set of aii generator matrices G in 

Ç ~ I I A i ( C )  in which all the e3-blocks are e3,0-blocks and all the di-blocks, i 2 1, are dco- 

blocks. Furt hermore, ÇIIIAl (C) may only contain generator matrices whose generator 

blocks are not aU generator blocks with weight 4 rows. In other words, it is not generdy 

possible to define our set Ç to contain generator matrices whose generator blocks are 

all generator blocks with weight 4 rows. Keeping this in mind, one property that the 

generator matrices in our set Ç wiil possess is that they wiU ail have a full combination 

of genemtor blocks with weight 4 rows: 

Definition 6.41 Let G = [IkI A] be any matrix in 4rlai(c)D Let GB, , G B ~ ,  - - . , GB, be 

the subset of generator blocks in G that are generator blocks with weight 4 rows. For any 

G' E ~ [ I I A l ( C ) ,  let GÉ, , G',, , . . . , GB; denote the generator blocks in G' t hat correspond 

to the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in G. Then G is said to have a full combination 

of genemtor blocks with weight 4 rows if and only if, for any G' E GIrlal(C) in which each of 

the generator blocks G)B, in G', j = 1,2, . . . , q, is the same as the corresponding generator 

block Ge, in G, none of the remaining generator blocks in G' are generator blocks with 

weight 4 rows. 

Ln other words, G has a full combination of genemtor blocks with weight 4 rows if 

and only if for any permutation ~r of the coIumns of G that results in a matrix G' = 

RR&/(T(G)) that has the form [IclA], if r transforms one of the generator blocks in G 



that is not a generator block with weight 4 rows into a generator block with weight 4 

rows, then R must dso  transform at least one of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows 

in G into a different generator block. 

Example 6.42 Let C be the (20.10,4) self-dual code generated by: 

G contains the following three generator blocks for weight 4 sets: 

a GBl : the d3,0-block in the first three rows of G, 

O G&: the d3,i-block in rows 4, 5, 6, and 7 of G, and 

G B ~  : the dlv4-block in the last t hree rows of G. 

The generator blocks with weight 4 rows in G are the d3,0- block Ge, and the d3,i- block 

G&. This G has a full combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. That is, 

there does not exist a permutation n. of the columns of G, where RRE.F(n.(G)) has the 

form [Ikldr], in which a(GBl) is a d3,0-block, a ( G 4  is a d3,1-block, and ]F(G&) is a 

dl,o-block (i.e. the dl-block that is a generator block with weight 4 rows). The reason for 

this is that the columns of each generator block in G do not intersect, and since the d3,0 



and d3,1-blocks together take up 10 of the 11 columns in A, there is only one column left 

for the dl-block, and therefore it cannot be a dl,o-block since a d l , a - b l ~ ~ k  would take u p  

exactly 3 columns in A. 

There may exist matrices Gl and GÎ in GtllAl(C) in which both Gl  and G2 have full 

combinations of generator blocks with weight 4 rows, but Gl and G2 do not contain the 

same amounts of each of the different generator blocks with weight 4 rows. For example, if 

the generator matrices in ~[I IA1(C)  con t in  only one generator block, and if this generator 

block is a dz-block, then the generator block in Cl may be a d2,0-block, and the generator 

block in G2 rnay be a d2,i-block. Therefore, we will define a unique full combination 

of generator blocks with weight 4 rows, which we W U  narne a maximal combination of 

genemtor blocks with weight 4 rows. 

Ln order to  define a maximal combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows, we 

will first define a precedence on the generator blocks with weight 4 rows. From highest 

to lowest , this precedence is: 

Using this precedence, we wilI now define a cornparison relationship for the different 

combinations of amounts of generator blocks with weight 4 rows: 

Definition 8.43 Let Gi and Gz be any two matrices in G[rllAl(C). If G1 and G2 have the 

same amount of each of the different generator blocks with weight 4 rows then GI and G2 

are said to  have equal combinations of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. Otherwise, 

if GB is the highest precedence generator block with weight 4 rows in which G1 and G2 

do not contain the same amount, then if Gl bas more Gs-blocks than G2 then G1 is said 

to have a laqer  combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows than G2, else Gl is 

said to  have a smaller combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows than GÎ. 

This definition leads us t o  our definition of a maximal combination of generator blocks 

with weight 4 rows: 



Definition 6.44 Let G = [GIA] be any matrix in Ç[rlal(C) SU& that G has a full 

combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. Then G is said t o  have a man'mal 

combination of genemtor blocks imth weight 4 rows if and only if for any Gr E ÇfrlAl(C) 

that has a full combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows, either G and Gr have 

equal combinations of generator blocks with weight 4 rows, or G has a larger combination 

of generator blocks with weight 4 rows than G'. 

Example 6.45 Consider the generator matrix G = [IiolA] for the (20,10,4) self-dual 

code C of Example 6.42. G contains three generator blocks: 

0 the d3,0-block GB, , 

the d3,1-block GB,, and, 

the dl,4-block G B ~ .  

Let a be any permutation of the columns of G such that Gr = RR&F((x(G)) has the 

form [IiolA']. Then one of the following two statements will be true about the generator 

blocks in G'. 

G' has the same amount of each of the different generator blocks with weight 4 rows 

as G. That is, one of the d3- blocks in Gr is a d3,0-block, the other d3- block in Gr is 

a d3,1-block, and the di-block in G' is not a dl,o-block. 

0 Gr does not contain the same arnount of each of the different generator blocks with 

weight 4 rows as G. Furthermore, if GB is the hïghest precedence generator block 

with weight 4 rows in which G and G' do not contain the same amount, then G h a  

more. Ln other words, there do not exist permutations K in which, for example, the 

two d3- blocks in G' are bot h d3,0-blocks. 

Therefore, G has a maximal combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. 

327 



The set of generator matrices G for which our Combination algorithm will find a List 

L' for is the subset of ail generator matrices in Çlrlal(C) that have a maximal combination 

of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. We will denote this subset of generator matrices 

by Gmrrr(C). 

6.7.2 The Combination Algorithm for the e3 and d,-Codes 

Our Combination algorithm for the es and di-codes will find a List L' for the set of 

generator matrices Çm,,(C). The algorithm w u  produce L' in two stages. The first stage 

wilI produce a list Lm,, of k x k matrices A' containing exactly one representative for 

each of the diflerent maximal combinations of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. That 

is, for any G = [IklAf7 E Çma,(C), if Gz1, GË2,. . . , Ggq are the generator blocks with 

weight 4 rows in Gu, then Lm, will contain exactly one matrix A' such that each of the  

corresponding generator blocks Gb, in G' = [IkIAl is the same as the generator block 

Ggj in G", for j = 1,2,. . . , q. The second stage of our algorithm WU apply our original 

Combination algorithm to each A' E Lm,=, but will only consider the sets of permutations 

II(TfR,TaR) of the columns of G' = [ b ( A l  that do not include any of the columns of 

the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in G'. In other words, for each A' E Lm,, the 

second stage of our algorithm uses A' (and Theorern 6.39 of Section 6.6) to perform and 

select permutations from the sets of permutations II(fi, TA) of the columns of the input 

matrix G = [IklA], that result in matrices with the same combination of generator blocks 

with weight 4 rows as G' = [IkIAq. 

Let G = [&lA] be the input matrix to our Combination algorithm. The first stage of 

our algorithm will produce the List Lm,, by performing one permutation ?r of the columns 

of G for each of the different possible combinations for the generator blocks with weight 4 

rows in G' = [IkIAl = R'REF(n(G)). The algonthm wiil find and perform each of these 

permutations recursively. That is, the algorithm will first find one permutation for 

each of the different possible combinations for the generator blocks with weight 4 rows 



contained in the first j - 1 generator blocks of Gl = 'RREF(T~ (G)). The algorithm will 

t hen either skip to the next level of the recursion (indicating the jth generator block will 

not be a generator block with weight 4 rows in the finai matrix), or the algorithm will find 

one permutation n2 (if it exists) of the columns of Gi for each of the different possibilities 

for the generator block ?rz(GB,), where Gg, is the jth generator block in Gl and ~2 

preserves the generator blocks with weight 4 rows contained in the first j - 1 generator 

blocks of Gt. For example, if GB, is a d3-blodt, then the algorithm will either skip to 

the next level of the recursion (indicating that GBl will be neither a d3,0 nor d3,1-block in 

the final matrix), or the algorithm WU find one permutation a2 that results in n2(GBJ ) 

being a d3,0-block, and one permutation that results in nz(GB,) being a d3,1-block. 

As the next theorem demonstrates, we can search for the permutation 7r2 by consid- 

ering only permutations of the columns of G1 that do not include any of the columns of 

the generator blocks with weight 4 rows contained in the first j - 1 generator blocks of 

G1: 

Theorem 6.46 Suppose there exists a permutation a; of the columns of G1 that pre- 

serves the generator blocks with weight 4 rows contained in the first j- I generator blocks 

of G1. Then there exists a permutation ?r2 of the columns of G1 that does not involve 

any of the columns of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows contained in the first j - 1 

generator blocks of Gl such that a;(GB,) and 7r2(G~,) are the same. 

Proof This foliows immediately from Theorem 6.39 of Section 6.6. That is, if II(TI, T A )  

is the set of permutations of the columns of Gt to which 4 belongs, then if TI,, TA, 

are the subsets of columns of TI ,  TA, respectively, that are not columns of the generator 

blocks with weight 4 rows contained in the first j - 1 generator blocks of GI, then by The- 

orem 6.39, for any ?r2 E II(TIR, Ta,), the rows and columns of A2 are permutations of the 

rows and columns of A;, where [IkIA2] = R'REF((a2(Gl)) and [IkIA;] = R R E F ( T ~ ( G ~ ) ) .  

Therefore, nz is a permutation of the columns of G1 that does not involve any of the 

columns of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows contained in the first j - 1 generator 



blocks of Gl such that r2(GBJ ) is the same as r i ( G e , ) .  0 

As an example of how we c m  find such a permutation rrz, suppose Ge, is an e3-block 

and suppose we want n2(GB,)  to  be an e3,0-b10ck. If GBJ is already an eJ,o-block then 

a2 = I will do, where 1 is the identity permutation. Suppose GB, is kn e3,i-block: 

Then it can be proved that a permutation xz of the columns of Gl = [b lAl ]  exists such 

that r z (GeJ  ) is an e3,-,-block, 'R7XF(7r2(G)) h a  the form [IkJA2],  and a* preserves the 

generator blocks with weight 4 rows contained in the first j - 1 generator blocks of Gi if 

and o d y  if there exists a t  least one column c in Al that contains a one in row ~ 4 ,  where 

c is neither a column of the qVi-block Ge, nor a column of any of the generator blocks 

wit h weight 4 rows contained in the first j - 1 generator blocks of G1. If this is the case. 

then ~2 = (a4 C )  is SU& a permutation. 

We will now give a formal description of Our algorithm for producing the List Lm,, of 

k x k matrices A' containing exactly one representative for each of the different maximal 

combinations of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. The algorithm makes use of a 

Boolean Wray FourBlock[l..pJ, where p is the number of generator blocks in G, to keep 

track of the subset ofgenerator blocks for which a permutation xz was found that resulted 

in a generator block with weight 4 rows. The algorithm also makes us of the following 

two functions (of which formd descriptions will not be given): 

a AddToList(At, FourBlock,L,,,): This function inserts A' into Lm.,, if appro- 

priate. That is, if the combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows in 

G' = [&(Al is equal (i.e. h a  the same amount of each of the different types) 



to  the combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows of any G" = [IkI A'1. 

where A" E Lm,, then A" is added to Lm,, else if the combination of generator 

blocks wit h weight 4 rows in G' = [&1 A1 is larger t han the combination of generator 

blocks with weight 4 rows of any G" = [IkIAtl, where A" E Lm,, then Lm., is 

first emptied, and then A' is inserted. In order to prevent us from inserting more 

that one representative for each of the different maximal combinations of generator 

blocks with weight 4 rows, for each entry F o u i B l o c k ~ ]  that has a value of false. 

the function will make sure that  the generator block Gb, in Gr = [IklAl is not a 

generator block with weight 4 rows. 

0 Boolean PennuteBlockToForm( A', j, f orm, FourBlock, A"): This function finds a 

permutation 7r2 (if it exists) of the columns of G" = [41At1 that results in 7r2(GB, ) 

being the desired generator block with weight 4 rows (which is indicated by the 

variable form), where 7rz does not involve any of the cohmns of each generator 

block CLJo in G1 = [Ic(Al in which F o u i B l o c k ~ ]  = true. If such a permuta- 

tion K* is found, then the function returns a value of true, otherwise the function 

returns a value of f alse. If a d u e  of true is returned then the function WU set 

FourBlock[j] to true, and the function wiU set the k x k matrix A" by finding 

[h 1 A'1 = RREF(Q([I~ 1 .il]) ) - 

We are now ready to give a formal description of our algorithm. The algorithm is re- 

cursive and is invoked with the c d  FindMaxz'malList(A, 1, p, FourBlock, L,,,) where 

F o u r B l o c k ~ ]  = false, j = 1,2,. . . , p, and Lm,, = 0. 

Algorithm 6.47 FindMaximalList( A', j.  p, FourBlock, Lm,,): 

Input: The k x k matrix A', the integers j and p, where 1 < j 5 p, and the Boolean 

array FourBlock[l..p]. G' = [IkIAl generates a (2k, k, 4) seif-dual code C, where 

C is either an eJ-code or a di-code, i > 1. Gr contains exactly p generator blocks 

for weight 4 sets: Gbl , G&, . . . , CLp. 



Output: A List Lm, of k x k matrices A' containhg exactly one representative for 

each o f  the different maximal combinations of generator blocks wit h weight 4 rows. 

begin 

if j > p then 

AddToList(A1, FourBlock. L,,,). 

else begin 

if GBJ is an e3-block t hen begin 

if PennuteBluckToFonn(A', j ,  eao, FourBIock, A") t hen 

FindMaximalList( A", j + 1, p, FourBlock, L,,). 

if PermuteBlockToForm( A', j, ea ,~ ,  FourBlock, A") t hen 

FindMoximalList( A", j + 1, p, Four Block, L,,,). 

end if 

else if GBJ is a di-block, i 2 2 t hen begin 

if PermuteBlockToForm(A', j, dco, Four Block, A") t hen 

FindMaximalList(A", j + 1, p, Four Block, L,,,). 

if PermuteBlockToForrn( A', j, di , l ,  Four Block, A") t hen 

FindMannmolList( A", j + 1, p. FourBlock. L,,). 

FourBlockü] = f alse. 

FindMaximalList( A', j + 1, p, Four Block, L,,,). 

end eise if 

else 

i f  PennuteBlockToForrn( A', j ,  diPo, FourBlock, A") t hen 

FindMazimalList( A", j + 1, p, FourBlock, L,,). 

FourBlock~]  = false. 

FindMaximalList(A', j + 1, p, Four Block, Lm.,). 

end else 

end else 



end 

Let us now consider how we can use the List Lm,, produced by Algorithm 6.47 in order 

to produce the list L' produced by our Combination algorithm for the e3 and di-codes. 

i 2 1. 

Let G = [IkIA] be the input matrix to our Combination algorit hm, and let Lm,, = 

{ A ; ,  A;, . . . , A:} be the List produced by Algorithm 6.47. Let T denote the set of a,il pairs 

(TI ,  TA),  where TI and TA axe equaüy sized subsets of the colurnns of Ik and A, respec- 

tively, such that (TLTA) E T if and only if for any n E II(TI,TA), G' = RR&F(n(G))  

bas the form [IclA'], and G' has a maximal combination of generator blocks with weight 

4 rows. For each A: E L,,,, let T(A: )  denote the set of aU pairs (TI,  TA)  E T ,  such that 

for any a E II(TI,Ta), the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in G = RR&F(a(G))  

are the same as their corresponding generator blocks in G: = [Ikl A:]. Then, for any pair 

A:,,A:,  E Lm.,, T ( A i , )  n T ( A k )  = 0, and T = T(Ai) u T ( A 2 )  u ... T(A,) .  In other 

words, for any pair (Tr,TA) E T, there exists one and only one A: E Lm., such that 

(Tl7 TA)  E T(A:).  

For each A: E Lm.,, our Combination algorithm wiU use A: to perform and select 

permutations from the each set of permutations II(T1, Ta), where (TI,  TA)  E T'(A:). It 

will do this by performing permutations of the columns of G: = [IkI A:] that preserve the 

generator blocks with weight 4 rows in G:. Why we c m  do this is explained next. 

Let Ti' denote the set of ail pairs (Ti,  Ta) ,  where Ti and Ta are equaily sized subsets 

of the columns of Ic and A:, respectively, such that (T;,Ta) E Ti if and only if for 

any af E II(T;, Ta),  G" = RRLF(af(G))  has the form [&(At7, and irf preserves the 

generator blocks with weight 4 rows in Gi. Then there is a one-to-one mapping between 

the set T(A:) and the set T,!. That is, if ni is the permutation of the columns of G that 

results in G: (i.e. RR&F(ri(G)) = G:) and if n;' is the inverse of ni (which implies that 

R'REF((~~' (G: ) )  = G )  then: 



For any a E II(TI, Ta), where (TI, Ta) E T(A: ) ,  if we rewrite n as n'ri ,  then 

RR/F(*(G)) = RR&3(sfs;(G))  = R7EE3(sf(G~)),  which implies that (Ti ,  TA) E 

Ti,!, where II(Tf, Ta) is the set of permutations to which a' belongs. In other words. 

(TI, TA) is mapped to (Ti, Ta). Furthermore, every element in T(A:) is rnapped to 

a unique element of T:. 

Conversely, for any a' E II(T;,Ta), where (TI,Ta) E Ti, if we rewrite a' as a a ~ ~ .  

then 7Z72&3(aar1(~i))  = 'RREF(T*;'T~(G)) = RR&F(r(G)), which implies that 

(TI,TA) E T(A: ) ,  where II(Tr,Ta) is the set of permutations to  which a belongs. 

In other words, (Ti, Ta) is mapped to  (TI, TA). Furthermore, every element of T: 

is mapped to a unique element of T(A:). 

In other words, if we select and perform permutations from the sets of permutations 

II(Ti,Ta) of the columns of G: in order to  determine whether or not (T;,TA) E Ti,!, what 

we are doing is selecting and performing permutations from the sets of permutations 

II(TI, TA) of the columns of G in order to  determine whether or not (TI, TA)  E T( A;). 

The advant age in selecting and pedorming permutations from the sets of permutations 

II(Ti, Ta) of the columns of G: t o  determine whether or not (Ti, Ta)  E Ti is that, by 

Theorem 6.39 of Section 6.6, we only have to  select and perform permutations from the 

sets of permutations II(TiR, Ta,), where TiR and Ta, do not contain any of the columns 

of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in Gi. That is, for every pair (Ti,T;) E Ti', 

if (TiR,TAR) are the columns of (Ti, Ti) that are not columns of the generator blocks 

with weight 4 rows in Gi, then (TiR, Ta,) is also an element of T,!. Furthermore, if 

Gh,, Gh2,. . ., Gkq are the generatot blocks with weight 4 rows in G:, then for any pair 

(TiR, Ta,) E T,!, we know there are exactly nj'=, J-(GbJ pairs (Ti, Ta) E Ti' in which 

(TiR,TaR) is the subset of columns of (Ti, Ta) that are not columns of the generator 

blocks with weight 4 rows in G:, and for any al E II(TiR, Ti,) and ~2 E II(Ti, T i ) ,  

the rows and columns of AI are permutations of the rows and columns of Az, where 

RR&F(T~(G:))  = [&lAl] and RR&.F(r2(G:)) = [IkIA2]. Thus, we do not lose any 



information by considering only the sets of permutations Ii(TiR, Ta,) that do not involve 

any of the columns of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in G:. 

We are now ready to  give a formal description of our two stage Combination algorit hm 

for the e3 and di-codes. The algorithm is given in terms of the k x k matrix A and 

the ADD,,  operation. The algorithm makes use of two functions, OrderGenBlocks and 

QuickOmlerMatRz, in order to reduce the number of pairs Ail and Ai2 that are inserted 

into Lt in which the rows and columns of A:, are simply permutations of the rows and 

columns of Ai2. The function OmlerCenBlocks(At) (which we will not define formally) 

orders the rows and columns of A' in such a way that: 

The rows and columns (in At)  of each generator block with weight 4 rows occur in 

consecutive rows and columns. 

O The rows and columns (in A') of each generator block are ordered as given in 

Figure 6.1 of Section 6.6. 

I f  GBI and GB2 are generator blocks with weight 4 rows such that GB, has a higher 

precedence than GB2,  then GB1 occun before GB, (Le. the rows of GB, are located 

above the rows of GB2 and the columns (in A') of GBl are located to  the left of the  

columns (in At) of G B 2 ) .  

O The rows and columns (in At)  of the generator blocks with weight 1 rows alI occur 

before the remaining rows and columns of A'. 

The QuickOnierMatrix function (which is defined in Chapter 3) is used to  order the 

remaining rows and columns of A'. 

Algorit hm 6.48 CombinationAlgorithm( A, Lt): 

Input: Any k x k matrix A such that G = [IkIA] generates a (2k, k) self-dud code 

C that is either an e3-code or a di-code, i 2 1. 



0 Output: A List L' of pairs (A', cnt'), where A' is a k x k matrix and cnt' is an 

integer. The list L' = {(Ai,  cntl), ( A z ,  cnt2), . . . , (A,, cnt,)) retumed has the two 

properties t hat for any G" = [&lAt'I E &,(C): 

1. There exists at least one A: in L' such that the rows and columns of il; are 

permutations of the rows and columns of A". 

2. If pcnt is the number of permutations RrTC of the rows and columns of Ar' 

such that a, a,( A") = A", and if Ai1 , Ai2, . . . , Ain ore the su bsets of matrices 

in L' whose rows and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of 

A", then CGl ~ n t : ~  = acntlpcnt, where acnt is the size of the automorphisrn 

group of C. 

begin 

Let L' = 0. 

Let Lm,, = 0. 

Let p be the number of generator blocks for weight 4 sets in G = [GIA]. 

FindMaxtmalList( A, 1, p, Four Block, Lm,,). 

for each Al E L,,, do begin 

OrderGenBlocks(Al). 

Let G B 1 ,  GB2,  . . . ? GBq be the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in 

Gi = [41Ai]. 

Let r be the last row in Al of the last generator with weight 4 rows in 

Gi =  AI]. 
Let c be the laçt column in Ai of the last generator block with weight 4 rows 

in Gi = [&lAl]. 

Let Sr be the set of the 1 s t  k - r rows of Al. 

Let Sc be the set of the 1 s t  k - c columns of Al .  

Let II, = {(T,, Tc) 1 T .  C Sr, Tc C Sc, O 5 ITrI = lTcl 5 min(k - r,  k - c ) } .  

for each (T,, Tc) E I I l  d o  



if there exists a sequence S of ITrI ADD,, operations on Ai t hat includes each 

row of T, and each column of Tc then 

Let A' = $(Al). 

QuàckOrderMatriz( A', r + 1, A'). 

if there exists a pair (A', c d )  in L' t hen 

lncrement cnt' by n'j,, fc(Gs,). 
else 

lnsert the pair (A', nl=l Jc(G~,)) into L'. 

end if 

end for 

end 

As an example of the advantage Aigorithm 6.48 has over our original Combination 

dgorit hm, consider the following matrix: 

Our original Combination algorithm will select and perform permutations from each of 

the ( y )  = 3432 sets of permutations II(TI,Ta) of the rolumns of G. Let Ga, be the 

generator block in the first three rows of G and let GB, be the generator block in the 

last four rows of G. Algorithm 6.18 WU first find the List Lm, = {Ai, A 2 } ,  where the 

generator blocks Gh,,G'B, in G1 = [Ir(Ai] are e3a and ebl-blocks, respectively, and the 

generator blocks GB,, G& in Ga = [IïIAz] are e3.l and e3,0-blocks, respectively. For 



both Al and A2, since every column in both Al and A2 is a column of a generator 

block with weight 4 rows, the algorithm only considers the trivid set of permutations 

II(@, 0). That is, instead of selecting and performing permutations from 3432 sets of 

permutations, Algorithm 6.48 will only select and perform permutations from 1 + 1 = 2 

sets of perrnut ations. 

We now have our Combination algorithm for the (2k, k, 4) e~ and di-codes. In the 

next section, we WU develop our Permutation algorit hm for the (2k, k, 4) e3 and di-codes. 

which, together with the Combination algorithm, gives us our Unique Representative 

algorit hm for the (2k, k, 4) e3 and di-codes. 

6.8 Weight 4 Blocks In the Permutation Algorithm 

In this section, we wiU develop our Permutation algorithm for the (2k, k, 4) es and di- 

codes, i 2 1. 

Let LI = {(A;, cnt;),  (A;, cnt;), . . . , (Am, cnt;)) be the list of pairs produced by our 

Combination algorithm for the e3 and di-codes. Recd  that for each A: E L', the role 

of the Permutation algorithm is to order to rows and columns of A:, producing a unique 

matrix A;. The algorithm then selects, as our unique representative AoT the largest II: 

produced. The Permutation algorithm dso finds acnt, the size of the automorphism 

group of Cl by counting the nurnber of permutations r,rc of the rows and columns of 

A: such that r,.a,(A:) = A:!. That is, if A:, ,A :2 , .  . . ,A in  are the matrices in L' whose 

rows and columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A. (i.e. A:, , A:, , . . . , A:n 

are the matrices in L' that are uniquely ordered to Ao) then the Permutation algorithm 

computes acnt = pcnt(xy=, cntil ), where pcnt is the number of permutations n,n, of the 

rows and columns of any one of the matrices Ail , 1 j 5 n, such that T~T,-(A:,) = Ao. 

Whereas our Combination algorithm for the es and di-codes reduced the number of 

permutations it performed by considering the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in 



G = [ Ik(A] ,  our Permutation dgonthm for the es and d;-codes will reduce the number of 

permutations it performs by considering the weight 4 blocks in G = [IkIA] (Le. the weight 

4 rows contained in each of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows). More specificaliy, 

our Permutation algorithm will reduce the number of permutations rTr, of the rows and 

columns of A it performs by considering the weight 3 blmks in -4. 

6.8.1 The Weight 3 Blocks in A 

Let G = [41A] be the generator rnatrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dud code C. In Section 4.2 of 

Chapter 4, we found ail the different weight 3 blocks that may occur in A. They are the 

E3-block, the E4-block, and the Di-blocks, i 2 1. If C is either an e3-code or a di-code, 

t hen the only weight 3 blocks that may occur in A are the Es- blocks and the Di- blocks 

(see Figure 6.2). Since we are only working with the e3 and d;-codes, in the remainder 

of this section whenever we use the term weight 3 blocb we WU just mean the E3 and 

Di-b1ocks- 

the E3- block the Di-blocks, i 2 1 

Figure 6.2: The E3 and Di weight 3 blocks. 

Let G = [IkI A] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dual code C, where C is 

either an es-code or a di-code, i 2 1. Then the weight 3 rows of A can be partitioned into 

the m disjoint sets AB,,  AB^, . . . , AB,, where each AB, is a weight 3 block. Furthermore, 

since the rows of any two weight 3 blocks in A do not intersect, the subset of columns 

of A that contain at least one 1 in the weight 3 rows of A can be partitioned into the 



rn disjoint sets SB,, S&, . . . , Se,, where each S4 are the colurnns of the weight 3 block 

AB, . That is, each SB, is the set of the columns of A that are non-zero in the rows of 

the weight 3 block As,. In other words, any weight 3 row in A belongs to  one and only 

one weight 3 block in A, and any column of A that intersects at least one weight 3 row. 

intersects one and only one weight 3 block, and thus belongs to one and only one weight 

3 block in A. 

Let r be the number of weight 3 rows in A and let c be the number of columns in A 

that intersect any one of the weight 3 blocks in A. We wu Say the weight 3 blocks of A 

are in descending order if and only if: 

O the first r rows of A contain the weight 3 rows of A, 

O the first c columns of A contain the columns of the weight 3 blocks of A, 

O the rows and columns of each weight 3 block occur in consecutive rows and columns, 

the rows and columns of each weight 3 block axe ordered aç in Figure 6.2, 

the E3-blocks in A occur before the Di-blocks, and 

the Di,-blocks in A occur before the Di2-blocks, where il > i2 2 1. 

In other words, we will Say the weight 3 blocks in A are in descending order if and only 

if: 



where the rows in M aU have weight 2 5, the rows and columns of each weight 3 block 

AB, are ordered as in Figure 6.2, and, if 1 5 jl < jz 5 m, then AB,* has higher pmcedence 

than Ag,, where our precedence of the weight 3 blocks is, from highest to lowest : 

The weight 3 blocks in the matrices produced in Our Permutation algorithm will be in 

descending order. 

Note that our ordering of the weight 3 blocks is unique. That is, if the rows and 

columns of Al are permutations of the rows and columns of A2, and if the weight 3 

blocks in both Al and Az are in descending order, then the first r rows of bot h Al and 

A2 are equal (where r is the number of weight 3 rows in both Al and Az).  Also note that 

if the weight 3 blocks in A are in descending order, then the first r rows and the first r 

components of the columns of A are in descending order. 

6.8.2 The Permutation Algorithm for the es and di-Codes 

For each A' in the list L' produced by our Combination algorithm, our Permutations 

algorithm for the e3 and d;-codes will produce the largest matrix IIf' whose rows and 

columns are permutations of the rows and columns of A', such that: 

O the weight 3 blocks in A" are in descending order, 

the columns of A'' are in descending order, and 

the last k - r rows of A" are in descending order, where r is the number of weight 

3 rows in A". 

The unique matrix A. returned by our  Permutation algorithm wili be the largest A" 

produced. 



One of the advantages in defining our unique A" in this manner is that since the 

columns of A" are in descending order we only need to consider permutations of the rows 

of A' (as we Leanied in Chapter 3). That is, since the columns of A" are in descending 

order, and since for any permutation .rr, of the rows of A' there exists one and only one 

permutation rc of the columns of A' such that the columns of 7r,r,(A') are in descending 

order, our Permutation algorithm only needs to consider the different permutations R, of 

the rows of A'. For each permutation ?r, of the rows of A' considered, the algorithm only 

needs to produce the one permutation n, of the columns of A' that orders the columns 

of a,(A1) in descending order. Therefore, in developing our Permutation algorit hm, we 

need only consider the different permutations ~r, of the rows of A'. 

Another advantage in the way we have defined our unique A" is as follows: Let r be 

the number of weight 3 rows in A'. Suppose we first order the weight 3 blocks of A' in 

descending order. Then the first r rows of A' all have weight 3, and the 1 s t  k - r rows of 

A' a,il have weight 2 5. Therefore, if x , ~ ,  is a permutation of the rows and columns of A' 

such that T,T~(A') = A", then ~r, can be written as a product of two disjoint permutations 

rr,, r,, , where a,, is a permutation of the first r rows of A' (Le. the weight 3 rows of A') 

and x,, is a permutation of the last k - r rows of A' (Le. the weight 1 5 rows of A'). 

Thus, if we first order the weight 3 blocks of A' in descending order, our Permutation 

algorithm need o d y  consider the different permutations of the first r rows and the last 

k - r rows of A'. 

We are now ready to describe the general method Our Permutation aigorithm will 

use to perfonn permutations of the rows and columns of A'. Let r denote the number 

of weight 3 rows in A'. For each A' in L', our Permutation algorithm will first order 

the weight 3 blocks of A' in descending order. The algorithm will then perform each 

permutation r, of the first r rows of A' that resdt in a matrix T ~ T = ( A ' )  whose weight 3 

rows are in descending order, where a, is any permutation of the columns of A' that orders 

the first r components of the columns of nr(A') in descending order. For each nrxc( A') 

produced, the algonthm will then use the UniqueOder dgorithm (given in Section 6.4) 



to perform permutations of the last k - r rows and the columns of K,R,(A'). In other 

words, for each ~r,n,(A') produced, our Permutation algorithm WU use the Uniqueorder 

aigorithm to find the largest matrix whose last k - r rows and columns are permutations 

of the Iast k - r rows and the columns of s,lr,(A'). 

For each A' in L', let us now consider how our Permutation algorithm can produce 

the unique matrix A'', aad compute pcnt, the number of permutations R,K, of the rows 

and columns of A' such that rCnr(At) = A". Unless stated otherwise, in the remainder 

of this section, for any permutation K, of the first r rows of -4' (where r is the number of 

weight 3 rows in A'), whenever we write the m a t h  arlr,(At), the permutation R, will be 

any permutation of the columns of A' that orders the first r components of the columns 

of n,( A') in descending order. 

Let Pr denote the set of aU permutations R, of the first r rows of A' such that 

the weight 3 blocks of n,nC(At) are in descending order. Let A; = a,, T,, (A') and let 

A; = rr2 rQ (At), where a,, , r,, E II,. Let Ai ,  A; denote the unique matrices that result 

from applying the Uniqueorder algorithm to the last k - r  rows of A; and A:, respectively. 

Then A l  rnay or may not be equal to AT. 



Example 6.49 Consider the following two 11 x 11 matrices: 

l 

1 

A!, = 

The rows and columns of A; are permutations of the rows and columns of A;. Note 

t hat A; is just A; with the two Dz-blocks in the first four rows of A; swapped. That is, 

A; = n,lrc(A;), where n, = (1 3)(2 4) and nc = (1 5 ) ( 2  6)(3 7)(4 8). 

The weight 3 bïocks in both A; and A; are in descending order. However, for any 

permutation of the last 6 rows of A; (Le. the rows of A; with weight 2 5). there 

does not exist a permutation of the columns of a:(A; ) that results in A;. Therefore, the 



unique matrices A: and Ai retunied by the ClniqueOder algorithm WU not be the same: 

Let Ai ,  A:, . . . , An denote the distinct matrices that result from applying the Unique- 

Oder  algori t hm to  the last k - r rows of each of the matrices ir,lr,(X), where K ,  E Pr. Our 

Permutation algorit hm produces the unique mat rix A'' by simply returning the largest 

matrix in the List A i ,  A;, . . . , Ag. 

Our Permutation algorithm finds pcnt by computing the number of permutations of 

the rows and columns of A' that result in A" as foilows: Let Q, denote the subset of 

permutations ïrr E Pr in which A'' is the matrix that results when the Uniqueorder 

algorithm is applied to  the last k - r rows of rrac( A'). In other words, Q, is the subset 

of permutations 7t, E Pr for which there evists a permutation K: of the Last k - r rows of 

r r (A1)  such that i r ~ ~ , a : ( A ' )  = A", where r: is the permutation of the columns of A' that 

orders the columns of x:irr(At) in descending order. These are the only permutations of 

the rows and columns of A' t hat result in A". Rir t  hermore, for any pair A; = n,, rr,, (A') 

and Ai = a , r , (Af ) ,  where rr,, , n, E Q2, the number of permutations of the last k - r 

rows and the columns of A; that result in A" is equal t o  the number of permutations of 

the last k - r rows and the columns of A; that result in A". Therefore, if pcntk-, is the 



number of permutations of the last k - r rows and the columns of arrc (A t )  that result in 

As, where R, is any eiement of Q,, then pcnt = IQ,I x pcntk-,. Note that, in addition 

to producing the matrix A", the UniqueOder algorithm dso computes the number of 

permutations of the last k - r rows and columns of arrC(Ar)  that result in A". That is. 

the UniqueOder algorithm also gives us pcntk-,. Therefore, our Permutation algorithm 

can compute pcnt by simply adding pcntk-, to pcnt every time the algorithm produces 

a matrix T~T,-(A') t hat is uniquely ordered to A" by the UniqueOrder algorithm. 

One last thing we will consider before giving a formd description of our Permutation 

algorithm for the e3 and &codes is how the algorithm can find the set of permutations 

Pr. That is, we will show how the algorithm can produce only the permutations R, of the 

first r rows of A' that result in a matrk r , r , (A t )  whose weight 3 blocks are in descending 

order. We will also show that the algorithm, in fact, only needs to consider a subset of 

t hese permutations. 

Let ABt , ABz, . . . , ABm denote the weight 3 blocks in A'. R e c d  that if the weight 3 

blocks of At are in descending order then: 

where AB, either has the same precedence or has a higher precedence than ile,+, (i.e. 

al1 E3-blocks occur first, followed by the Di-blocks, foilowed by the Di-l-blocks, and so 

on). Let r, be any permutation of the weight 3 rows of At. Then the weight 3 blocks in 

R , ~ , ( A ' )  are in descending order if and only if T, can be written as the product of two 

permutations a,,r,, , where T,, is a product of permutations of the form  AB,) and a, 

is a product of permutations of the form T ( A B , ~ ,   AB,^ ), where: 



ar(ABl) is any permutation of the rows of the weight 3 block AB, (and just the 

rows of Ag, ), and, 

a,(Asll , As,2 ) is a permutation that swaps all the rows of the weight 3 block GeIl 

with d the rows of the weight 3 block G B , ~ ,  where GeJl and GB,, are the same 

type of blocks (i.e. GB,, and GB12 are either bot h E3-blocks, or, both Di-biocks). 

Thus, to produce only the permutations R, E Pr, our Permutation algorithm only needs 

to produce a.U the different combinations of the two permutations R,, n,, , where a,, is a 

product of permutations of the form x,(As, ) and x,, is a product of permutations of the 

form  AB,^ 1  AB,^ 1. 

Let us consider a l l  the different possibilities for the permutation sr,. For each of the 

different types of weight 3 blocks, let fp(AB, ) denote the number of different permutations 

of the form r r ( A B , )  That is, if As, consists of i weight 3 rows, then fp(ABI) is equal 

to the number of permutations of the i rows of AB,, which is equal to i!. This gives us a 

total of ny='=l fp (ABI)  permutations r,, . As we shall see, our Permutation algonthm does 

not have to  consider any of these permutations. The reason for this, as wiil be shown 

next, is that for each of the permutations n, = ~ , ( A B , ) ,  there exists a permutation T ,  

of the columns of A' such that r,rC(Ar) = A'. In other words, for any permutation a,, 

(where n,, is a product of permutations of the form rr(As,,, A B , ) ) ,  the unique matrix 

returned by the UniqueOder algorithm is the same for each of the n,"=, fp(ABl ) matrices 

a,, rr,, n,( A') (where rc is a permutation of columns that orders the first T components of 

the columns of xr2rr,, in descending order). 

Let us now show that for each of the permutations rr = a,.(AB1), where AB, is either 

an E3-blodc or a Di-block, i 2 1, t here exists a permutation n, of the colurnns of A' such 

that n,a,(At) = A'. 

We WU first consider permutations of the rows of the E3-block. Let A' be any matrix 

that contains an E3-block. Without loss of generality, assume the E3-block is located in 



the first three rows and the first four columns of A'. Then: 

To the left of the vertical line are the coIumns of the Es-block. The  rows below the 

horizontal Line represent ail the ways the remaining rows of A' may intersect the rows of 

an E3- block. 

Let n, be any permutation of the rows of the E3-block. Then there exists one and only 

one permutation 7rc of the first four columns of A' that orders the coiumns of the E3- block 

in ir,(At) in descending order. For example, if r, = (1 3) then K, = (2 4). Furthemore. 

for any of the permutations T, of the rows of the E3-block, since all three rows of the 

E3-block are one in the first column of A', the  permutation n, will be a permutation of 

columns 2, 3, and 4 of A'. Since each of the  remaining rows of A' have the same values 

in columns 2, 3, and 4 (Le. either O 0 O o r  I 1 1 ), this implies that ?r,.rr,( A') = A'. Thus, 

for each of the /p (E3)  = 3! permutations n, = i r , (A~, ) ,  where AB, is an Es-block, there 

exists a permutation x, of the columns of A' such that *,x,-(A') = A'. 

Let us now consider permutations of the rows of the Di-blocks, i 2 1. Let A' be 

any m a t r k  that contains a Di-block- Without loss of generality, assume the Di-block is 



located in the first i rows and the first i + 2 columns of A'. Then: 

To the left of the vertical line are the columns of the Di-blocb. The rows below the 

horizontal line represent all the ways the remaining rows of A' may intersect the rows of 

a Di-block. 

Let rr be any permutation of the rows of the Di-block- Then there exists one and only 

one permutation T, of the last i columns of the Di-block that orders the columns of the 

Di-block in nr(At) in descending order. For example, if xr = (1 i )  then K, = (3 i + 2). 

Furthermore, since each of the remaining rows of A' have the same values in colurnns 

3.4. . . . , i + 2 of A' (i.e. the last i columns of the Di-block in A'), nr~,-(At) = A'. Thus, 

for each of the &(Di) = i! permutations n, = s,(As,), where As, is a Di-block, i 2 1, 

there exists a permutation T ,  of the columns of A' such that K,T,(A') = A'. 

Therefore, for any permutation n,, , where T ,  is a product of permutations of the form 

x,(AB,, , AB,) (where AB,, and AB,, are the same types of weight 3 blocks), the unique 

matrix returned by the UniqueOder algorithm is the same for each of the njm,, f p ( A ~ ,  ) 

matrices ir,, lr,, n,(At),  where n,, is a product of permutations of the form xr(AB,) (and 

T, is a permutation of columns that orders the first r components of the columns of 

îïr2 TT, ( A') in descending order). 



Let us now summarize what this means in terms of our Permutation dgorithm: Let 

rr,, be any permutation that  is a product of permutations of the form K, (AB,~  . ils,, ). Let 

K, be any permutation of the columns of A' tha t  orders the weight 3 blocks of xr2(At)  

in descending order. Let A l  = n ,  x, (A') .  Let A'' be the unique matrix that results from 

applying the UniqueOder d g o ~ t h m  to the last k - r rows and the columns of A;. Let 

pcntk-, be the number of permutations riri of the last k - r rows and the columns of 

A>z such that n:n:(Ab) = A". Then for Our distinct permutation K,, , there are exactly 

pcntk-,(n;",, fp(As,))  permutations K,T, of the coiumns of A' in which a,xc(Ar)  = A", 

such that nr = ~ i n ~ ~ i r ~ ~ ,  where n,, is the product of permutations of the form T ~ ( A B ,  ). 

a: is a permutation of the last k - r rows of A', and, fp (AB, )  is defined as follows: 

We are now ready to give a forma1 description of our Permutation algorithm for the 

es and di-codes. 

Algorit hm 6.50 PermutationAlgoRthm( L', Ao, acnt ): 

e Input: the List L' of pairs (A', cnt') produced by Algonthm 6.48 (Le. our Combina- 

tion dgorithm for the es and di-codes). 

Output: the k x k matrix A. and acnt. Go = [rkIAo] is the largest matrix in 

Ç[qal (C) such t hat : 

- G o  has a maximal combination of generator bbcks with weight 4 rows (defined 

in Section 6.7), 

- the weight 3 blocks in A. are ordered in descending order, 

- the columns of A. are in descending order, and 

- the 1 s t  k - r rows of A. are in descending order, where r is the number of 

weight 3 rows in Ao. 



The integer acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

begin 

Ini t idy A. is undefined. 

for each (A', cnt') E L' d o  

Order the weight 3 blocks of A' in descending order. 

Let r denote the number of weight 3 rows in A'. 

Let Ag, ,  A&, . . . , A g ,  denote the weight 3 blocks in A'. 

Let I = pl < pz < p3 < . . . < Pn < pp+i = m + 1, be the sequence of weight 3 

block indices in which AB,, , Ag,+,-,  are the same type and AB,, , AB,,+, 

are not, for 15 i < q. 

Let x,, denote any combination of the permutations T , ( A ~ , ~  , ABJ2 ), where As,, 

and AB,* are the same type of weight 3 blocks. 

for each of the n:=, (pi+* - pi)!  permutations rr,, do 

Let T,, be any permutation of colurnns that orders the columns of the weight 3 

blocks of T,, (A') in descending order. 

Let A; = r,aC2(A1). 

UniqueOrderMatnz( A;, r, A", pcntk-, ) 

i f  (Ao is undefined) or (A" > Ao) then 

A. = A". 

pcnt = pcntk-, * nGl f p ( G ~ , ) .  

acnt = cnt' * pcnt. 

end if 

eIse if (A" = Ao) then 

pcnt = pcntk-, * nGl f p ( G ~ , ) .  

acnt = acnt + cnt' * pcnt. 

end for 

end for 



end 

We now have our Permutation algorithm for the e3 and di-codes. which toget her wit h 

the Combination algorithm of Section 6.7, gives us our Unique Representative algorit hm 

for the e3 and di-codes. 

6.9 A Unique Representative Algorithm for the Distance 

2 6 Codes 

In the last two sections, we developed the Cornbination and Permutation algorithms for 

our Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, 4) seif-dud codes. The Combination 

dgorithm was designed to reduce both the number of sets of permutations II(TI, TA)  

the algorithm needs to consider and the number of matrices produced by the algorithm 

(compared to the Combination algorithm we developed in Section 6.4). The Permutation 

dgorit hm was designed to  reduce the nurnber of permutations of the rows and columns 

of the matrices produced by the Combination dgorithm that the algorithm needs to 

perforrn (compared to  the Permutation algorit hm we developed in Section 6.5). If the 

number of weight 4 words in the input code is large enough then both algorithms wili 

substantidy reduce the amount of work that is perforrned. However, if the input code 

contains only a few weight 4 words, the algorithms offer little improvement over our 

original Combination and Permutation algorit hms. Furthemore, if the input code has 

distance d 2 6, the algorithms offer no improvement. 

In this section, we wili develop Combination and Permutation algorithms for the 

(2k, k,d 2 6) self-dud codes. The Combination algorithm will be designed to reduce 

both the number of sets of permutations the algorithm needs to consider and the number 

of matrices produced by the algorithm. The Permutation algorithm wül be designed to 

reduce the number of permutations of the rows and columns of the matrices produced by 



the Combination algorit hm that the algorithm needs to perform. Once we have designed 

our Combination and f emutation algorithms for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes, we wili 

then show how we can combine them with our Combination and Permutation algorithms 

for the (2k, k, 4) self-dud codes in order to reduce the amount of work that needs to be 

done when the input codes contains only a few weight 4 words. 

Let G = [rklA] be the generator matrix for a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code C. Our Unique 

Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes WU be based on the weight 

d - 1 rows in A. Unlike the weight 3 rows of the (2k, k, 4) self-dual codes, the number of 

different ways in which the weight d - 1 rows may interact in such an A is quite large. 

Therefore, our Combination and Permutation dgorithms for the (2k, k, d 2 6)  self-dual 

codes wili o d y  consider a subset of the different blocks of weight d - 1 rows that may 

occur in A. The only blocks of weight d - 1 rows of A that Our dgorithms will consider 

are blocks whose rows and columns are permutations of the foilowing: 

We WU refer to any permutation of the rows and columns of such blocks of weight d - 1 

rows as f d - l , i - b l ~ ~ k ~ .  When we are not concerned with the number of rows in the block, 

we will refer to each of the different jd-z,i-blocks as simply fd-l-blocks. Note that if A 

contains an fd,l,i-block, then the i codewords in C that correspond to the i rows of the 

fd-i,;-block in A form an FdVi-block (which was introduced in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5). 

Also note that if d = 6 or d = 8 then 1 5 i < d - 2, and if d 2 10, since for any pair of 

rows in an fd- l , i -b l~~k,  the corresponding rows in G sum to  a weight 8 word, we must 



have i = 1 .  

Now, udike the weight 3 blocks, the rows of any two fd-l-blocks may intersect (Le. 

there may exist a column in A t hat has a value of one in rows of both blocks). Further- 

more, a row of one jd-l-block may also be a row of another fd-l-block. 

Example 6.51 Let C be the (26,13,6) self-dual code generated by G = [Ii31A], where: 

The matrix A contains many pairs of f5-blocks tha t  intersect. For example, the fs,.l-block 

in rows r i ,  r2, r3, TI intersects the fSa-block in rows r5, TG,  r7. Also, each of the weight 5 

rows in A belong to more than one f5-block. For example, the first row of A is a part of 

both the f5,4-bl~ck in rows r l ,  rz, r ~ ,  r4 and the fsIs-block in rows TI, r5, TG. 

W e  will Limit the fd-l-blocks that our algorithms consider to the combinations of 

fd-l - blocks that form what we wiU c d  non-intersecting sets of fd-l -blocks: 



Definition 6.52 Let G = [IkIA] be a generator for a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code C, such 

that A contains a t  least one weight d - 1 row (Le. A contains at least one f d - l - b l ~ ~ k ) .  

Let Fi, F2, . . . , Fm denote any rn disjoint sets of weight d - 1 rows in A. where m 2 1. 

Then S = {Fi, F - ,  . . . , Fm} is a non-intersecting set of fd-1 -blocks if and only if: 

if ri E Fjl and r2 E Ph, where jl # j2, then rows rl and r2 do not intersect, 

there does not exist a weight d - 1 row r in A in which r does not intersect any 

of the rn disjoint sets in S and r is not an element of any of the sets in S (i.e. S 

cont ains as many non-intersecting fd, -blocks as possible), and 

there does not exist a weight d - 1 row r in A that intersects rows of one and 

only one set F, in which Fj U {r} forms an Jd-l,i+l-blo~k< where i = IFj( (i.e. each 

non-intersecting fd,l-block in S is as large as possible). 



Example 6.53 Let C be the (26,13,6) self-dual code generated by G = [I131A], where: 

Let FI = {ri) and let F2 = {ril, riz}. Fi is an fs,l-block and F2 is a /5,2-block. The set 

S = {FI, Fz)  is a non-intersecting set of f5-blocks. Let F; = {r2) and let Fi = {rs, rio}. 

F; is an f5,i-block and Fi is a / s , a -b l~~k .  The set S' = {Fi, Fi)  is also a non-intersecting 

set of f5-blocks. Note that S and S' contain the same number of each of the different 

f5-blocks (i.e. bath contain one fsli-block, one f512-block, zero &3-blocks, and zero 

blocks). Let FT = { t l , r ~ , r ~ , r 4 } ,  which is an f5 ,4-bl~tk  The set S" = {Fi) is a 

non-intersecting set of f5-blocks. Note that S and S" do not contain the same number of 

each of the different fs-blocks. 

As Example 6.53 demonstrates, A may contain many non-intersecting sets of fd-1- 

blocks. Furthemore, if S and S' are two different non-intersecting sets of fd,l-blocks in 

A, then the number of each of the different fd-l-blocks in S and S' may or may not be the 

same. In Our algorithms, for a given A, we will only be interested in non-intersecting sets 



of fd-1-blocks that contain a specific number of each of the different fd-i-blocks. Now, 

in order to define how maoy of each of the different fd,l-blocks t hat our non-intersecting 

sets of fd-l-block~ will have, we will first define a cornparison relation between two non- 

intersecting sets of fd,l - blocks: 

Definition 6.54 Let G = [IkIA] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code. 

where A contains a t  least two non-intersecting sets of fd,l-blocks. Let SI and S2 be any 

two non-intersecting sets of fd-l-blocks in A. If S and Sr contain the same number of 

each of the different fd,l-blocks then we will Say Sr and Sz have an equal combination of 

fd-l-blOCks. Suppose Si and S2 do not have an equd combination of fd-1-blocks. Let i 

be the largest integer in which SI and S2 do not contain the same number of f d - l , i - b l ~ ~ k ~ -  

Then if SI has more fd-l,i-blocks than Sz then Si is said to have a loyer  combination 

of fdWl -blocks than S2, otherwise Sr is said to have a smaller combination of fd-1 -blocks 

than S2. 

For a given A, the only non-intersecting sets of fd-* -bIocks our algorithms WU consider 

are the sets that have either equd or larger combinations of fd-i-blocks than a l l  other 

fd-l-blocks in A. We will refer to  such sets as maximal non-intersecting sets of - 

blocks. More formally, we have the following definition: 

Definition 6.55 Let G = [IkIA] generate a ( 2k ,k ,d  2 6) self-dual code C, where A 

contains at least one weight d - 1 row. Let S be a non-intersecting set of f d - l - b l ~ ~ k s  in 

A. Then S is a maximal non-intersecting set of jd-l-blocks if and only if for any other 

non-intersecting set of f d - l - b l ~ ~ k ~  Sr in A, either S and S' have equal combinations of 

fd-r -blocks or S has a Iaxger combination of fd-l-blocks than Sr. 



Example 6.56 Let C be the (26,13,6) self-dual code generated by G = [I131A], where: 

and S3 are all non-intersecting sets of f5- blocks. Furt hermore, every non-intersect ing set 

of f5-blocks in A has an equal combination of ft;-blocks to one and oniy one of Si, S2, and 

Sa. Now, Si consists of an fs,c-block, S2 consists of an /5,1-block and an f5,2-block, and 

S3 consists of an fsJ-block. Therefore, Si has a larger combination of fs-blocks than both 

Sz and S3. Thus, Si is a maximal non-intersecting set of f5-blocks. Furthermore, if S is 

any non-intersecting set of fs-blocks in A such that S and Si have an equd combination 

of fs-blocks then S is also a maximal non-intersecting set of f5-blocks. 

Let C be a (2k, k, d > 6) self-dual code and let Ç[rlal(C) denote the set of d generator 

matrices of the form G = [&1A] that generate a code equivalent to C. We have just 

defined, for a given k x k matrix A, where A contains a t  least one weight d - 1 row and 

G = [IkIA] E Ç[rlal (C), the combination of fd-1 -blocks that we will consider. That is, for 



a given A, we will only consider the combinations of the weight d - 1 rows of A that form 

a maximal non-intersecting set of J+l-bIocks. Now, let G1 = [IkIAi] and G2 = [IkIA2] 

be any two matrices in CIIIAl(C), where Ai and Az both contain at  least one weight 

d - 1 row. Let SI and S2 by any two maximal non-intersecting sets of fd-I-blocks in Al 

and A2, respectively. Then Si and SI! do not necessarily contain equal combinations of 

fd-1 -blocks. In our algonthms, we wiil only be interested in the subset of the matrices in 

411al(C) whose maximal non-intersecting sets of f d - l - b l ~ c k ~  have either equal or larger 

combinat ions of fd, - blocks t han the maximal non-intersecting sets of fd- i -  blocks in d 

other matrices in qrlA1(C). We WU refer to the maximal non-intersecting sets of fd-i- 

blocks in such a matrix as maximal combinations of non-intersecting fd-l-blockss. More 

formally, we have the following definition: 

Definition 6.57 Let G = [IkIA] be a (2k, k ,  d 2 6) seif-dual code C, such t hat A contains 

at  least one weight d - 1 row. Let S be a maximal non-intersecting set of f d - l - b l ~ ~ k ~  in 

A. Then S is a maximal combination of non-intersecting fd-1 - b h h  if and oniy if for any 

G' = [IkIA'] E 4rlAl(c)l where A' contains at Ieast one weight d - 1 row, if Sr is a maximal 

non-intersecting set of fd-l-blocks in A' then either S and S' have equal combinations of 

fd-1 -blocks or S has a larger combination of fd-l-blocks than S'. 

If the maximal non-intersecting sets of fd,rblocks in A are also maximal combinations 

of non-intersecting fd-l-blocks then we wiil say A contains a maximal combination of 

non-intersecting fd-1 - blocks. 

Let C be a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code. We wiil use the notation G,,,(C) to denote 

the set of all matrices G = [ k ( A ]  E 411al(C) in which A contains a maximal combination 

of non-intersecting f d - l - b l ~ ~ k ~ .  Note that if Sl and Sz are maximal combinations of non- 

intersecting f d - L - b l ~ c k ~  in t h e  matrices Ai and AÎ, respectively, where Gi = [41Ai]  and 

Ga = [IkIA2] axe both elements of G,.,(C), then the total number of weight d - 1 rows in 

the fd-l-blo~ks of S1 is equal to  the total number of weight d - 1 rows in the fd-l-blocks 

of S2. For a given (2k, k, d > 6) self-dual code C, we will use the notation h(C) to denote 



the total number of weight d - 1 rows in the fd-i-blocks of any maximal combination of 

non-intersecting fd-i-blocks in any matrix A, where G = [I&] E ç,,,,(C). 

Now, by Theorem 2.8 of Chapter 2, if G = [IkIA] generates a (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dual 

code C then there exists at  least one Gr = [ Ik]Al  E G[qAI(C) such that A' contains at least 

one weight d- 1 row. In other words, there exists an A' that contains a non-intersecting set 

of fd-i-blocks, and thus there exists an A' that contains a maximal combination of non- 

intersecting fd-l-bl~ck~.  Therefore, Ç,,(C) # 0. Thus, we can select the unique matrk  

Go = [&lAo]? produced by our Unique Representative algorithm for the (Îk, k, d 2 6 )  

self-dual codes, from the set of generator matrices G,,,(C). 

6.9.2 f d - l , i - B 1 ~ ~ k ~  and the Unique Representative Algorithm 

Let C be a (2k, k, d 2 6) seif-dual code generated by G = [Ik [ A ] .  The unique rnatrix t hat 

our Unique Representative algonthm will return is the largest rnatrix Go = [rklAo] € 

Ç,,,(C) such that : 

0 the first h(C)  rows of A. form a maximal combination of non-intersecting fd-i- 

blocks, 

e the first h(C)  rows of A. are in descending order, 

the last k - h ( C )  rows of A. are in descending order, and 

0 the columns of A. are in descending order. 

In this subsection, we will develop general outlines of the Combination and Permutation 

dgorithms for our Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. 

We wiil begin by defining severai sets of permutations and generator matrices that 

we will need for our Unique Representative algorithm. We will also give some of the 

properties of these sets that we will use in our algorithm. 



Let Ç&,,(C) denote the set of ail generator matrices G' = [41Aq f Çmar(G) in 

which the first h(C)  rows of A' contain a maximal combination of non-intersecting 

blocks. Let II&,(C) denote the set of ail permutations a of the columns of G such 

that R'REF(r(G)) E Çma,(C). Note that since F&,(C) contains the unique matrix 

Go = [IkIAo], Our Unique Representative aigorithm need only perform permutations t hat 

are in the set lIm,(C). 

Let T(G) denote the set of aU pairs (TI,  TA),  where TI and TA are e q u d y  sized subsets 

of the columns of Ik and A, respectively. Recall t hat for each (TI ,  T A )  E T(G): 

a II(Tr,TA) is the set of a.li permutations n of the columns of G such that the first k 

columns of a(G) are a permutation of the set of columns (Sr - T I )  ü TA, where SI  

is the set of ail k columns of I k .  

Ç(TI,  TA)  is the set of all generator matrices RREF(x(G)) such that  x E II(Tf, TA).  

Let x a , ( G )  denote the set of aU pairs (Tr, TA) E T ( G )  for which there exists a t  least 

one permutation x E II(TI, T A )  such that  RREP(r(G)) E Ç&,(C). For each (TI ,  T A )  E 

II$,,(TI,TA) wilI denote the set of aU permutations x f II(Tr,TA) such that 

RRCF(x(G)) E Ç;,(C)= 

0 Ç&,,(Tr,TA) will denote the set of a l l  generator matrices RREF(x(G))  such that 

7r E n;,,(Tr, TA).  

In terms of any k x k matrùr A', where [GIA'] E Ç(TI,TA) and (TI ,TA)  E TG,,(G), the 

set of generator matrices Ç;,(TI, TA) is equal to the set of all matrices [ I k I ~ v ~ , ( A 1 ) ] ,  

where x,n, is any permutation of the rows and columns of A', such tha t  x, permutes any 

one of the maximal combination of non-intersecting fd-l-blocks in A' t o  the first h(C) 

rows of r , (Af) .  



The relationships between the sets of permutations Iim,(G) and IIm, , ( f i ,  G), and 

the sets of generator matrices G;,(C) and Ç&(TI, TA) is: 

That is, the set of permutations II,,(G) is equal to  the union of the disjoint sets of 

permutations lI:,,(TI, TA),  where (Tl,  TA)  E T&,(G), and the set of generator mat rices 

GkaX(C) is equal to the union of the sets of generator matrices %,,(TI, TA) ,  where 

( T I ~ T A )  E Tmax(G)- 

Let rr be any permutation in II&,(G). Let C' be the (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dual code 

generated by G' = [IkIAl,  where G = RREF(r(G)). Let S' be the maximal combination 

of non-intersecting fd-l-blocks in the first h(C) rows of A'. Then each of the h(C) weight 

d - 1 rows of S' corresponds to a unique weight d word in C. That is, for each weight d - 1 

row r of A' that is in the maximal combination of non-intersecting /d-l-blocks S', there 

exists a unique weight d word w' in C that is, essentidy, pemuted by the permutation 

7r t o  the unique weight d word 2 of Cf that is in row r of G' = [&1Ay. Therefore, C 

contains a unique set V of h(C) weight d words tha t  corresponds to  the h(C) weight d - 1 

rows of the maximal combination of non-intersecting fd, -blocks S'. 



Example 6.58 Let C be the (22,11,6) self-dual code generated by G = [Ik(A] .  where: 

Let al denote the first colurnn of I k  in G and let cl denote the first coiumn of A in 

G .  Let a = (al ci ). Let C' be the (22,11,6) self-dual code generated G' = [IkIA'] = 

RRfF(r(G)).  Then: 



The first three rows of A' form a maximal combination of non-intersecting f5-blocks Si 

(that, in this case, consists of a single /5,3'b10Ck). The weight 6 word of Cf in the first row 

of G corresponds to the weight 6 word ri of C. The weight 6 word of C' in the second row 

of G' corresponds to the weight 6 word fi $ ri of C. The weight 6 word of Cf in the third 

row of G' corresponds to the weight 6 word ri $ r< of C. The set V = {ri, ri $ rz, r l  $ a} 

is the unique set of h(C) = 3 weight d words in C that corresponds to the weight 5 rows 

of A' that form the maximal combination of non-intersecting fs-blocks S'. 

Given S' and n, we wiU refer to  V as the unique set of weight d words in C that corresponds 

to S'. Given V and n, we will refer to S' as the unique maximal combination of non- 

intersecting fd-l-blocks in A' t hat corresponds to V. 

Let us now examine the structure of the set of m weight d words V. Recall that for 

each Jd-i , i -bl~~k in S', the corresponding set of i codewords in Cf forms on Fd,i (whkh 

was introduced in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5). Let fd-l,i,,jd-l,i2t.. .,jd-l,im denote the 

jd-l-blocks in 5'. Shen, since each fd-l,i ,-bl~~k in S' corresponds to an Fdi,-block in 

Cf,  each fddl,iJ-bI~Ck in S' corresponds to an Fd,i,-block in C. In other words, the h ( C )  

weight d words in V f o m  m Fa- blocks: Fd,i, , FdWi2, . . . , FdVi,. Furthermore, since the 

fd- l -b l~ck~ in S' do not intersect, the Fd-blocks in V do not intersect. Thus, the unique 

set of h(C)  weight d words V in C that corresponds to S' consists of rn non-intersecting 

F d - l - b l ~ ~ k ~ :  Fd,il 7 FdVi2 7 - - - 9 Fd, j, . 

Now, gken any set V of na non-intersecting Fd-blocks, Fd,i1 , FdVi2, . . . , Fd,im7 in C, 

there may or may not exist a permutation n E IIk,(C) that results in a matrix G' = 

[IklAt] = RREF(ir(G)) in which the maximal combination of non-intersecting Id- - blocks 

in the first h(C) rows of A' corresponds to V. If for a given set V of m non-intersecting 

Fd-blocks, Fdti1, Fd,i27 . . . , FdVi,, in C,  there does exist a permutation a € nm,,(C) that 

results in a matrix G' = [IkIAt] = R'RE3(n(G)) in which the maximal combination of 

non-intersecting fd-1-blocks in the first h(C)  rows of A' corresponds to  V, we will refer 

to V as a maximal combination of non-intersecting F'-blmks in C .  



Let V,,,(C) denote the set of ajl sets of h(C) weight d words V in C that form a 

maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd-blocks. For each V E Vma,(C): 

II;(G) will denote the set of ad permutations x E Iimaz(G) that results in a matrix 

G = [IklAl = RR&F((r(G)) in which the maximal combination of non-intersecting 

fd-i-bIocks in the first h(C)  rows of A' corresponds to V. 

ÇG(C) will denote the set of aU generator matrices R'R&F(r(G)) such that .rr E 

W G ) .  

TC(G) WU denote the set of all pairs (TI ,TA)  E T L , ( G )  for which there exists at 

least one permutation n E l?maz(TI, TA) such that R f II>(G). 

For each (TI,  TA)  E T;(G): 

- I I ; ( f i ,  T A )  will denote the set of aU permutations n E lIma,(TI, TA)  such that 

E IIP(G). 

- ÇF(TI,TA) will denote the set of all generator matrices RR&F(x(G)) such 

that R E II;(TI, TA) .  

In terms of any k x k matrix A', where G' = [Ik( A'] E GG(Tf, Ta), (TI ,  T A )  E TC(G), 

and V E Vm,(C), the set of generator matrices ÇGir(TI,Ta) is equal to the set of al1 

generator matrices [Ic(nr, rrr21r,(At)], where rr,, is a permutation of the first h(C)  rows 

of A', rr2 is a permutation of the last k - r rows of A', aad x, is a permutation of the 

k colurnns of A'. Note that given any G' = [IkIAl E Çt (TI ,Ta) ,  there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the permutations in IIp(TI y TA) and the permutations Tri Rr2Xc 

of the rows and columns of A', where T,, is a permutation of the first h(C)  rows of A'. 

rr2 is a permutation of the last k - h(C) rows of A', and ~r, is a permutation of the k 

columns of A'. 



For each V E V,,,(C), the relationships between the sets of permutations II;(G) 

and I I ~ ( T I ,  Ta), and the sets of generator matrices ÇG(C) and Çt (TI ,  Ta) is: 

That  is, for each V E V,,,(C), the set of permutations IIS(G) is equal to the union of the 

disjoint sets of permutations IIG(TI, TA) ,  where (TI ,  TA) E TG(G), and the set of generator 

matrices ÇG(C)  is equal t o  the union of the sets of generator matrices Ç; (T I ,  Ta),  where 

 TA) E TC(G). 

The rdationships between the sets of permutations Iiz,,(G) and lI;(G), and the sets 

of generator matrices Ç;,,(C) and Ç;(C) is: 

That is, the set of permutations II,,,(G) is equal to the union of the disjoint sets of 

permutations &(G), where V E V,,(C). The set of generator matrices G&[C) is 

equal to the union of the sets of generator matrices Ç;(TI, T A ) ,  where V E V,,,(C). 

Therefore, the set of permutations II~,,(Tr, T A )  is equd to the union of the disjoint 

sets of permutations IIt(Tr, TA) ,  where V E V,,(C) and (TI ,  Ta) E Ty(G): 

Our Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, d > 6 )  self-dual codes will use the  

disjoint sets &(TI, Ta) to  perform the permutations in II&,(G). As the next theorem 

demonstrates, by performing the permutations in II&(G) with the sets lIt(TI,  TA) ,  we 

may be able to avoid performing many of the permutations in Iim,(G): 



Furthermore, if ÇGl (TI,, TA, ) = ÇY(T12, TA, ) then for any G' E Pt, (TI,, Tal ), the number 

of permutations xi  E IItl(TI,, TA,) such that RRE3(r1(G))  = G' is equal to the number 

of permutations nz E IIh (T12, TA2 ) such that RREF(r2(G))  = G'. 

Proof Suppose Gel (TI, TA, )n G> 2 (TI,, TA, ) # 0- Then ÇGl (TI,, TA, ) = Gi; (Tl2, ) 

since, for any G' = [I*(A) E Çir,(TI,, %,)n Çi;(T12, TA2), both sets are equal to the set 

of d matrices [Ik(7rr, rr2 rC(Af)], where n,, is a permutation of the first h(C) rows of A', 

TT, is a permutation of the last k - h(C) rows of A', a d  rr, is a permutation of the k 

columns of A'. 

Suppose Ç ~ ( T I l , T A l )  = Çi;(T12,TA2). Let d and ?r" be any two permutations in 

II, (TI,, 4, ) and II, (TI,, Ta,), respectively, such that RRE3(xf (G) )  = RREF(x"(G)).  

Let G'" = [IklAf''I = RR&F(F(*'(G)). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between 

the permutations in II;(Tr,, TA,) and the permutations nrl xT2nc of the rows and columns 

of A'", where n,, is a permutation of the first h(C)  rows of A", a, is a permutation of 

the last k - h(C) rows of A', and rrc is a permutation of the C columns of A'". Since 

~ " 1  = [4 1 A"1 = RREF(a"(G)),  t here is also a one-to-one correspondence between the 

permutations in II,(TI,, TAI)  and the permutations r,, rr2 x, of the rows and columns of 

A'", where x,, is a permutation of the first h(C) rows of A"', n,, is a permutation of the 

last k - h(C) rows of A'*', and xc is a permutation of the k columns of A". Therefore, 

for any G' E G~, (T i1 ,  TA, ), the oumber of permutations xl  E IIY (TI,, TA, ) such that  

RR&3(7rl(G)) = G' is equal t o  the number of permutations x211p2(T12,TA2) such that 

RR13(nz(G))  = G'. CI 



Corollary 6.60 Let G' be any matrix in Ç;,(C). Let S(G') denote the set of all pairs 

(V, (TI,  Ta)), where V E V,,(C) and (TI ,  TA)  E TC(G), such that G E GG(T1, TA) .  Let 

fcnt(Gt) = IS(Gt)I. For any pair (V, (Tr,TA)) E S(Gf), let qcnt(Gt) denote the number 

of permutations x E n;(TI,TA) such that RRE.F(r(G)) = Gr. Then the size of the 

automorphism group of C is equal to fcnt(Gf) x qn t (G t ) .  

We are now ready to  give general outlines of the Combination and Permutation ai- 

gorit hms for Our Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6 )  self-dual codes. 

For each maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd-blocks V f V ( C )  and for each 

pair of sets of columns (TI ,  TA) E T;(G),  the Combination algorithm wiil, essentially, 

find one matrix G' = [&1A1] E Ç;(TI,TA).  For each matrix G' = [IkIAl produced. the 

Permutation algorithm wül use G' = [IkJA1] to: 

produce a unique matrix G" = [IkI A'q E @(TI ,  TA),  and 

count the number of permutations s E IIp(TI, TA) such that RREF(a(G))  = G". 

The largest matrix produced by the Permutation algorithm is the unique matrix Go = 

[IkIAo] returned by the Unique Representative algorithm. Let S(Go) denote the set of 

ail pairs (V, (TI,  T A ) )  such that Go E Gp(TI, TA) .  The size of the automorphism group of 

C is found by computing fcnt(Go) x qcnt(G0), where fcnt(Go) = IS(Go)( and qcnt(Go) 

is the number of permutations ~r E IIv(Tr,TA) such that R R E F ( r ( G ) )  = Go, where 

(V, (TI ,  T A ) )  is any element in the set S(Go). 

Notice that the basic functions of the Combination and Permutation algorit hms differs 

siightly from our Combination and Permutation algorithms in our general Unique Repre- 

sentative algorithm. The way in which we compute the size of the automorphism group 

of C also differs siightly. This ciifference is due to the fact that  for a given (2k, k, d 2 6 )  

self-dual code C ,  if G = [IklAl E Gka,(C), there may exist more than one combination 

of h(C)  rows in A' that forms a rnaximd combination of non-intersecting Id-l-blocks. 



Let vcnt denote the number of different combinations of h(C) rows in A' that form a 

maximal combination of fd-l-blocks, where G = [&1A'l E ÇGa,(C). Then for each pair 

(Tl, Ta)  E TG,,(G), there are exactly vcnt maximal combinations of non-intersecting 

Fd-bIocks V E Vma,(C) such that  (%TA) E TC(G). Let V,,,(Tr, T A )  denote the 

set of d such V. The basic difference between our Combination algorithm for the 

(Zk, k, d 3 6) self-dual codes and OUT general Combination algorithm is that for each pair 

(TI, TA) E T:,(G), instead of performing one and only one permutation in l I ( T z , T ~ )  

our Combination algorithm WU perform one and only one permutation in each of the 

disjoints sets II;(% TA),  for each V E VG,(Tr, TA) ,  for a total of vent = [Vmaz(TIT TA) 

permutations in lI(TI, TA). 

The difference between our Permutation algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual 

codes and our general Permutation dgorithm is that for each G' = [GIA7 produced 

by the Combination dgorithm, instead of considering permutations of ail the rows and 

columns of A' that result in a matrix G" = [IkIAtl such that the first h(C) rows of 

A" cont ains a maximal combination of non-intersecting fd-i - blocks, our Permutation 

algorithm will only consider permutations of the rows and columns of At that leave the 

maximal combination of non-intersecting /d-l-blocks in the first h ( C )  rows in A' in the 

first h(C) rows of A'. The permutations that do not leave the maximal combination of 

non-intersecting fd-l-blocks in the first h(C)  rows of A' will be handled by the other 

vcnt - 1 matrices produced by the Combination algorithm. 

Let us now consider the difference in the way we compute the size of the automorphism 

group of C. Let acnt denote the size of the automorphism group of C. Let Go = [IkIAo] be 

the unique matrix in G a , ( C )  that is returned by our Unique Representative algorithm. 

Let ccnt denote the number of pairs (TI ,  TA) E T ( G )  such that Go E Ç ( T r ,  TA) .  Let 

pcnt denote the number of permutations ArRc of the rows and columns of A. such that 

7r,n,(Ao) = Ao. Our general Unique Representative aigorithm finds acnt by computing 

ccnt x pcnt. Let $(Go) denote the set of ail pairs (V, (TI,  Ta) )  such that Go E P;(TI, TA).  

Let f cnt = I(Go)l. Let qcnt denote the number of permutations n E nG(TI, TA) such that 



RRbF(r(G)) = Go, where (V, (TI, TA))  is any pair in S(Go)  Our Unique Representative 

algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes finds acnt by computing f cnt x qcnt. 

In order to better understand what we are reaily doing when we find acnt by comput- 

ing fcnt x qcnt, we will find formulas that relate fcnt to  ccnt and qcnt to ccnt. Now, qcnt 

is equal to the number of permutations nr,rr,rrc of the rows and columns of A. such that 

x, ,rr2r,(Ao) = Ao, where r,, is a permutation of the first h ( C )  rows of Ao, r,, is a per- 

mutation of the 1st k - h ( C )  rows of Ao, and n, is a permutation of the k columns of &. 

Let vcnt be the number of different combinations of h(C) rows in A. that form a maximd 

combinations of non-intersecting fd-l -bIocks. For each of these vcnt maximal combina- 

tion of non-intersecting fd-l -blocks in Ao, there may or may not exist a permutation K r R c  

of the rows and columns of A. that permutes the maximal combination of non-intersecting 

fdfd-l-bl~ck~ into the first h(C)  rows of I ~ , I ~ , ( A ~ ) ,  such that rrac(Ao)  = A*. Let wcnt de- 

note the number of different maximal combinations of non-intersecting fd-i-blocks for 

which such a permutation A r K c  exists. Then pcnt = wcnt x qcnt. Therefore: 

pcntlqcnt = wcnt 

Eùrthermore, since pent = acnt/ccnt and fcnt = acntlqcnt = acnt/(pcnt/wcnt) = 

ccnt x wcnt: 

fcntlccnt = wcnt 

Therefore, when we find acnt by computing fcnt x qcnt, what we are really computing 

is (ccnt x wcnt) x (pcnt/zucnt). 

Example 6.61 Let C be a (22,11,6) self-dud code, generated by a m a t h  G = [IilIA], 

in which the unique matrix returned by our Unique Representative algorithm is Go = 



[Ili 1 Ao] , w here: 

The first 4 rows of A. form a maximal combination of f5- blocks ( tl 

of one f5 ,4 -b l~~k) .  Therefore, h(C)  = 4. 

at, in thjs case, consists 

Our general Unique Representative algorithm finds acnt by computing ccnt x pcnt. 

In this case, ccnt = 1344 and pcnt = 660. Therefore, acnt = 1344 x 660 = 887040. 

Now, Iet S(Go) denote the set of ail pairs (V,(Tr, TA))  such that GO E Ç;(TIt TA) .  

Let fcnt = IS(Go)l, and for any pair (V, (TI, Ta)) Ç S(Go), let qcnt be the number of 

permutations ~r E II;(n, TA)  such that RRCF(n(G)) = Go. Our Unique Representative 

algorithm for the (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dual codes finds acnt by computing fcnt x qcnt. In 

this case, fcnt = 147840 and qcnt = 6. Therefore, acnt = 147840 x 6 = 887040. 

Let wcnt denote the number of different maximal combinations of non-intersecting f5- 
blocks in A. for which there exists a permutation T,T, of the rows and columns of A. that 

permutes the maximal combination of non-intersecting f5-blocks to  the first h ( C )  = 4 

rows of P,R,(A~), such that r r ~ , ( A O )  = AD. h this case, wcnt = 110. The relationships 

between ccnt and fcnt, and pcnt and qcnt is: 



Therefore, when we find acnt by computing fcnt x qcnt, what we are reaiiy computing 

is (ccnt x wcnt) x (pcntlwcnt).  

We WU now give a more detailed outline of the Combination and Permutation algo- 

nthms for our Unique Representative dgorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. 

The Combination algorithm produces matrices in each of the sets II;(%, TA) in two 

stages. For each V E V,,(C), the first stage of the Combination algorithm will pro- 

duce one and only one matrix Gv = [&(Av] E Çt(C). For each m a t r k  Gv = [IklAv] 

produced in the first stage, the second stage of the Combination algorithm will use 

Gv = [IkIAv] to  produce, for each (TI,  TA) E ll;(TI, TA), one and o d y  one matrix 

G' = [IkIAt] E &(TI, TA). Note that by Theorem 6.59, the Combination dgorithm 

needs only record the distinct matrices produced, dong with the number of times each 

waç produced. That is, if the dgorithm produces matrices G; E ÇV,(TI,,TA~) and 

G; E Çv, (Tb, TA2 ) such that G; = Gi then we need only record one of them since, by 

Theorem 6.59, Çvl (Tri, Tai ) = Çv, (Th, TA2 ), and therefore the unique matrix produced 

by the Permutation algorithm will be the same for both. Furthermore, by recording the 

number of times G{ was produced, we can still compute the size of the automorphism 

group since, by Theorem 6.59, for any Gtf E Çvl (TI,, TI,), the number of permutations in 

Ii,(TI1, Tai) that result in Gf' is equd to the number of permutations in I I ~ , ( T I ~ ,  TA,) 

that resdt in Gfr. 

For a given matrix A", where Gff  = [Ik[Af7 E G;,,(G), Let ~r,,n,,ir, denote any per- 

mutation of the first h(C) rows, the last k - h(C)  rows, and the k columns of A". The out- 



put of the Combination algorithm is a list. L' = {(A;, cnt; ), (A; ,  cnt;), . . . . ( A h ,  cntm )), 

where each Ci = [ h ( A i ]  E Ç;,,(C). For any G" = [IclAf7 E G;.,(C), the List L' has the 

fouowing two properties. 

O There exists a t  least one A: in L' for which there exists a permutation n,, K, a, of 

the rows and columns of A: such that ~r,,x,,x,(A:) = A". 

Let qcnt be the number of permutations n,,ir,, ir, of the rows and columns of A" such 

that T,, rr,, nC( A") = A''. Let f ent denote the number of pairs (V, (Tl,  T A ) )  such t hat 

G'' E GC(TI, TA)- Let A:, , A:, , . . . , Ain be the matrices in L' for which t here exists 

a permutation T,, xr2 rc of the rows and columns of Ai3 such that a,, xr2 (Ai, )' = A". 

Then: 

n 

Cent:, = fent 

where acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

For each pair (A:,cnt:)  in the List L' produced by the Combination algorithm, the 

Permutation algorithm wiil find the largest matrix Gy = [hl Ai7 such that: 

a the first h ( C )  rows of A l  are a permutation of the first h(C)  rows of A:, 

O the last k - h ( C )  rows of A: are a permutation of the last k - h ( C )  rows of A:, 

0 the columns of Al  are a permutation of the coiumns of A:, 

the first h(C)  rows of A; are in descending order, 

a the last k - h ( C )  rows of A; are in descending order, and 

0 the columns of Al  axe in descending order. 



The Permutation algorithm will dso count the number of permutations K,, K,? K, of the 

rows and columns of A: that result in A:. The largest Gy = [Ik(Arl  produced by the 

Permutation aigonthm is the unique matrix Go = [Ik(Ao] returned by the Unique Rep- 

resentative aigorithm. Let A:, , A:2, . . . , A:= denote the matrices in L' that are ordered 

to the unique matrix Ao. Let qcnt denote the number of permutations n,, T,,K,  of the 

rows and columns of any one of the matrices A:, such that  I~,,T~,T~(A:) = Ao. The 

Permutation algorithm finds the size of the automorphism group of C by computing: 

qcnt x cnt:, = qcnt x / m l  
j=l 

where fcnt is the number of pairs (V, (TI, Ta)) such that Go = [Ikl Ao] E çp(fi, TA) .  

This completes the general outlines of the Combination and Permutation algorithms 

for our Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud codes. We will 

now look at  the finer details of the Combination and Permutation algorithms. 

6.9.3 The Combination Algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6)  Self-Dual Codes 

Let C be a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dud code, generated by G = [IkIA]. Let Vma,(C) be the 

set of iLU maximal combinations of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C. Our Combination 

algorithm for the (2k, k, d > 6) self-dual codes works in two stages. For each V E Vm,,(C), 

the first stage Our of Combination algorithm finds one and only one permutation R E 

n>(G), producing a matrix G' = [IkIA'] = 'R'R&.F(F(~~(G)). The result of the first stage of 

the algorithm is a list Lm., of JV,,(C)I pairs (A', V), where G' = [&1A'l E Çt(C) .  For 

each pair (A', V) in the List Lm.,, the second stage of our Combination algorithm WU 

use A' to produce one and only one permutation a' E n',(TI, TA) for each set ( f i ,  Ta) E 

TC(G). For each IF produced, the matrix Gr' = [&)Af7 = R'REF(rf(G)) is recorded in 

the list L' produced by the Combination algorithm. In this subsection, we wiU describe 

how our Combination algorithm wili accomplish t hese two stages. 



We will begin with a short review of some of the concepts we will use in describing 

Our algorithm. 

Let C be a (2k, k, d 3 6) self-dual code, generated by G = [IkIA]. Let G i  = [41&] 

and G2 = [IkIA2] be matrices in ÇIIW(C) (where Cl and G2 may or  may not be equd)  

such tha t  both Al and A2 contain at least one weight d - 1 row. Let Sr and S2 be any 

non-intersecting sets of fd-l-blocks in Al and A2, respectively. Then Si and SÎ have an 

equal combination of fd,l-blocks if and o d y  if Si and S2 contain the same number of 

each of the difTerent fd-l-blocks (Le. the s m e  number of fd-L,l-bl~ck~, the same number 

of fd-1,2-blo~k~, etc.). If Si and S2 do not have equal combinations of /d-i-blocks then 

if i is the largest integer for which SI and Sz do not contain the same number of fd-i,i- 

blocks. then Si has a larger combination of J d - l , i * b l ~ ~ k ~  than S2 if Si contains more 

fd- 1 , i - b l ~ ~ k ~ ,  ot herwise, SI has a smaller combination of fd-1 - blocks than S2. 

Let Gi = [IkIAl] be any matrix in gIrlAl(C) such tha t  Al contains a t  l e s t  one 

weight d - 1 row. Let SI be any set of non-intersecting f,-~-~-blocks in Ai. Then S1 is a 

maximal combination of non-intersecting Id- - blocks if and o d y  if for any G2 = [IkI AZ] E 

ÇIrlAl(C) (where Gz may or may not be equd to  Gi)  and set S2 of non-intersecting fdd-i- 

blocks in A2, eit her Si and S2 have equd combinations of ld-l-blocks, or Si has a larger 

combination of fd-1 -blocks t han S2. 

Let Çmaz(C) denote the set of a l l  matrices G' = [ Ik (Al  E ÇIrlal(C) such that A' 

contains a t  least one maximal combinat ion of non-intersecting fd-1 - blocks. The integer 

h(C)  is the number of rows in any maximal combinatioo of ld-l-blocks in A', where 

Gr = [GIAr] is any matrix in Gm,(C). The set Ç;,,(C) is the set of al1 matrices 

G' = [IklAr] E &.=(C) in which the first h(C) rows of A' contain a maximal combination 

of fd- 1 - blocks. 

Let II&,,(G) denote the set of all permutations n of the columns of G such that 

'RR&F(F(~(G)) E G:,(C). Let V be any set of h(C) weight d words in C. Then V is 

a maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd-blmh in C if and only if there exists a 



permutation rr E II:,(G) that results in a matrix G' = [IkIAl = RR&F(x(G)) in which 

S', the maximal combination of non-intersecting fd-i-blocks in the first h(C) rows of A', 

corresponds to the set of h(C)  weight d  words V in C. The reason V is c d e d  a maximal 

combination of non-intersecting Fd-biocks is that each fd- l , i -b l~~k in S' corresponds to 

an Fd,;- bbck in V. 

Let Vma,(C) denote the set of aJ.l maximal combinations of non-intersecting Fd- blocks 

in C. For any V E V,,,,,(C), the set n;(G) is the set of ail permutations rr E II;,,(G) 

that resdts in a matrk  G' = [ Ik (A l  = RR&F(r (G) )  in which the maximal combination of 

non-intersecting /d-i-blocks in the first h(C)  rows of A' corresponds to V. The set ÇF(G) 

is the set of aii matrices RREF((?r(G)), such that ?r E II;(G). For each V E Vmaz(C), 

the first stage of Our Combination dgorithrn will find one and only one permutation 

a E II;(G), producing a matrix G' = [IkIAt] E GC(G). The output of the first stage 

In order to find the list L,,,, the first stage of Our algorithm has two tasks it must 

perform: finding the List Vma,(C) of d maximal combinations of non-intersecting Fd- 

blocks in C, and, for each V E Vmi,,(C), finding one permutation ir E &(G) Our 

algorit hm will accomplish both of these tasks by finding sets of non-intersecting Fd- blocks 

in C that form what we wiil call row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks: 

Definition 6.62 Let C be a (2k, k , d  2 6) self-dud code, generated by G = [IkIA]. Let 

R be any set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C. Then R is a row-reducible set of non- 

intersecting Fd-blocks if and only if there exists a permutation ?r of the columns of G that 

results in a matrix G' = [IklAf]  = RREF(r(G)) in which each weight d word of each 

Fd-block in R corresponds to  a row in G'. In other words, R is a row-reducible set of 

non-intersecting Fd-blocks if and only if there exists a permutation n of the columns of 

G that results in a matrk  G' = [IkIAl in which each F d , i - b l ~ ~ k  in R corresponds to an 

fd-l , i -bl~~k in A'. 



Note that a maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd-blocks is also a row-reducible 

set of non-intersect ing Fd- blocks. 

We will now define a cornparison relation on the row-reducible sets of non-intersecting 

Fd-blocks that will allow us to  define the maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd- 

blocks in C in terrns of the row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C. 

Definition 6.63 Let Ri and R2 be any two row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd- 

blocks in C. Then Ri and Rz are said to have an equal combination of Fd-blocks if and 

only if R1 and R2 contain the same number of each of the different Fd-blocks (i.e. the 

same number of Fd,l-blocks, the same number of Fd,2-blocks, etc.). Suppose Ri and R2 

do not have an equal combination of Fd-blocks. Let i be the largest integer in which Ri 

and Rz do not contain the same number of Fd-li-blocks. If Ri has more Fd, i-bI~Ck~ than 

R2 then Ri is said t o  have a larger combination of Fpblocks than R1, otherwise Ri has 

a smaller combination of Fd-blocks than Ra. 

With this definition we can define when a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks 

is a maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd-blocks. That  is, any row-reducible set 

of non-intersecting Fd-blocks R in C is a maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd- 

blocks if and oniy if for any other row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-bIocks RI in C, 

either R and R' have an equal combination of Fd-blocks or  R has a larger combination 

of Fd-blocks than R'. 

We will now define several sets involving row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd- 

blocks that we will use in describing the first stage of our algorithm. Let R(C) denote 

the set of all row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C. For each R E R(C):  

O h(R)  will denote the total number of weight d words in the Fd-blocks of R. 

IIh(G) will denote the set of aJI permutations n of the  columns of G that results in 

a matrix G' = [Ik(Al  = 'R72£F(*(G)) such that: 



- each FdVi-block in R corresponds to  an fd-i,i-bl~Ck in A', and 

- the set S' of non-intersecting jd,l-blocks in A', that correspond to the non- 

intersecting Fd-blocks in R, occur in the first h ( R )  rows of A'. 

ÇE(C) will denote the set of a l l  generator matrices RREF(r(G)),  where 7r E IIa(G). 

Note that for any R E R(C), if R is also a maximal combination of non-intersecting 

Fd-blocks V, then IIa(G) = Iit(G), and Ç i ( C )  = ÇG(C).  

Before we describe our algorithm for producing the list Lm,, of pairs (A', V), we will 

describe how we can enumerate the set V,,,(C) using the row-reducible sets of non- 

intersecting Fd-blocks in C. Our method for enumerating the set 'V,,,(C) is recursive 

and is based on the fact that if R is a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks then 

any (non-empty) subset of R is also a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks. 

Let F be an Fd-block in C. Then, since there does not necessarily exist a permutation 

n of the columns of G that results in a matrix G' = [41A'l = RR&F(n(G)) such that 

A' contains an fd-i-block that corresponds to F ,  it is not necessarily true that { F )  is 

a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks. Let R be a row-reducible set of non- 

intersecting Fpblocks in C and let F be an Fd-block in C (that is also a row-reducible 

set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks) such that F does not intersect any of the Fd-blocks 

in R. Then, since there does not necessarily exist a permutation x of the columns of 

G that results in a matrix G' = [&[Al = 'RREF(n(G)) such that A' contains a set 

of non-intersecting jd-i-blocks tha t  corresponds to R LJ { F I ,  it is also not necessarily 

true that R U {F) is a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks. In other words, 

not every combination of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C forms a row-reducible set of 

non-intersecting Fd-blocks. However, determining whether or not a combination of non- 

intersecting Fd-blocks forms a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks is not trivial. 

In our recursive algorithm for enumerating the the set V,,(C), we will make the 

assumption that given any Fd-block F and any set R, where R is either the empty set or 



a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks, we can immediately determine whether 

or not RU {F) is a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C. How we can in 

fact determine whether or not R U  {F} is a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks 

wiU be discussed later, when we describe our algorithm for producing the list Lm,, of 

pairs (At, V). 

Now, since our method for enumerating the set V,,,(C) will use the row-reducible 

sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C, we will now define the set V,,,(C) in terms of 

the row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C: Let R(C) denote the set of 

a l l  row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C. Then the set V,,,(C) is equal 

to the set of ail R E R ( C )  such that, for any Rt E R(C), either R and R' have equal 

combinations of Fd-blocks or R has a larger combination of Fd-blocks than R'. 

Our method for recursivdy enumerating the iist Vm,,(C) works as follows: The input 

to each recursive step will be a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks R (for 

the first recursive c d  R = 0). The output of each recursive step wîli be a set L of 

row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks that contain R, such that for any pair 

R i ,  Ri E L, Ri and Ri have equal combinations of Fd-blocks (for the first recursive c d .  

L is initialized to the empty set). The first recursive c d  will produce a List of aU of the 

largest Fd-blocks F in C in which R = {F) is a row-reducible set of non-intersecting 

Fd-blocks C. For each R = {F) produced, the second recursive cail wilI produce a List 

of a l l  of the largest Fd-blocks F' in C in which Rt = R u {Ft) is a row-reducible set of 

non-intersecting Fd-blocks. For each R' produced, the recursion WU continue until we 

find a row-reducible set Rt' of non-intersecting Fd-blocks for which there do not exist any 

Fd-blocks F in C in which R" U {F) is a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks. 

Whenever such an R" is produced, one of the foilowing four actions wiil take place: 

if the list L = 0 then Rtt is inserted into L, 

else given any Rit' E L: 



- if R" and R"' have an equal combination of Fd-blocks then R" is inserted into 

- else if R" has a larger combination of Fd-blocks than RI'' then L is emptied 

and t hen R" is inserted, 

- else R" has a s m d e r  combination of Fd-blocks than R"' and is ignored. 

Once the recursion has completed, the List L wiU contain ail (and only) the row-reducible 

sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks t hat are also elements of Vmaz(C). 

Now, there is one basic problem with the outline of Our algorit hm we just described. 

That is, if the row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in V,.,(C) have more 

than one of FdSi-bIoCk, then Our recursive algorithm will produce each R E Vmaz(C) more 

t han once. For example, if R E V,,(C) and R contains two Fd, - blocks, Fi and FÎ,  t hen 

when R' = R - {Fi, F2) is the input to a recursive c d ,  the algorithm will  produce R in 

two different ways: 

The algorithm first produces R' U {Fi}, foiiowed by (R' U {Fi}) U (4). 

The algorithm first produces R'U { f i } ,  followed by (RI U { F ! } )  U {Fi}. 

In order to eliminate this problem, we will establish a precedence relation on the Fd- 

blocks in C. That is, we will develop a method by which we can uniquely identity each 

Fd-block in C, which wiU estabüsh a unique ordering of the F d , i - b I ~ ~ k ~  in C. We can 

then use our precedence relation to prevent our algorithm from producing duplicates by 

only producing sets R u { F )  in which F has lower precedence thon every Fd-block in R. 

Let F ( C )  denote the set of all Fd-blocks in C. Before defining our precedence relation 

on the Fd-blocks in 3(C),  we will first develop a method that will d o w  us to uniquely 

identifying each Fd-block in C ,  without actually producing the set 3 ( C ) .  Our method 

for uniquely identifying the Fd-blocks F E F(C) is based on the weight d words in F. 

and works as follows: Let W(C) denote the set of a.U weight d words in C. For each 



d E W(C), assign a unique integer identifier to 5. For each F E F(C) ,  let W ( F )  denote 

the integer identifiers of the weight d words in P. Then W ( C )  uniquely identifies each 

F E F(C) .  We wiU use W ( C )  t o  uniquely identify each F E 3(C) .  

Let us now establish our precedence relation on the fi-blocks in C. For each F E 

F(C),  let IF1 denote the number of weight d words in F (i.e. if F  is an Fd,;-block then 

(FI = i). Let FI and F2 be any two Fd-blocks in F(C). Then we wiU Say FI has higher 

precedence than F2 if and only if: 

IFl] = IF21 and wi > WZ, where wi is thelargest integerin W ( F I ) - ( W ( F I ) ~ ~ W ( F ~ ) )  

and w2 is the largest integer in w(F2) - ( ~ ( F I )  n W(F2)) .  

If FI does not have higher precedence than F2 then we WU Say Fi has lower precedence 

than F2. This establishes our precedence relation on the Fd-blocks in C. 

For each R E R(C) that is an input to a recursive c d  of Our algorithm, we will now 

only find the largest Fd-blocks F in C in which R' = R U {Ff) is a row-reducible set 

of non-intersecting Fd-blocks and F' has lower precedence t han the lowest precedence 

block in R. More formdy, for a given R E R(C) that is the input to a recursive cal1 

of our algorithm, we will find the Fd-blocks in the set 3hi(lo)(C, R) which we can define 

progressively as foilows: 

Let 3(C, R) denote the set of aJl F E 3(C) such that R U { F )  E R(C) .  

Let Fl0(C) denote the set of aJl F E F(C, R) such that F has lower precedence 

than the lowest precedence Fd-block in R. 

For the first invocation of our algorithm, we will let R = 0 be our input and will define 

Thi(,,) (C, 0) aS ~OUOWS: 



Let F(C, 0) denote the set of a.il F E F(C) such that {F) E R(C). 

+ Then Fhi(lo)(R,O) is the set of a.ll F E F(C,0)  such that for any F E 3 ( C , 0 ) .  

IF1 1 lFfl* 

We are now ready to give a formal description of Our algont hm for enumerating each 

element in the set V,.,(C) once and only once. The algorithm is recursive and is invoked 

with the c d  EnumemteV,,,(C, 0, Vm.,(C)), where Vm>,,(C) is in i t idy  set to the empty 

set. 

Algorithm 6.64 EnumemteVm,,(C, R, L): 

+ Input: the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code C and the row-reducible set of 

non-intersecting Fd-bIocks R E R ( C ) .  

Output: a set L of row-reducible sets of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in C. 

begin 

Find Fh*(hi(lo)(C, R).  

if 3hi(lo)(C, R )  = 0 then 

if L = 0 then L = { R ) .  

else 

Let R' be any element of L. 

if R and Rf have equal combinations of Fd-blocks then 

L = L u R .  

else if R has a larger combination of Fd-blocks than R' then 

L = { R ) .  

end else 

end if 

else 



for each F E Fhi(io)(C, R )  d o  

EnumemteV,,(C, R U {F}, L). 

end for 

end else 

end 

We now have our  recursive algonthm for enumerating the set V,,(C). However, what 

we are r e d y  interested in is producing a List Lm,, of pairs (A', Y )  (where V E V,.,(C) 

and G' = [Ik(A1] E Gt(C)) such t hat for each V E Vmaz(C), t here exists one and only one 

pair (A', V). We also still need to consider how we c m  determine, for a given F E F ( C ) ,  

whether or  not R u {F} E R(C). (This is something we will need to do in order to  

find the set 3hi(lo)(C, R ) ) .  Therefore, we will now discuss the additional steps needed in 

Algorithm 6.64 in order t o  accomplish both of these tasks. 

Our input t o  each recursive c d  of the aigorithm wili now consist of a row-reducible set 

of non-intersecting Fd-blocks R E R ( C ) ,  a k x k matrix A', where G' = [IkIA'] E gh(C). 

and the set of aU weight d words in C that do not intersect any of the weight d words 

in C (which we will denote by W ( C ,  R)). For the first recursive c d  of the algorit hm, 

R = 0 and A' = A, where G = [Ic(A] generates the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code C. The 

recursive dgorithm will use the matrix A' and the set of weight d words W(C,  R) in C to 

find bot h the set 3hi(lo)(C, R ) ,  and for each F E .Fhi(IO) (C,  R) ,  one matrix G" = [&(A"] E 

ÇRUfFl(C) .  This is accomplished as follows: 

Set Fhi(lo)(C, R) t o  the empty set. 

if R #  0 then 

Let FI,(R) denote the lowest precedence block in R. 

Let i = IFr,(R)I. 

end if 

else 



Let i = d (i.e. some integer greater than the largest possible Fd- block). 

end else 

while ( (3hi(ro)(C,  R )  = 0) and ( i  > O ) )  do 

Find Fi(R),  the List of aJ.l FdVi-blocks in W ( R ) .  

for each F € Fi(R) do 

Find a permutation x of the columns of Gr = [rklAf] (if such a A exists) 

that results in a matrix G'' = [IkIA'q = 'RREF(F(*(G')) E Çi"{,(C). 

If such a T is found (Le. exists) then insert F into the List 3hi(ro)(C,  R ) .  

end for 

if 3hi(io)(Cl R )  = 0 then 
. . 
z = 2 - 1 .  

end while 

Finding the permutation A (if it exists) can be accomplished in polynomial time with 

respect to k (the dimension of C) and d (the distance of C). If i 5 3, the iist Fi(R)  can 

be found by finding ail (IWiR)I) combinations of i weight d wordr in W ( R ) .  If i 2 4. 

the List Fi(R) can be found by first finding ail ( I W f ) I )  combinations of 3 weight d 

words in W (  R). For each combination found that forms an Fd13-block, we then only need 

to scan W ( R )  to  find aU the remaining words which, when adjoined to  the Fd_3-block, 

form an F d , 4 - b l ~ ~ k  (since, as was shown in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5, if there exist il 

weight d words which, when adjoined to the Fd13-biock, form an Fd14-block, then the il 

weight d words, together wit h the Fdl3- blodi, form an FdVi, +J- block). 

We are now ready to give a formal description of Our recursive algorithm for finding 

the List Lm, of pairs (A', V). The recursive driver FindMaximaiFd List( A, Lm,,) is given 

first , followed by the recursive procedure FindNextFd Block(A', R', W', Lm,). 

Algorit hm 6.65 FindMaximalFd List( A, Lm,,): 

Input: a k x k matrix A, where G = [41A] generates a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual code 



0 Output: a List Lm,, of pairs (A', V), where G' = [41Aq E Ç G ( C )  and V E Vmaz(C). 

For each V f V,,,(C), Lm,, contains exactly one pair (A', V ) .  

begin 

Let R = 0. 

Let Lm,, = 0. 

Let W be the set of all weight d words in C. 

FindNextFdBlock(A, R,  W, Lm,,). 

end 

Input: the k x k matrix A', the row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks R', 

and the set of weight d words W'. 

- G = [Iç[A'] generates a (26, k, d 2 6) self-dual code C' that  is equivalent to 

the code C, generated by G = [Ik(A], where A is the input matriu to the 

recursive driver: FindMaximaiFd Lis t (A, L,,). 

- R' is a row-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd-blocks in the code C. The 

first h(R') rows of A' form a set S' of non-intersecting set fd-i-blocks that 

corresponds to  R'. 

- W' is the subset of ail weight d words in C that do not intersect any of the 

weight d words in R'. 

0 Output: a List Lm, of pairs (A", Ru), where R" is a row-reducible set of non- 

intersecting Fd-blocks and G" = [hl A"J € Çk,,(C). For any pair (A:, Ri), 

(A;, Ri) E Lm,, Ri and R; have equal combinations of Fd-blocks. 



begin 

Find 3hi( lo)(C,  R'). 

if FhFlo)(C? R') = 0 then 

if Lm., = 0 then Lm,, = {(A', RI)}. 

else 

Let (A", R") be any element of L,,,. 

if R' and R" contain equd combinations of Fd-blocks then 

Insert (A', R') into Lm,. 

else if R' has a larger combination of Fd- blocks t han R" t hen 

Lmaz = {(A',  R'))- 

end else 

end if 

else 

for each F" E 3hFhi(ro)(C, R') do 

Let n be any permutation in IIff(G'. FI'). 

Let G" = [IklAt'I = RRCF(F(*(G')) .  

Let Ru = R' u Fu. 

Let W" equal W' with all weight d words that intersect the weight d words 

in F" removed. 

FindNextFdBfock( A", Ru, W", L,,). 

end for 

end else 

end 

This completes our look at the first stage of our Combination aigorithm for the 

(2k,  k,d 2 6) self-dud codes. Let us now consider the second stage of Our Combi- 

nation dgorit hm: for each (A', V) E Lm.,, use the matrix A' to produce one matrix 

G" = [41At7 E ÇG(TI, TA), for each ( T I ,  TA)  E TC(G). 



We will begin by describing some of the notation we will use. For each pair ( A', V )  

in the list Lm,, produced by the first stage of our Combination algorithm: 

II;(Gt) will denote the set of all permutations a of the columns of G' = [IkIAl that 

results in a rnatrix G" = RREF(n(G')) such that G" E ÇG(C).  

T(Gt)  wiil denote the set of all pairs (Ti ,  TL), where Ti and TA are e q u d y  sized 

subsets of the columns of Ik and A', respectively. 

O TC(Gf) will denote the set of d pairs (T;,Ta) E T(G1) for which there exists a t  

least one permutation r E II(T;,Ta) such that r E I?p(G'), 

For each (Ti ,  Ta) E TV(G1): 

- lI;(T;,Ti) wiil denote the set of all permutations K E II(Ti,Ti) such that 

7r € rIP(Gt). 

- Çt(Tr,  Ta) wili denote the set of all generator matrices RR&F(7-(n(Gt)), where 

* E l'&(Ti, Ti). 

Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of permutations 

II>(Ti, Ta)  of the columns of G' and the sets of permutations IIt(Tr, Ta) of the columns 

of G. 

The second stage of our algorithm wiIl produce one matrix Gr' = [Ik 1 A'1 E çi. (TI ,  TA) ,  

for each (Tl ,  TA)  E TP(G), by producing one matrix G" = [IkIAt'I E ÇG(Ti, Ta),  for each 

(Ti, Ta) E T;(Gt). 

Let (A', V) be an element in the Est Lm,, produced by the first stage of our Combi- 

nation algorithm. Let (Tf,Ta) be any pair in the set T(Gt).  Then the pair (T;,TA) is 

also an element of TV(Gt) if and oniy if: 



there exists a permutation n E ll(Ti, Ta) that resuits in a matrix G" = [IkIA11 = 

R'R&F(F(~(G")) in which the first h ( C )  rows of A'' form a maximal combination of 

non-intersecting fd,l-blocks that corresponds to V. 

In other words, (Ti,Ta) E TC(G) if and only if for any permutation a E i?(T;,TA). 

G" = [&lAr] = RR£F(r(G')), and for each of the h(C) weight d words in the first h ( C )  

rows of Gr, the corresponding weight d word in the code Cu, generated by G", must aiso 

be rows in the matrix G". We will use this fact to find a l l  the different possibilities for 

the pairs (T;,Ta) E TC(C) by considering the non-zero columns of the h(C) codewords 

in the first h(C) rows of G' = [fk(At] (which correspond to  the maximal combination of 

f d - i - b l ~ d r ~  A'). 

Let us first describe the notation we will need in order to  do this. Let (A', V)  be any 

element in the List Lm, produced by the first stage of our Combination algorithm. Let 

S' = {fi, f2, . . . , fm} denote the maximal combination of non-intersecting fd- i  - blocks in 

the first h(C) rows of A'. Then for each fi in Sr: 

Sa,i wiIl denote the set of the columns in A' that are non-zero in the rows of the 

fdL- l -b l~~k f i ,  and 

Sivi will denote the set of the columns in 4 (where G' = [ & / A r ] )  that correspond 

to  the rows in A' of the fd-1- biock f i .  

Note that since the fd-l-blocks in S' form a non-intersecting set of fd-i-blocks in A', the 

sets Si,, S;,, . . . , Sim are d disjoint as  are the sets Sa,, Sa,, . . . ,Sa_.  Let (Ti, Ta) be 

any element in TC(Gt). For i = 1,2,. . . , rn: 

0 Ti, wiil denote the columns of Ti that are also columns of the set Si,. 

Ta, will denote the columns of Ta that are also columns of the set Sa,. 



Finally. TiR will denote the remaining columns of Ti,  and TAk WU denote the remaining 

columns of Ta. 

Now, let (Ti, TA) be an element of TF(C).  Let fj be e y  fd- l , i -b l~~k in SI, and Let 

Fj denote the i weight d rows in G' = [&1A'] that correspond t o  the i weight d - 1 rows 

Now, since (Ti,Ta) E TP(G'), we know that for any permutation a E IIk(Tf,Ta), each of 

the weight d rows in Fj must also be weight d words in G" = R'R£F(a(G')). Therefore, 

for any weight d row r E Fj ,  if the column in the identity matrix that corresponds to r 

is not an element of TiJ, then TA# cannot contain any columns that have a value of one 
3 

in the weight d row r .  Also, for any weight d row r E Fj, if the column in the identity 

matrix that corresponds to r is an element of TL, then T ' ,  must contain one and only 

one column c that has a value of one in the weight d row r .  Furthemore, since none 

of the weight d words in Fj intersect in the identity matrix, column c must be non-zero 

in the rernaining rows of Fj. Therefore, if (Ti,Ta) E TG(Gt), the pairs of sets (TL, Ta ) 

must have the following properties: 

for each column in Ti,, if T is the row of Ik that has a value of one in the column, 

then T A  contains one and only one column c that has a value of one in row r of 

A'. F'urthermore, column c has a value of zero in all other rows of the fd - l , i -b l~~k  

fj in A'. 

We WU refer to  such pairs (TiJ,T>,) as 6lock presedng pairs. Note that if f j  is an 

fd- l , l -b l~~k,  there are a total of ( f ) = d different block preserving pairs in ( St . SL, ), if 



fj is an fd-1,2-block, there are a total of 2 = 8 different block preserving pairs, and (9 
if f, is an fd-l,i>J*bl~Ckr - there are a t o t d  of i (i) = 3i different block preserving pairs 

What we have just shown is that  if (Ti, T i )  E Tj(Gt) ,  then each pair (Ti,, TA#) ,  where 
J 

1 5 j 5 m, must be a block preserving pair. This, in turn, shows us that  ITiRI = ITi, 1 
(since for j = 1,2, .  . ., m, we have ITiJ 1 = ITAI 1). Furthermore, if (Ti, Ta) E T(G1) is 

any pair in which all of the subsets (TiJ, Ta,) are block preserving pairs, then if for any 

r E lI(TI, Ta)? RR&3(7r(G)) has the form [41A11, then (T:, Ta) E TC(Gt). In other 

words, if (Ti, TA) is any pair in which all the subsets (Ti], Tal) are block preserving pairs. 

either (T;, Ta) E T;(Gt), or for any permutation K E II(Ti, Ti), RR&F(a(Gt ) )  does not 

have the form [ b l A t l .  

Therefore, d we need to do in the second stage of our Combination dgorithm is as 

follows: Let T,,(G1) denote the set of all pairs (Ti, Ta)  E T(Gt)  in which ail of the 

subsets (T;,, Ta,)  are block preserving pairs. For each (Ti, Ta) E TpTe,(Gt), find one 

permutation a E &(Ti, TA). If G" = R7ZEF(*(Gt)) has the form [IkIAtl then A" is 

recorded in the list produced by the Combination aigorithm, otherwise G" is discarded. 

Our Combination WU, in fact, find the set T,,,,(Gt) and one permutation in each set 

&(Ti, Ta) by applying sequences of ADDrBc operations to the matrix -4'. Therefore. we 

will now rewrite our met hod in terms of ADD, ,  operations on A''. 

Let (T;,Ti) E T(G'). Let T: denote the rows of A' that correspond to  the columns 

of Ti, and let Ti = Ta. R e c d  that  for any 7r E II(T;, Ti ) ,  RR&F(a(G1))  has the form 

[IkIAt? if and only if there exists a sequence of IT:l A D D , ,  operations on A' that includes 

each element of once and each element of TL once. Furthermore, if such a sequence 

exists, then if i is any row of Ti and j is any column of Ti in which entry (i, j) of 

A' is non-zero, then there exists a sequence of ITil - 1 ADD,, operations on the mat rix 

ADD,,=(i, j ) (A')  which indudes each element of Ti - {i} once and each element of TL - {j} 

once. In other words, to  find such a sequence, we can select any elements from T: and Ti 



at  each step. 

Let T,,,,( A') denote the set of ail pairs (T:, TL) such that (T;, Ta) E T,,(Gr), where 

T; are the columns of Ik in Gt that correspond to the rows of Ti in A', and Ta = Tl. For 

each pair (T:, Tl) E T',,,(At), let (Th, Td ) denote the rows and non-zero columns of the 
J 

jj-blodr in A', where 1 5 j < m. That is, (T;, Td ) are the rows and columns of (T,!, T:) 
J 

that correspond to the block preserving pair (Til, Ta,) in (Ti, Ta). (Note that we wili dso  

refer to the pairs (Ti,, T:J) as block preserving pairs.) For each pair (T:, TL) E Tpreu(A'), 

let (T:,,T:,) denote the remaining columns of (T:,T,!) (Le. the rows and columns that 

are not rows and columns of any of the block preserving pairs in (T:, Ti)). 

For each pair (T:, Ti) E TPrev(At), Our aigorithm c m  find a sequence S of IT:l A D D , ,  

operations on A' (if such a sequence exists) that indudes each row in T: once and each 

column in TL once by first finding a sequence of IT: - T.,l ADD,.,, operations on A' that 

indudes each row of Ti - T:, once and each column of T: - T:, once (i.e. the rows and 

columns of the block preserving pairs in (Ti, T i ) ) .  The reason for this is t hat for each 

block preserving pair (Til, TLl) in (T:, TL), there always exists a seguence of IT:, 1 ADDr,c 

operations on A' that indudes every row of Th once and every column of Til once, as the 

next example demonstrates. 

Example 6.67 Consider an fs,3-bIock: 

Let Ti = {0, ({l), { 5 } ) ,  ({l}, {6})), let T2 = I0, ((21, {7}h ((21, {W, and let T3 = 

0 ( 3  9 )  ( 3  { O } ) } .  Any block preserving pair (T;, T:,) of the fs,a-bIock is the 

union of any three elements, one from each of the sets Tl, Tz, and T3- For each one of 

these possibilities for (TL, TLl ), there exists a sequence of IT:, 1 ADD, ,  operations that 

indudes each element of T;, once and eadi element of TL, once. 



Therefore, there exists a sequence S of 1T:l ADD, ,  operations on A' that indudes 

every row of T: and every column of Ti if and o d y  if there exists a sequence Si of IT: -T:,I 

AD D , ,  operations of A' t hat includes every row of Ti - T:, and every column of T: - TL,. 

and a sequence Sz of IT:RI ADDrec operations on S1(AJ) that includes every row of TTk 

and every column of Ti,. 

This completes our look at the second stage of our Combination dgorithm. 

We wiil now give a formal description of our Combination algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 

6) self-dual codes. 

Algorit hm 6.68 CornbinationAlgorithm(A. LJ): 

Input: a k x k matrix A such that G = [&1A] generates a ( 2 k , k , d  2 6) self-dual 

code C. 

Output: a List LJ = {(A;, cnt;) ,  (A;, cnt;), . . ., (A&,cntm)),  where each G; = 

[&(Ai] E G&,(C). For any given matrix A", where GfJ = [&(AJ'] E Ç&,(C). 

let a,, a,ac denote any permutation of the first h(C) rows of A", the 1 s t  k - h(C ) 

rows of A", and aJi k columns of A". Then, for any G" = [ IkJAq I Çzaz(C), the 

list LJ has the following two properties: 

- There exists at least one A: in L' for which t here exists a permutation a,, r,, T, 

of the rows and columns of A: such that T,, r12 rC(A:)  = A". 

- Let qcnt be the number of permutations x,, a,,lrc of the rows and columns 

of A" such that x,, n, rc(An) = A". Let f cnt denote the number of pairs 
f (V, (TI, T A ) )  such that Gf' E EC(TI, TA).  Let A:, , A,, . . . , Ain be the matrices 

in L' for which there exists a permutation a,,xr,ac of the rows and columns 

of Ai, such that rr,, a,, rC(A: , )  = A". Then xy=i cnt;, = f cnt = acntlqcnt, 

where acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

begin 



Let L' = 0. 

Let Lm,, = 0. 

FindMa;cimalFdList( A, Lm,) . 
for each (A', V) E Lm, do 

Let SI = {fi, J2, . . . , f,) denote the maximal combination of non-intersecting 

fdd,l-block~ in the first h(C)  rows of A'. 

Let Tp(A1) denote the set of all pairs (Ti,, T lp) ,  where Ti, is a subset of the rows 

of the fd-t -blocks in S', TL! is a subset of the non-zero columns of the fd -L-b l~~ks  

in SI, and for j = 1,2,. . . , rn, ( T k ,  Th)  is a block preserving pair, where Tk are 

the rows of T,!, that are aiso rows of the fdel -block fj and Tl, are the columns 

of Ti! that are aiso the non-zero columns of the fdVl- block fj. 

for each (T:, , Tip)  E Tp( A') do 

Let Si be any sequence of ]Ti,( ADD, ,  operations on A' that indudes each 

row of Ti, once and each column of T:, once. 

Let A" = S 2 ( A f ) .  

Let TR( A") denote the set of ail pairs (T:R, TFR) of e q u d y  sized su bsets of the 

rows and columns of A'' that do not include any of the rows and non-zero 

columns of the fd-i-blocks in the first h(C) rows of A". 

for each (TI,, TC,) E TR(At') do 

if there exists a sequence S2 of IT:RI ADDrac operations on A" that includes 

each row of TG once and each column of TC, once then 

Let A"' = &(A"). 

QuickOrderMatriz( A"', 1 ,  A"'). 

if there exists a pair (A1", cnt"') E L' then 

Increment c d ' '  by one. 

else 

Insert the pair (A"', 1) into L'. 

end if 



end for 

end for 

end for 

end 

Compared to our general Combination algorithm, our Combination algorithm for 

the (2k, k,d 2 6) self-dual codes may in fact do more work (other than the fact that 

our Combination performs some of the permutations that our Permutation algorithm 

norrnally would). There are two reasons for this: One reason is that if C contains a 

relatively large number of weight d words, ftnding the list Lm,, may be very costly. 

Another reason is that for any pair (Tr,TA) E T(G) ,  su& that  for any a E ~ ( T I , T A )  

'R'RE.F(r(G)) does not have the form [ IklAf],  the second stage of our algorithm may, 

essentidy, perform more than one permutation in II(TI, TA).  However, in practice, for 

the codes we enumerated (i.e. the (2k, k, d 2 6) seif-dud codes for k up to and including 

16) our Combination (and Permutation) algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes 

is substantidy better than our generd Combination (and Permutation) algorithm, with 

two exceptions: the (24,12,8) Golay code and the (22,11,6) shortened Golay code. 

6.9.4 The Permutation Algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6 )  Self-Dual Codes 

For each pair ( A : ,  cnti) in the List L' produced by our Combination algorithm, the Per- 

mutation algorithm finds the largest matrix A: such that: 

the first h(C) rows of A; are a permutation of the first h ( C )  rows of A:, 

the last k - h(C)  rows of A: are a permutation of the last k - h(C) rows of A:, 

the columns of Ar are a permutation of the columns of A:, 

the first h(C) rows of Ar are in descending order, 



0 the last k - h(C)  rows of Al  are in descending order, and 

the columns of A: are in descending order. 

The Permutation aigorithm wiil also find the number of permutations rr,,a,,rr, of the 

rows and columns of A: such that rr,,n,irC(A:) = A;, where r,, is a permutation of the 

first h(C) rows of A:, T,, is a permutation of the last k - h(C) rows of Ai, and rr, is a 

permutation of the k columns of A:. 

The largest matrix produced by the Permutation dgorithm is the unique matrix 

Go = [41Ao] E Çk,(C) that is returned by our Unique Representative dgorithm. Let 

A:I , A:2, . . . , A:- denote the matrices in L' t hat are uniqudy ordered to the unique mat rix 

Ao. For any A:], 1 < j 5 n, let qcnt denote the number of permutations rrrln,s, of the 

first h(C)  rows, last k-  h(C)  rows, and ail k columns of A:] such that a,, n,,n,(A:, ) = Ao. 

The Permutation algorithm Ends the size of the automorphism group of C by computing 

qcnt x Cgi cnti,. 

Since for each (A', cnt') in L', the columns of matrix A" produced by the Permutation 

algorithm are in descending order, we need only consider the different permutations of 

the rows of A' (since for any permutation T, of the rows of A' there exists one and 

only one permutation T, of the columns of r,(A') that orders the columns of K,(A') in 

descending order). Since, for each (At,cnt') in L', the first h (C)  rows of of the matrix 

A" are a permutation of the first h(C) rows of A', and the last k - h(C) rows of A" are 

a permutation of the last h ( C )  rows of A', we need only consider permutations a,,rr,, 

of the rows of A' in which n,, is a permutation of the first h(C) rows of A' and n,, is a 

permutation of the last k - h(C) rows of A'. 

Let A' be any matrix in the list L' produced by the Combination algorithm. Let rr,, 

denote any permutation of the first h ( C )  rows of A', let T, denote any permutation of 

the last k - h ( C )  rows of A', and let ~r, denote the unique permutation of the columns of 

A' that orders the columns of n,, nr, (A') in descending order. Let A" denote the largest 



m a t h  x,, ~,~ir,-(A') in which the first h ( C )  rows and the last k- h ( C )  rows of At' are both 

in descending order. F indy,  let pcnt( A') denote the number of permutations x,, *, x, of 

A' such that xYr,,xT2 rr,(A') = A". Our Permutation dgorithm will find A" and qcnt( A') 

in two stages. 

Let A' be a matrix in the list L' produced by the Combination algorithm. For any 

permutation x,, of t he first h(C)  rows of A', let x,, denote any permutation of the columns 

of A' that orders the first h(C)  components of T,, (A') in descending order. The first stage 

of our Permutation dgorithm will perform a l l  permutations xrl of the first h ( C )  rows of 

A' t hat results in a matrix ir,, n,, (A') in which the first h ( C )  rows of rr,, rr,, ( A') are equal 

to  the first h ( C )  rows of A". That is, our first stage will find all permutations R,, of the 

first h(C)  rows of At that results in a matrut n,, ~ r q ( A ' )  whose first h ( C )  rows of A' are 

as large as possible. 

For a given A' in the Est L', let A;, A;, . . . , A; denote the matrices that are produced 

by the fint stage of our Permutation algorithm. For each A:, 1 5 i 5 y, the second 

stage of Our Permutation algorithm will use the UniqueOder algorithm of Section 6.4 to 

perf'orm permutations ir,, of the last k - h ( C )  rows of A:. For any permutation x,, of 

the last k - h ( C )  rows of A:, let n, denote the unique permutation of the columns of AI 

that orders the columns of irr2 (A:) in descending order. The output of the UniqueOder 

algorithm will be the largest matrix A: = xr2a, (Ai )  such that the Iast k - h ( C )  rows 

of A: are in descending order. The UniqueOder algorithm WU also compute cnti,  the 

number of permutations n,, of the last k - h ( C )  rows of A: such that ~r,,a,(A:) = Al.  

For a given A' in the list LI, let Ai ,  A i , .  . ., At  denote the matrices that are produced 

by the second stage of our Permutation algorithm. Then the largest matrix A; produced 

by the second stage of our algonthm is the largest matrix A" = T,, i r , p , (Af )  whose 

first h ( C )  rows, last k - h ( C )  rows, and d k columns are in descending order. Let 

A!' a l '  A!' t 2 9  . . . , AL denote the matrices, produced by the second stage of our algorithm, 

such that A{ = A". For any i j ,  where 1 5 j 5 z, let cnt" = c n t t .  Then qcnt (Af) ,  the 



number of permutations r,, rrl xc such that x,, rT2 r C ( A r )  = A", is equal t o  z x cnt". This 

gives us Our two stage method for h d i n g  A" and qcnt(At). 

The only thing we have left to  consider is how to  produce a l l  permutations R,, of the 

first h ( C )  rows of A' that resdts in a matrix n,, xc, (A') whose first h(C)  rows are as large 

as possible. 

Let S' be the maximal combination of non-intersecting f d - l - b l ~ ~ k ~  in the first h ( C )  

rows of A'. Let fd-l,ii , fd-l,i2, . . . , fd-l,i, denote the fd-* -blocks of Sr. Then the first 

h(C)  rows of A' are as large as possible if and only if for j = 1,2, . . . , na - 1: 

The rows and the non-zero columns of fd-i,i, occur before the rows and the non-zero 

columns of /d-l,i,+i , 

the rows and the non-zero columns of each fd-l-block are in descending order. 

That is, the first h(C)  rows of A' are as large as possible if and oniy if the rows and 

the non-zero columns of each fd-1 -block in S' are in consecutive r o m  and columns (and 

in descending order) and occur before t h e  rows and the non-zero columns of ali s m d e r  

fd-1 - blocks in Sr. If the fd-1 - blocks of the maximal combination of non-intersecting 

fd-1 -blocks S' in the first h(C)  rows of A' are ordered in such a manner, t hen we will Say 

the maximal combination of non-intersecting t d - l - b l ~ ~ k ~  in the first h ( C )  rows of A' are 

in maximal descending order. 

To find aJl permutations rr,, lr, of the first h(C) rows and the columns of A' that 

result in a matrix rr,rcl (A') such that  first maximal cornbination of fdd-l-blocks in the 

first h(C)  rows of T,, n,, (A') are ordered in maximal descending order, we WU first order 

the maximal combination of fd,l-blocks in the first h(C)  rows of A' into maximal de- 

scending order. We con then use A' t o  find aU such permutations r , , ~ , ,  by considering 

d combinations of the following two types of permutations of the first h ( C )  rows and 

the columns of A': 



For a given pair of fd-l,i-bI~Ck~ FI and Fz in A', permutations TF ,  ri,, where ai, 

completely swaps the rows of Fi and F2 and T& completely swaps the non-zero 

columns of FI and F2. We will refer to  such permutations as permutations between 

the fd- l -b l~~ks  FI and F2. 

For a given fd-l-block F in A", permutations ~ : r $ ,  where a: is any permutation 

of the rows of F and n:(, is a permutation that orders the columns of F in descending 

order. We will refer to  such permutations as permutations within the fd-* -block F .  

Note that for a given pair of fd-l,i-bl~CkS FI and F2, there may exist many permutations 

n:l xLl that are permutations between Fi and F2. In our algorithm, we WU be interested 

in one and only one of these permutations. Therefore, we will define two permutations 

between two Jd-i,i-blocks as distinct permutations between tioo f d - i , i - b f ~ ~ k ~  if and only if 

they are not between the same two fd,l-blocks. Aiso note that for a given fd-I  -block F 

and permutation r/, of the rows of F, there rnay exist more that one permutation r:l, of 

the non-zero columns of F such that  ril TC, is a permutation within F. In our dgorithm. 

we will be interested in one and ody one of the permutations rÉ, (which one does not 

matter). Therefore, we will define two permutations within F as distinct permutations 

within F if and only if the permutations rk are not equal. 

We are now ready to  give a formal description of our Permutation dgorithm for the 

(2k, k, d >: 6) self-dual codes. 

Algorithm 6.69 PennutationAlgorithm(L', Ao, acnt): 

Input: the list L' of pairs (A', n t ' )  produced by Algorithm 6.68 (i.e. our Combina- 

tion algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes). Note that the  first h(C)  rows 

of each A' contain a maximal combination of non-intersecting fd-l-blocks. 

Output: the k x k m a t r k  A. and acnt. Go = [Ikl&] is the largest matrix in 

Ç&,(C) such that: 



- the h s t  h(C) rows of A. are in descending order, 

- the last k - h(C) rows of A. are in descending order, and 

- the columns of A. are in descending order. 

The integer acnt is the size of the automorphism group of C. 

begin 

Initidy A. is undefined. 

for each (A', cnt') f L' d o  

Order the maximal combination of fd,L-blocks in the first h ( C )  rows of A' in 

maximal descending order. 

Let II; denote the set of all distinct permutations x:,x& between any two /d- l , i -bL~~ks  

in the first h(C) rows of A'. 

for each ni, r i ,  E II; do 

Let II: denote the set of ail distinct permutations rI1 rg within each fd-, -block 

in the first h(C)  rows of n:, ni, ( A'). 

for each TT, IFCI E II: do 

Let A l  = ril T:~ TC, rr:, (A'). 

UniqueOrderMatriz( At, h(C) ,  A", cnt"). 

if ( A o  is undefined) or (A" > Ao) then 

A. = A". 

acnt = cnt' * cntl'. 

end if 

else if (A" = Ao) then 

acnt = acnt + cnt' * cnt". 

end eise if 

end for 

end for 

end for 



end 

Together, our Combination and Permutation algorithms for the (2k,  k, d > 6) self-duai 

codes give us our Unique Representative dgorithm for the (2k,  k, d > 6) self-dual codes. 

6.9.5 Combining our Unique Representative Algorithms 

We will conclude t his section by discussing how we cm combine our Unique Representative 

algorit hm for the (2k,  k, d > 6) self-dual codes with our Unique Representative aigorit hm 

for the (26, k , 4 )  e3 and di-codes. The reason we wiI i  do this is that by combining our 

aigorithms we will be able to reduce the amount of work our algorithm needs to do for 

the (Zk, k, 4 )  e3 and di-codes that contain only a few weight 4 words. 

We will begin by reviewing the Combination and Permutation algorithms of our 

Unique Representative algorit hm for the ( 2 k , k ,  4) e~ and di-codes. 

Let G = [&(A] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k , 4 )  self-dual code C ,  where C is 

either an es-code or a di-code. The Combination aigorithm for the (2k,  k, 4)  e3-codes and 

d;-codes works in two stages. The first stage uses the input matrix A to produce a iist 

Lm., of k x k matrices A' such that G' = [&1Aq generates a code C' that is equivalent 

to C, and Gr = [IklAl contains a mazimal combination of genemtor blocks with weight 4 

rows. For each matrix G' = [IkI A'], where A' is an dement of the List Lm,, produced by 

the first stage of the dgorithm: 

Let Si and Sa denote the sets of k columns of Ik and A', respectively. 

Let Si, and Sa, denote the subsets of the columns in Si and Sa,  respectively, t hat 

are also columns of the generator blocks with weighi 4 rows in G'. 

0 Let Si, = Si - Si, and let S i ,  = SA - Si,. 



Let TB(G1) denote the set of all pairs (TiB, Ta,), where Ti, and Ta, are equally 

sized subsets of the columns of Si, and Si,, respectively, such that for any per- 

mutation rr E lI(T&, Ta,), R'REF(T(G')) = [41At7, where the rows and columns 

of A" are permutations of the rows and coIumns of A'. 

0 Let TR(Gt) denote the set of d pairs (T&,TiR), where T;, and TaR are equally 

sized subsets of the columns of Si, and Sa,, respectively, such that for any permu- 

tation T E Ii(TiR, Ta,), RREF(n(G')) has the form [IkIAfI. 

For each matrix G = [IclclI, where A' E Lm.,, the second stage of the Combination 

algonthm finds, for each pair (TL, Ta,) E TR(Gf),  one permutation x E TI(TiR, TiR) 

producing a matrix G" = [IkIA17 = RREF((r(G)). For each permutation found, the pair 

(A", ITB(Gt)I) is recorded in the list L' of pairs (A:, cnt') produced by the Combination 

algorithm. That is, if L' contains a pair (A:, cnt:) such that  A: = A", then cnt: is 

incremented by ITB(Gt)l, else the pair (A", ITB(G1)I) is inserted into L'. 

Let L' = {(Ai, cnt;), (A;, cnt;), . . . , ( A h ,  cnt i )}  be the List that is output by the 

Combination algorithm. Let t denote the number of weight 3 rows in any A: in L' (Note: 

since for each A: in L', Gi = [IkIA:] contains a maximal combination of generator blocks 

with weight 4 rows, every A: is L' contains the same number of weight 3 rows). For each 

A: in the list L', the Permutation algorithm for the (2k, k, 4) es and di-codes does the 

foilowing : 

finds a unique matrix Al ,  whose rows and columns are permutations of the rows 

and columns of A:, and 

finds enty, the number of permutations r r , ~ ,  of the rows and columns of A: such 

that a,lr,(A:) = A:. 

The Permutation algorithm finds the unique matrix Ar by first permuting the weight 3 

rows of A: into the first t rows of A:. The algorithm then uniquely orders the weight 3 



rows in the first t rows of A:. The algorithm then c d s  the UniqueOder aigorithm to 

order the remaining k - i rows of A:, producing the unique matrix A:. 

The 1a.rgest matrix A:' found by the Permutation algorithm is the unique matrix .Ao 

that is returned by our Unique Representative algorithm. The size of the automorphism 

group of C is computed as follows: Let A:, , A:2,.  . . , Ain denote the matrices in L' that 

are uniquely ordered by the Permutation algorithm to the unique matrix Ao. Then the 

size of the automorphism group of C is equd to acnt = & ~ n t : ~ c n t ~ .  Note that for 

each Ail that is uniquely ordered to Ao, the count cnti is equal to pcnt, the number of 

permutations RrRc of the rows and columns of A0 such that K , K , ( A ~ )  = Ag. Therefore, 

we can rewrite our equation for acnt as acnt = cent x pcnt, where ccnt = Cy==l cnt;, . 

This completes our review of the Combination and Permutation algorithms of our 

Unique Representative algorithm for the ( 2 k ,  k , 4 )  e3 and di-codes. Let us now consider 

how we can combine them with the Combination and Permutation algorithms of our 

Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) seif-dual codes. 

Now, in order to combine our algorithms, we must first define terminologies for the 

(2k, k ,  4) eg and di-codes that are analogous to the terms: weight d words, row-reducible 

sets of non-intersecting Fd- blocks, and maximal combinat ions of non-intersect ing Fd- 

blocks in the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. We will use the list Lm,, of k x k matrices A' 

to accomplish this (where Lm,, is the list produced by the first stage of Our Combination 

algorithm for the (2k ,  k , 4 )  e3 and di-codes). 

We wiu begin by first defining some of the notation and terminology we wiU use. Let 

Lm,, be the Est of k x k matrices A' produced by the first stage of our Combination 

algorithm for the (2k, k , 4 )  e3 and di-codes. For each A' E Lm.,, G' WU denote the 

matrix [IklAt] and Cr will denote the (Zk, k ,  4) self-dud code generated by Gr. For each 

A' E Lm,,: 

. &.,(Gf) will denote the set of permutations a of the columns of G' such that 

2 E U(T;,, TiR), where (TL, Ti,) E TR(G'), and 



Let CR denote the subset of the columns of C' in which the components of all the weight 

4 words in B' are zero, where B' is the set of weight 4 words in Cf that are generated 

by the generator blocks with weight 4 words in Gr. For each Gf' E ÇmaX4(Ct), let GE 

denote the subset of the columns of G" that are not columns of the generator blocks 

with weight 4 rows in G". We wiU define our analogous terminology in terms of the 

weight 2 6 codewords of Ct whose non-zero components are completely contained in 

the set of columns Ch, and the weight 1 6 rows of G" whose non-zero components are 

completely contained in the set of columns G;. We wiil refer to  the weight w 2 6 

codewords of Ct whose non-zero components are completely contained in the columns of 

C;i as non-interfering weight w codewords. We will refer to the weight w 2 6 rows of 

G" whose non-zero components are completdy contained in GW as non-interfering weight 

w rows (Le. non-interfering in the sense that any permutation involving the non-zero 

components of such rows, followed by appropriate sequence of row-operations, wiü not 

afect the columns of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in Gr'). 

Let A' E Lmaz. Then, given any G" E Çma,(Ct),  G" may or may not contain a 

non-interfering weight 2 6 row. Furthemore, for a given pair Gi,GZ E GmaX,(Ct) in 

which both Gy and G<; contain non-interfering weight 2 6 rows (if such a pair exists), 

the smallest weights of the non-interfering weight $ 6 rows in Gy and G î  may not be the 

same. For a given A' E Lm,, we will define d(C1) to be the smallest integer w 2 6 (if 

such an integer exists) for which there exists a Gr' E ÇmaZ4(Ct) such that G" contains a 

non-interfering weight w row. If there does not exist a Gu E ÇmaZ,(Ct) that contains a 

non-interfering weight 2 6 row, we will define d(C1) = 0. 

Let A' E Lm,, such that d(C') # O. Let R' be a set of non-interfering weight 

d(Cf) rows in Cr that also form a non-intersectiag set of Fd(ct)-blocks. Then we wili 

Say R' is a mw-reducible set of non-intersecting Fd'd(ctl-blocks if and only if there exists 



a permutation r E II,, (Gf) that results in a matrix Gff = [ItlAt'l = R7Z&3(s(Gf)) 

in which A" contains a non-intersecting set of fd(c+i-blocks that corresponds to R'. 

Let R(Ct )  denote the set of all row-reducible sets of non-intersecting F d ( c ~ ) - b l ~ ~ k ~  in 

Cf. Then, for a given R E 72(Ct), we will Say R is a maxàmal combination of non- 

intersecting Fd(ct)-blocks in Cf if and only if, for any R' E R(Ct),  either R and R' have 

equd  combinations of Fd(c,)-blocks o r  R has a larger combination of Fd(ct)-blocks than 

R'. 

Let G = [IklA] be a generator rnatrix for a (2k, k, 4) self-dud code C (where C is 

either an es-code or di-code) such that the list Lm,, produced by the first stage of the 

Combination algonthm contains a t  least one A' such that d(Cf) # O. Let Ai, A; be 

any pair in Lm., such that d(C;) # O and d(C;) # O (where Ci and Ci are the codes 

generated by Gi  = [4 1 A;] and Gi = [Ik 1 Ai] ,  respectively). Then it is not necessarily true 

t hat d ( C ; )  = d(Ci) (since &,., (Ci) nGma, (C;) may be the empty set). Let d(C)  denote 

the s m d e s t  integer w 2 6 for which there exists an A' E Lm,, such that d(Cf) = W. 

Let A;, A; be any pair in Lmax such that d(C;) = d(C;) = d(C). Let VI and VÎ be any 

maximal combinations of non-intersecting Fd(c)-blocks in Ci and Cz, respectively. Then 

it is not necessarily true that VI a d  V2 have equal combinations of Fd(c)-blocks (again. 

since Gmaz4 (Ci) n gm,, (Ci) may be the empty set). For a given A; E Lm,, such that 

d ( C i )  = d(C), we will Say that a maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd(c)-blocks VI 

in Ci is a maximal combination of non-intersecting Fd(C) -blocks in C if and only if for any 

A; E L,,,, where d(C;) = d(C), if V2 is any maximal combination of non-intersecting 

Fd(c)-blocks in V2, then either VI and V2 have equal combinations of F d ( c ) - b l ~ ~ k ~ ,  or VI 

has a larger combination of Fd(c)-blocks than V2. 

We now have our analogous terminology for the (2k, k, 4) es and di-codes. We WU 

now describe some of the additional notation will we use when describing how we can 

combine out  Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, 4) e~ and di-codes with our 

Unique Representative algorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. 



Let Lm,, be the List of k x k matrices A' produced by the first stage of our Combination 

algorithm for the (2k, k, 4) es and di-codes. We will use hB to denote the number of rows 

in Gr that are rows of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows in Gr, where G' = [&[A'] 

and A' is any rnatrix in the List Lm,,. We will use h(C) to denote the number of weight 

d words in any maximal combination of Fd-blocks in C. For each A' E Lm,,. we will use 

the notation V,,(Ct) to denote the set of aJl maximal combinations of non-intersecting 

Fd(c,)-blocks in Cr. We will use h(Ct)  to denote the number of weight d(Ct)  words in any 

V E V,,(Cf). For each V E VmaZ(Ci): 

0 II;a,,V(G') WU denote the set of d permutations a E II,.,(Gf) that results in 

a matrix G" = [41At"l = RRE.F(a(Gt)) in which the first h(Ct) rows of A" iorm a 

set of non-intersecting fd(c~)-i-blocks that correspond to V, and the next he rows 

of G" are the rows of the generator blocks with weight 4 rows. 

CWZ, ,V (Gr) WU denote the set of all generator matrices 727EEF(a(G)), where x E 

Kmz4,v(Gt)* 

Ta V(G') will denote the set of all pairs (TL, Ta,) for which there exists a permu- 

tation x E II(T;R, TA,) such that a E IILa,,v(G'). Note: TiR and TAR are egudy 

sized subsets of Si, and SA,, respectively, where Si, and S;, are the subsets of 

the columns of Ik and A', respectively, that are not columns of the generator blocks 

with weight 4 rows in G'. 

Findy, for each (T;R, TAR) E TjlVV(G'): 

- II> V(TiR,TAR) will denote the set of all permutations rr E II(T;,,TA,) such 

that T E IIkV(Gf). 

- Ç; v(TiR, TA,) WU denote the set of ail matrices R'RE.F(T(G')), where a E 

This completes our description of the additional notation we wiIi need. 



We are now ready to give a general o u t h e  of how we can combine the Combination 

and Permutation algorithms for the (2k, k, 4) es and d;-codes with the Combination and 

Permutation dgorithms for the (2k, k, 6 2 6) self-dual codes. 

Let G = [IkIA] be a generator matrix for a (2k, k,4) self-dual code C, where C is 

either an e3-code or a di-code. Our combined Combination algorithm works in three 

stages. The first stage of our combined Combination algorithm is the same as the first 

stage of the Combination algorit hm for the (2k, k, 4)  e3 and di-codes. That is, our first 

stage will produce the list Lm., of k x k matrices A' such that G' = [IkIAl contains 

a maximd combination of generator blocks with weight 4 rows. The second and third 

stages of our combined Combination algorithm will, essentidy, use the two stages of our 

Combination aigorithm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes to perform the second stage 

of Our Combination algorit hm for the (2k, k, 4)  e3 and di-codes (keeping in mind t hat we 

wiU now be performing some of the permutations in our Combination algorithm that our 

Permutation algorithm for the (2k. k, 4) e3 and di-codes performs). 

For each A' in the Est Lmaz produced by the first stage of Our combined Combination 

aigorithm, the second stage of our cornbined Combination algorithm wiil use the first stage 

of our Combination &onthm for the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes (with the appropriate 

alterations) to find d(Cf) and, if d(Cf) # O, a List L,,,(Cf) of pairs (A", V), where 

V E Vma,(C') and G'' = [IkJA17 E Çk ,,, v(C'). If, for every A' E L ,,,, d(Cf) = O, then 

we will simply proceed to the second stage of the Combination algorithm for the (2k, k. 4)  

e3 and di-codes, followed by the Permutation algorithm for the (2k, k, 4) es and di-codes 

(i.e. if for every A' E Lmaz, d(C') = O, then we will simply continue to  use our Unique 

Representative algorithm for the (28, k, 4) e3 and di-codes). 

Suppose there exists a matrix A' E Lm, such that d(Cf) # O. Let Li denote the set 

of all A' E Lm, such that d(C') = d(C), and each maximal combination of Fd(c)-blocks 

in Cf is also a maximal combination of Fd(c)-blocks in C. For each A' E Li and each 

pair (A", Y) in the list L,,,(C'), the third stage of our combined Combination algonthm 



will use the matrix A" t o  find one matrix Gr'' = [IkIAttl E Ç;,v(TiR,Ta,) for each pair 

(T;,, T i , )  E Tjl V(G'). For each matrix A'" produced, the pair (Att', ',TB(Gt)() is recorded 

in the list Lt produced by the  combined Combination aigorithm (where TB(G1)  is the set 

we defined in our review of the Combination dgorithm for the (2k, k, 4)  es and di-codes). 

That is, if L' contains a pair (A: ,cnt:)  such that A: = A"', then cnt: is incremented by 

ITs(Gt)(, else the pair (A", (TB(Gf)I )  is inserted into L'. 

Let Lt = {(A;, cnt;),  (A; ,  cnt;) ,  . . . , ( A h ,  cntm)} be the list that is produced by our 

combined Combination algorithm. Each matrix A: in Lf will have the foilowing structure: 

0 the first h(C)  rows are a set of non-intersecting /d(C)-l-bl~ck~. 

0 the next hs rows in A: form a maximal combination of generator blocks with weight 

4 rows in GI = [IkIA:]. 

Note that only a subset of rows h ( C )  + 1, h(C) + 2,. . . , h ( C )  + hB may have weight 3. 

Let t denote the number of these rows that have weight 3 (note that these are the only 

weight 3 rows in A:). 

For each A: in L', the cornbined Permutation algorit hm wiiI produce a unique matriw 

A: as foliows: The first step in the combined Permutation algorithm will be to permute 

the weight 3 rows in A: into rows h(C)  + 1, h(C)  + 2,.  . . , h ( C )  + t .  The dgorithm will 

then order the first h ( C )  rows of At, and then order rows h(C) + 1, h(C)  + 2 , .  . . , h ( C )  + t. 
The algorithm WU then find aU permutations r,, of the first h(C) rows of A: such that 

the first h ( C )  rows of n,, x,, (A:) are equd  to the first h(C)  rows of A: (where n,, is any 

permutation of the first h(C)  components of A: that orders the columns of T,, ( A : )  in 

descending order). For each r,,n,, (A:) produced, the next t rows are left alone (since 

for any permutation ?r,, of the weight 3 rows in r,, r,, (A:) there exists a permutation 

~r, of the columns of rr,,r,, ( A : )  such that .n,,r,r,,n,, (A:) = n,, r,, (A:)). Therefore, 

the next step in the algorithm is to  c d  the UniqueOder algorithm with a starting row 

of h(C)  + t + 1. This gives us our unique matrix A!. For each A: in L', the combined 
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Permutation algorithm WU &O find qcnt(A:), the nurnber of permutations of the first 

h(C)  rows, the next t rows, the remaining k - ( h ( C )  + t )  rows, and the columns of A:, 

that results in AI. 

The largest matrix A: found by Our combined Permutation algorithm is the unique 

matrix A. that is returned by our combined Unique Representative dgorithm. The size 

of the automorphism group of C is computed as foilows: Let A:, , A:2, . . . . A:n denote the 

matrices in L' that are uniquely ordered by the Permutation algorithm to the unique 

matrix Ao. Let qcnt = qcnt(A:,), for any 1 < j 5 n. Then the size of the automorphism 

group of C is equal to  acnt = qcnt x Jcnt, where Jcnt = cnt:, . 

This completes our look a t  how we can combine Our Unique Representative aigo- 

rithm for the (2k, k ,  4) es and di-codes with Our Unique Representative dgorithm for the 

(Zk, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes. 

6.10 Using the Sizes of Automorphism Groups to Check 

Our Results 

In this section, it will be shown that we can check the results of our enurneration of the 

inequivalent (2k, k )  self-duai codes by counting the number of diflerent (2k ,  k) self-duai 

codes in one of two ways. By diflerent, we mean codes generated by matrices G 1  and 

Gz such that R R E F ( G l )  # RREF(G2), where Gl  and Gz may or  may not generate 

equivalent codes. 

Let F ( k )  denote the number of different (2k, k )  self-dud codes. Then by Theorem 1.12 

of Chapter 1 

can cornpute 

(in which we counted the number of different (2k, k)  self-dual codes), we 

F(k) with the following formula: 



We can also find F(k) using the sizes of the automorphism groups we computed for each 

of the inequivalent (2k, k) self-dual codes. 

Let L be any complete List of inequivalent (2k,k) self-dual codes. For each C E L? Let 

C(C) denote the equivalence class of (26, k)  self-duai codes to which C belongs. Recd  

t hat , if Aut(C) is the size of the automorphism group of C then the number of codes in 

C(C) is equd to (2k)!/lAut(C)I. Therefore, we cm also compute F(k), the number of 

different (2k, b )  self-dual codes, as follows: 

VCEL 

Therefore, by Equation 6.3, we can use the sizes of the automorphism groups we 

compute in our enumeration to find the number of different (2k, k )  seif-duai codes. If 

the results of our enumeration are correct (i.e. if we have not made any mistakes in our 

implementation) then the number of different (2k, k) self-dual codes we find using the 

sizes of the automorphism groups and Equation 6.3 wili be the sarne as the number of 

different (2k, k) self-duai codes given to us by Equation 6.2. 

Example 6.70 Let us count the number of different (16,8) self-dual codes using both 

Equation 6.2 and Equation 6.3. By Equation 6.2 the number of different ( 16,8) self-dual 

codes is: 

Let us now find the number of different (16,8) self-dual codes using Equation 6.3. There 

are exactly seven inequivalent (16,8) self-dual codes. They are the ( 16,8) self-dual codes 

Ci, 1 5 i 5 7, generated by Gi = [Is(Ai] ,  where: 





This method was used to check the resdts of our enurneration of the inequivalent 

(211, k) self-dual codes for 2k up to and induding 32. 

6.11 Results 

Based on the ideas presented in t his chapter, programs for producing a unique represen- 

tative A. and finding the size of the automorphism group for each of the indecomposable 

(2k, k, 4) e3 and di-codes, i 2 1, and the (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes have been im- 

plemented. These programs have b e n  run on the Lists of (2k, k,4) and ( 2 k , k , d  > 6 )  

self-dud codes produced using the methods of Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The result 

of these programs is a list L of k x k matrices A. such that for any indecomposable (2k, k )  

self-dual code C, where C is either a ( 2 k ,  k ,  4) es or di-code, or a (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual 

code, there exists one and only one A. in L su& that Go = [IkIAo] generates a code 

equivaient to C. We wiil condude this chapter by Listing the results produced by our 

programs. 

For each k 5 16, the programs were run on three different Lists of codes: the inde- 

composable (2k ,  k, 4)  es and &codes, i 2 2, the (2k, k, 4) dl-codes, and the (2k,k, d  2 6 )  

self-duai codes. For each of these lists, tables are given listing the results. The information 

given in each table is: 

k:  the dimension of the self-dual codes in the List. 

0 running tirne: the (user) time it took to find a unique representative for each code 

in the k t .  The programs were run on an IBM RS/6000. 

0 number of input codes: the number of codes in the input list. 

number of output codes: this is equal to the number of inequivalent codes in the 

input List. 



average time per input code: the average time it took to produce a unique repre- 

sentative for each code in the list. 

One interesting point about the table for the (2k ,  k, d 2 6)  self-dual codes (Le. the table 

in Figure 6.5) is that the average time per input code is relatively sIower for the (22,11,6) 

and (24,12,d 2 6) self-dual codes compared to the average time per input code for the 

(2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes, for k  = 13,14,15,16. These relatively slow running times 

were due to the (24,12,8) Golay code and the (22,11,6) shortened Golay code. 



running t ime 

0.0 sec 

0.0 sec 

0.0 sec 

0.2 sec 

0.1 sec 

0.8 sec 

5.8 sec 

7.4 min 

1.4 hrs 

2.2 hrs 

number of nurnber of 

input codes output codes 

average time 

per input code 
- 

0.0 sec 

0.0 sec 

0.0 sec 

0.0 sec 

0.0 sec 

0.0 sec 

0.2 sec 

3.3 sec 

9.3 sec 

2.1 sec 

Figure 6.3: results of finding a unique representative for each code in our list of indecom- 

posable (2k, k, 4) es and di-codes, i 2 2, produced using the methods of Chapter 4. 



running time 
number of 

input codes 

number of 

output codes 

average tirne 

per input code 

- 

- 

- 

0.1 sec 

0.9 sec 

13.8 sec 

12.0 min 

35.7 min 

10.5 hrs 

- 

- 

- 

- 

0.1 sec 

0.2 sec 

1.7 sec 

16.3 sec 

10.1 sec 

14.0 sec 

Figure 6.4: results of finding a unique representative for each code in our List of indecom- 

posabIe (2k ,  I c ,  4) dl-codes, produced using the methods of Chapter 4. 



- 

- 

- 

- 

52.8 sec 

7.2 hrs 

18.1 sec 

20.0 min 

2.6 hrs 

37.5 hrs 

num ber of 

input codes 

number of 

output codes 

average time 

per input code 

- 
- 

- 

- 

52.8 sec 

2.4 hrs 

9.1 sec 

2.9 min 

5.0 min 

10.4 min 

Figure 6.5: reçuits of finding a unique representative for each code in our list of (2k, k, d 2 

6)  self-dual codes produced using the methods of Chapter 5. 



Chapter 7 

Final Result s 

We will conclude this thesis by giving some of the results of our enurneration of the ( 2k ,  k )  

self-dud codes, for 2k 5 32. Included in this chapter is the foilowing information: 

A table listing the number of inequivalent (2k, k)  self-dual codes dong with various 

subclasses of (2k, k )  self-dual codes, for 26 < 32. 

Tables giving the weight distribution and the size of the automorphism group of 

each inequivalent (2k, k, d 2 4) self-dual code, for 2k 5 32. 

Generator matrices for each of the inequivaient/indecornposable (2k, k, d 2 4) self-dual 

codes will be made available on the world wide web. 

7.1 The Number of Inequivalent (2k, k) Self-Dual Codes, 

2k 5 32 

The following information is given in Table 7.1: 

28: the length of the codes, 1 5 k 5 16. 

416 



O Self-Duai Codes: the number of inequivalent (2k, k,d) self-dual codes? for d = 

2,4,6,8.  For k < 16, there are no (2k7 6,  d 2 10) self-dual codes. 

Indecomposable: the number of inequivalent indecomposabie (2k, k, d) self-dual 

codes, for d = 4,6,8. The only indecomposable self-dual code with distance 2 

is the trivial (2,1,2)  self-duai code. 

Doubly-Even: the number of inequivalent doubly-even (Sk, k) self-dual codes, for 

d = 4,8. Note that a (2k, k) self-dud code C is doubly-even if and only if the weight 

of every codeword in C is divisible by 4. 

O Total: the total number of inequivalent (2k, k)  seff-dual codes. 

The number of inequivalent decomposable (2k, k, d) self-dual codes can be found by sub- 

tracting the number of inequivalent indecomposable (Sk, k, d) self-dual codes from the 

totaI number of inequivalent (2k, k, d) self-dud codes. The newly discovered information 

in Table 7.1 (indicated by the boldface ent ries) is the number of inequivalent (32,16, d 2 4 ) 

self-dual codes and the total number of inequivdent (32,16) self-dual codes. 



Self-Dual Codes Indecornposable Dou bly- Even 

Total 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

4 

7 

9 

16 

25 

55 

103 

26 1 

73 1 

3295 

Table 7.1: The total number of inequivalent codes in various classes of (2k, k )  self-dual 

codes, for 2k 5 32. 



7.2 The Weight Distribution and Size of the Automor- 

phism Group of each (2k, k, d 2 4) Self-Dual Code, 

2k 5 32 

We wili conclude this chapter by listing the weight distributions and automorphism group 

sizes for the inequivalent (2k, k, d 5 4) self-dual codes, for 2k 5 32. Given in Our listings 

is the foflowing information: 

O 2k: the Iength of the codes. 

0 Weight Distribution: all the different weight distributions for the (2k, k, d 2 4 )  

self-dual codes. 

O Automorphism Group Sizes: for a given weight distribution W, the size of the 

automorphism group is given for each of the inequivalent (2k, k,d 2 4 )  self-dual 

codes with a weight distribution W. For a given weight distribution W, if t here are 

m 3 2 inequivdent (2k, k, d 2 4) self-dual codes (with weight distribution W) whose 

automorphism groups have the same size, Say acnt, then instead of listing acnt rn 

times, we will indicate there are exactly m inequivdent (26, k, d 2 4) self-dual codes 

with weight distribution W and automorphism group size acnt by writing acnt(m).  

For each of the different weight distributions, only the number of weight 2i codewords 

is given, for 4 5 2i 5 k. T h e  reason we only include these weights is that, for any 

(2k, b ,  d 2 4) self-dual code C, the number of weight O codewords in C is 1, the number 

of weight 2 codewords in C is 0, and the number of weight 2i codewords in C, where 

k < 2i 5 2k, is equal to the number of weight 2k - 2i codewords in C. 

For k = 1,2, . . . ,16 ,  the sum of aJl the automorphism group sizes we computed for 

the (2k, Cc) self-dual codes (including the distance 2 codes) did sum to the total number 

of (2k, k) self-dual codes, as  given by Theorem 1.12 of Chapter 1. 



The newly discovered information given in our Listings is the weight distribution and 

the size of the automorphism group for each of the inequivalent (32,16, d 2 4) self-dual 

codes t hat are not dou bly-even. Weight distributions and automorp hism group sizes 

for the inequivalent (2k, k,d 2 4) self-duai codes, for 8 5 2k < 20, were first found 

by V. Pless [2]. Weight distributions and automorphism group sizes for the inequivalent 

(22,11, d > 4) self-dual codes and the  inequivalent (24,12, d 2 4) self-dual codes were first 

found by V. Pless and N. J. A. Sloane [3]. Weight distributions and automorphism group 

sizes for the inequivalent doubly-even (32,16, d 2 4) self-dual codes were first found by J .  

H. Conway, V. Pless, and N. J. A. Sloane (41. The number of inequivalent (2k, k, d 2 4 )  

self-dud codes, for 2k = 26,28,30 were counted by Conway, Pless, and Sloane using the 

inequivalent doubly-even (32,16) self-dual codes in [4] and [5]. The weight distributions 

and automorphism group sizes for the inequivdent (2k,k,d > 4) s&-dual codes, for 

2k = 26,28,30, can also be derived from the inequivalent doubly-even (32,16) self-dual 

codes. In [5], Conway, Pless, and Sloane give the weight distributions for the (Zk, k, d 2 6) 

self-dual codes, for 2k = 26,28,30. However, we are the first to  explicitly write down the 

weight distributions and automorphism group sizes for every inequivdent (2k, k, d 2 4) 

self-dual codes, for 2k = 26,28,30. Note that in [5] there is a typo in TABLE F (which 

lists the weight distributions for t he  (2k, k, d 2 6) self-dual codes, for 2k = 26,28,30). 

The number of weight 14 words in the codes B 2 ~  and Cg8 is 4860 and not 4680. 

As Our tables demonstrate, there are no (2b, k)  self-dud codes, 1 < k 5 16, that have 

an automorphism group of size 1. More specificdy, there are no (32,16) self-dual codes 

that have an automorphism group of size 1 (which was not previously known). Therefore. 

we have proved Conjecture 1.13: the  smallest possible length for a self-dual code whose 

automorphism group has size 1 is 34. 



Weight Distributions 

Autornorphism Croup Sizes 

1344 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

980995276800 

14566293504,6936330240 

990904320 

1061683200 

1061683200 

99090432 

108380 160 

17694720 

10838016,7741440 

42467328,14155Ti6 

42467328 

2211840 

1179648,774144 

2654208,221 184 

7962624 

393216,110592 

36864 

196608,18432 

8847360 

12288 

18432 

138240 

244823040 



Weinht Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

15606743040 

6 193 l52OO,43352O64O 

130056 1920 

371589120 

92897280 

I76947200,l ll476736,6l9315SO 

1137% 168 

26542080 

325 14048 

8847360 

12386304,8847360 

3096576 

6967296 

53084l6,l769472,l474560 

774 144 

884736,442368 

884736 

663552 

2654208,lO32192,l47456 

110592 

33 1776 

165888,147456,73728 

18432 

98304,24576 

147456 

9216 

12288,9216 

4096 

llO592 

92160,3072 

3456 

4608 

483840 

11232 



Weight Distributions 
Autornorphism Group Sizes 

714164561510400 
2497078886400 
356725555200 

1189O85184OO,8323596288O 
118908518400 
39636 17280 
5945425920 
18207866880 
4246732800 

182O786688,l3OO56192O 
1300561920 

6372753408 
1698693 lgO(3) 
37 1589120 
39636 1728 
849346560 
6193 15200 
1698693 120 
l76947200,l ll476736,6l93l520 
70778880 
176947200 
260 112384 
26542080 
43352064,30965760 
325 14048 
165150720,47185920,37158912, 
2831 1552,18579456 

8847360 

1698693 12,56623 104 
53084 l6O,l8579456 
56623104 
159252480 
8847360,4423680 
3096576 



Weinht Distributions 

Automorphism Group Sizes 

8847360 

4644864 

9437184,5308416(3),4718592 

5308416,1769472,1474560 

4718592,3096576 

53084 16 
15925248 

774144 

10616832,1474560,884736(3), 

5 16096 

884736,442368 

10616832,884736 

2654208,1327104 

663552 

1572864,786432,442368(3), 
294912,147456 

2654208,1032192,147456 

1572864,442368 

884736 

23592960 

387072,55296 

110592 

294912,147456(2) ,73728(2), 

36864 

l65888,147456,73728 

147456 

36864,18432 

18432 

677376O,55O5O24,786432,229376, 

l47456,24576(3), 18432,12288 

98304,24576 

786432,73728 

884736 

6144,3072 



1 Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

9216 

32768,16384,8 192,6 144,4096, 

3072 

12288,9216 

49152 

l2288,3456,3Oï2,lOZ4 

4096 

49152,27648,24576,13824,1024, 

512 

92160,3072 

73728 

21288960 

768,384 

3456 

12288,768,384 

4608 

552960 

1344,672 

11232 



- pp --- 

Weight Distributions 
4 6 8 10 12 14 Automorphism Group Sizes 

6866966937600 

178362777600 

1070 17666560 

29 l3258ïOO8OI2O8O899O72OO, 
203928109056,72831467520 

20808990720 

l48635648OOllO4O449536O 

5945425920 

9909043200 

7431782400 

743 1782400 

42467328000 

29'i2ï129601 1486356480, 

1040449536 

1486356480 

1061683200 

106 1683200,743 178240 

182Oï86688,13OO56 1920 

4161798144 

7O77888OO ,247726080 

371589 1201297Z?1296 

1415577600 

433520640 

1911029760 

247726080 

106168320 

682795008 

637009920 

l8579456O,l3OO56 192 

185794560 

424673280 

53084160 

2 12336640,148635648,495452 16 



Weight Distributions 

4 6 8 10 12 14 

22 53 467 1606 4804 9431 

22 37 515 1606 4676 9527 

22 21 563 1606 4548 9623 

21 58 444 1617 4874 9369 

21 34 516 1617 4682 9513 

20 79 373 1628 5072 9211 

20 63 421 1628 4944 9307 

20 47 469 1628 4816 9403 

20 31 517 1628 4688 9499 

19 84 350 1639 5142 9149 

19 68 398 1639 5014 9245 

19 60 422 1639 4950 9293 

19 52 446 1639 4886 9341 

19 36 494 1639 4758 9437 

18 89 327 1650 5212 9087 

18 73 375 1650 5084 9183 

Automorphism Group Sizes 

14l55776O,lO616832O 

l4l55776O,lO6168320 

297271296 

30965760 

260 112384 

35389440(2) 

17694720 

65028096,35389440(2) ,24772608 

35389440 

37 1589 12 

26542080 

2 1676032 

79626240 

2654208O,l8579456(2) 

70778880,42467328(3) 

49545216,42467328,17694720, 

12386304 

2l233664,ll79648O 

84934656(2) ,42467328 

84934656(2),21233664 

18579456 

8847360(2) 

18579456,3096576 

4423680 

9289728 

8847360 

55738368 

21233664 

4644864 

4423680,3538944(2) ,2949 120 

21233664,4644864,4128768, 

3538944 

3538944 

79626240 



Weinht Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

2654208 

3096576,1548288 

2654208(2),737280 

5308416,l548288 

5308416 

47775744 

1192181760,11796480,8257536, 

7864320,3538944(3) 

47l8592,2359296,1769472(3) 

774144 

7077888,3538944(2) ,2359296, 

1966080 

11796480,3538944,1769472 

5308416,2654208 

73728O,5 l6096,442368(2) 

1327104 

1327104,884736,442368 

2654208,s 16096 

2654208,884736,442368 

2654208 

5308416,3981312,1327104(2), 
1 l79648,589824(2) 

663552 

l5925248,1376256,73T280,442368, 
294912(2),258048 

663552,589824(2),2949 12 

1990656 

1327104,589824 

61931520 

5 l6096,442368(3),22l 184 

221 184,147456,73728 

442368(2),22 1 184 

l327104,258O48,22 1 184,73728 

442368(2) 



Weight Distributions 
2k 4 6 8 10 12 14 

- 

Automorphism Group Sizes 

442368,221 184 

442368 

73728OO,2359296(3) ,589824(2), 

2949 12,196608(2) 

129024,55296(2) 

786432,33 1776,196608,147456, 

1 lO592(2) ,98304,73728 

110592 

ll79648(3),1966O8,IlO592 

2359296 

442368,147456,73728(2) ,36864 

73728(4),36864,24576 

193536,82944,36864(3) 

73728(2) ,49 152,36864 

147456,73728 

442368,22 1184,73728 

387O72,983O4,73728(2),49 l52(3), 

36864(3), 18432 

l8432(2) ,9216 
l47456,983O4,73728,49152(2), 

36864,24576,18432 

9216 

196608,73728,49152,36864 

589824 

98304,24576 ,l2288(5) 

967680,27648,l2288(3) ,6 144, 

4608 

18432,12288(2),9216 

36864,24576,12288(2) 

2949 12,12288 

73728 

1713761280 

737280,147456,110592,65536, 

49152(2),27648,24576,18432, 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

16384(2),6144(3),3072(2) 

6144(2) ,3Oï2(2), 1536 
1 l79648,3932l6,2949l2,22ll84, 

49152,27648,l8432,8l92,6144(3), 
3072 

3072 
7741440,13 1072,32768,18432 
165888 
12288, LO24O,8 192,4608,4096, 
3072,2048(2), l536(2) 

4096,3072,2048(2), 1536,768 
8192,3O72,2048,1536 
27648,6144,4608,4096 
12288 
98304, MX!, l6384,12288(2), 
2304,2048(3), l536,1152,1024(2), 
5 12(2) 

3O72(2), 1 l52(2),lO24,256 
l8432,16384,4096(2) ,2048, 
l536(2), 1024 

1024 
552960,55296,12288 
9216,5184,2304, 1728710247 
512(2),256(2),128 

46O8,3O72,1728,256(2) ,128 
5184,2304,1536,768,384 
138240,1024 
2903040 
24576,4O96,l536,?68,5K?,256(4), 

NZ(2) ,64 
384,128,64 
8192,3072,1152,512,256 
1728 
122880 



Weight Distributions 

4 6 8 10 12 14 

1 38 344 1837 5314 8849 

1 30 368 1837 5250 8897 

1 22 392 1837 5186 8945 

1 14 416 1837 5122 8993 

O 35 345 1848 5320 8835 

O 27 369 1848 5256 8883 

O 19 393 1848 5192 8931 

Automorphism Group Sizes 

384,64(3),48 

1536,192(2),48 

1728,192 

4608 

645120,43008,40320,1792,1440, 

l92,96(2) ,3O 

48 

18432,1152,576 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

685597979049984000 

1318457652019200 

188351093145600 

42807066624000 

42807066624000 

78308393877504,53271016243200, 

18644855685120 

53271016243200 

1426902220800 

5243865661440 

1331775406080 

374561832960 

475634073600 

1426902220800 

1426902220800 

291325870080 

107017666560 

380507258880(2) 

380507258880,266355081216 

190253629440 

380507258880 

104044953600 

145662935040,104044953600 

203843174400 

101921587200 

2378 1703880,15854469 120 

10 1921587200 

203843174400 

203843 174400 

5945425920 

l48635648OO, 14566293504, 

10404495360(2) 

14863564800 

10569646080 



Weight Distributions 
- - - - p. -- 

Automorphism Group Sizes 

3l213486080,743 1782400 

57076088832,19025362944, 

5202247680 

16986931200 

57076088832,312 13486080 

18207866880 

1486356480 

2972712960 

2O8O899O72O ,5202247680 

l4l55776OOO,89 18138880 

42467328000,267544 16640 

76473040896 

4459069440,3397386240 

6794772480,743 178240 

3397386240 

106 1683200 

495452 16OO,339ï38624O, 

2229534720,15854469 12, 

1486356480T1040449536 

3397386240,1486356480 

2229534720 

6794772480(2) 

19 1 18260224 

3397386240 

6794772480 

1300561920 

2O8O899O72,l48635648O(2) 
141557'7600 

3567255552,371589120,297271296, 

247726080 

14 l55776OO 

1486356480(2) 

4246732800,4161798144(2), 
1486356480 



Weinht Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

1070 1766656,849M65600, 

4161798144,1486356480 

8493465600 

9 10393344 

10871635968 

1911029760 

8153726976,2717908992, 

7O77888OO,637OO992O,56623 1040 
637009920,247726080 

637009920 

271 79O8992,5284823O4,35389MOO, 

283 1 15520,2477260801 148635648 

106168320 

637OO992O,3538944OO,283 1 lX?O 

lO4O449536,247726O8O 

2717908992 

637009920 

326 l49Oï9O4,lO8ïl635968, 

191 1029760 

32614907904,10871635968, 

5435817984 

4682022912 

371589120 

780337152 

185794560 

185794560,130056192 

2341011456 

4246ï328012 12336640 

424673280,Z 12336640,148635648, 

1 O6 168320 

106 168320 

297271296,1734O8256,148635648, 

141557760, IO6 168320,495452i6 

424673280,2 1233664O,lO6168320 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

2359296OO ,2 l233664O(2), 

53084160 

424673280,212336640, 

l48635648(2) ,123863040, 

106 168320 

424673280,2 l233664O 

424673280 

424673280 

130056192 

30965760 

260 1 12384,65028096 

2831 lW!OO,l358954496 

226492416 

74317824 

1 l3246208,9437l840,35389440(2) 

35389440 

264241 l52,2264%Ml6(3), 

2 12336640,148635648,?4317824, 

49545216,41287680,35389440, 

247726O8,1769472O 

35389440(2), 17694720 

65028096 

226492416(2) ,2 12336640, 

188743680,35389440 

743 l7824(3) ,35389440 

226492416(3), 188743680, 

35389440 

2264924 16,148635648 

1189085 1840,283 1155200, 

6?9477248,l48635648 

53084160 

1 ll476736,l8579456 

26542080 

167215104,21676032 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

26542080 

53084160,37158912,18579456 

26542080 

55738368 

37158912 

509607936 

42467328,35389440,24772608 

84934656,42467328 

5O96O7936,4246i328,2359296O1 

2l233664,1'169472O(2),884'T36O 

84934656,42467328,165 15072, 

12386304(3) 

12740 1984,42467328,35389440(2), 

21233664,17694720,11796480 

849346S6(3) ,42467328(2), 
21233664,17694720,11796480 

Ll5605504,35389440(2), l769472O. 

12386304(3) 

2548O3968,84934656,7O778880, 

42467328 

382205952,4246'i328,2 1233664, 

17694720 

84934656,35389440 

5O9607936,84934656,7O778880 

509607936 

18579456 

18579456,9289728,4423680 

8847360 

9289728(2) 

4423680 

55738368,2 1676032,18579456, 

4423680,3096576 

4423680 

18579456(2),9289728 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Croup Sizes 

8847360 

18579456 
55738368 
75497472,2 1233664 

21233664 

l8874368(2), 14155776,l 1796480, 

106 l6832(2) ,5898240(2) 
2 1233664,10616832(2),3538944 

ïS49?472(2) ,24?726O8(2), 

21233664(3), 18874368,17694720, 
4128768,353894.,2949 120 

2 1233664(2), 10616832,3538944 

4644864 
18874368,10616832(2),9437184, 

7077888(2),5898240(2),3538944, 

2949 120 

S1233664(3), l3934592,10616832, 
6193152,4644864,4423680, 

4128768,3538944(2),2949 120 
7549?472,37748736,2 1233664, 

IO6 l6832(2) ,W%'l84,7077888, 
5898240 

13934592 
637OO992,2 l233664(2) 

37748736,2 1233664 
21233664,106 16832 

l5O994944,2 1233664 
150994944 

31850496 
15925248 

3096576,2654208 
53084 16,1474560 

3096576,1548288 
15925248,2654208 



Weight Distributions 

Automorphisrn Group Sizes 

15925248 

3096576,2654208,2064384, 

1548288,737280 

15925248 

5308416,2654208(2) ,737280 

3096576,1548288(3) 

2654208(2) 

47775744,15925248 

79626240 

24772608,14l55776 

3538944(2), 1769472 

42467328,7077888(2) ,3538944(4), 

196608O,lï69472 

l85794560,l l?9648Ol3538944(2), 

2359296(2), l769472(3) , 1548288, 
1032192 

7077888,3538944,2359296, 

1966080,1769472(5),983040, 

737280 

387072 

7077888,3538944(3) ,2359296, 

l96608O,l769472(2),ll79648 

2 l233664,7077888,4l28ï68, 

3538944(3),2064384(2), 19660801 

lï69472(5), 1 179648 

7864320 ,ïO?7888(2) ,4718592, 

3538944(3), l769472(4) 

2 l233664,70??888,589824O, 

3538944(3) 

8257536,7077888,3538944 

329O4ZI65?6Ol2548O3968, 

70778880,24772608,7077888 

84934656 

10616832 



Weinht Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

10616832 

4423680,3096576,2654208(2) 

1327104 

2654208,442368 

7962624,l327104,258048 

26542O8,132?lO4,442368(2), 

245760 

2654208,1327lO4 

53O8416,1327lO4, lO32192,884736, 

5 l6O96(2) ,442368(3) 

2654208,l327 104 

2654208,1327104,884736,491520, 

442368(2) 

2654208(2), 1327104,774 14% 

516096(2) 

26542O8(2) ,737280,442368(2) 

26542O8,132ïlO4(2) 

1548288,442368 

2654208,1327104 

10616832 

3 1850496 

5308416 

10616832 

37?48?36,12582912,106 16832, 

6291456,3538944(3) 

2654208 

l769472,589824(2) 

3 145728,27525 12,1572864, 

ll?9648,884736(2) ,688 128, 

663552,589824(6) ,49 1520,2949 12 

1990656 

l769472(2), l327lO4,884736, 

663552,589824(2) ,294912(3) 

663552.129024 



- -  

Weight Distributions 

4 6 8  10 12 14 16 



Weight Distributions 



Weinht Distributions 
Autornorphism Group Sizes 

1161216,165888,110592,55296 

1 l79648,589824(2) ,2949 l2(4), 

196608,147456(2) 

7077888,3538944,2359296(2), 

1 179648,294912 

2359296,l l?9648(2),294912 

17031 16800 ,47l8592,2359296, 

1179648 

4718592 

884736,442368,147456 

73728 ,36864 

l4ï456,73728(3) ,49l52(2), 

36864(2) 

221 l84,?3?28(2) ,36864(5) 

147456,73728(11),55296,43008, 

24576,12288 

147456,llO592,82944,73728, 

36864(6) 

73728(7) ,55296,49152(2), 

36864(3), 12288 

14?456,?3728(2),36864(7) ,32256, 

27648 

2949 12,22 ll84,147456,73?28(5), 

49 152,36864(3),24576,12288 

l47456,?3728(2) ,36864(8) 

73728(3) ,36864(2) ,24576 

147456,73728(3),36864(2) 

73728 

73728 
22 1184 

442368 

442368 

125829 12,2580480,1048576, 

?86432(2) ,589824(2) ,22 1184, 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

l96608(2), 147456,98304, 

49 l52(2) 

18432(2) 

98304,73728,49152(3),36864(3), 

24576(5), 18432(2) 

72576,36864,18432,9216(2) 

3145728,1048576,393216(2), 

2949 l2,262144,l96608(2) ,98304, 

49 l52(9),36864(4) ,24576(2), 

l8432,12288(2),92 l6(3) 

36864,18432,9216(5) 

2949 12,129024,98304(3), 

73728(4) ,49 l52(7) ,48384, 

36864(3),24576(5) ,l8432(4), 

9216,6144 

36864,18432(2) $2 l6(4) 

1 O48576,524288(2) ,3932 l6(3), 

l966O8(2), l47456(2) ,983O4(2), 

73?28(2) ,49lS2(5) ,36864(3), 

24576(5) $2 l6(2) 

36864(2),18432,9216(2) 

2949 12,196608,147456,98304(2), 

?3?28,49 l52(7),36864(4) ,24576, 

18432 

36864 

3870720, lï69472,10485?6tï86432, 

589824(2) ,442368,147456, 

98304(2),49 152,36864 

98304 

528482304,81285120,75497472, 

2ZO2OO96,3538944,442368,2949 12 

25 165824,8388608 

49152,245?6(3) ,12288 

l2288(5),6 144 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

193536,73728,27648(2),24576, 

lS432,12288(5) ,92l6(2) ,6 l44(2) 

l2288(5) ,6l44(6) ,2304 

49152,24576,18432,12288(7), 

92 l6(2),6144(5),4608(2) 

72576,36864,24576,18432, 

l2288(6) ,9216,6144(6),23W 

36864,24576(3) ,l2288(6), 

9216(3) ,6l44(4),4608(2) 

24576,l2288(6) $2 l6,6 l44(6), 

4608 

2032 l28O136864,27648,245ï6(2), 

13824,12288(4) $2 l6,6144(3), 

4608 

73?28,36864(2) ,24576,12288(7), 

6144 

36864,12288(2) 

22 L l84,983O4,36864,l2288(2) 
49152 

98304 

221 1840,786432,589824,221 184, 

l47456,llO592,65536(2), 

32768(4) ,24576(2), 18432, 

l6384(2) ,l2288(2),6144 

3O72(3), l536(2) 

1966O8,U lO?2,l lO592,49152(2), 

27648,18432(2),16384(2), 12288, 

9216,8192(4),6144(12),4096, 

3072 (4), 1536 

6912,6144,3072(3), l536(?) 

73728O,73728,65536(2),49 152, 

32768(4) ,24576,18432,16384(3), 

12288(5),9216,8192(4),6i44(6), 

4608,4096,3072(4),1536(4) 



Weight Distributions 



Weight Distributions 
Automorphism Group Sizes 

lO24(3) ,768(5),384 

6 144,46O8(2),4O96,3O72,2O48(8), 

l536(3), lO24,768(3),384 

92 l6,4096(3) ,3Oï2(2) ,2048(5), 

l536(3), 1024,768(2) 

12288,8192,4096,2048(3), 1536 

49 I52,27648,13824,l2288,8 192, 



- . - - 

Weight Distributions 

4 6  8 10 12 14 16 Autornorphism Group Sizes 

3456,2048,l l52,lO24(3) ,5 l2(3), 

256 

589824,368640,98304,55296, 

32768,12288(3), lO368,8192(2), 

2304,2048(2), lO24(2),768 

12288,2048 

3870720,98304,55296, l8432,4O96 

786432,110592,16384 

262144 

6144,2304(2), l536,l l52(2), 

lO24(3) ,768,256(6), 128 

576,512,384,288,256(2),128(5), 

64(4) 
3O72,1536,512(3),384(4),288(2), 

256( IO), 128(10) ,64(2) 
5184,768,576,512(2),384,288(2), 

256(4), l92,l28(lO),64(4) 

4608,1024(3),768(2) ,5i2,384(2), 

256(7) ,l92,l28(8) ,64(3) 

10368,5184,1728,1152,768, 

5 U ( 3 )  ,384(3) ,288,256(6), 
128(7),64 

13824,1728,1024,768,256(4), 

128(4) 

23O4(2), l536,1024,768(2),5 12, 

256(2) 

l3824OllO368,384 

3072(2) 

269568,92 16 
49152,16384,8192,6144,4608, 

l536,lO24(2) ,5 l2(3) ,384,256(7), 

l92(2), l28(2) ,64(3) ,32 

192,128,64(5),32(7),16 

4O96,2O48(2),lO24(2),512(2), 



Weigbt Distributions 
Automorphisrn Group Sizes 

384,256(8),128(9),96,64(7), 

32(5)116(2) 
384,256,192(3),l28,96(3),64(6), 

32(6)116(2) 
49152,8192,4096(2) ,3O72(2), 

2304,2048(2) ,lO24(2),768(2), 

5 12(2) ,256(7), 192,lZ8(4) ,64(ï) , 

32(3), 16 

?68,576,256,192,128,64(4), 

32(3) 
73728,24576,18432,9216,8192, 

3O72(3) ,2O48(2), ll52,768,5 12, 

384,256(4),192,128,64 

768,192 

122880, 18432,4096,3072, 1024 

294912,18432,9216 

98304 

5l2,384,256,l92, l28(2),64,48, 

32(3),16(4) 
l92,96,64,48,32,l6(4) ,8(5) 

768,384,192(2),144,128,96,72, 

64,48,32(5) ,ad, l6(5) ,8(4) 

i92,96,64(3) ,48,32(3), l6(5), 

8(3) 
768,512,192(2),128,96,64,48(3), 

32(2),16(3),8 
576,288,256,192,144,64(2), 

48(3) ,32 

1536,864,192,64 

384 

5376 

36864OI23O4O,2O48, 1536,1440, 

l92(3), l20,64(2) ,32(2) ,24,2O, 

16,12(2),4 



- 

Weight I%itributions 
4 6  8 10 12 t 4 16 

O 28 308 1964 6944 14392 18262 

O 24 316 1976 6912 14384 18310 

O 20 324 1988 6880 14376 18358 

O 16 332 2000 6848 14368 18406 

O 12 340 2012 6816 14360 18454 

O 8 348 2024 6784 14352 18502 

O O 620 O 13888 O 36518 

O O 364 2048 6720 14336 18598 

Automorphism Group Sizes 

1344,48,16(2),12,8,4(2),2 

18432,6144,1152,512,384.1921 

96(2),32(3),24(2),12,8(4),4(2) 
96,48,16(2),12,8,6,4 

6144,1024(2),768,128,64,48, 

32(2), 16,8 

144(2),64,60 

6144,1536,384 

319979520,10321920,86016,23040, 

14880 

2064384,294912,86016 
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